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UNIT 19. At Seoul Station Information

::).1-4 ill °IN

BASIC DIALOGUE

'11) /1 Al-

1. e t1-1-1 =1-. -71-e =1-4. /151-11-

ii.Aolior 1-1 -7-11.)

2. ,tit14:11 6,Ift 61 til"

00_ 1-1=1..
M.1114 I

I :1-11 -1-1 =1

3 . 61-5.1 }18- t1-1 /`-1

.E.1 4- 112-

=14 t Ult1-1-1-L?

-a-

1-t14.-

(1:11A1-

guidance

information booth

at the Seoul Stat
Information Bo

ion
oth

Taejon

Taejon bound train

Excuse me. What time is the n
train to Taejon?

local (train)

xt

There is a local train leaving at

express (train)

[it] must have left

9:30.

if possible (°if it can become')

by a fast way

[it] departs

Well, the morning express must already
have left, then? I'd like to go a fast
way if possible; when does the next
express leave?

1

Special Express

Semi-Express

in about 40 minutes
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61-tli tx1W1

# 611 i-t7411°1 tFI-F

I

1-1.a

5. a :P-t- =Z1 -71A1 1 13F'-F. ;ie.] LF12?

6. 0:5 I /t 1 el Al
-7- 1 -1-

I la 1 1

u1.3_
-7 a1- I ta

v1

"Fel 13-1 le

7.

11-1=F

The 8 o'clock morning Special Express
has already left, but there is a Semi-
Express leaving in about -1-O minutes.

..1.11

How long does it take to get to
Taejon by the Semi-Express?

1-1-11-1

t 'FA u

2

It takes about 2 hours and 20 minutes.

of course

as (much) as Special Express

[it] is not as fast as
Special Express

also; still; after all;
certainly

it is also; it is as well

[it] goes fast

Of course the Semi-Express is not as
fast as the Special Express, but it's
still very fast.

,
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. -lil 'section' is the part of a noun which designates the lowest

administrative unit within an organizational hierarchy. Examples:

°information (section)' , 'personnel section° , 15-y- 11

°general affairs section°, etc.

3. .E1 4- Aosl..' ( ' if it can -become' ) and its substitute stl- (or )

e.

° if it° s possible' which is another synonymous adverbial clause, occur

as the Korean equivalents of ° if possible.

4. .

°express' is used as a cover term for three kinds of express trains:

'Special Express' , . (Regular) Express' or tii.:11 'Semi-Express° .

stops only at the most important stations such as provincial

capitals, makes additional stops at major cities, while tiEctli

stops at all major stations. '71-1211 stops at every local station.

(A. 4. in is the contraction of L- . Contraction is

common in a rapid speech.

7. 11_4 as - as' occurs either as a particle or a dependant noun (See

Grammar Notes 1 & 2) . A description verb ending in + -VN means

simply 'is not...' rather than ° cannot...' (See Grammar Note 3).

41A1 °also' , 'still', 'after all' , 'certainly° is an adverb whose meaning

varies depending on environment. !b'lV Ai is normally preceded immediately

by or frequently used redundantly with a nominal + -- to mean °also°.

3

°It also goes fast.°

°I think so, too.'

'Korean is also difficult, isn't it?'

'She is still pretty.°

°I'm a Korean, after all.'

,k,
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xlo. Al Al -3-:1-11 t11_11-*1-)1P-?

1.4 Alt_ AI-11- Ati sp. 441-11..

?-11 61 41A1 t111)* ri

1. Particle PP.
1:1

'Do you still think so?'

'American cars are sturdy and nice,

after all.'

'Korean food sure is hot.'

GRAMMAR NOTES

'as -., as', 'to the extent of

The particle ZNI. preceded by a nominal occurs before an inflected expression

to denote a resemblance of the action or description in the degree of or

extent to the following inflected expression for the subject or topic the

same or as much as the nominal to which 64 is added.

Compare 114 with particle 51:11 'like' (Unit 18) which denotes a resemblance

of the action or description in the manner of the following inflected

expression. Compare the following pairs:

bi9-6-`71- 71 *1-Z1-4- 1:1-e-1 111-L-14-

"1.)- 71- 71A1-31 el wt'l-e-1 71-t-1 1-0 e Id

:1,t :1-61 I!`.4 t',1-t°14 tiri-t-L19.

u1-61 :1-A1V 6i 1 }.

dte_11-1. -4- '61eee
leg

74121-b-AA1 41- A-
c1 e e

2. Post-Noun

71- IL.

'The bus runs as fast as a train.'

'The bus runs fast, just like a train.'

'Japanese is as difficult as Korean.'

'Japanese, like Korean, is difficult.'

'Mr. James speaks German as well as

Mr. Park does.'

'Kr. James speaks good German just
like Mr. Park.'

When 131-.:a. occurs after inflected forms such as prospective or present noun
16. I=

modifier words, it is a post-noun. The post-noun 64 forms a phrase with

the preceding modifier word in the following meanings:

a. The present noun modifier word of an action or description verb

form + Pp. 'since (or because) one does (or is)', 'as
u.

much as one does'

4
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a-71- ult. 131-3..

'Since I'm aware of it...'

°As much as I know...'

°Insofar as I know...'

1°Since he eats...'

('As much as he eats...'

°Since she is bright...°

UNIT la

b. An action verb in the prospective noun modifier ....1L/AL form + Zha.
e

means °as much as one can'.

Alt1A112-.

4111- :111. °184.1-1`1P-

°Buy food as much as you can eat.°

°I read the book as much as I could.°

'I have not earned enough money to
become rich.'

Note that 61 uha. this much°,1 64 'that muchs,:i. L11-14. 'that much' are
II- 13

idiomatic nominal or adverbial phrases.

3. Further note on -A1VN

The -Al form of a description verb + 'z*I''f--occurs interchangeably with

_xl 311-14. to mean just 'is not...° instead of 'cannot...'. The same

construction is also used to mean °cannot.' whenever it makes sense.

A.

B.

A.

B.

A. °Is Korean easy?'

**IV" B. °No, Korean is not easy.'

A. 'Is she tall?'

B. 'No, [she is] not very tall.°

-2 7c/A- -2-21 61

5

'I'm not so bright. That's the
problem.°

, La
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4. ( °F. 49) AA- 0,11- and -(9-, 61)AA.-:- 21° 11-

Any verbal which includes a past tense suffix + future tense suffix (i.e.

°F, ) AA 01- ) implies the speaker or addressee's presumption for the

finished action or description of the verb, and is translated as 'must have

been/done such-and-such°, °would/should have been/done such-and-such°.

ci)AA11.. and -(41-, cl)AA-J?- "T1 4lare mutually interchangeable. Study

the following examples:

AA1 tit+-711-S 1.11"10, 10.

AA1 *11- -11+21' -1 11.11-e

Al A 74- 4- r!-Ti )-14b1/1)714 L1 t}".

f'41 )141.,14-:- 211°4111

61 -11. -7-7Y?

6111- Ala 4A171-

°The train must have left already
(I think).'

°By now class must have started.°

'Do you suppose that he has become an
Ambassador by now?'

Lill- 1A121-611 -s--341-11-Al 31-.),V-s-fi 'If I had not arrived on time, would
you have thought that I had a traffic

2JL ii-2-1F 61 `'l l':'2- A11-11--811-711-A-11-71-? accident?
0 AA, .VA 0 -1 Ak Ail

Ati -7f.t}121. 1 61 LI -1-1-?0 -I At. e is Li

*-1.-q--v- 6-1 -3- AFt12:-. :1V-6, -2,7.1

t1.4---- e_i- lx1,,16-ig--

qLs. o) oil L.
I e I

°If I had known that fact from the
beginning I would not have made such
a mistake.°

Remember that we noticed -i]- in Unit 3, Grammar Note 2, and -'12P-e °1-in Unit

11, Grammar Note 3, were often used to denote the presumption of the speaker

or addressee for the future or present action or description of the verb.

6

7
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DRILLS

1. Substitution Drill

10 c}1;1( el]) lit- clIr 11511. 11)1 611 ;5,),14 11 -"F.?

2. 4- t1-( ell) lit- Iv W-1 ell 11F?

3. 1+ ( 611) =1*-f:4- 1.:,i1-71-71* ;1 Al 611

1,6k1*

4. NPL(611)
Idt3-12 -71- g=1

5. =11;j.:1( 611) =14E; t .,8,11 61 611

01
1.1

6. -g1-+ c 611) -71-'e 4"-Illr 61 gi Al 6i1 )6A1* -111.?

7. ( /1-`--0 0

61 6 1.1 -mi.?

11-0 ° ki 611

What time is the next train (which

goes) to Taejon?

What time is the next passenger train

to Pusan?

What time is the next airplane to

Cheju?

What time is the next bus to
Yongdungpo?

What time is the next express
to Tejon?

What time is the next Special Express
to Kwangju?

What time is the next Semi-Express
to Kangnung?

6'0161 1;1)1
1-11-?

What time is the next local (train)

to Choongj u?

9 ,°1 °IP t11-iko- °I Al I 61-6-1.1

What time is the next jitney
(limousine) to Inchon?

10. 6#(60 gjoi V-14_,.3)t-1-7-712e
What time is the next passenger ship

to Yosu?

11. :1( 611) 11-e =1--11:- VV1A" Al 611

61A 11 Ill.?
tzt

611) _11511-t_l 61 611

Am61.

p_ -7-71_?
hi

7

What time is the next sightseeing bus

to Walker Hill?

What time is the next packet boat
to Japan?
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2. Response Drill

-11-1-A1-711`1IL?0

t1.1_1 .cL
141 I

.

)45,J-L5-6

1. ;1-611 Ai-S1 1611 -L. A11161IL?

al, 111-Lic1-.

2. 611)-1 tt_F-4 ti-A12116-iI0

Oil, 4- );5,k1A-6

3. :1-1-A101`1R-?

4- )°,,k1L5-6 AllA121-611

:FL I =1-

=1131.1- 3114 Ai c?til-A A 01 ?=

6110 51 4- ),,kl-P--E1 n145-Al 31,45-1-2-

fsT.L.1 =
1:11

t1..

5. 11-A11`11?-`e

611. -V 4- 7,,kl-L5- 131 11-e1'a"

6. u114,5o1 -q-A101`IL?

oil. 4- )4,5k1-41,13-1 utl 11-A1

7. = u1-11A1,,A11MR-?e e

Ns 51 4- Ars451-P-tr-1 ,mil 15FLI =F.

8. 611A-1 o1 1-.)-1,-,,,J1 'I IL?

oil, 4- t1-0 -L31,

Will you leave by express?

Yes, I'm going to (leave by express)
if possible.

Will you come to my house this weekend?

Yes, I'll try to come if possible.

Will you continue to study Korean in
Korea?

Yes, I'm going to (continue) if
possible.

Will you leave for school on time?

Yes, I'll try to leave on time if
possible.

Won't you smoke?

No, I'm trying not to smoke if
possible.

Will you go by plane?

Yes, I'm going to (fly) if possible.

Will you bring your lunch every day?

Yes, I'm going to (bring it) every day
if possible.

Will you check your baggage?

Yes, I'm going to check [it] if
possible.

Will you work for the government?

Yes, I'm going to work for the
government if possible.



3. Substitution Drill

KOREAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 19

-E----:11--& tit l 111-A 1 el -}-1-1- 1.1 ?

2. 61}I-42- 7/1-A1 1uF1-1 -1'111-9?
v. v.

1

4 -Fa- -r*A1 u11 ;1 el LIP-?

5 411tiA,Z- 711-A 1 :1"H" 1 11 lL?

11' AP- 111-Al Zell-1-SL?

7 1 VI/LE- 21-* -711-A 1 cl ul-t+ -1 el 9-9-

8. Litt `11Z-- of -11-x1 ul-t+ tFP-?

9. 6 1 o -1-11-A 1 :1 uFtF el 1-1-CL?

10 Alt-1-1& ZUFt+ CL?

How long does it take [to go] to
Taejon by Semi-Express?

How long does it take [to go] to Mokpo
by local?

How long does it take [to go] to
Kwangju by Special Express?

How long does it take [to go] to
Inchon by express?

How long does it take [to go] to
Pusan by passenger ship?

How long does it take [to go] to
Cheju by ship?

How long does it take fto go] to
Kangnung by airplane?

How long does it take [to go] to
Kanghwado by ferry(boat)?

How long does it take [to go] to
Yongdungpo by streetcar?

How long does it take [to go] to
Yongsan by bicycle?

4. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

1011: :1-61 "liti*L-1-711-?

e 61 obt v- 1C19-

1. 6-VIA1-11--71-Vit:1--g-

611, A1-4-

2 )11- 2--E- °I 4r

411, ) 1 1 of 2- 1 , 61 4r- 4- all"

-,

9

Is Korean as difficult as Japanese?

Yes, Korean is as difficult as Japanese,

Does a local train stop as frequently
as a Regular Express?

Yes, a local train stops as frequently
as a Regular Express.

Is the traffic in Seoul as crowded as
that of New York?

Yes, the traffic in Seoul is as
crowded as it is in New York.
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UNIT 19 KOREAN BASIC COURSE

3 . xi] oi Ax1 -71

:11-1- 1 /if?

611 `110°1-b "-fr t!1;4

el v. el

ulq 61 1-1-1-=1-..1--g- kii14 1-1 11Y4

6110 134 61 -71-1-1-=1-.3.1-I

611, 1 )-1-,;1-61 1-1-.E14- X111-

6. )-14- Ol 0 6 )'1611-1111.?

61 "-L.- el 6 61 611P-

7 1-1-AA1 11- -A- 111,1-61e e

:A-

6. L 1 11. '61- 0i- 141 1 -1:11..a. Li. 01 -71., L -7-71_?
1 re

611, :1-,311-1 11- :1- 61-HiAlfF-4-

6-1P-

9. °P-1°1-3-1 61-t1-1-1-711-?"al 1- 12

Does Mr. Janes speak Korean as well
as Jones?

Yes, Mr. James speaks Korean as well
as Jones.

Is the United States as large as Canada?

Yes, the United States is as large as
Canada.

Is your wife as tall as you?

Yes, my wife is as tall as I am.

Is Seoul as old a city as Rome?

Yes, Seoul is as old a city as Rome.

Is the weather today as cloudy and
windy as it was yesterday?

Yes, the weather today is as cloudy
and windy as it was yesterday.

Is grandmother as old as grandfather?

Yes, grandmother is as old as
grandfather.

Do you like Korean food as much as
Western food?

Yes, I like Korean food as much as
Western food.

5. Response Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

181;4 1o1 tz 1 ,C,;s1 01 ? 1 011

an. 6-4- ;1-2E- :16 Vtk.-1-
AI 13 1

0 Ml
1_1IT

1. %!.4 61 61SL? I 461

A.- a Oa =1-14

10

Is Korean interesting? [Japanese]

Yes, Korean is as interesting as
Japanese.

Is Korea large (or wide)? [Taiwan]

Yes, Korea is as large as Taiwan.
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)1-1 611 )i:1-°1
a4- 61 12? 4=1),:;1--)-1/

)-1-g1-61

Pal-AH

;11 d )0161 4S2-? /u1-4-

611, gi o u1-4-

A l-e H

dio'}i61 A1-611P-? / 61 A1-,,1-/

0 e

oi
I }o }°}I 'Lai ' 1141

-ct}/ 0 1 id:lei ?

611, :J

)14). el zo 01 i-%Y8.1112-? /4- -g-/

611. Ali -S1 4r -4-Z31-g"

e:1,1-,11-171=1".

A1-61 11-61 11AAI-P-?14),

6i1, tl--6-1 2,1-61 6-4,- '31)-;-=P-1=1,.

/ /

,t1=1151-1- t1-8}IP-? /°1-2-/

Ns ;1 =1151.-?-- el-S*11'3' 311.1-1-11-.0 ri H

t1-11 4-61-IL? /

411. u1-21- Z3_1--;",1

t'}14) -.1-7°1 P-?

6'11, !_rAl"-Y-- L Ui '''11-1Q it'

/1 61 '11k-? / 61 d)01-6-1

6L.s. /re/

;11 dtils=1 61 t..1).-}i-e-1

11

Are there a lot of people in Seoul?
[(the city of) Washington]

Yes, there are as many people in Seoul
as in Washington.

Does Mr. Kim speaks English well?
[American]

Yes, Mr. Kim speaks English as well as
an American.

Is Mr. Chung rich?
president Lee]

[(company)

Yes, Mr. Chung is as rich as
(company) president Lee.

Is the Semi-Express fast?
Express]

Yes, the Semi-Express is
the Special Express.

[Special

as fast as

Is the traffic in Seoul crowded?
[New York]

Yes, the traffic in Seoul is as crowded
as it is in New York.

Are things in Pusan expensive? [Seoul]

Yes, things in Pusan are as expensive
as they are in Seoul.

Is a Pullman comfortable? [1st class]

Yes, a sleeping car is as comfortable
as 1st class.

Is Australia nice to live in? [America]

Yes, Australia is as nice to live in
as America.

Are Chinese characters easy to learn?
[Hank11]

Yes, Chinese characters are as easy to

learn as Hankil [is].

Is Mr. Kim's son bright? [Mr. Lee's son]

Yes, Mr. Kim's son is as bright as Mr.
Lee's son.
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uNIT 19

6. Response Drill

Vi °1 "1-11- Li -711-?

*F11:
-I 0

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

31-61-g_

1 a e1 11" 71- :FL] 1-/?

2,

45H g_ thl AA.)

l-A 1 4111"e. t

cl -4- :1 °1 `Fa .41-tr t-1

(51.1.1 g_ Ote.... Oej tl 41.61.g_

3. ;11 d 4fiL."). ==e (51

oil till_ 1.1-7-71.?

;11 ..``.1),-,}1s-1 3
*114N-71 31-1-P-

/1-k-1 11.5q-z3_14

°1-1P-,

5 :/1°1 6-:1131--4- A1-4- =1-tr-.11-1111-?

=Ft-1A1 it.4°1-1).--

6. t1 61 111112- aLl 11F?

61A-1P- f_1 1-71112- tFA1

t(411.0141._.

7 ±11,11-q;1 °1 o 1 -g11-111---g- 1.31 °1

o 1-171-?

°FL1 * of
2101 rj.A1

I- I 1:11 I I WI

12

Is the Semi-Express as fast as the
Regular Express?

No, the Semi-Express is not as fast
as the Regular Express.

Does Mr. Song speak English as well
as Mr. Chang?

No, Mr. Song does not speak English
as well as Mr. Chang.

Is Korean as easy as German?

No, Korean is not as easy as German.

Is Mr. Kim's younger daughter as pretty
as his eldest daughter?

No, Mr. Kim's younger daughter is not
as pretty as his eldest daughter.

Are the suburban busses as rapid as
trains?

No, the suburban busses are not as
rapid as trains.

Do express [trains] run as often as
locals?

No, express [trains] do not run as
often as local [trains].

Is Pusan as clean as Seoul?

No, Pusan is not as clean as Seoul.

Are there as many things at Chongno
Department Store as there are at
Central (Department Store)?

No, there're not as many things at
Chongno Department Store as there are
at Central.

4,4,1+44 A n..
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8 .s1011 111- -;1 711-?

1 a 6142-

9. cxi °F. °i 61a
1-1-71- 61.61 p1.3.
co 1 a v..,

1_1 -7-7F?

oFi 61A1- 61-61

pp_ 3A1 A]

lo It -.a- :11 °I 67,11.1"-g- :1 Li

7. Response Drill

Ail. a 0 Hull- el

t1-,
t=1

6
ti evi 1 1

1.

2.

61.61

-=" el 1 4°111-

:41-L-11-7F?

-17,11.1_1=1.

el

*61"4 1-61 -N v1-1- =1" tl -1-7-11"?

Lid rrJ61 94_ =1_ =.1

Al2-8-61 -EILE1 'xi el tieli

L1-"F?

2F.°1 ti 1-1-e1-1.

:11:1 P.,.14

3. 4*- ° 1
ti-

° 1 V" ht"ife

4r 61 Alt_ =1. 2_1_ 61

14 11:1111-1- 1FL 21°1 -113i.--v=F.

II:. HI:1171s- 161111 LF
kill. 1.1 =1-.

13

Is your garden as large as that of
the Ambassador's residence?

No, my garden is not as large as that

of the Ambassador's residence.

Are girls as tall as boys?

No, girls are not as tall as boys.

Is the Semi-Express as slow as the local?

No, the Semi-Express is not as slow as

the local.

Does a Special Express go fast?

Yes, of course the Special Express
goes fast.

Is Korean more difficult than Thai?

Yes, of course Korean is more
difficult than Thai.

If you become a diplomat can you see

many countries?

Yes, of course you can see many
countries if you become a diplomat.

Is the traffic in New York more
crowded than in Seoul?

Yes, of course the traffic in New York,

is more crowded than in Seoul.

Is it faster to go by airplane than

by train?

Yes, of course going oy airplane is

quicker than by train.
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5. 6-11 Al-Z 61 ti ItiFL1

6

.13

10 6-1
Ax.I I I HI Litt

7. 6.:}1 160-

61 k. H>-L1 =1-

.& 61 461 Aoj di itt

61 111-61

t-1 A)ti-I-L11-71-?

&I'11°1 =-1 )ti-L1q.

8. 4FA1-.11- '16 511-51 -}1q :31-L1 -7-71-?

t.&. 41-A1-1- -sl si- 61

tlidt

9. s-12-8-61 /-1-et :31-L1-7-71-?

-P-12-8r°1 -E1e16

xi-et ti-L1=1-.

10. 6Att.. 5,1e:16 41. ill.?
ie.

8.

5'1.2.-1 T 11-i-

iti.Ct

Response Drill

ail titel f,E1(11- ;1- :1-A-1=1-.

611' "j":litt L1=1- (;/1

el-e 8.11k.0 ge e.

A-1)161 ""1 Al11-

1. ti.c.4 e'71-61 6-1e1-2- 21 ;11-14L1=1-

wI, 21:17);" Li q c;}-q ) Al

el el-2' '1 ;,71-619-.

2. u14- 611A1 );1-e16 A}o
xrF °,,161et

611, -/-:1-tr 611A1 )j-e=16

.t-le1A1 AFt-A1-11- eAltiet

14-

Do you need a Korean-English dictionary?

Yes, of course I need a Korean-
English dictionary-

Do I have to have a lot of money to

buy a car?
Yes, of course you have to have a lot

of money to buy a car.

Is the local cheaper than the express?

Yes, of course the local is cheaper
than the express.

Do you have to have a lot of education
to be a scholar?

Yes, of course you have to study a lot
to become a scholar.

Do you have to take an exam to be a

diplomat?
Yes, of course you have to take an
exam to become a diplomat.

Do you have to buy stamps to mail
letters?

Yes, of course you have to buy stamps
to mail letters.

Mr. Kim speaks English very well.

That's right. He certainly speaks
English well.

Korean seems to be difficult.

That's right. It certainly seems to be
difficult.

You have to have an automobile to live

in the United States.

That's right. You certainly have to
have a car to live in America.
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3. =1- 'II Mk311- 1-1=1-

v1:11-71-71-

4. oie b31 I

.

611 L. 1 I 1:1

'
4

tr rti I e e
A

t..

5 PI 61 -7- el-Al- r2 =I- A1-1-1=1"
v...* e 1:1

oil, -.In- LI 1. P1-4 ).1111.1- 61 41 Al

9-11. =1- tj-

6 ;;1151-71- 6 elt11-1-1=1-.

0 m

41)-1 15;1 151--71- 6 el 4P-

7 . 41 el 41-2-- 0 °1 Al 1-1 t}-

wl, -2-1 V-N-. 4,- el

stri AI Al. 14

8 tl" Ait-5t} -II.

ZI-61P-.

9. )--1A1--P-1

11. u1-41A1-e-

41A1 :i6iP-.

10.

al-61

;1)-1

15

An airplane is faster than a train.

That's right. An airplane is indeed
faster than a train.

You need a dictionary when you study
a language.

That's right. You certainly need a
dictionary when you study a language.

Americans live better than Europeans.

That's right. Americans certainly
live better than Europeans.

A Sleeping car is convenient when you
travel at night.

That's right. A Sleeping car is
certainly convenient when you travel

at night.

The teachers in our school are good

teachers.

That's right. Our teachers teach
well indeed.

Expensive autos seem to be good.

That's right. Expensive autos
certainly seem to be good.

In the United States doctors and
lawyers make good money.

That's right. In America, doctors and

lawyers certainly earn a lot.

I think things are expensive in big

cities.

That's right. I think things are
certainly expensive in big cities.
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9. Response Drill

1.

°Ft'l el

-7LL?-3- °1 °11. =-*

61_1_1 el ti-x1
I

2. >- 71- 7141-?

°I'L I :_f*-4
kl 114:2_ 1 Ve.

3. ,A.:15`1-71- 6 el:_1-71-P--?

61-1 -3- el ti el tl-Al -;q1/4-

Al °I al 4-3--24.

A HI I

5. 61

61-L-11L, "t-I

6. ti oN o1 Ait-*}-7}- li.L?

7. o tq°1 '164 Nq,!=1- 71-P-?

*),1112-- tiLIZ14

1:1

=1 1. .

8. °I 61 11 Ai ill

61'18, 61 2-)'1,: 2-);.15tti

ra 1:31-1-1 =1.

.414 9.,
ta I

16

Is the local train fast (I wonder)?

No, the local is not very fast.

Is that child bright?

No, that child is not so bright.

Is learning Korean easy?

No, learning Korean is not so easy.

Is the streetcar convenient?

No, the streetcar is not so convenient.

Is your neighborhood quiet?

No, my neighborhood is not so quiet.

Is a civil servant's pay sufficient?

No, a Government employee's pay is not

enough.

Do you like your car? (or Is your car
good ?)

No, my car is not very good.

Is the younger sister as pretty as her
older sister'

No, the younger sister is not as
pretty as her older sister.

Is this classroom light (well illuminated)
just like the next room?

No, this classroom is not light like
the next classroom.
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Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension:

(1)

VA1-: "1-°--A411P- ;1-21- I- '1 =1- *I /1 /1- :5_1-91-,i1A1P-?

:1 /14., t..1 _v_ Ls. of °i Mid i

1- el AA.I

-711- fi- .)=1÷--4 'qtr. 11*1-1-

°H1R-?

)..1 01 tli oil cc-1 cL
I I

VI& flk.?

61-1-111
A121-61 1-411

i °1

oi-;-.q °II A1 1-11
tiaii A.A.] 61AI l 71p. el
a- n Aki el IL.

(2)

1 -71-A1 61 131-1.1- ei 1-1 -7-7127

pAo 01 A-1 OA

1)-121 4 611

(511- 611 Ali

?,}1A1.: 6}-01-7- , -2.21 14 a a- t-

-3" *-3.'"°-- tr -4), Al1;51-11- ;1e1Alli-

17
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Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

u1-4 Ali 41 611 -71

*41 gP-11- etH `F`-01°P1 11"1- )-1211 °l-°1 -ei-2-

(2)

e.

=Q1 611 It- tlr 11*i-1- 61-4- Al 611 ,.x14.1-1
ti-

.

-71A1--- ti1-.81-,,1e1P- :1)-1

tt1-1q. ttY-12.1- 1.1611
_16 a_ti-A1,21-

attlt 4t. :11°1 fr!),1A1Z1.}

(3)

6:11A, ci latiFe 1 1.A1
t.. Id 0 t- -1 14 t-

_2. el 1-1. Oki 1 tnil.el ,E3 1,i_ al

18
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4

EXERCISES

A. Assuming that you are at Seoul Railroad Station, find out at the

information booth:

1. what time is the next train to Pusan.

2. if it is an express.

3. if the 8 a.m. express has already left.

4. how many times there are express trains to Pusan per day.

5. how long it takes to go to Pusan by a Regular Express.

6. if a Regular Express is as fast as a Special Express.

7. how often local trains run between Seoul and Suwon.

8. if the 7 p.m. Special Express has sleeping cars.

B. Tell your classmates that:

1. the traffic in Seoul is as crowded as in New York.

2. your wife is as tall as you are.

3. you'll try to bring lunch if possible.

4. the next sightseeing bus to Walker Hill leaves at 2 p.m.

5. local trains stop as frequently as Semi-Expresses.

6. you think that things in big cities are certainly (or indeed)

more expensive than in small cities.

7, your neighborhood is not so quiet.

8. your friend's younger sister is not as pretty as his older sister.

9. your house is almost as large as that of Mr. Kim's.

C. Your instructor will read the Supplementary Dialogues (1) and (2) twice

each in his monologue. Close your book and listen to him carefully

and after ',each dialogue has been read, tell the gist of each dialogue

in your own words in Korean.

D. Your instructor will read the Narratives for Comprehension (1), (2) and

(3) one at a time. Listen carefully and retell as much as you remember

of each stoiy in Korean. (In subsquent units, the Supplementary Dialogues

and Narratives for Comprehension should be used for exercises similar to

the Exercises C and D above.)

19
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UNIT 20. At Seoul Station Information (Continued)

131-1-1- A14"

1 4:111.1 cej -7-71.A1 AL.

C11-1-1. ;11.1-64. t-111.?

)1214-

'ILI 4°11 :si-fr Li =I-

6r71 A121-4-/1 Ll-P I-1 Al 12..

).11L9 4°11 uti-ei. '1=1°.

al 01A1 t1 1Z-

3. 61:11A111- 81.2L tl °P1

1 Al Al-Al* 411 )4,14- 1-Altzt e 102 tzt

4. -3- t}1 ull)*

BASIC DIALOGUE

1:1

17.1.g_

5. -2- cte-- Vui'Ll- -71-1?-?

Al /1

711

L'i 4k. ill -s-4i-V-L1=1-

611q1A}.

how often?

How often do the express trains
('either Special Train or Regular
Train') run between Seoul and Taejon?

schedule; time table

there're only three times

Here is a schedule; you can have a look
at it. There are only three Special
Express trains a day.

p.m.

12:10 p.m.

One at 8 a.m.; one at 12:10 p.m. and
another at 5:30 p.m.

every two hours

Regular Express runs every two hours.

Well, how slower is the local than
the Semi-Express, then?

20

because [it] stops

late

[it] arrives an hour and half

later
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6.
=rit: 611,

4 ,t1 Al 2f. F -kr 111

:1.4 Li

11-11 LI 1-

;1

1.1814.1

I

a. eiC"

/.1. 1=9Al U1-11 1-e2. 11-A1 q"1".
1:1 a I. A. 1- e

-5-- 41411 LI-R-

9 . 61-, -v-t1-611)-1 11,1 614-1-1

The local train stops at every station,
so it arrives about an hour and half
later than the Semi-Express.

baggage; luggage; .load

[he] takes care of; [hers in
charge of

[he] entrusts [it] to someone

(the place where you check
your baggage for a while)

waiting room

Where are the waiting room and
(checking counter)?

Pusan bound train

(platform entrance where
tickets are punched)

The waiting room is to the right of

Pusan bound (platform entrance) and
the check-room is right next to the
waiting room.

trains

has [it] arrived?

Oh, by the way, has the 9 o'clock
train from Pusan arrived already?

exit

passengers

delay

[it]'s delayed

21
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111 1-4L 61 61'V-1

t21- 61111 1.1-5-- °I L-1

-11543" 61-S2- L-1 =1-1 1 A1. 14

The people coming out of the exit are
the passengers who just got off the
9 o'clock train from Pusan. It was
about 15 minutes late.

Additional Vocaburary: The Names of Provinces and Their Capitals

1

1

2,, 1111L:

3 . :

* :

5

6. 211,;1-

7

8 -4

9

10 :

11.

120 Icni" ettl

13. Zt!'i.*-s-:

11+. ,t1-2i

15. :

CHINA

15

13

0
SEA OF JAPAN

DEMARCATION LINE

41, d

YELLOW SEA

oP:/v
° 4 A

O

f

4 10),01

0 o o
4 5' 1-L

Gpn4

.60

22
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

3. ei.s. 'p.m.' plus an o'clock time expression is used in a parallel way

for official disignation of time as AJ-9-- or SLZ1 + an o'clock time 'an

o'clock time + a.m.'.

'3 p.m.'

'10 a.m.'

Note that o'clock time expressions in official

transportation schedules or in military are in

with the time counter Al . '13 hrs' (1*

situations such as in

Chinese numeral system

p.m.), 451 itlA1 6 20 hrs' (8 p.m.).

6. A1/1 wc1 Tbecause [it] stops' is the substitute of Altr71-(See Grammar

Note 1.). '(rather) than' int4:1132-1-S-is a multiple particle,

a combination of . ALI- and 1.1-.E. can be used interchangeably,

except that the latter is often used emphatically.

7. 01-1- 'to take care of and ,:j-114.Ito entrust (something) (under someone's

care)' are both transitive verbs.

8.

4] V-/W!.... 4 is the place where you check baggage for a while often

attended by someone However, the place where bags are checked through

to a destination is called lit 11.

A place name + Vfollowed by a mode of t.::ansportation means 'the mode of

transportation bound for the place name'. -14, then, is part of a word

meaning 'going'.

4Lt.F:11

'the train bound for Pusan'

23
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°the bus bound for Inchon'

'the airplane which goes to Kwangju°

Note that a place name (or a point of time) in -141- followed by a mode of

transportation means 'the mode of transportation which leaves the place

name (or at the point of time).

arriving' is the opposite of

=}1Z1 e

010 t 41-4-

-11-is part of a word meaning 'leaving'

'express (train) which leaves (or left)

Seoul'

'passenger train which leaves Taegu'

'Special Express arriving Yongdongpo°

9. cl*F ('string of cars') refers to a train run between two stations on

schedule, while 1j * -is a cover term for any railroad train.

1.

Ve 11 Ail. 1+
Atzlibr t.i

/1-Z1-61-, 11511 ! ""1--*-1q.

There are two trains to Seoul daily.

Look at the train, Kihan. It's really
fast!

GRAMMAR NOTES

'because [it] is/does something'

('reason, cause') is a noun to which particle 1 is added and occurs

either after a nominal or the-11 form.

a. A nominal + 4511 means 'because of the nominal°

'because of money'

'because of a woman°

'for what reason'

24
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011.E.1 oil °because of job'

==} because of the contract'

b. + 411 means ' because [ it] is/does something'

In this construction, the -11 form may have suffixes (i.e. honorifics and

or tense suffixes). Compare --71 tcl-61 with -x-rrl-in Grammar Note 1,

Unit 12.

Al ALO 6-1
V3 1 12 I e

I%
"
C11

Ak1 I

Ct

-2-1L-71

ak_o_ ==
e' e

Al-71-61 4t-1=1-Il...

HIM-

iFc% Z
.1111..ati.S... /Fel la...

2. Denominals and Denominal Verbs

'I'm not hungry because I had lunch.'

'I have no time because I'm studying
Korean.'

'Because the express has already
left, I have to go by local.'

We have seen so far that a number of nouns make verbs simply by adding

We will call any such verb (built on a noun by adding ti-9.) a

Denominative or a Denominal Verb, and any noun which can be made into

a verb a Denominal. Very often, some deriominal verbs are separated,

making the denominal the object of 1-1- without changing the meaning.

Observe the following examples:

1.1.1=1.
0 e

t

(b) 1/11

OD 1- ) otli:FLI

(b. 2.) 0E1 61-1-11-e

25

'studying'

'[He]'s studying.'

°[He]'s studying.' ('[He] does studying.')

'travelling', 'trip'

1[He]'s ('[He] does
travelling.')
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oi

(c.1.)

(c.2.) :51A 41_1=1.
e' e 14' '

'work'

°[I]'m working.', ('[I] do working.')

Since many denominal verbs can be separated so that the nominal becomes

the object of 1-ti , we call such a verb a Denominal Transitive Verb.

Note that there are a number of nouns which are made into verbs by

simply adding £ }C} -just like the above case following the exactly same

manner as a Denominal Transitive Verb, except that for some such verbs

sql- may be separated from the preceeding noun, making the noun the

subject of s1=1-. That is, in such instances, the noun is in N 01 /-1- form.

Therefore, a denominal verb in N +3E11- is called a Denominal Intransitive

Verb. Examples:

(d)

(d-1-) ,c1141--s11.°A-14'-rt-1=1-.

(d.2.) s-1til4L1=1-.1

(e) 711

( e 1- )

(e . 2. ) Ail $.1),11-a-

(f) -71V

(f-1-) Ll I.

(f2) 41 41451 *11-111

'delay (from schedule)'

'[It] was delayed.', '[it] was late.',
°[It] has been delayed.'

°problem'

e[It] became a problem.'

worry'

'[It]'s worrisome.°, '[I] become
worried.°, '[I]'m worried.'

Many nouns which may be made into denominal transitive verbs may also be

made into denominal intransitive verbs. However, some nouns may be made

into denominal transitive verbs but not into denominal intransitive verbs;

other nouns may become denominal intransitive verbs but not denominal

transitive verbs. Therefore, the best way is to learn each denominal verb,

transitive or intransitive, as a separate entity.

Denominal transitive verbs are often in active meaning in English, while

denominal intransitive verbs are frequently passive.
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3. 'every', 'each'

Some Korean nouns are built by adding Derivational Affixes on other stems,

words or parts of words. An affix is a cover term for a prefix, (infix)

or suffix. By derivation is meant word formation by way of building on

stems (bases). Derivational affixes in Korean are different in character

from inflectional affixes (which include endings) in that when all the

inflectional affixes are stripped off from a word, what is left is a stem,

while a derivational affix is part of a stem itse:'.f in building a word.

4- is a derivational prefix which means 'every', 'each'. The following

words are some of the common time expressions with 4-as prefix:

1:11110-14
1..

0 1every year

every month'

0 every hour'

'every week'

'every minute'

every semester'

'every (school) grade'

Remember that the prefex tql- has the same meaning as the par

which may or may not occur after a /311- word without changi

ticle

g the meaning.
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DRILLS

1. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

t-31-1-1-7-1-?

41-;2-71- 0171 =tiV.- 611 A1t-

1. ,1_11q u1-61 HT* A121-61 °a- °1

1-111F?

611* 1,14 :F61 461:1 Cc "1; F °1

4-61 -.1

2. -71 41- AF( 61 )1-1 11 6 *F!"-o Is 0

AI. 01A -7-7I.?

611, ,mil ti-11& 1-.(
)71 tt 611

X1-0 xr AI" 4- r_1
9-

3. tittle ,!1-4- 71-t-1771- t-1771.?

N. Al` 6.-4- 611 171 =Ili 611

14' 61 t"1,11-2,- -71.4" 61 i13,11--L5 1-1 771. 61

,11 arLl -7-71*?

61 titli& 1-4- °I 471 =11,R:

,1°1

5. _t_22,. oi 1.11:1_t.. 1_1 -hi. 'lb 1:11 ic14.1-1
-1 Id I 1 tl I

611. 61 ==iiri.
A-61 11)")'1*-iL

6- u1-4- oil 51-1- 1381-42- t"1-71- AF3- 71-

%Hi-
1.1 ill'?

ell. 01-4 °II 51.--71. 471 ==lie: 611 24- AP-71-

rai-iL

28

Do you go by car because the school
is far away?

Yes, I go by car because the school
is far away.

Does it take a lot of time because
Korean is difficult?

Yes, it takes a lot of time because
Korean is difficult.

Can Mr. Kim buy a nice car because
he's rich?

Yes, Mr. Kim can buy a nice car because
he's rich.

Are you studying Korean because you
[will] go to Korea?

Yes, I'm studying Korean because I
will go to Korea.

Does Mr. Lee need a big house because
he has a large family?

Yes, Mr. Lee needs a large house
because he has a big family.

Is the Special Express expensive
because it's fast?

Yes, the Special Express is expensive
because it's fast.

Are there many automobile accidents in
America because there're a lot of cars?

Yes, there're many automobile accidents
in America because there're a lot of
cars.
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7. 61 Li '1-71" 61 ti),-,It° 6.1 Al °I al-; l

tealLnyei -

61 -71--7;371-11 =.=

-1-t-1 .

°II °I ttlir°.-

6. 11 tit 61 -7-/1" )1,1"--. °I

S-12-8-61 1),Z i W :11-L1 "Tle

S.1 tItoi Aliu1;3,1 /1 611

)'1."1"-; 61 SI 'RP' )21 .t1 MilL

9. :II /I ."1" -2- 6 X1.8 1 111- " :II s--

ti el 1---71

"1 :II *1111 isig-

10 , °I
L1

-nl- *1 el )-1-el-s- °I

oFtliLi

°I )-1-:},-;- °I 4- °I-t11/2-

2. Transformation Drill the use of .d4y-] )

ti ;;-11: °1-icl-L1

LF-E- 41)1 !1- °1-112-

-4;V1 .t1 e P-0

2 4- el "luiLle -3-:1711 .11-111-tiFL1

T. el °1u1-1-s 41)-1 sI711 ),-,11.11-flii2-

3. °I al IL

L'S 1 I-a 61 1:112- .811P-

29

Does Mr. Lee walk to work because
his house near?

Yes, Mr. Lee walks to work because
his house is near.

Do people
service
service

want to join the foreign
because life in the foreign
is interesting?

Yes, people want to become diplomats
because life in the foreign service
is interesting.

Do you travel by airplane because
it's fast and convenient?

Yes, I travel by airplane because
it's fast and convenient.

Do many people like Mr. Kim because
he's [a] warm-hearted [man]?

Yes, many people like Mr. Kim because
he's warm-hearted.

I like Korean food.

I too like Korean food.

Mr. Kim speaks good English.

Mr. Kim also speaks English well.

My mother thinks so.

My mother also thinks so.

I need cash now.

I need cash now, too.
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5.

°I :-1)-.11-R- 41 Al al

tit

silk"

611-F. '11-ii-t-ItF"

61A1 61 -V-

6- ti )01-2- 6--4- :1-61 '1 n11--2- :1-L1 q.

d0 }11- 41)-1 V °1

7.

ail g.

Ati 111:1111-K"

eti :111-eia
IL .

8. 071 t.1)01-6-1 1AF8-491 2--V-

111 dt1P-1 41A] u1-4- 111.8.491

tliL

9- ulq ell -24 Ai iF at- LI =I.

1°i Al 24,- AF-2- 11-

3. Response-Transformation Drill

d 11A1-11- tI=T- 611 )411L41:2- L?

f1F).-11:
a1, /131-11- ti-4- 611 Al1L1 441 ti-tr L11.

1* e )41' 6
ter01 014)4 Co

/ Ak/

611, A. 4.6 te1 01 44/ ttit;-siTbr Li t1.4

2. 491A1 1 1 /1-Ate 'V CL?

sti 44cli

o_ L1=1.
WIT I

Mr. Lee will sell his house.

Mr. Lee will sell his house, too.

Washington is humid in the summer.

Washington is also humid in the
summer.

Mr. James says Korean is difficult.

Mr. James also says Korean is

difficult.

Mr. Park is going to travel to Europe
by plane.

Mr. Park is also going to travel to
Europe by plane.

Mr. Kim's daughter works at the
American Embassy.

Mr. Kim's daughter also works at the

American Embassy.

There are many automobile accidents
in the United States.

There are also many automobile
accidents in the United States.

Are there only three trains a day?

Yes, there're only three trains a day.
('Yes, there're no trains except for
three times a day.°)

Does Mr. Son have only two daughters?

Yes, Mr. Son has only two daughters.

Are there only Semi-Express trains
from here to Taejon?

Yes, there're only Semi-Express trains
from here to Taejon?
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3. -,rte I 611)1 61 4116- atlsi-?

oil. 61 el 41-Al 611A1 °I N i4cil

Al-Al 4,t4ri-171-

4. tl),;11--tC): t- e eul-)ti- A`Zi

611. Aie 441 (ue Fi-)te
01 0 LI tL .

5. AFe :11`t fl-?

tl: 1- ;1 4-21 4611

6. a* 41-2-611A1 c6,1t1Lil-

411, -a-g- 41'2: 611A1 -14°11 iliP5

cl"

7. );.1-,Zst1 si-r?

11, u1"4. -g-* °IN 44°11 ijA1

t-1=1.

8. :1-stlso

oil, ;7,1 titli 111 4°11 s-11-1-1=1-.

10 .

1-2. /1 41;611

A°)1 -1- ttN tej'AlLi ctali

:}1.81. 1 L447,k1-8- 1-1

4. Response Drill

!:7.10-11

tr

dtii: t1.°11A1 °IA- Al `,1

-11-011: °Ft.] 9- `51-11

31

Did you buy only this book from among
many books?

Yes, I bought only this book from
among many books.

You can speak only Korean?

Yes, I can speak only Korean.

Is Mr. Kim's wife the only Korean
woman you know?

Yes, Mr. Kim's wife is the only Korean
woman I know.

Did you study only English in high
school?

Yes, I studied only English in high
school.

Have you lived only in the East(ern
part of the United States)?

Yes, I've lived only in the East(ern
part of the United States).

Do you know only Mr. Kim's home
(telephone) number?

Yes, I know only Mr. Kim's home number.

Do you like only Pulkoki among the
Korean food?

Yes, Pulkoki is the only Korean food
I like.

Did you travel only in France when
you were in Europe?

Yes, I travelled only in France when
I wa9 in Europe.

Has the 9 o'clock train from Pusan
already arrived?

No, it hasn't arrived yet.
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1.

2.

3.

5.

-7Fif- 61.111 q't V61 kl-VA1 1-t1P-1-1?-?e A",

61-1-1 4'1'41 *I 6IP-

211'i- °I :IAAI :iA1-611A1

41-LIP-, 61-41 tiNA1 '11-16111.

A16tv e :1;07.11-1-10

41-11 :1--71A I 34-AZ cl

61-1-11- 6141 t=1"-}"Al 31-,Z 1-P-

61-L1 k 6141 61 -P Al A7,161L

6. tt..1--4- 611 ;1- O' t-1-1?-?

61-11 °1-;1 c '11-) =1- ..1A1 6112-

Has the morning express to Inchon
already left?

No, it hasn't left yet.

Have the passengers already gotten off
the train?

No, they haven't gotten off yet.

Have you already checked the baggage?

No, I haven't checked it yet.

Has the passenger train to Kangnung
already left?

No, it hasn't left yet.

Has the 3 p.m. Special Express from
Taegu already conic! in?

No, it hasn't come in yet.

Are you already ready to go to Korea?
('Is your.preparation to go to Korea
already done?')

No, I'm not ready yet.

Supplementary Dislogues for Comprehension:

(1)

tcl Ail 61111 4. d--111-A1 611 V161 AA1-i6r, L-1-7-71-?

-1 "V" ki 0411 "7411 1-1 =1-

11 =11V-1;1 611 11-6 )46x1-41' 1-1 1-111-

tc1:11A1": A1214-1- 41. A1.13-1- , 4F *, t

61.1.41: Vie %Ai )6A1-2r

el =liti 611)1 d- 11-61 le t--11-:11& =FA-1A1 41-)4.t-I=1.
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=Q1 owl _3_ :I 0 1 1-1. -71.01. 9.
'

er4 611 1,!i 441 tia :Jr vit:- A121331.=1. tFLFA),-1

tilA1-: 61-111A. Lic "2" UFA" 1-1e la la

(2)

ViAl": el Al

°1"--4M 1 311;1-e- '211-P- 4 °I 41-.E1AZt- L1=1 %

(11t1-171-: -2 21f1t1 c.1-°11A1 1-11,!1 °I 1-FV-1111-?

* t1111 Vq- ,t1AA11 f -7- :11 LI

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading:

A424- .11*1- ti °I 1 el al-irt- 6--7-1-71

41;611 71-4- 1-L171 41 cc4 611

ol tap_ e1.1-1 Ai 21444
-c" e la 0 14, I 1 1 Akt

4- -1- 714- °IA ill-. 11-1:1- -71*1-1r (11*-1-s-1--- °I °171u1-"

61}i .1-m6 1 Li al-al-c1- Al .11
Oil OF+ L

141

el LI =L

-VII (1 of t}-` -71- VI!' 2i 01 1:1 k

A111- thla -1 1:1

33
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EXERCISES

A. Find out at the Information Desk:

1. how often Special Express trains run between Seoul and Taegu.

2. why the local trains are slower than the Semi-Express trains.

3. where the waiting room and checkroom are.

4. if the 9 o'clock train from Pusan has arrived.

5. where the entrance to the train for Pusan is.

6. what time the local passenger train which leaves Seoul at 8 a m. .

arrives at Kwangju.

7. if the local trains frequently behind schedule.

B. Prepare a map of Korea and ask and answer questions about the locations

of provinces, provincial capitals and other important cities.

C. Practise asking and answering questions about the kinds of transportation

available between any two geographical points.

D. Assuming that you are at the station to make a sightseeing trip, find out

about the train schedule and other travel information.

E. Make a short sentence to include each of the following expressions.

1. .81--9--)411A1t4
7.

2. a l-c} 8.

3. *1 9.

4. :It- t-1

5.
11.

6-

-1

-44- *11 "141110 0 0

dtr),a,. 1:1

-E-1(-71-)

411
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UNIT 21. At the Ticket Window

BASIC DIALOGUE

cl

41-4(*}.)11-

1. =11Z1'771-A1 oN 4.14(*-)A- tP-1P-.

z. c)1* u°11-1

3t }°l 11. -3" 1-1

-1-"1-

-711

3. 61*-A- 1?-7 1-'5111-

, 451*.le). 41-4.611 1,364.10p.

al g 9341 °I L1( 11-). 61*. °I 4341

rl "1 Atia-1 .

E. alt.,.

ticket

round-trip ticket

I'd like.a round-trip express ticket
to Taejon, please.

2nd class

3rd class

2nd class or 3rd class?

fare

difference

there's difference

(how much difference is there?)

(how different are [they]?)

What's the difference in price between
2nd and 3rd class?

35

A round-trip ticket for Taejon is
W1,360 for the 2nd class and W930 for

the 3rd, so the 2nd class costs W430

more.

designated seat

dining car; diner
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5. -2- 61-f; 01 41'21. t.,} 51-1). Il'
61Ie 2 61 vtiti LitF

6. ,Flo ilr,1.1-iLl 11 1'. 610 _a

7. 1.364 :1 ul

8. -(51 AAFei

Hir1;2i t 4- L'1-&-- -"I'?

11-4 (E-)

9. 4-÷, 4-4 12-4-

644 114-1

lo .

it.

51-

3 :11"4 /1q c1-14. 3 virs1 ci 59- 6.-t-C-n

rQ.1 61A1L?

14- Al Alt]

9: t. E 14

However, there are reserved seats and
a dining car on the 2nd class train,
and the 3rd class doesn't have such
conveniences.

*1:11A1-

Well, I'll take the 2nd class, then.
Give me a 2nd class ticket, please.

Here you are. That'll be W1,360.

small change

W1,000 bill

break it down in mall change

I have no change; can you change a
W1,000 bill for me?

a_ al-1._ ).1.el.
gal

change ('remaining money')

Certainly, sir. Here's the ticket
and your change W640.

(11121iAl-

train number

Thank you. What° s the train number
of the next express?

36

9:45 express ('express leaving
at 9:45')

The 9:45 express is No. 32.

+I+
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12 ,t1" °111 alt1

13
1.21. 1

ul

No. 3

platform

Board the train at No. 3 platform.

37

Thank you very much.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. L 'ticket' occurs in the following kinds of noun phrases.

'train ticket'

'bus ticket'

'airplane ticket'

'admission ticket to the theatre'

'round -trip (train) ticket'

aUE 'one way (trip)' is used but rarely in contrast with N.

'round-trip'.

2. eopL as a free noun is used to mean 'the 1st', 'top (in competition with

others in racing, examination or class, etc.)'. 6472:. '1st class', 04;

'2nd class', tN; "3rd class', Alt. '4th class' make up noun phrases

commonly with the following kinds of nouns:

'1st class ticket'

'(2nd class) inn

'(3rd class) Secretary (title)'

Note that o is a derivational noun suffix which is added to the Chinese

numerals to denote 'class', 'grade'. Other such similarly used derivational

noun suffixes are -rand -. Observe the following noun phrases:

614 'd4IF

1

(a) -a 'class'

38

'1st class restaurant'

'(2nd class) Civil Servant (officially
designated)'

'(3rd class teacher (officially
certified)'

,,
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1(4th class) treatment'

(b) °class', 'rate'

'1st rate school°

°(2nd rate) college'

'(3rd class) theatre'

'(4th class) restaurant'

5. AlAidtai is a 'numbered seat with exclusive right for someone'. x101 occurs

either as a noun derivational prefix or as a denominal. AP(4,1 occurs'before

a small class of nouns to make noun phrases:

'officially approved hotel'

'officially approved store'

'officially approved textbook°

8,9. 6.!. is small change (usually in coins); 11214 is the money returned to one

after having paid for something with a paper bill.

11. -Z11 'number' occurs as a derivational noun suffix added to Chinese numerals

to designate the number ordering for certain nominals such as numbered trains

airlines, busses or sometimes waitresses in big restaurants or bars.

-J.. is used similarly for numbered rooms in hotels, hospitals or for auto-

mobiles in official use. -tb..1A1 is used in address numbering.

12. 1:1 'No. 1st' , 161 'No. 2', '2nd', Min} 'No. 3', '3rd',... are Chinese

ordinal numerals which occur before certain nominals and these series of

ordinal numerals often substitute for Korean ordinal numeral phrases tiAxii ,

t ;:IP1

39
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GRAMMAR NOTES

1. 'since..., as..., because..., in view of the fact that..., etc.'

In Unit 12, Grammar Note 1, we were introduced to the construction -( ° )'- 1-x-7}

'because...', which occurs before a final clause. We noticed that the

-P-P-111 is simply the extended construction of the -P-Nform which

denotes the cause or basis of action or description of the verb in the

-(11.)1-1 form for the succeeding inflected expression. In Unit 20, we

substituted the construction -/1 r=4!..011 for -(° )'-1 when _p_p_11-1. denotes

only cause or reason. The -(1-'-)L1 form may occur freely without -"Fin less

restricted meanings before another inflected expression in sequence, and

is called the Sequential Form.

61/1 1-121- 1-A1. 1.2-

ei iti-CL.1-1, 1,0041 AA1-e1

"rgit 114.1-1-r71-?

2. o pt ,-1/71-?

'Here's a schedule; you can have a look
at it.'

1

1[I] don't have small change; can you
break a W1,000 bill for me?'

'Since I don't have small change, can
you break a W1,000 bill for me?'

When you make alternate questions in Korean, you have to make two questions

in sequence within a sentence with the first question in raised suspended

intonation and the second in falling intonation.

°121 °1 '-Jul.1P A12101 44-1--11-71-?

CFO

'Which is good, this or that?'

'Will you stay home, or go to school
today?'

'2nd class or 3rd class?'

'[When do] you mean, today or tomorrow?'

'[Which] will you do, teaching Korean
or studying English?'
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DRILLS

1 Substitution Drill

1. 1-71-A1 a vi 41-4 ( R- v*.,1"1- tl AI P-

1.1t1 11-71 -a-Vi :1* 41,4-(R-) ,;}
.

3 tliti #4- (R-)
1l,;1- Ai 9-

tilz1 -711-7 t-11,41 ) 1-1W- 4- )t-11

5. clizi -711.71 1..1 011.-1

ti1A1P-.

6 tai -7-71.71 a-
it0H 01.s.a 0 e o tis-(1-)

7 . 167-71-71 (41-)
"1-

}A1 -d- 41-4(fi-) cF;:iti. k-

2. SubstitutionSubstitution Drill

Please give me a round-trip express
ticket to Taejon.

Please give me 2 1st class round-trip
express tickets to Taejon.

Please give me 3 3rd class round-trip
local tickets to Taejon.'

Please give me 4 3rd class local
one way tickets to Taejon.

Please give me just 1 2nd class
Semi-Express ticket to Taejon.

Please give me just 2 1st class
Semi-Express one way tickets

to Taejon.

Please give me 3 3rd class Special
Express tickets to Taejon.

Please give me 5 round-trip Special
Express tickets to Taejon.

What's the difference in price between

1. 610 4 J-61 51-61-71-
2nd and 3rd class? ('How much
difference is there in price for

2nd and 3rd class?')

2 -11-4 11- 1-9- 5`1' 11*
What's the difference between spring

and summer weather?

;11-g-L17-71.?

3. Ali-21- ;1,-,71.°1 *1-°1-71.
1.1.

61 0 t.1 7-71.?
0.1-W I

41

What's the difference is there in
housing in Seoul and in Pusan?
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61-A1AA'111" 6 1 + ul 1e 1101 -1- I uN

Al"01 ;.fti--3- 111.?

5. t 1-4 '11)-1 111- O1 °1-'-F

AF -11-
Ml

1-1

6. ublA-4 R- -I 01 61 111-1-F AI-611-O

7. 4r -4-. A121"51 1 u1-9.

AF °I IF °I 1-1 11F?

6. 11.41.4 =114F--.- :11- 11-

*1-°1 -71. 114 1-1 1-71.?

9. ef)1-16.: "a'1111- VuFt-fr *1-61-*

10,

0) 0 ITT*?
0.1 -cr

F14-21- 6-M5' 161 el u1-11-

,01

010it I

1.1771.?

11. *1,-4 6:11L-)- 101 chi V111 CFd 1 -1771-?

3. Substitution Drill

1. d'e t- 4-

010
I-1 -7-71..?

2 urzRi t 4-

3.

0
Ah01ra-

M1 a
Li 7-71.?

11-2

How many years difference in age is
there between your uncle and your
aunt?

What's the difference in distance
between Seoul and Pusan and Seoul
and Mokpo?

What's the difference in fare between
bus and streetcar?

What's the time difference between
New York and San Francisco?

What's the difference in tuition
between Seoul University and Pusan

University?

What's the difference in size between
Korea and Japan?

What's the difference in price between
a Special Express ticket and a local
train ticket?

How different is the cost between a
Special Express ticket and a local

train ticket?

Can you change a W1,000 bill for me?

Can you change a W100 bill for me?

Can you change a W10 bill for me?
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5. °I)j-t- wi*-421 4-

010
1/21.

20141:.).

4. Substitution Drill

1. °I wrqi dz-16

01.11_0. t.1
ti

131.-711_0_ t.1
IA I Ak lzt

3- 61 4- +'11

4. 01 .s.ziu. v

14Als
.

1 I la

5. Ol 5o }e}! 4-A16

6. 01

.2.
WAPO
u1.-711_0_ t.1

M

_0_. 1- till;k11- VI

1:11 11:1

43

Can you change a $10 bill for me?

Can you change a $20 bill for me?

Can you change a $100 bill for me?

I'd appreciate it very much if you
could change a W200 bill for me.

I'd appreciate it very much if you
could change a $1 bill (in coins)

for me.

I'd appreciate it if you could cash
this check for me.

I'd appreciate it if you could give me
bills for this change (in coins).

I'd appreciate it if you could change
50 US Dollars into Won.

I'd appreciate it if you could cash
this bond.
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5. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

1.

°I AA1-al :!.1-1-

1--cti ti

)-1

at& 111.111- 1 611)1

611A1 t}-

=} °1 b1 -- '-1 =I'. 414:

a} °1 ee4-1 4.1r

3. 7,1 ti 1 61 "1-1;14,-; u1-- `1)"1

°I tFel

;71 col °I 71-11+ 1-1 -1.1 01 ttel

As. t:t
l_o 1.1

*1-11- tl 1 Aiti-1"-11-.

1-4 Ai g S1-4 311

Al" 014r)

5. u1:11-1-1- 4111

u1:11111- 61-11 ul

6. .9- °I 46'61 PI* LI s1 -e- rIVVI

I don't have sm
break this WI,

11 cha.wre. Please
000 bill for me.

Because I don't h
please break th

ave small change,
is W1,000 bill for me.

I'm tired today. L

Since I'm tired tod
home.

et's relax at home.

ay, let's relax at

Korean is difficult.
easy language.

Since Korean is diffi
an easy language.

Let's learn an

cult, let's learn

Mr. Kim's house is nea
to work.

r. 'He can walk

Because his house is ne
can walk to work.

ar, Mr. Kim

American cars are expensi
buy a foreign car.

ve. I'll

Since American cars are expensive,
I'll buy a foreign car.

The airplane is fast and con
Let's take the plane.

venient.

Since the airplane is fast an
convenient, let's take the a

d

I'm very thirsty. Let's drink

irplane.

=}0.ti
I'm very thirsty; let° s have co

le

7. e. Li ti-- 12"
t-

teill'A .71- 1-1 SI* -17 ti k

44

coffee.

fee.

It's cold today. Put on your ove

It's cold today; you'd better put
a coat

rcoat.

on
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8 °I :11-L-11- 61 .211,;ii°11-711

IFt,1 Al IL

61 'LA.1 1 CIo

Aelt P-

AF *1-1.1 61 ti C:1161111

6. Response-Transformation Drill

}o

-s-41.-AtAli'l IL?

°11 9'1 : F 11 51-1F 41-111'1 P-

1. '7,1 30*

:FAtiVIP-?

c11, 7'1 :11- t
I el I

&Ik-e ,4

2. 6)-1°1 15`}-11- .1t1;1-61 %IL?

611, 6A1 -713--if. ..t1:;F°Icilk

3. 11A1 611 °I 1 "1}°91 ZI,1

11)-1:1- 4-g-61 Al )-111-1 :16-1P-

u. A1 2i61 *I-4* I 611 =r1 Lie' kl NIL?

Cli A12161 -2-4- 5A111}-

)4-5

Mr. Lee speaks English well. Ask
Mr. Lee (your questions).

Since Mr. Lee speaks good English,
you'd better ask him.

Has the 9 o'clock train from Pusan
arrived yet?

Yes, the 9 o'clock train from Pusan
('train which left Pusan at 9')

has arrived.

Has the 7:30 bus already left?

Yes, the 7:30 bus already left.

Is the train which leaves Kwangju at
6 late ('delayed')?

Yes, the 6 o'clock train from Kwangju
is late.

Is the Special Express leaving at 11

on time?

Yes, the 11 o'clock Special Express
is on time.

Is that the plane which leaves at 5 p.m.?

Yes, that's the 5 p.m. plane.
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Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(1)

61:11A1-: =114 I- 611 vI-1 LI 7-71f?o I-. 0

61-°1-11-
1)-31A1 P

41- alt.- Alt1": :I -1-11-L? °I A- 411 -7- );11.1 :I LI 1..

°I:11AF: -3-:1 l-°11 *1-61-71-",,z1WP--?

$ 1-
-h rl

°1:11AF: A-1;* 4)lij °11 t $.7-°11 71-6 ttiAll c °I- t-Al

Al-at-iti-

41- 31Fe IV rt1-1-1A + MIL

(2)

19.31-
-9"1"XL 4 Ai. 61S-111.. ''M-4 Lki *11311

Al-Al ti1L11-0 1 eV. I:I -I

/111 °I tcPt-- °I-71 1 1 'CAFel A0A141-1t1.

4" 11111 tilAIL

11_ e.17.1 g_ wl, 1-71
7-14_1... 4,,t_. 01 t:4}i kilo( ti.

°1:11AF. =11,181 =14- *I- 1151- 11:11°1A11?-?

L arm AF a: AI" 211:4 tc.1.9111 -1141 -V- MIL

46
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EXERCISES

A. Mr. Kim asks you the following questions; reply with an appropriate answer.

1. °Pa-4 AFS- 14- 61-t-* 21°1 rlo o

2. obiL 45

3. kg- 611 *f 011-

4. Zit- 61 114 ul

6ittrell

5. titi I-4 114L.1771-?

"0-2- d'1711 -li-21. "a-a- -9/1 ekt-- If4u1-7-/-?

7. is 451.3. 11."4 N 61* =111.11 6 1.61 Le_ el 1.1 77f?
a 15 -1 id

8. "tulle al °1 6741:11t-1 t1- p1 1. °1 Al. e1 °VI 334*
4-114= tl' Z""t *116114 4L-C-urniq

9. 4r-4-4 Al2F9 1199+ 01-61-1. At14-t-1 -7"1"

10. "14 60)1 14/1-.4 94" i.elFC- 4.14111-71` Vu1A+ 445.9 "1?

B. You are at the ticket window at Seoul Railroad Station; buy the following:

1. one round-trip ticket to Taejon

2. one 2nd class round-trip tickets to Mokpo

3.. two 1st class express train tickets to Kyungju

4. three (Regular) Express one-way tickets to Taegu

5. four 3rd class Semi-Express round-trip tickets to Pusan

6. five 1st class one-way airplane tickets to Tokyo

7. two 1st class sleeping-car tickets to Ulsan
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UNIT 22. On the Train

BASIC DIALOGUE

66-

titi- 41 :ill

=it

2* t-,6)619-
i 1°i1 Ile 14 °PI

:11. + 1;1 Ai

(.*--g- 61 )

(ittf°11 71-71.611

all 'I"

titi- 11A-FL?

Chonan

Next stop, Chonan, Chonan Station.

Onyang

Taechon

[you] transfer [the train]

preparation

Passangers going to Onyang and Taechon,
please get ready to transfer at the
next station.

this train

operation (airplane, train,
shiplines, etc.)

[they] run (a mode of
transportation)

[it] is run

(previous arrangement; schedule

[it]'s scheduled; [it]'s the

plan
[it]'s scheduled to arrive

We are on time and expect to arrive at
Chonan Station at 11:10. ('At present
this train is being operated on time,
and is expected to arrive at 11:10 ')

48

(A little later)

(The conductor passes by Jackson.)

[it] stops

Do all trains stop at Chonan Station?
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:1*lr 611
Li-I-El.( )

F011 ) tIr

5. 1.1.1P-11". :1 *1-1 =1-e}.( ) =14

244-

411:1-f.(-s.)

6 x1 1- 115`11-9- ti,!1 ellAl

"1,111,11°- 5-ei 41-E- 2-441-

Al-714=1.. u tl1. L1 1,

11*1*

1211-1"

7. 6:116- -11

4r111-s. 11;1 Z*16- :11 aui

49

depending on the trains

[it]'s different depending on
the trains

No, sir. It depends on the trains.

Ministry of Transportation

as of May 1st

Until last month, all the trains used
to stop at Chonar Station, but the
Ministry of Transportation changed the
schedule effective as of May 1.

[it] stops

the first train (of the day)

the last train (of the day)

Only Semi-Express and locals stop at
Chonan now, anci no Speical Express 1

trains stop there except the early
morning (first) train.
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3. Formalities:

I z.141 Vitt

Additional Vocabulary and Phrases

ticket

train ticket

bus ticket

airplane ticket

ticket (for admitting to the theatre)

50

fare; fee

bus fare

airplane fare

(theatre) admission fee

taxi fare

passport

visa

(entrance) visa

(exit) visa

immunization certificate

I.D. card

custom house
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

3. 61 'the present time', 'at present', occurs either as a noun or as an

adverb. Related expressions to 61 are 21-11 'the past', All 'in the

past', and °l el 'the future', 0144 'in the future'. v-ell 'the future' and

V-4611 'in the future' are synonymous with u1611 and uleeli respectively.

is a derivational noun prefix meaning 'main', 'this',

'original', etc. Learn the following words:

'I (in public speech)'

'this train'

'main office (bank, store)'

'main office (company, business firm)'

'mainland'

'home country'

'the place of family origin where the
family is registered in the permanent
record'

6. A date + Jil-C means 'as of the date'. 41-IL does not occur after other than

a date or month name.

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. An organization + opl... 1-1- 'the organization does...'

In Korean if the topic or subject of an action verb in a sentence is an

organization the actor is considered to be some unmentioned people and the

organization itself does not occur as the subject or topic, while in English

an organization itself can be viewed as the actor and made the subject in

the sentence. Compare the following Korean and English equivalents:

51
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2-1-4 4'9 ) [J.1* a-1-

1.-91,er

6441 bIP.1 6.4 telit-

*el 21)-1r61Ple

*1a- F'-1 tF.

Of-

'The Ministry of Transportation changed
the schedule.' ('[They] changed the
schedule at the Ministry of Transpor-
tation.')

'The Foreign Service Institute teaches
Korean.' ('[They] teach Korean at
the Foreign Service Institute.')

'Our company deals with such kind of
business.' ('[We] deal with such kind
of business in our company.')

2. N + w.19-1W.1) 'in accordance with + N', 'depending upon + N'

A nominal + el followed by ccf-141 before another inflected expression

occurs to signify that the following inflected expression takes place based

on the nominal to which el =11-11.Ai is added.

1111 ccfe11). 4- :161

14-94.

eg =1-eV '9) :161

11+ 4 1.1A1L

4'414 tcfel-(#11)0

al 611 =t1-141.1)

xlx-1 611 ==felv-1)" e 0 1

14.45 t.1=1.tam

'Income depends on the individual.'
('Depending on the person, income
is different.')

'That can happen, depending on the
case.'

'I'll do so, in accordance with the
regulation.'

'[ire] punished [him] according to the
law.'

'[We] divide the class based on the
performance record of the students.'

Note that as an independent verb, =fel is the infinitive of the verb stem

=la.- 'to follow (Vt)°.

3. 4 1 u

Ito be expected to 'to be planning to...',le 0
'to be scheduled to...'

/V 'plan', 'previous arrangement', is a noun. The construction, an

action verb in prospective form-lt + 611:1 immediately followed by the

copula which literally means so ething like (.'[it]'s the plan to...'),

is used to mean 'to be expected to...', 'to be scheduled to...' or 'to be

52
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planning to...'. This pattern is a substitute of the pattern 1141°19-

'to be planning to...', which we learned in Unit 18, Grammar Note 5.

A1z1611 'It 414

Attil 61 1-611

I- °' a N0it6.1 Ito

53

'This train is expected to arrive at
Seoul Station on time.'

'Are you planning to come back here
by 7 o'clock tomorrow night?'
('Is it your plan to come back here
by 7 o'clock tomorrow night?')
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DRILLS

1. Transformation Drill

-jai' 611;1)1.11-

1"51. ef 111-*e 4- ti Ai A-se

1. M411- 411-'.t1AIL-

Ai 411- git- 4 u 4- ti Al a- .

2. -2- =ci1 iti1)fti

4 4,

3. Ai)1°1 )1.A1-1-). 4- ti tFA1 2-0 131 bl

M
a.aoN °I sw)4,a4A,

g. oil 4 + Ai Ai IL
g 1.. o el IL. le

4. it- Ai 9-

44- "10I-61N ell P-.

5 Xr°1-

ti-rr-1-611)-1 "IA= 7F61.

*11

6. f'41 -1- iirtlAlL.

"iAi al -2- =ill
eii 4 tel Apt.

. :11

'1:11:1- eli 4- VAIL.

8. A4- 41c Ale

Al Ity ell 4-

54

Please change trains.

Please be ready to transfer (or change
trains.).

Please have [your] supper.

Please be ready to have [your] supper.

Please leave right away.

Please be prepared to leave right away.

(You) run the store.

Please be prepared (or ready) to run
the store.

Please stop at the next station.

Please be prepared to stop at the
next station.

Please transfer to another bus at the
next stop.

Please be prepared to transfer to
another bus at the next stop.

Join the military service soon ('before
too long').

Be prepared to join the military
service soon.

Take a trip on the weekend.

Please be prepared for a trip on the
weekend.

Please move the office.

Please be ready to move the office.
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2 Response-Transformation Drill

vl e 11-01- 61.° 11-11-?

41'0: mi 11- el- "1-1- §1t.11-.e a

1. liziooxi uit 9ot at-177F?

*14 (4d 4A1 114-

tettP-M

2. 15:1°11 Al ft. 111-sliq a9-71F?

mit 15:11 (Ali* )
1116F t1 L14}.

3. 1 Aral -5-41116t

*Pt V-19r.

14' 44' V,1-411A1 al-1-77F?

1--a- t
4'1 ti1 t-1=F.

5. titZ 11-e1 Z11-- *VI V-1711r?

No (Ale vi Al 31-41) IQ- :1-

4'1 §11

6. tit V- -a 1411 I- 1irq -riF?

011 (Aie) zuF -it 611 4611 s 61 ;:lh

.tt "11- *Pt *lull-.

7. 01-01-1. :141-eliq v-111?

(01-01-1-) :141:1-0.- "1.1. *1161 §119=1-.

8. .1. ft;i 4'1 ral-t-1-7-,ir?

N. .1. I-111 A1:14- c 1- 611t

55

Do I ha- to change trains?

Yes, you have to be prepared to transfer.

Do [we] have to stay at Taejon
overnight?

Yes, [we] have to be prepared to stay
(for a night at Taejon).

Do [we] have to leave Seoul on the 15th?

Yes, [we] have to be prepared to leave
Seoul on the 15th.

Do [we] haye to arrive [there] on time?

Yes, [we] have to be prepared to
arrive [there] on time.

Do [we] have to stop at the next
station?

Yes, [we] have to be prepared to stop
at the next station.

Do you have to get married soon?

Yes, I have to be ready (to get
married soon).

Do you have to join the military
sometime soon?

Yes, I have to be prepared to join the
military sometime soon.

Does the child have to enter school
soon?

Yes, he has to be prepared to enter
school soon.

Do you have to take the graduation
examination soon?

Yes, I have to be prepared to take the
graduation examination soon.
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3. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

11 611 *1-1- -c-- IV 21 31 1-1c1`.

41-0: 11A1 611 /11-11- 41-.11

.1 411A1 ,;1 2:19 cl-

4. 11 F mil- 611A1 :I. °1101 31 '-1

2. Al la-A- 61.... ti

4'11 Al Z.7.1-A-1-- `111A1 61 91-

3. Aie )11 ±:4611 1941- 21:11-11-

"I":11611 1141- bei:11-11- F.

4. 61 t-a-Vit 1-4- 41111 1,1t 2i:11-1cl--

61 198- 14- -11 (11:1 31 'N..

5. -11- .11611)41 -1- 611'1 et- 4- -I.

21 31 t-1

41- 4141111 -3- °ill'

NV :111 F.

6 6l Via- 111'4-2- ,11.21- 21 31 LI

61 titila. 21- 1714 61101 a1'N-.

. -N-11 !1,4- 611 111- 21 t.1 cf

2 °I101 :1
`1

t1-.

8 L9a vti I.+ 21 31 Il'.

tle =1tel- ul

4, Response Drill

L10: ;11 tel t1161 ti 6112.4 at'l -rIF?

-111341: 611 61 "44. "a4 *fa 114 1.1 c1h

56

The train will arrive at 11.

The train is supposed (or due) to
arrive at 11.

This train will stop at Chonan Station.

This train is scheduled to stop at
Chonan Station.

We will change the schedule.

We are planning to change the sr'lledule.

I'll be staying at Seoul Hotel.

I'm planning to stay at Seoul Hotel.

This Semi-Express will stop at the
next station.

This Semi-Express is scheduled to
stop at the next station.

She will sing at the concert.

She is scheduled to sing at the
concert.

Mr. Lee will be engaged to Miss Kim.

Mr. Lee is planning to become engaged
to Miss Kim.

He will be in Korea for two years.

He is planning (or supposed) to be in
Korea for two years.

[I] will leave for Korea in August of
next year.

It's my plan that I will leave for
Korea in August of next year.

Does Mr. Kim work at the State Depart-
ment?

Yes, he's employed at the State
Department at' present.
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Do you live in Washington?

Yes, I'm living in Washington at
present.

1. d tIA-1

4112,* °IN °14'-1 4..

2 1:1A- ,11.-1 o ral-ul

1. 61 telq -3-4- la 114 LI

3. 41.2- 61)1 tt-FAlt "U. ul

°I1. 11-80-11-.

biftf-S- 11-61* sufti-711/?e .

-71.61. af-v- 114.

5. Ai* °1 1"la

1. 6'41 l'121-14. 4),1431-11.

6. ;1 Airt,f61 al-' -1 1-71-?

MI Ai ;11 Al"c11.451 Alt
o Li =1.

Akrir

7. '21.441'611A1 ZH :At

1.

0 0 a m
*ful -rif?

I zl-Al till la °1 -s-'-1

Substitution Drill

21 =f el- =f-t-

57

UNIT 22

Is Mr. James studying Korean?

Yes, he's studying Korean at present.

Do you learn Chinese characters at
school?

Yes, I'm studying Chinese characters
at present.

Are you changing trains?

Yes, I'm transfering now.

Is the clerk changing the schedule?

Yes, he's changing the schedule right
now.

Is President Kim running the company?

Yes, President Kim is running the
company at present.

Are they showing French movies at the
Central Theatre?

Yes, they are showing French movies
at present.

That depends ekes different depending')
on the train.

That depends on the school.

That depends on the case.

That depends on the hour.

That depends on the time.

That depends on the place.
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7. -321 Al' act =1'1' 941-1=1".

8, s t=11-61h 1-1=1".

9. azn =Fel. =14 Li

10. t=1-61- 11- LI

11. 1 2i =4'1 1+1,-14..

6. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

1.

tit°1- O bf)

*1-°11 11-L1=1..

A.111.1.=11. S4.4 wits. ul
e e

A-1-111-611 "}el. L11-.

2. 411-2-`2F=1" ttitii1- °I ra# 111-?

41.2. bit =1.1. Li 1..

3. 6114ttlitt V-1 lir

aj.1

if 41Y411411r=11- Altleil 61 11-er L1 7-71-?

5. t;i1,14111-1- 6-41+ =I at-rr'F?

-1-21 41 :1-1
=fel. t.1 =1.

I

6. -E-'10133111- 4119 aittr L11 1.?

-3-21 A10-611 = =1. 1 94- q.

7. 41- AF:1 LI -7111-?

-2'21 V*111 cc141- =1
58

That depends on the individual.

That depends on the sickness.

That depends on the automobile.

That depends on the season.

That depends on .the size.

Does every train stop at Chonan Station?

It depends on the train.

Does everyone learn foreign languages
fast?

It depends on the individual.

Does every school have many good
teachers?

It depends on the school.

Do you have to make a reservation at
every theatre?

It depends on the theatre.

Does every train have numbered seats?

It depends on the train.

Does every restaurant serve good
Korean food?

It depends on the restaurant.

Does every library have many books?

It depends on the library.

Is every politician a rich man?

It depends on the politician.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

*Iftl-: /le cliti :I ,YrA- A1:1- /He- E-L-Pe ai /11

21.°1- '1- ti Al IL

411: =lid °I P-1 Vul- -Pi 'eftill-?

4 A1-4-1 t-ttl- cir

c1411: el6 el;'IA1611 el1 t1 :19-711"?

$41-,11-: all, a .

°lie-- 9 =I 611A1 o1 1:f1-1

-111*Allt" te.1*Z5E- Vi*I'Al at- Li cf.

Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

41-1-71 *}t1-61 :111A-11-. 1-11:1

tiLs. opt aui 1. Alt -elholh eef v. it.. .4. it ,..i
,* ,

1'411 =1-19 of 1--f-AFta.1- of -71t1-6%-- 41-31.=1.

(2)

/1*1--Fi. 01 41 I A121-411 -11.741- 19- cs.e. =111.-

* 61 t1 ti A121-14- 24* 1. 411 =11-el.A1

AISL-14-

59
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EXERCISES

A. Ask your instructor:

1. if all the trains stop at Chonan Station.

2. if you have to change trains at Taejon to go to Yosu.

3. if the Korean trains run on schedule.

4. if he is ready (or prepared) to leave America soon.

5. if he is scheduled (or planning) to visit Pusan before too long.

6. if he has arranged for such things as an I.D. card, immunization

certificate, passport, visa, and airplane fare, etc.

7. if the Ministry of Transportation has changed the schedule.

8. if the new schedule is in effect (or starts) as of June 15th.

9. if FSI teaches Korean.

10. if they divide classes based on the performance (records) of the

students.

11. if the criminals igiA1/1 are punished according to the law.

12. how much is the taxi fare from here to the Korean Embassy.

B. Tell your friends:

1. that you are ready to change buses at the next stop.

2. that the next stop is Suwon.

3. that you are running the home office of the bank and the branch

offices are run very well.

4. that your company handles such business.

5. that you'll do so, in accordance with the rule.

6. that you are ready to leave the Washington area soon.

7. to be ready to change trains.

8. to take the final graduation exams.

9. to change their shirts tomorrow.

60
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1. 9)1 s-t11)-11*-

Mei

L-1 e1

*114

°WV-91-

of 1*

141

/141aulti.

2 °W C 4M" tiltiut 61

UNIT 23. At Taejon Inn

BASIC DIALOGUE

Alt °IN 111- °11.141.1140z1

)VI°11. -71411-9t-A111-?

A1NV.1

3. 1 sk:1611119 6161=11-1-41.4-9=1-.

Alt '24 4)1cl1 11).1t--

Ll e1'

4. mi. L1 6-61

clef All

Welcome:

distance

long distance

reservation; previous
appointment

II] reserve

room reservation

memorization; remembrance

[I] remember

My name is Jackson. I'm the one who
asked for a room reservation by long
distance call from Seoul a couple of
days ago. I wonder if you remember it.

manager

Yes, I do. The manager told me about
it. You are Mr. Jackson of the U.S.
Embassy in Seoul, aren't you?

61

[he] vacates; [he] empties

a vacant room; an empty room

Yes, I am. Do you have a room?
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6( .4. ) 41

)f,t41

t--t- :I-

L
5 titli;2.1 61 64'i .e *Ftl *IN

11-6 1'1+ °TIM *111-21-1-=1*.

21*

6 4. 1'1 6-41 114 7%14"2-

Of 0 t.11 =1.
u

pltu

7. &Pi t}?1 =iti. :111- Ate- oI 4-11

s,, 4 jvior 9..
eu

d14.

8. R ZI-41 all 4.
nif
ORR- I

Korean style

Western style

Ondol (Korean style room)

quiet Ondol room

As you asked-for a Korean style room,
we have reserved a big and quiet Ondol
room. ('As we heard that you wanted
a Korean style room, we have vacated
a big and quiet Ondol room.')

[it] is endowed with; [it] has

[it] is furnished with

Our inn has both Korean and Western
style rooms.

bed

If you like a Western style room
(with a bed), we can give you one.
('If you want, we can give you a

Western style room which has a bed.')

[it] is enough

[I] will take ('enter')

A Korean style room is fine with me.
I'll take the Ondol room.

62

(hotel) registration book

[your] name (honored)

address

[he] follows

following after me

2nd floor
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°I 4141- 611 ':FAr

'i'61419)

10. 61-3-21- A-fe- )*Ai`t .11%.1 77f?

11. °H ti VI& 114 .6 .21°P,-17'7h Zi 612-

Alm. AA*, L.1

12. ;:11,C 111- 1Hl. E el" 1-11-

"I° :1-3- 111M- 111 4- 1 it-

1.21-

111140-1=1.

13. t_ vircum,
6

01.1.9"1"*"11.1.*FUN""I

Well, then, please write your name
and address in this register first,
and follow me to. the 2nd floor.

Would you like me to write my name
and address in Korean?

41e1- Al 11

63

guest; visitor; customer

No, it's all right to write them in
English because you are a foreign
guest.

briefcase; suitcase

suitcase

I will carry your baggages.. Let me
take your suitcase and briefcase.

briefcase

[it]'s light

The briefcase is light, so I'll carry
it myself. Would you just bring this
suitcase?
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

2. Al-Mel 'long distance' is a noun. is a derivational noun prefix which
0
means 'lengthy -'. Other common words which begin in tf - are 'boots',

,s1-4-1 'merit', tplv 'long period of time', etc. Opposite to Ael- - is 6- -

'short -': 'short distance', 621- '(short) shoes', 'shortcoming',

Z51-A1:1 'short period of time', etc.

k.

For tilt imintaizi Atm- ('person who made a room reservation") , see

Grammar Note 1. c114 'to make a reservation' occurs as a transitive

verb for rooms or seats at hotels, restaurants and/or public transportation.

witi. is an intransitive verb 'to be empty'; 14.1- is a transitive verb

'to empty (something)', 'to vacate'. The verb phrase w14.1 *IN is used only

as a transitive expression which means 'to have vacated'. ul.11.1. (Vt) is

often contracted to toll-.

5. .4] in 6-41 'Korean style' and ccA/ 'Western style' is a derivational noun

suffix which means ' - style'.

6. A41- 'to be endowed with' is a transitive verb which normally occurs in

a verb phrase 24,31. 2j=1. 'to be furnished with' to imply the state of

being.

7. elAylittisidlti is the contraction oftiVioltiok-11-.2. Oif you say

you want9, which is a substitute of tRMoittl-AlLai 'if you want'. Note

that -(1-401-6often occurs in place of -(106 'if...'.

8. The verb rrl- preceded by a hotel or inn -1- 441 means the same as l'ittt

'to stay (in a hotel or inn)'. t} is more colloquial than °' t}

9. locti) is often followed by another inflected expression to make up a

verb phrase. The following expressions occur commonly.

(tit) mfgf()I)

64

'Please follow me upstairs. ('Please
come up following after me.')
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(t4) =fel- ltiAll"

( '-+C) =Fel. AP-VAIL*

=Fel altiAls"

'Please come after me.'

('Please follow him.'

t. 'Please go after him.'

'Please do as I do.'

IND

'Please repeat after me ('Read after
me. I ). I

('Please learn [it] by heart.'

'Memorize it.'

+k- 'address' is one's residence. The Korean way of giving one's address

is in the order of the large geographic unit down to the smallest, i.e.

country, province, city, district, township, street and number, which is the

other way around in English. Examples:

116. 111- 4-4111

2:IA1

217112- Atii- *tie tItlei
37011 26A1

'2 2-ka Sinmunno Chongno-Ku, Seoul
(Special City), Republic of Korea'

'370-2 Tapsip-li Suwon-Myon, Hwasung-
Kun, KyLnggi -Do'

13. -14 ('to hold and go') occurs as a transitive verb phrase which is

used to mean 'to take (or carry) (something in the hands)'.

ALM- ('to hold and come') is used in a parallel way to mean 'to bring

(something in the hand)'.

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. -t7.1 + N

-Zi is an ending which is added to a verb stem or stem + honorifics and/or

past tense suffixes, and the -Z1 form modifies the following nominal.

Since the -j form always denotes past action or description for the nominal

it modifies from the speaker's retrospective point of view, it is called

the Retrospective Form. The ending -Z1 is used in the following meanings:

i. (a) An action verb stem +

This form denotes such-and-such an action of the verb in -j was in

65
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progress in the past from the speaker's retrospective point of

view for the following nominal being modified. Examples:

9-71- 44- tif..1

fiti.2-611 4%1

(ibi 11' Aiti :111

'the girl whom I loved'

'the place (of employment) where
he was working

'the student who was attending
that school'

'the book which the child was reading'

'the fact of which I was not aware"

1. (b) A description verb stem +-tr.,'

This form denotes something was in such-and-such a state in the

past from the speaker's retrospective view point for the following

nominal being modified. Examples:

tw..1"1 "11A9f.1 ti
'the house which was expensive at

one time'

'the woman who was beautiful in

her young days'

c=1611u*Trititi 'the student who was bright in his
school days'

ZAL=4141 -0-11*H Moil 'the politician who was famous
0 u. 0 until that time'

1. (c) -Ott 604k:fi

The form of an action or description verb in past tense denotes

a finished action or description of the verb in -Z1 in the past for

the following nominal from the speaker's retrospective point of vie

66

'the book which I read 10 years ago'

'the inn where I stayed'

'the hat which the King wore'

'the house which was (once) expensive'
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-ff- Ili'

oil

2. Infinitive + S.11-

'the man who was (once) famous'

'the youth that used to be honest'

We learned that the construction an infinitive + '61-cl" is used to mean

'must...', 'have to...' (Unit il). The same construction in which

si.=ir is replaced by.x1=1- also occurs in a similar meaning except that it

may have a milder connotation of obligation. Observe the following

examples:

1,11. th2.1. A.9 0; to-177F? 'Do I have to write my name in
Hankll?'

°I 43 45 *112-"g- )41 41 XII Li 7-11.?
'Should my name be written in Hankil?'

/".

*Fit 11 6ior t '[You] have to have a car.'

Alt-A1-11- 1141' V Lich
'[You] should have a car.'

(11 L Abe- N. 'FA 'F'l" *FL) l- 'Missionaries have to speak Korean,'

2-eM- zi.4. tri

67

'Diplomats should know Korean,'
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DRILLS

1, Substitution Drill

1, -1411.1141.A1lo

2. -2- 1141111-Aie-A1 g-?
MOM

3. "3" A10-1 -711-VtPie-Al

4. 1 14--f4- '141t) *1g.?

s. 9-011. 1141'1-Alt- AIL?=1=........

6. ;11 t.116q 62-4.- /I 411-Ale ?

7 ,1 Ott* I. 11 plc

I wonder if you remember me.

I wonder if you remember that time.

I wonder if you remember that incident.

I wonder if you remember my name.

I wonder if you remember that woman's
age.

I wonder if you remember Judge Kim's
telephone number.

I wonder if you remember my childhood.

2. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

ti VI: "11 '8- 61 111-.-3 °1.17.1.48-

:et. -78.
°11 11:A.118 AN11- offal r.

1. At* 441.611 qpt.44' =F

-3" 4.11rt- I i. =111,-fiti 11.1111`11-

2. 111r Ai u14.AA 1:1

Al

3. 11 °l Alt ;I dt111111 "a011-8-91-.

01 11 11 azzi 11,11-19-.

I've reserved this room.

This (room) is the room I've reserved.

I've attended that college.

That's the college I attended.

I've lived in that house.

That's the house I lived in.

I sold this car to Mr. Kim.

This is the car I sold to Mr. Kim.
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A11-611/1 a=4611

Z./1"g lilt- 11- accill
11A1-111,-11-.

5. MN' 1 *10 11-t 11-11-*VP-91'

410 lit- 1111-htZ1 41t11:1.ticf

6.

7.

8.

11 a 61.o. 01.110_
id .11 e w- 10.1-to

TI-414- A11/1#- tAxs1 a 1'19 cli"Id

111--1 41:1 IA1

-1' 1/1-

41,14 L.1 CI.

1/14,9

1/Pe 1/ 61-4-

-3-4-111t-tich

-1-41.10 *Mulch

9. Mil 14°11 ;II* 9,4..

Melt- A11-71.4-41-111t1 611-:19=1-.

I worked at Bando Company at that time.

Bando Company is (the company) Where
I worked at that time.

I taught that student.

That student is the one .I taught.

I liked that music.

That (music) is the music I liked.

I had lunch at that restaurant.

That (restaurant) is the restaurant
where I had lunch.

I studied Korean there.

That's (the place) where I studied
Korean.

I stayed in that inn.

That (inn) is the inn where I stayed.

3. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

ti'L°- 141 1 6111711 144 Vt-. 1- 131 Id

ult*
4h:;111: 01 AL9_ MAUI. cal. el el Al.c.,1 Al 01'4

wm.- 10U1.. el 1

3 41 64 417 0.611L It. :119-71.?

/14-1-,11.-3-991

41 tlt118- =11.11-61A1 /14-A1:1

20 cik. ;11°1 stit11°1 tk1

sl 61-§-t1/

41 04;1161 6°4 A11/1- thti

69

Who was living in this.house?
[President Washington]

This is the house in which President
Washington used to live.

What was Mr. Park doing before?
[He taught at a college.]

Mr. Park is a man who used to teach
at a college.

Which is the house in which you used
to live? [that white two storey
house]

That white two storey house is the one
where I used to live.
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3. G = 1 g-61 t_10°1

bal etig-/

ceig-61 A11-71- 4.

5.

1-16 24°1 2h1P-1-7-/F?

/A1- 71-6- .14/

:4 111- ,114 L11-.

°IL= ulefili &Ai 11-2- stizi *
/64/

64 °1 11. *

6. &Pi Alr:1-1t1
PI *tic)] 71-6

AF:1-t!ti

el ill ui

7. 41-2-.1. -11-2-:1L1-11.?

!IF2-". =1-1-1 tv.1 4a* 11.

* sti -711.? /64 24/

64- Almost-L. vel

Which (inn) is the inn where you were
staying? [International Inn]

International Inn is the inn where
I used to stay.

Which is the suit you intended to buy?
[that black suit]

That black suit is the one which I
intended to buy.

What country is (the place) where you
wanted to go? [Korea]

Korea is (the place) where I wanted
to go.

Who is the girl you loved? [that girl
with dark eyebrows]

That girl with dark eyebrowa is the
girl I loved.

Is this the school you attended?
[no]

No, this is not the school I attended.

Of what bank was that man the manager?
[Bank of Korea]

That man was the manager of the Bank
of Korea.

4. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

.L °i A1-j- Cl1 ti2d61 g-

!RA: ClAit- 41A1111-1=1

1. °1 '41.5- ti °11 61-1;11111.2-.

°I t1-8- 6411 61.111-1t1 V:19
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She was pretty.

She was the woman who was pretty.

This house was cozy before.

This was the.house which was cozy before.
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2. -2' ??11-2-t- 611 014-(61)

-2- 41-2-e-- 6°11 61*(61) :silt! 11.2-:1 LI t1'.

3. a °1" 1t- t1/1161L.

4. a °F°I.--- 46-'61 =A-=.4-1111°Iii-.

5.

cli711 =.4-tA-el-Iti °I-61:19=1-.

61 tylt118-' 4.:111161k.

61 tite- -0-1 sliti 1-11111-V91-.

6 s 42- /1" -P":1111`1P-

?11-2-1. d 611 4.4 A-1. 4-Z61d
1.2_ 6m 19

7 61* 61 d ;1411161 IL

04 01 611te-

5. Substitution Drill

6. APP-41- IIIAPe °I 211,11-61AIAIL?

7. '14 -1-A-t1611 ;211 t_IVI"=1 61AIAlso
Siew=11.

That school had name before.

That is the school which had name before.

That chair was quite comfortable.

That chair was the chair which was
quite comfortable.

That child was very bright.

That child was the one who was very
bright.

Mr. Lee was very famous.

Mr. Lee was the man who was very
famous.

That school was previously famous for
sports

That school is the one which was
previously famous for sports.

This man was honest before.

The man is the one who was honest
before.-

You're Mr. Jackson of the American
Embassy, aren't you?

You're Mr. Kim of the Bank of Korea,
aren't you?

You're Dr. Kim of the Central Hospital,
aren't you?

You're Mr. ('Bureau Chief') Kim of
Bando Company, aren't you?

You're Professor Chung of Seoul
University, aren't you?

You're Mr. ('Department Head') Lee of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
aren't you?

You're Mr. Kim's friend who works at
USIA, aren't you?
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8. 112- 64-t1 °11 111)4e- -11*16111A111-?

9. 'Pie "VaibiAl AIL?

6. Transformation Drill

dill: :I-61 *14..PA°49 F.

111j: 1 1.61 6o PA "Er

1. g :1-61 8- all cf

li-tf t-ft-6-61

2. :t;10} °1 7102-

111112. "Al tif °I °hi- cfu. -I a

3. 6 ' }o} °1 11494'.
/11%-°. a 111.°1 API- 94'

:151 "TM n. L1 cf.

-11 °I 114 ul

5. 11.61 °Itfaul

°Ith*.f )6A14
Li tf.

6. 1409 A:4 cf.
41°4 °I '°A- Lit}.

. 1* *1.11. tr''r 9

You're a ',Linguist of F.S.I., aren't
you?

You're 4r. Jones' secretary of the
State Department, aren't you?

The room is vacant.

There's a vacant room.

The Ondol room is quiet.

We have a quiet Ondol room.

The Western style room is clean.

We have a clean Western style room.

The briefcase is light.

I have a light briefcase.

The room is noisy.

There's a noisy room.

The room is cozy.

We have a cozy room.

The girl student is cute.

There is a cute girl student.

The automobile is inexpensive and nice.

AAP- 44- 14,-$9-11*
We have an inexpensive and nice car.

8. °I t,141:ful cf.

,11.11ZIf A-Z.1°1 cf.

4":16' hi'} 114-1-1cf.

The boy is honest.

There's an honest boy.

The doctor is famous.

There's a famous doctor.
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7. Substitution Drill

1. 4-el bloF.4- 1:1 41 oV a ci-;14-2-

0 0 t.1

M1ar I

2. a. 44-thli--) -4514 -21-46 1-

111+2- ,11,4

3. -2- 014-V4- aF F eq-4-4-11. °N4-1-0 0 in

tl.; a 01_0_ 1.1
Alm I:I

4. a bilt- 41-21' 414- A4-2.

5. 4 ei 41.2+. al of&A. = .44.2.

01 0 1

All
t.1

6. 1 6L5111-
A.Auk 4

cow 01

;114"2' AZ

7. A1.111- ui et=

8. 01 41:14'.. 6-4110-21- (424141. 714-2-

,wlg'-1 cL
0 1-

8. Substitution Drill

73

Our inn has (or is furnished with)
both kbrean style and Western style
room.

That department store has both Korean
products and foreign products (goods).

That tailor shop has both man's (suit)
department and woman's (suit) depart -
nent.

She has both beauty and virtue.

Our school has both piano and organ.

This apartment has both heating system
and cooling system.

General Choe has both courage and
wisdom.

This restaurant has both Korean food
section and Western food section.

A Korean style room is enough for me.

An Ondol room is enough for me.

A Western style room is enough for me.

A Hanjungsik is enough for me.
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5. 1.19 .temituel-±

6. ilt1'-°--1- +4.

7. "it' It* 1411:11- aticf

8. '21-4 *1-91.3.1.-Ls- +4.

9. At-, cf

10. MC 1 I-V-1- ft
11. xie-- I -144--1-

9. Substitution Drill

1. Ili] (11.61 4.141-t-1771-?

2. Z-11 s 611 4.1.6 ttrir

3. Zi 6.1 10,141-

7k

A cup of coffee is enough for me.

Tea alone is enough for me.

Three suits are enough for me.

One foreign language is enough for me.

This moeny is enough for me.

My salary is enough for me.

I'm satisfied with my salary.

Do you have a vacant (or empty) room?

Do you have an empty container

(or bowl)?

Do you have a vacant position?

Do you have an empty seat?

Do you have an empty bottle?

Do you have an empty jar?

Do you have (or is there) an empty seat?

Do you have a vacant drawer?
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9. Z.1 0 61 7,..1-3-111?

10 til."71- 1114 ti 771.?

10. Substitution Drill

1* xie' tii"°11 91".

2. AL°I ""1 41161

3. 71.0 :.14 °i °l1 I-211frticF.

5. xit- 4- s1 t} -L f-72114- F.

6. xie .1-1-6' *411 ti

Mt. 11r111. 41011 It t.11-

8 7ie 24 61 616- 91%

9. 1 -6" 111 I --a- 1 4

10. -sa I'M- 111 -t-Str

11. Substitution Drill

1. oq- =1-61-)1 -lei- A1-41 AIL .

2, x1-111 cge141 4.1 a1A L.

'T5

Do you have an empty can?

Do you have an empty box?

I'll stay in (or take) an Ondol room.

I'll stay in Y.M.C.A.

I'll stay in a Korean style inn.

I'll stay in an inexpensive inn.

I'll stay in a rather expensive hotel.

I'll stay in a quiet inn.

I'll stay in an inn which is near

downtown.

I'll stay in a hotel which is convenient

in transportation.

I'll stay in a clean house:

I'll stay in a big and large room.

Please come up (following) after 'Me.

Please come down after me.
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3. AIL'. =1141 :11-9- blAl

Alt cc1'4141 *Fti L

5. , like_ t1..1
I a ev ti

6. A1-5 =Fie114 Al g"

7. cclhe141 lt1 Al L

8 A4 ccLelf.A1 L

9. =cFTFAI

10. =1-e141 'its] Al it

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

12. Combination- Transformation Drill

a. t11: :F°1 "2" ela **- B. at." q

11-0:

1. al 61 L LI 1- ela /711-Zn1.t.1 =1.*

0%2' 1-7111V-1. tl 61 114' 1.

2. ari
IIL11. ela =4, tc_ 014.1

ix UN ti F

61- c1-2- =4* 61" 6i All. 61-15- 1.sa u kl

3. Aft- 11F11* AteLl =1- ela 44 =1-

"'Fa 44- Alt 1.1 11491-.

4, 41061 4- 91-. -3.e13.

tiLl er.

41.A1Z11-.2- "a -2- Al- tie 1-API 014-91-la -, PA

76

Please read after me.

Please practise after me.

Please pronounce after me.

Please come after me.

Please do after me.

Please write after me.

Please say after me.

Please dance after me.

The Ondol room is big. And [it]'s quiet.

We have (or there is) a big and quiet
room.

The house is large. And it's clean.

There's a house which is large and clean.

The girl is beautiful. And she is smart.

There's a girl who is beautiful and
smart.

The car is inexpensive. And it's nice.

There's a car which is inexpensive and
nice.

The student is diligent. And he is a
good student.

There's a student who is diligent and
studies well.

err
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5. "1 :471 /1' .Lela 8l cF

wb/13-1*-2- ei 416' gielli7171- 114

6 ALL 01__ 10.1=1. au. Aut. Ai.
u W e 1:11

vi -10e au

61
tkl.

16'6 1 1.

AUL
1:11 v

t. ALE, 71.e, c nu

411:1-61 11.-ruiltr t °I
-r41-72.11-91-.

t 61 "rtiV-1" 11:1"61 ,7,14-

;Pi .614 '11'. :1. 114 1-1 cf

V-71 461-2. Allu 1 lit- 4111 Z-6

The airplane is fast. And its
convenient.

There's an airplane which is fast and
convenient.

The maid is a good worker. And she
is a good cook.

There's a maid who works well and cooks
well.

The swimming place is nearby. And
the water is clean.

There's a swimming place which is nearby
and the water there being clean.

The book is easy to unddrstand. And
it's interesting.

There's a book which is easy to
understand and is interesting.

13. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

t104: 644 +Ai-
41-0: N. °1-&21-

1. 1 III 61 !1

)4101eVul-ri1q

!itaJL "14* Vulich

Me1.

syl 11ok 14.1771.
1.1

1. 6.4 1 711 ei 1 %*.1.2 w1101

.311-1

2. 14 si 1161(1 au] "F?

N. N. 61 01111 11 01 q 31 %-1

3. 1'14 AF- i 21- q aul -77F?

mi. mime, *Ft' 41t ti Lich

2+. 7-7F?

1.1.4 6 Oj F.

5. vit- 61 611 2-11 64 9-161c :IN "V?

1. V a. :11 211 41 ull'q ui cf.

77

Do I have.to write name and
Hankil?

Yes, you have to write your
address in Hankil.

address in

name and

Do you have to study Korean before you
go to Korea?

Yes, you have to study Korean before
you go to Korea.

Do you have to have several suits?

Yes, you have to have several suits.

Do you have to have a car in America?

Yes, you have to have a car in America.

Do the diplomats have to know foreign
languages?

Yes, diplomats have to know foreign
languages.

Do you have to go to church on Sunday?

Yes, you have to go to church on Sunday.
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6. 11111 71-1 44111 au1771-4?

e. +011 -1 -1.71 44# 441

7. ) di °11 6114116t :14-171-?

u1:11711-( ) A111 6°11 °4411101

tistlie- 4-el 641 -71-61 aurrir

Ale -R.11 64- /1-61

9. vi °11"Its11 q aurrir

el °110Vi1 q tictr.

10. A4419 t. "tit A1.11411°

A1.144- IV+ A141-40t cf.

Do you have to make an appointment
before you visit the doctor?

Yes, you have to make an appointment
before you visit the doctor.

Do you have to make a reservation
before you buy an airplane ticket?

Yes, you have to make a reservation
before you buy an airplane ticket.

Do you have to go to Korea this year?

Yes, I have to go to Korea this year.

Do you have to make a room reservation
in advance?

Yes, you have to make a room
reservation in advance.

Do you have to start preparing for
moving from now?

Yes, you have to start preparing for
moving from now.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

)1/1: e1111 1-toP-I8-

t-:;1 oU 6114tella 1

A111: zi-411

°I* 21619- 21-611 *1-6111 11--tt-

di& Ail: 84. :1:;11 (11.61 1041 ri 1 ei It?;11

111-01 stia 1114-'1

sizti 111 I-1116ig- .

big* )11: IV °I1V61 1ti-mr

44-1: 6110.1 °Ms-

11: ,11 #,`21:11--21-4-&-f A9 4-tlift-.

Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

, IPF-V- 611-611i-1 °1 e1 4114111-9

014 11.61 Tie... 121E1 4.0,9=1..

-4-*1 Alt °1 61 o 41-61 :19 -11. ligts,e+

* 1. aul

79
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(2)

61=1- 616 -14 =N -1H ett?;1 ZI.F41 PI* Atfa"-Z 11119 &I.-4' e ,';1 -r;

6 el 111 1-11 °114 411* 613-21- +h-11- titit4

2-s+- E-',;1%-°- A11491-0 --"13° 41011AI

'9- :F9 E".11 t-11 0F711-1

EXERCISES

A. Call the Inchon Hotel and make a room reservation for the second week end

of the next month. Tell the hotel clerk that you would like a quiet and

large Western style room with two beds and a bath.

B. You arrived at Taejon Inn without a previous reservation; find out from the

clerk:

if he has a vacant room.

2. (if he has one) whether it is quiet and large.

3. if it has a bathtub and bathroom in it.

4. (if not) where they are.

5. how much they charge for an Ondol room for a night.

C. Ask your assistant Al Ai*:0

1. to write his name, address and telephone number in your address book.

2. to make a long-distance call to Pusan and make a hotel reservation,
preferrably at the New Pusan Hotel, for you and your wife for the
whole last week of August.

3. to bring the newly arrived Embassy official's brief-case and baggages
upstairs following after you.

4. to call your wife and tell her that you had to go to the airport to
meet a State Department official arriving at 6:30 and that you will
be home late this evening.
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D. Tell your.instructor that:

1. your address is 275-4 Sindang-Dong Seondong-Ku, Seoul.

2. your former address was 36 Sinchon-Dong Inchon, Kyunggi Province.

3. the place where you were working until last year was a bus.company.

4. this is the book which your daughter was reading.

5. Mr. Ahn was a politician who was very famous until two years ago.

6. Mrs. Song is a woman who was beautiful and intelligent in her young

days.

7. that Taejon Inn was where you stayed at that time.

8. that Minister Choe was a General who used to be (or was) honest when

he was in the army.

9. that the Bando Company is where you worked for 6 years.

10. that one foreign language is enough for you.

11. that you're satisfied with your salary.

12. that there is no vacant (or empty) seat.

13. that you and your company will stay in a Korean style inn which is

Convenient to transportation and near downtown.
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UNIT 24. At Taejon Inn (Continued)

(-3. -It 611 °I.C-°H)

°k-,4 °11-x'-1

"1C ul

1. 61 gi-ti 6iciltrul-71-?

BASIC DIALOGUE

°I :161 ultt-

AlI c1-4- 131--E- "I °I h631-4-

°11-,;f1,Irt-1

11°11 ul 1-

= 11

2. le 41 °Fsle B, u 6111 -I- '11'.

°I 111-611 /II- *1.1 L.

(Upstairs - a. little later)

mind; heart

[Ii'm fond of; [I] prefer
'[it] stays in mind.')

[it]'s vacant; [it]'s empty

How do you like this room? If you
don't care for this one, the next
room is also available.

[it]'s cozy; [it]'s just a
right size

[I] take the room

[I] decide to take the room

Oh, this room is quite nice. I like
it. I'll take it. ('I'll decide to
stay in.')

egloi- )11

82

bath; bathing

bathtub; bathroom

downstairs

hallway; corridor

at the end of the hall

toilet; restroom

every floor
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3. ti-A116 61-40- 11- 41- 4-

111+ 1.1-01tlit- o 0 "1.1-

61 t.1=1.Ag' Fe

_e_ef
le a

Al
ei 04e tam

01

41-E- Ll clr

11-,1 Al a-

4. '1.11-e-- 6171 ,,?js- 1-1 =l-e

1111 61 Al 6 Al uti 61

41a- Ala 1H-v-4-- el a1 Ai

611;1 4 E1

ul el

101-"11- t-1

1,-1P-1

5. 4-4- °I °1 11-

tigul-- "lel %Act :Hill"?

41-"1

504it!1 11 °1

If you'd like to take a bath, there's
a bathroom at the end of the hall
downstairs. And there's a toilet on
each floor.

key

to be sure; without fail

without fail

[I] lock

(please try going out);
please go out

Here's your room key. If you happen
to go out, please be sure to lock the
door [before you go].

Room No. 25

lodging charge

in advance; beforehand

[I] pay for the lodging

Fine. I'll do that. Oh, the room
number is 25. Would you like me to
pay in advance?

83

lodging charge (including
meals)

We charge W500 for a day; you can pay
when you check out.

inclusion

[it] includes

[it]' s included

[ it]es being included
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a la * 411-wl elle" 611114 AW .1411-

-a :I'M 9 At14Li cl"

8, of

11V.11-

-3-21 4-17-2- ?;1:1-611

414-97-71- 11.-g-s-

ccia.

:2144-

tl-v-lotit

9. 41 6104- °Ir1-111 ==V. I p10

41:101 =1--1-

44Pit

Breakfast and supper are included in
the bill, by the way.

[she] brings;. [she] fetches

Oh, that's nice. By the way, do I
eat in the dining-room, or do you
bring meals to the room?

la" All

84

separately

dining-room for the guests

errand

maid ('the woman who does
errand')

Our inn is not a big hotel, so we don't
have a separate dining-room for guests.
The maid will bring your meals to your

room.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. 141 -1z -cf '[I]'m fond of is an intransitive expression, so a subject or

topic precedes it.

2. itftki.=F (' [itios just a right size') is a description verb which precedes

certain nominals (as a subject or topic) such as house, room, physical

parts of a human body, etc.

is a derivational noun suffix'which means 'floor' or 'storey'.

U 0

'1st floor'; 'one storey'

'2nd floor'; 'two storeys'

'3rd floor'; 'three storeys'

upstairs'

'downstairs'
#.104.

44 each floor'

4. 4I 5I 'without fail' is an adverbial which occurs usually in an
/12 SA

imperative sentence but also in other sentence types as a substitute of 14-.

A phrase N gticol 'without N' is used as an adverbial. .S.ift.

'please be sure to...', 'please try... doing...', 'please try to...' occurs

as a kind of an imperative sentence final form. (See Grammar Notes 2 for

the ending )

5. -"I is a derivational noun suffix which denotes 'expense'. occurs in

the following common words:

'lodging charge (which includes meals)

'hotel charge'

85
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'expense for food'

'expense for schooling'

'expenses for transportatiOn'

'travel expenses'

8. 29.41. 'to bring', 'to fetch' is used as a substitute of A-41131-1, or

hop. Al.cf.to bring (something)'. We will learn in detail about the

ending ..cfin 2,11-4.-in the subsequent unit.

9. -g_ in t-v1.24 41cof is a derivational noun suffix which means 'for the use of .

The nominal ending in 78.4. another nominal makes up a noun phrase with the

word in -g-as attribute to the following noun. g alone occurs occasionally

in signs.

E-',08- 41V- 'dining room for guests'

'toilet for students'

'telephone for staff only'

'Ladies, Women (restroom)'

'Gentlemen, Men (restroom)'

GRAMMAR NOTES

The ending -S-4- is added to a verb stem or a verb stem -I- honorific suffix

(but no other verb suffixes are added to a stem). The -'4 form is generally

used in the following ways:

(a) *01-1-sto try doing..., 'to intend to....

The -,=5-41-form immediately followed by the verb .1*-without a pause

denotes that the speaker or the addressee in the sentence as a subject

or a topic 'intends to', 'tries to' or 'tries (doing)

86
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A121.011 111.0..6

tlyt, y..4. 1148. 1.11.,

1-7H fe *FAIL*

ti-61-1. 1141 *IelAl

' I' ll try to study Korean if I have
time.'

'I'll try to come back by tomorrow.'

'Please try not to forget this word.'

'Ft! Al

(b) A Personal noun, + " E4 *F1 'to make someone do...'

611-1e e )

The 'ame construction as (a) preceded by a personal noun +11.1.1. is

used as a substitute of the -111 *Ftl- construction (Unit 16, Gruammaer Note

3 ) . Examples:

-3* A111111-2ZI 111.1 '1 cannot make him do such work.'

*1.-E-4- V.+ ti`92-

ttel411 'Have the child study.'

A time expression +

A time expression + the -,E4k form of such verbs as 34- 'to become',

'to be over', .- 'to be late', which may be followed by a pause

occurs before another inflected expression, and means 'until

:21* *-4 -141}161,2-. II studied until late at night.'

4.All. s.lx..,11. °NA' 111. ' Father didn' t come home until (it was)

til 1
12 o' clock at night.'

(d) 41. + other than 14.1- 'so that', so as to...', 'in order tow',
'to the extent of...'

The form followed by a pause before another inflected expression

is rendered in English with various meanings, which basically expresses

action or state of being in ter s of extent to which a following

inflected expression is performed. Examples:

s,...21. 4. Oi OF aul cf.

64. - # it °it.
ti *I 34- 1-2- li-a-1-1ti

-3-61411 11 111-Z.21 4 *11

61 *lc
ti)-12-.

-87

'You have to help the students,so that
they can study well.'

'I'm studying hard in order to prepare
to work in Korea.'

'Please tell him to leave this place
as soon as possible.'
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2. ./pg, 'N. 'to decide to do something'

The -11 form
t'Koccurs to mean 'to decide to...' In this construction,

the verb of the-11 form is always an action verb. Neither the copula nor

description verbs occur in the -11 form in the same construction. The tenses

of the whole construction are generated in 'l+ -but the -11 form may be in

honorifics if the subject or topic of the sentence is honored.

61 vi.611_sii.am
0 Akla

41-1 11A11-1-

*1-01t-t-1-1-?

64 FM '1-'71-2- *N" F. °1.1.1

U14- 6I 6111110-11-.

'I've decided to stay in this room.'

'Will you decide to be in Seoul for

a long time?'

'[I] decided to live in Korea but now
[I] changed my mind.'

4.141 Lyouynay... I [it] will do', 'you can...'
3.

I r I I

The 4°-)Liform followed by.349. without a pause which literally means

('if [you] do... [it] becomes') is used to denote concession or Permission

as a response to someone's question in certain situations.

A:

B:

A:

441-vie- crluiti
V-N-.

;71

4- All el 11-?

Vwful- Vg-1-)111L?

Atte auitant-19-.

-l'l-IL?

(alt -3-1911 1.6 *lull-.

88

'You can pay (for the lodging) when
you check out.°

'W111 you lend me some small change,

Mr. Kim?'

'How much do you need?'

'W50 will do.'

'Is it all right if I come by 10
o'clock at night?'

'Yes, that will be fine.' or 'Yes, you
can do that.'
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DRILLS

1. Substitution Drill

1. 61 tlf61 141 .frticIL
I like this room

2. 61 61 Ilk 41

UNIT 24

3 -1141'0 9 1-4 611 V-11-.

14 X70 0i12-1

u1 I n t*1

5 spiel to_ 01 %AA, or
I te 1

er.

6. zj .111,1-6-1 1.-461 '314 01 V-11-.

7. Ai 4011 :4 °I °F-rt. 1 4- ti 1"

8- Ai c1Al°4 A41:41°1 '-1 =1-

9. gi Vg. -g-

10 . Z xit..1. 449 61.4. 6Q

2, Substitution

1. °I :1-61 41

2, 2-t1 9

Drill

61t1.*IV.

?..1;,-1411 ti 4.1

1 c
n.

89

appeals to me

I like this c

. (or This room
.)

lassroom.

I like that student.

I like the attitude of that student.

like that student's behabior.

I like that student's physique.

I like that student's personality.

I like that girl's figure.

I like General Kim's car.
fo,

I like the color of that car.

This room is very cozy:

This classroom is very cozy:

Your house is very cozy.
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01 :IV 01 41 °Itilf. 11-

5 01 1- fait!' °I 41 °Ir,11=2-

6. titIO ')-14 ti 01 41 Oltirl--2- .

7. °I E- 1,1 0l-
°1 41 it1-*1.2.

8. 01 A11/1"

9. oi * voi oi 4.1

3. Substitution Drill

1. ;l-u114- 4-1)-1-71-

2. 311 4L564 - vr61

This bedroom is very cozy:

This parlor is very cozy:

Your office is very cozy:,

This guest room is very cozy:

This study (room) is very cozy:

This kitchen is very cozy!

3. Vti +t 71- aE1 114 9

4. Vs- 611e*- 411 (1)9 ve2F51 II+ 9 =I-.

"11:C1 6I1 41 All- A. veibEl 114, 91

teit1 41611e- I 2- /111- taX.1 114 9 =I-.

7. 41* 41 elle- ti "E-a1 SI 41 ,1,14-

8. -g4- °Ile- :1 °I A- :11E1 61 ha '-1=F

9. z °1 °1 t ° 1si 1.1=.
II

Meals are included in the lodging charge.

Rice is included in a Pulkoki-Paekpan.

The fee for an operation is included
in the hospital bill.

Books are included in the tuition.

Meals are included in the'airplane fare.

Pulkoki is included in Hanjungsik.

The tip is included in the price,of,
the food.

Tips are included in all fares.

Tax is included in the'pricebf 'that
merchandise.
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4, Transformation Drill

tit* 61 :1-17:211.8-t-I1-

61 :1-611,T-111-1- )1,1161A-

is Alt tiOlVdth

Ail °VI tf711-- .

2 1,7firtS- cF.

rdi At.1- A1-11-1- el A- .

3. 4F°11 61oc 1211}

4Le.-1-1 zalL.

k. 9i9 4011 1LAL Li C.F.
rill 0 ANIW I

ul-A111,--

5. %-11:1-8- .1F2- ¶ AA° tF.
c11 -q- 1161 L.

64- -414- *FOSS' q

Z:1"4 61P1 :11- 14- 111-1- 2--

. ±4 O
41111-111 i--t-211Lits t. cf.

1-4- 411 41111F:i 611 t--4- )1,1M

8. 1$4-1- AF211-rt t-1

A 0041_ Ai. 11X. ,bjL.

9. 11611 °Pith-a& t-11-

61 AF*1-1-s- 111°1 A-

10 611 IFII d°111 i

611 11-11 zicil xtF/11-e e
11191"

91

I'll take this room.

I've decided to take this room.

I'll live in Seoul.

I've decided to live in Seoul.

I'll buy a little cheaper car.

I've decided to buy a little, cheaper car.

I'll go to Pusan by 2nd class.

I've decided to go to Pusan by 2nd
class.

I'll drink coffee.

I've decided to drink coffee.

I'll come to school by bus tomorrow.

I've decided to come to school by bus
tomorrow.

I'll continue studying Korean in Korea.

I've decided to continue studying
Korean in Korea.

I'll stop by the department store this
afternoon.

I've decided to stop by the,. department
store this afternoons

I'll buy a new suit.

I've decided to buy a new suit.

I'll move in August.

I've decided to move in August.

I'll sell my car before Igotq::Korea.

I've decided to sell my car before I

go to Korea.,
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5. Response Drill

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

'-1 al-1-771-?

ul el 91 ralrui

1 'Ile. /1 tt IV
ui ul /141 -94- tv-ich

2. 5414-e aul

tF ul el Al-°F

tei I m I s),Pql at-17mq

oil.tplict dFLI t1.

ttyli-1-1-40t al-177F?

ral ei 111116t
-1 9 1 t11 1

5. + LiVt

uiei

sLa.. -t- tet Lig au 17

twits. L.qot

7. 4t A4 slip 74F97-/F?

4,4--e& Biel *et N-um.

6. Substitution Drill

ti...c_10 1.01 1 6i 114 t.1
0

0u

2. o°) xlrg111- 1 9 Al 14 Lil-

3. Fel WI 9 At14"11-

* AFul wi 2.1-4-

92

When do I have to pay my bill (for
lodging)?

You have to pay it in advance.

When do I have to bring the homework?

You have to bring it in advance.

When do I have to buy the train ticket?

You have to buy the ticket in advance.

When do I have to make a room
reservation?

You have to make a room reservation
in advance.

When do I order food?

You have to order food in advance.

When do I have to pay tuition?

You have to pay tuition in advance.

When do I have to pay the bus fare?

You have to pay the bus fare in advance.

When do f have to make an appointment?

You have to make an appointment in
advance.

The next room is vacant.

The position (or job) is vacant.

The Information Officer's position is
vacant.

The Cultural Attache's position is
vacant.
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5. JP-a- Afe 11` A41-8-Lich

6. IV 41- AFel /1- 114' ull".

7. -1-2* "V-2F Afar* w161 114-

8. 61-s- 19/1* kl1.L411-

9. 610 1-411. wi 61 114- 9 cf

lo. Afelif Atiit'Llicf°

11. A9' Afel w1 61 114- 11

12. -2.** 2"14*L.M.

13. t6.11Af .210 AFell 19 060.14-L9 t}

14. 4. 11)-1- Af41/

The Military Attache's position is
vacant.

The Naval Attache's position is vacant.

The Air Attache's position is vacant.

The 1st Secretary's ,position is vacant.

The 2nd Secretary's position is vacant.

The Administrative Officer's position
is vacant.

The Assistant's (or the Aide's) position
is vacant.

The Advisor's position is vacant.

The Personnel Officer's position is
vacant.

The Deputy-Ambassador's position is
vacant.

7. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

ufe- A1. -1. tf 1141:19 cf

41.1: '- Alt 1./12- L.1 cf.

1. Lit- 4- :111 61:11:f 104I q1 L1 F.

'-F.m- :f611 61 011 ;f'1 -- 114 ulcf

2. Lit' .!.114 °IF9 6* *-41-4- 114:1*

141:19 cf.

PL t".4 61119 441- 114 '11.1-

/111. cf.

93

I'm planning to buy a new car.

I too have decided to buy a new car.

I'm planning to make a trip on the
weekend.

I too have decided to make a trip on
the weekend.

I'm planning to continue studying
Korean in Korea.

I too have decided to continue studying
Korean in Korea.
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°I "I--c= 141 61 LI

ettr- a 4- -711- 04 L1 CF.

`it- VI 011 Cpl e} 141 :P-11-.

5. 1-el tit stij-

AVL 1.11- lP-1.11-u Hee YAM

-V-x-;;111 01-'71e1

ults. 4- 01111 Zi-217-11-

Z.41- Li Ir.

1A11-

'-FL 4- 01 A1-1--71-s- ,3 `1=1.

8 Ali te_1-41 141V-11-.

)11.°11-9 L1;1 411-.9.-j-ilx.

ATI-V11=1-.

tit. '9.4.
°11

141. 46.0. -11141:1,1

xis.- 1413- 44--
14,11

8. Substitution Drill

I'm planning to take a vacation in
summer.

I too have decided to take a vacation
in summer.

I'm planning to leave America in August.

I too have decided to leave America
in August.

I'm planning to sell my house next year.

I too have decided to sell my house
next year.

I'm planning to make a long distance
call to my parents.

I too have decided to make a long
distance call to my parents.

I'm planning to move soon.

I too have decided to move soon.

I'm planning to live in a Korean style
house in Seoul.

I too have decided to live in a Korean
style house in Seoul.

I'm planning to study a, little, easier
language next time.

I too have decided to study a little
easier language next time.

94

Please lock the doOr Of the room.

Please lock the gate.

Please lock the door. of ,the ,car

Please lock/the window.,
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Ae wsv
l Ai

4111

1 ; 1 Al IL

1141. Via 41 Ai

9. )4- vi ;+-3-

10 ti Al a.,,

Please fasten the button.

Please lock the briefcase.

Please lock the window..

Please lock the locker.

Please button the pocket.

Please lock the door of the garage.

9. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

1.

ulr/Irti Ai L

9-1A1-E-4- *it'd] isL

*-11-

*11-.1A1 .

2. 41.i- f1+ ti Al IL

41`9;

3. 11A1-411111 -71t1A1-2-

11)-1'41
1 4 1-tiAl L .

ill 1300 0 VII N1.1
Ieel I

;71 tt.1 o L7F`is4- 11.1)1

5. 1 41-2- it] Al IL

64A1111.11 142- 1 1x-4- siti Al s-

Go out (please).

Please (try to) go out.

Please lock the door.

Please try (to. reMeMber). to lock -the;
door.

Take the medicine.

Please try to take the medicine.

Please go to the doctor.

Please try to go to the doctor.

Please meet Mr. Kim.

Please try to meet Mr. Kim.

Come' to school by 9 o'clock.

Please try to .cometo:school,
9 o'clock;
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6. 41;1;11- .

el el 4E4- 11;1 1-1 L

7. NA21-14-. el el Aftl L .

V-14- "I el 1-1--E-4- L

8. si4A1 v1t.1)112-.

2-:1411)1 11-11112-

9. °VI u1.1-11A1

t1 411'1 4141f, elj-1 'Nil L

'tit. ItiAlIL

Al'Al 111V-IL

Please pay for the (inn) room in advance.

Please try to pay for the (inn) room
in advance.

Please buy the theatre ticket in
advance.

Please try to buy the theatre ticket
in advance.

Please don't smoke in the classroom.

Please try not to smoke in the classroom.

Please don't drink coffee in the
classroom.

Please try not to drink coffee in the
classroom.

Please don't buy a wornout car.

Please try not to buy a wornout car.

10. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

X 011= Aye tiet

40: quift- 611

1. Ai* 771?

°Ful a-

2, ;at- '-1 °P :1-9111L?

qui 2- 611 'lei

3. Ali. tit 0114 141 :fu1 l-41

L Mit I 141'6 41119.

4. AY: ;211 titit 6.4.1
°N9- 11 4..

OLO.
' le' IS

oft.IL

Ahlellct aul

tibk )4141116 41 ti

96

Do I have to pay the lodging charge now?

No, you can pay it later. ('No, it's
all right to pay it later.')

Do I have to buy the theatre ticket now?

No, you can buy it later.

Do I have to pay for the food now?

No, you can pay for it later.

Do I have to make a room reservation
now?

No, you can make a reservation later.

Do I have to meet Mr. Kim now?

No, you can meet him later.

Do I have to start the wore. now?

No, you can start it later.
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6. Al-a- et :11-9 /-71.?

L 91- I I r1-6

7. Ai* e1;1I0 11-91 11.?

1-9 L Ilat. 611 111' ti el 1-6 t.1 I-1 .

8. A1-71- .*:1-1. Z1- tl *t /if?

61-1-1L -Zl-°1r e:1-- i 31

9. Ali 64 rtF-1 trrF`1T7F?

°F"I "ibt- 1 "11.0. ti

10 X1a. IV I /lrq 771.?

11- 9 4.-

11, Substitution Drill

1 41'91- ALl" tiAlL

2. hcl- 4- till L

3- 01 Oat Ala- ;4'1' La

4. 414 2-1401- 21-4. tIA111-.

5. Ill* la- 211- Al L

6. /*-%- I'm- 'gal- Al' 4- till t-0

7. ;11`1-3 211' ti L

8. 71=4 611:1.1- A-4- 4t1 AIL.
gamMIMINNMD

9. A1-410. 40ps. 1410-.1.
1-1 a e el
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Do [we] have to leave now?

No, [we] can leave later.

Do I have to straighten the room now?

No, you can straighten it later.

Do I have to change my socks now?

No, you can change them later.

Do I have to study Korean now?

No, you can study it later.

Do I have to go to the hospital now?

No, you can go there later.

Please bring [my] meal to the room.

Please bring my tea to the parlor.

Please bring this desk to my office.

Please bring my coffee to the classroom.

Please bring my baggage to the car.

Please bring the car to the garrage.

Please bring the merchandise to [my]
house.

Please bring dinner to the Anpang.

Please bring toys to the children's room.
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Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(1)

:.0.1r).41 :It- i I Z.°1 :1-61 11°1$1-?

)111: °A :1 51 tt 7,JI 91"

t-,41; t 4- At19.2-?

1111;
6) ei.op..11tv

1 oga r.

1114-* 771-?

131.14 4511

*9 11910

6 II. *it" -3-7.1'11 Or .1 °I

9111: 1-t1g- 61 .11-°1 4-4-ti °I -4661 At

rit '-1 cf. 61-'11,4- 11 411-

L-1: :1211biL. 01 :11 -1-211°111-.

tai; 44611 t+-eil-

aul -71F?

(2)

tty ZS:- bill la7a1"1111- At1/1- /1-x1-2- 11-bt

-911: va-1=F.

?ititmAis-A- 11111-IL.

1: :1.7,11-8- 1c1-. 4 41.1°11e-- 4-1A1-11-

'1 It 61-:121- -9 !,1 4-1A11.9r °IL

"3- la 24.11-11)- lAAA1 -s-:119q

98

1-1r.11.1

e

F*11° 6-11-V" a
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Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

Al 61 ett41 :1-21. 6.41 :11 zl. At- L:H°19- 618 61

/14 ulcf. 11-611e* 112- 21-61 tt.I.41

45-41-:H z1-61 11.11 cci-14-

:5)41 101}.611i-la ?di X13 t. et1 mc 141tEe1-1 )161 *1-t.19

(2)

111.°11 .71 LIM *414 611 6144 4-A-1-17 iv-lit 6-1-1.

1111 1 611- )490-11.. -mela 19- cck- ZA.1-Fi-

*IA- Mil 61111 V.-16t 11*41.w1611-- 6111 411-1-Ixas161::

11-2- ;Pie- 641.-1-1.- ctiA1-1- E41-1 11611 211'

EXERCISES

A. Tell your friend:

1. that the classroom is very cozy and appealing.

2. that you have decided to move to a new house next month.

3. that the new house you just:bought is vacant now.

4. that there's a toilet on each floor and a bathroom is at the end

of the hall downstairs.

5. to be sure to lock the car door when he parks the car downtown.

6. that in most Korean inns and hotels breakfast and supper are
included in the (lodging) bill.

7. that in many Korean inns yoU have to pay in advance.

8. that a Korean inn does not Irve a separate dining room for guests

and the maid usually brings meals to the room.

9. that you'll try to come back to Seoul by tomorrow.
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10. to try not to forget your telephone number.

11. to tell the maid to bring supper to you as soon as possible.

12. that you decided to live in Cheju but now you've changed your mind.

13. that it will be all right if he comes by 7 p.m.

14. that W50 will do.

15. that Miss Lee's figure appeals to you.

16. that the student's attitute doesn't appeal to you.

17. that he should reserve a seat in advance but he can pay later.

B. Make up a short dialogue so that each of the following expressions is

included:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

es 6 "yr -r

x°11 Y 1F L F s-141 11=1-

x vial Ili.

9. -/PL 2$1'

10. -EA- 1-1-

11. -(-t )6 &II'

12.

13.

14.
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UNIT 25. Room Service

BASIC DIALOGUE

4-14 s-gr ti Af

of *-3-1-6,9)

w1(1f)

Ailvi t tiur

1. tail-Awl of it wig

At a- Hopz--

2. III, A141

21-1 "1

A-61 4. *11 X1 '-1i

21'9 -11-"1-71- Cr alpti--te

3. -0-tit A141 :11;i1-1- 11.11,141°111-2-11-11-

111-10-11-.

=Fs-

1-11191L

t-It=

(Knocking the door)

preparation

[I] prepare

[it] becomes prepared

[I] prepare supper

supper is ready

Good evening. Dinner is ready, sir.
Would you like to have dinner now?

preparation to bring

[it]'s ready to bring

please bring [it] for me

If you've got it ready, then, please
bring it.

Al-

101

Tonight's dinner is Hanjongsik and
Pulkoki, sir.

separately

[I] pay ('put out money')

[you] have to pay separately
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4. 4114 1- 1.)-11.9 ;741-4. -5- el AllZ3.1-

11)1 ti Li cf.

4-11'11-

# wrui

.°.110.141 "16

;S-61 el1 a4 41Alt---

Itit141°16 4' 13.1

(I'M 94 11111111)

41:1 11""1,1 A101 A14-k-- 611 4- .,17

/I A1111-A1t--- :19 9- q211-3- L1 q.

If you would like beer, I can bring
it for you, but you have to pay for
that separately.

[it]' s sufficient

Hanjongsik is fine

You don't have to bring any beer.
Hanjongsik will be fine for supper.

(to. the. Inn clerk at night)

early

City Hall (Office)

[I] have some business and so

6] 6]
el 1

I have some business at City Hall early
tomorrow morning, so I've got to get up
by 7 o'clock.

102

(trouble)

[it]'s troublesome for you

(without forgetting and...)

on time; in time

[he] wakes [me] up

please don't forget to wake me
up ('Do not forget and wake
me up.'

(Sorry to trouble rou but) please be
sure to wake me up, in time.
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8. 4, .2.:1-74

41:1

Vrt.1 11 41:1 ,11--1

ittlei(sH) ultIAIL;
13.#11AlL

-5- 1214 ticl- 111b1(14-A1)

Worry

[fie] worries

please don't worry

Yes, sir. Please don't worry.

t
-f-t- 1iLici*

9. °}pl N. 111-* 4511)1

-selZ 11.** *41

11.

°II -3"tTi 41111F9

-r2. spuurcl.
ei

h_eLs,'a
PilZ1'1"A1Zal 14- t1=-1 e}`1-2-

A-11 a Alla-e141-ul * ,44

"2"1:10-tetiq

12.

t '11-
kr.e1.1. 01)1.18.t.rel.

1-°14 DI611,1a-11- n12-

011

electricity

light; fire

[he] turns on the light

I will turn= on your light outside
in the morning and knock your door.

I'd appreciate that.

[it]Is noisy

[he] lowers

[he] turns down (radio, T.V.,

etc.)

Say, your office radio is a little noisy.

(,Sorry, but,), can you turn,it down a little

bit?

[he] reduces

I 11 turn it down ('I'll reduce
it in a small sound.')

Oh, gee, I'm sorry. I'll turn it down.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

is a noun which means 'guest', 'visitor' or 'customer' depending on

where it is used. In such places of public accomodations as hotels or

inns, the employees use the word elti in place of the name of a guest when

they don't know his nape.

2.4. 21-1- 4- cf. to bring [it] for [him]' and its politer equivalent ;711-
'to bring [it] for [you]' is a fixed expression used in place of 161

(See Grammar Note 3 for the ending -9').

3. 644141 is a regular Korean dish served as a complete meal which normally

includes a, .4. 713t1 and other side dishes (sometimes with fall ).

4. t...6 '-)J (Ito put out money' ) , +cit. ( to give money') are used

interchangeably to mean 'to pay'.

5. .. ;N- is synonymous With ***N- Ito be sufficient' .

6. 61 41 9-6M11. is the contraction of :lei 9-41 1-2,4 9- I 11 have to get up.' .
,

4.3 is a noun which means something like ('trouble for [you]' ). The

denominal verb *al,- occurs very commonly in the following kinds of fixed

expressions and they are used idiomatically as greeting expressions:

412-2-'1;lAik is said to an adult who is about to do something for you;

+.2.1.111-1 4.. is said to an adult who is at work; and 4.3114-11-11-.

is said to an adult who has just done something (for you).

7114.1- 'to wake [someone] up' is a transitive verb with the direct object
a personal nominal.

9. The verb mcf always takes an object, lc. T.V., etc. 'and means 'to

turn on'. The opposite of ft. Mcf 'to turn on the light' is II- 71 cf

'to turn off the light' which also means 'to put out the fire', 'to

extinguish fire' .
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GRAMMAR NOTES

1. Further Note on Particle 4

In Unit 1 we learned that the particle , which is pronounced as /e/

between two nominals, i.e. N 414, N2 'Nils N2, N2 of ull, occurred as a

Possesive Particle. Similarly toll , the particle °11 /e /between. two

nominals, i.e. N141 N2, 'occurs to enumerate the two nominals for the

succeeding inflected expression. Examples:

*FA11-11-f-x1ILla t.
114. 1.1 C1.

61-1111 A10 f°11 11-41 01141 Al. H.

?...}612-

;i1441.71' 1-14112-. 1611 611

211

'Tonight's dinner is Hanjongsik and
Pulkiko, sir.' (' As for tonight's
supper, there is Hanjongsik plus
Pulkoki..)

'I went to the market place in the
morning and bought a toothpaste
and a toothbrush. ('a toothbrush
in addition to toothpastel)

'The weather is extremely bad. We're

getting rain, snow and even sleet
mixed together.'

2 Infinitive + another inflected expression

In Unit 14, Grammar Note.2, we learned that an infinitive + Al, which may

be followed by a pause before another inflected expression, was translated

as 'and', 'and so'. In the construction where the particle M is added to

an infinitive bef1/4 another inflected expression, M may be dropped freely

without changing the meaning.

4- 61 °1 1141, :14-A1-71-1--

i61
61 9.6t j1.1fr cf.

1

**AM. 3 rlit-L11-

'I have some business, so I've got to

get up by 7 o'clock.'

'Thank you for coming.' ('You came,

so I thank you.')

'I cannot study because it's noisy.'
('It's noisy, so I cannot study.')

Note that the above construction is distinguished from a verb phrase in which

the first verb is the principal verb but is followed by an auxilliary without a

pause (See Grammar Note 7, Unit 7).

3. -4.(1-)

is a verb ending which is added to a verb stem or a verb stem honorific
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suffix and/or past tense suffixes. Dependent noun-IF- may be added to the

-1- form as an extended construction without changing the meaning.

-1-(11-) may be added to an action or description verb stem but not to the

copula stem, and it occurs in the following ways:

(a)

(b)

-ci-(''F) + another inflected expression

The -=r(I) form which does not have a past tense suffix in it occurs

before another inflected expression and denotes shift or interruption

of action or description of the verb in -cF without completion to the

action or description of the verb in the following inflected expression.

Thus, tenses or levels of speech for the whole construction are

generated in the succeeding inflected form.

41.2-611 Ici-(1), 41108°11
_s.

I

te rid

67-11- A4-1-1.(10. t.1 -7-1r

1-1('F), .4 4-

0-61*-

'I stopped by a bookstore on my way
to school.' ('i was going to school

, when I stopped by a bookstore.')

'While I was writing a letter, a
friend of mine came, so [we] went
to the theatre.'

'I worked at a company for a while
and from there I joined the
State Department.

-(6h 61 )AA cf(I)

The -cf form which includes a past tense suffix denotes that the

action or description of the verb in -4' has been completed before

another action or description follows.

-v-e.-11 21.1-(1) 041-i cf. 'I have been to Pusan.' ('i had'
gone to Pusan and came.')

Note that some of the above constructions (a) and (b), i.e. the -100 form

followed by no pause before another verb occur idiomatically as fixed

expressions in unique meanings. Study the following:

;11.1. tiA131-0

( el211V64 cfe

41- t1611 *-8-

*611 -2-21142,- cf.
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'Please bring [it] for me.'

'Yes, I'll bring [it] for you soon,
sir.'

'I have been to Pusan.'

'I'll make a trip to Pusan.'
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41Alre e*I eF 61 6161 61 -7e1.1'-
tv. e

,71c1r rp-1

'Have a nice trip (to someone who
is expected to come back).'

'She hangs around this street without
having nothing to do.'

1 ... not ... but'; 'do without doing...'

The form in negation which may be followed by a pause before another

inflected expression is used in the same sentence to mean 'not... but' or

'does... without doing...'.

(a) .AI 413 + an inflected expression:

(b)

When the sentence is a statement or question, the final clause is

preceded by .AI L.

ZW!,-*H vtla. P4F

LDS V.°1 'IVA! t111-42- 44111=,
'Korean is not difficult but is easy.'

41.°111"
'I came without having breakfast.'

'I'll not marry but will live alone.

34,6 e e
2-1.2. 411- 'He doesn't know that fact but I

k
01-Al CL.

know it.'

01. e

Note: If the sentence is a copula expression Al Ala is replaced by

*Ha,

41101 °I."1-2- -47,41°1 'IL I[It]'s not a book but a notebook.'

.AI ala + an inflected expression:

When the final clause is in imperative or propositative form, the

preceeding construction is in -AI :P..

trAF 4411 ,°D"1 uF3 41' el tl 611 'Don't stay alone lonely; come to
my house.'

-E-t1A111-.

107

'Don't go to left; make a right turn.'
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5 -A. :1 ti

We have learned that there is a class of nouns to which either eft} or3E11r.

al: both, may be added to make verbs (Unit 20), while 1-1- and McFcan also

occur as independent verbs. There is a small class of bound forms which

never occur as independent verbs but are added to a class of nouns and

produce verbs. We will call such a verb a Noun Derivative Verb, and the

form which makes a verb by adding it to a noun a Derivative Verbalizer.

.A.619. is a derivative verbalizer which denotes descriptive quality, value

or degree. Any noun derivative verb in --A-15,11-ie a description verb and

should be memorized for the unique meaning of each verb. Observe the

following:

Noun

'doubt'

'peace'

'carefulness'

'honor'

'trouble'

'glory'

'worry'

'worry'

'love'

'pride'

Noun Derivative Verb

Isto be doubtful'
'to be suspicious'

'to be peaceful'

'to be careful'

'to be honorable'

'to be troublesome'

'to be glorious'

'to be worrisome'

'to be worrisome'

'to be lovable'

'to be a source of pride'

Remember that can not be separated from the preceeding noun as a

separate verb, while 1-9- and Ncfc.)uld be separated from the preceeding

nominals as the object and the subject of the verbs respectively.
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1. Substitution Drill

f. will- 5414

2. °I t-

3- °Fiti 54p..14 9cl%

41'4+ .1" w1-7,c.11.4.1-11-

5- el:11 i2-. vi MN-

6- ;it-- ÷. "111- MI491--

1-t" dj 6. "1

8, as 54Ats-s-uil-.

9. ..1,F2- -j 54,V.4-"1

"*.11r 111- -a-

11. °1411- 41* di: "Ili- 1X1.6 ultf.

12- °Pill Al Al- :1` "11L

DRILLS

Supper is ready. ('Preparation for
supper is all done.')

We're ready to move.

Breakfast is ready.

The meal is ready.

I'm ready for the trip.

I'm ready for marriage.

I'm ready to buy a car.

I'm ready to go to sleep.

I'm ready to go to school.

I'm ready to take a vacation.

I'm ready to eat supper.

[We]'re ready to have breakfast.
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2. Substitution Drill

" t d8 at-icf.

2* lit' dittt 'i..- aui

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

3. )4..s. 4. tit in.t..1 9.

4.. I weft, bq

5. e i a u , cf.
9*

6. tit. Hi :Full..

7 ci vor .1 :Full..

8. t "I cF

9. 6 til- a'-1 F.

3. Transformation Drill

ati

bel-E-c-- 411 F.

1. VIC- tCE-E-1- cf.

416t

44+-C-

44.76.e. Alr°

2,

3. t71-5-.

17,18- tluich

I'm preparing dinner.

I'm preparing breakfast.

I'm preparing the meal.

fI'm preparing to leave.
I'm getting ready to leave.

110

I'm getting ready to join the army.

I'm getting ready to be discharged.

I'm preparing for a trip.

I'm preparing for a business trip.

I'm preparing for a speech.

You have to pay separately.

You should pay separately.

You have to leave a separate tip.

You should leave a separate tip.

You have to buy beer separately.

You should buy beer separately.

You have to pay for the book' separately.

You should pay for.the book separately.
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5.

3t)+.1.)0 is AOa=1 -TIC Al-et

Z1/1 ley- 91'1

la C5- telS-1- '-11°F .§191-.

6. 'F-F,-AF-Si ta.C- '-IM et :FPI-.

4. Response-Transformation Drill

tit* t-45- 1.c 4" :Hill'?

140: N. ) CAF 1- '-11°F

1. d °I .Rt1 1.4 119s. 64..

V-111Y?

N. All/F + Mi elE- "et. Zi+ =t1-1-

Ati et

2. etiel-e1.9 4-1111?: =1-1- at-1-7-71r?

41)91.4e- =11,-- L1 Op V-11-.

0741-21- 1111-1' '-11°F aul Tip

-11-6Wr:o =c114.- ullet

w. 41. t**1-4- ell "1- 111-1-1-711-?

=1--2-
`F "1-'1 §199-.

5* °Itt"E' Al'} ttj a Ati 9°P auli-71-4?

al, °F-z--E- c=1"-C- Ati el et trill c

4.2-11121- =1%c Ai-°i °i: 71-1?

"Zit--1133 42-4121- tf 91

111

You have to buy a chair separately when
you buy a table.

You should buy a chair separately when
you buy a table.

You have to pay for the electricity
separately.

You should pay for the electricity
separately.

You have to pay for the car radio
separately.

You should pay for the car radio
separately.

Do I have to pay separately?

Yes, you should pay separately.

Do you have to have a separate driver
even though you can drive yourself?

Yes, I should have a separate driver
even though I can drive myself.

Do you have to pay for the meals
separately at the inn?

Yes, you should pay for the meals
separately at the inn.

Do you have to pay the electric and
gas bills separately?

Yes, the electric and gas bills should
be paid separately.

Must you and your wife go to Korea
separately?

Yes, my wife and I should go to Korea

separately.

Does your son have to have a separate
car?

Yes, my son should have a separate car.

When you get married, do you have to
live apart from your parents?

Yes, I should live apart from my parents
when I get married.
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7. *48- 111,1t19

11941

1, *9 o litit161
cc} t- 116141 §11-11%

t

8. :114- 616t aurriq

61) 4141 tiLicf.

9. ctl 1-21- 'A .14 biral- 9 9: au] -"F?

611. 41 14 .11 ":1.9`1 ui

5. Substitution Drill

I. 41 Alt- :11-V41 616 ati

3.

-1-2./16 skati

- 1"-1-Z1 :hi cit.._

4 ;,/i titliC- -2. t1611

5. ;9. 2000 AA1-el /-**FZ.21 .4- V-14.

6. Olit e. ...je t
-1
.4141%

1...

7. v4 4 616 tr

8. 61'61t.... ;',1196

Ai. -3" ti 616 4-111.3-11-.
.1 I IN

10. 41116

112

Should there be separate Men's Rooms
and Ladies' Rooms?

Yes, Ladies'' Rooms and Men's Rooms
should be separate.

Do you have to leave a separate tip?

Yes, you should leave a separate tip.

Do I have to wash white clothes and
colored clothes separately?

Yes, you should wash white and colored
clothes separately.

For the meal, Hanjungsik is enough.

For supper, Pulkoki is enough.

For a bachelor, one room is enough.

For Mr. Kim, that house is sufficient.

For me, the $2,000 automobile is
sufficient.

Foi breakfast, toast is enough.

As for suits, five will be enough.

Three children are enough for me.

For me, that much salary is enough.

For lunch, sandwiches are enough.
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6. Substitution Drill

1. 4g-lu A1:3J 1;1 )11"

2. 4.-2--6-IliA16- o1 ;1 titeltni Orl-

-f- ;JAIL

3 Al 6'. -2-t- 41

+ANL.id"

4, .42-2.A.VA16.,

(Sorry to trouble you, but) please wake
me up at 7.

(Sorry to trouble you, but) please take
this to Mr. Park.

(Sorry to trouble you, but) please
stop by my house this evening.

451 /IA AL 461.2E. Ai 4 Al (Sorry to trouble you, but) please
ta to' type this for me.

5. ratiAle.F 01 -Wit 4- lei 4-t1A02-.

6. 4--IL- tr (11 cl*

7. 411'2- 4- 1'

11-

8* 4-2-4111A1e A-

9. + h - * 4i 4.

10.
346-riA1Z1. "irAii- 11 tiAlA-

11, +3.6.. Vtith 11. ,tr i11 L

12, relAith -17.4i-t .1- 449 +Vit..

113

(Sorry to trouble you, but) please
move this chair.

(Sorry to trouble you, but) please take
me to school.

(Sorry to trouble you, but) please go
to school for me.

Please come on time.

(Sorry to bother you, but) please
turn on the light.

(Sorry to bother you, but) can you
please press these trousers for me?

(Sorry to bother you, but) please
turn off the light.

Please shine the shoes for me.
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7. Substitution Drill

1. Al Al

2 "1A1 3F-2 4I1F*1 tl Ai L

KOREAN. BASIC COURSE

3. :1A1 .:142" 6/1.

AlAl ;1 tit11411 Li *11 4-1,11 Al L

5. 11A1 ti 11-.

6. Ai.S1 611 ti AIL
=111111/

7 cal It- 611 -24' till 2-

8 us1-2- °11*111 diL ti 11-

9 Pki °,12- 41-9-tii)1 IL

10. 11)-1-4111 g-

11. 611 1212' .2- 1°- ;tH' 4-1w 1)111-e

8. Completion Exercise

el -71' A11:- ul

Al TL ul .4- 2-.9
tlA111-

1. 0 1-'1 61*-14- ul

114

Please be sure to wake me up. ('Don't
forget and wake me up.')

Please be sure to call me.

Please be sure to telephone me.

Please be sure to deliver [the message)
to Mr. Kim.

Please be sure to buy me the magazine.

Please be sure to stop by my house.

Please be sure to come at 7 on Sunday.

Please be sure to reserve a room for me.

Please be sure to take the medicine.

Please be sure to go to the doctor.

Please be sure to bring the book for me.

Because the radio (noise) is noisy,

Since the radio is noisy, please turn
it down a little bit.

Because the room is dark,
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2o 1:1111.

3. ;5,1 '1,73--tul.

14., .3. 4.4. tipr. t 1I1-1-1.

(4441 11*

10. I-1 tIr 11A-u1t

9, Substitution Drill

5. tit 111- 111 4- 'JAI L

6 t1.4.4- Ili 1;1 AI

7 *-1-11-"11- 71 4- tal L

115

Since I'm hungry,

UNIT 25

Because I have forgotten the telephone
number;

Because this dress is too expensive,

Because the pay of government employees
is too little,

Because an airplane is fast and
convenient,

Since the airplane is noisy,

Since Korean is too difficult,

Because the shoes are too dirty,

Because the clothes do not fit well,

Please turn off the light.

Please turn off the radio.

Please turn off the T.V.

Please turn off the (electric) light.

Please turn off the (electric) fan.

Please turn off the hi-fi.

Please turn off the tape recorder.
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8. 44/4 71tIAP"
Turn off the tape recorder.

Turn on the tape recorder.

Please turn on the tape recorder.

9. A-4.11-1 Mtill)111-

*-8-111- 4i 46 till

11. *4. /4 ti IL

12. *-2- /1 k14,

13. **Mt- 4M- A. t L

Ant' /4 4M- k- t 4" till it-

15. **11-1.- A-11A-t1A1L.

16. .4-4111- 3. lii E + 12-

17. .44/4 ell- c (1 4* L

10. Substitution Drill

1, 114- Ai/m:14

2. :1'61 94-

116

(Please) turn down the tape recorder.

Please turn down the tape recorder.

Please turn down the tape recorder.

Please turn down the tape recorder.

(Please) turn up the tape recorder.

Please turn up the tape recorder.

Please turn up the tape recorder.

The room is too noisy.

The room is too quiet.

The room is too full of echoes:

The room is too cozy.

The room is too narrow.



Li* M-54 t-1=1-

8 .11"61 t110" 7711-12-

9. g1'61 L14- 1F1I-tr

10 al t14- F41+4* q

11 g}61 `14-

KOREAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 25

11. Response Drill (Usel A121-611in
in the example.)

tit* 111-1i frb:;* "rir

41rtil: 113'11 .1.17.1-411 :17:41.612-

1.

miz--71- I A121-611 t :1111611,-

2.
4g.

ug oto_ 1.1 -71.?
"1 IA I Id

;1%)$-It' A1-21611 L

3. !vitt- ol 42. °II a t-1 711.?

611, .141-* Ail A121.°11 .21-a-

4. 61'1.= 61 7411-1771?

N. °1- °1 °I I A121- *IL

5. IS61-°- A10.1-611 A14111a-1-7-71qIS

611. V-1 1 Al2F611

The room is too dark.

The room is too dirty.

The room is too clean.

The rooms are too close.

The room is too hot.

The room is too messy.

the proper place and answer the question as

117

Has the train arrived?

Yes, it arrived on time.

Has the bus left?

Yes, the bus left on time.

Did you eat your lunch?

Yes, I ate lunch at the usual time.

Do the students come to school?

Yes, the students come to school on time.

Do the children have to sleep?

Yes, the children have to go to bed
on time.

Do you start work at the usual time?

Yes, I start work on time.
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+ °I I Ai bli 1.2.-j,;,14

MI, -+-1`;i61

7. Ai21-411 tili11,14 L1 iii*?

M. :1.1}1 All A121-611

Was the class over on time?

Yes, the class was over on time.

Did they show the movie on time?

Yes, they showed the film on time.

Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(1)

t-41: Al-L;1 =":11)-1- A121-.&.

A1-71: 1111 A-141 .311-11- -2°19- '&41°1 6,e17:11

ri :1741 ,V4-1-11-.

81a 4-; Ll tF. -2- 111 4-11.- 111- 21* + tel.

1..1-1..?
010ri

P t-1-1.A 16- "1-:$1 -111 V. 4- 4111.-
APP*- 4)- El

' 'l Ol 1-L111 t111- 611 41 61 ;71-.e)- 41* gi 711

A141 bilt- # °1 "t1V1-1/11)?

411!..11-34- ,1,14t-11-

E., 41: Alt..... a 1110.S._ 01.-711 25,_ t.1F

(2)

*1-:1 -7-7W ,a1,,j6iP-?

-71 = 611. t e "$P1 + 114- t-1=1- ;:1- 4-* ti .

118
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e ,41 t131-"tr Liter. -7* 111- 2- Al 6 11 el.-c*"e"- *c"

'14 ;11-1-3- 1-1 =F :1 Al 4- '11t- Li* -5- 1-'1

uFii;lAlk tik7: t---31-1-" 61 )41-1-1-el4t.1

a el./. +#1-ei 1. -1

Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

,;71 Al- Vs-- f LI- -V-

t-1 tr. 41. t.1-41 A4-6' "9 -111 °I1

Ati-er L11.. ""1" 6101-'11Ale °It14 Al
e-11)41--1.. te 11 °-r .).31 are--

E1 at.1 (10r1e- %t;i1cC

4'1* All- Al A w it* L %al. 611 11.ci. 1"e 0

(z)

u1-4 *i8-611e. 41111111u1. d-11-11. 21-u1-1- A1A1Z.1- 618-`111e

At14- Ll :I Al le' 4-111 1.(fl 112-

618- Al 11 :11,4 1.1 z1-. 49:1-6 1.t.1

AFil 4.,1611 ;11 tit,11C.

641. A /1 111 9 3 °F:1 A41 * ;114 LI cl-
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EXERCISES

A. Tell the room-girl:

1. to bring supper if it's ready.

2. to bring one bottle of 0.B. beer now and coffee after supper.

3. that 6.;:i.!`11 will be fine for supper.

4. that you have some business at City Hall early tomorrow morning and

you've got to get up by 7 o'clock.

5. to be sure to wake you up in time.

6. not to worry about how to turn the light on and off

7. that you would appreciate it if she would turn down the office radio

when you go to bed because it's a little noisy.,

8. to shine your shoes for you in the morning.

9. to press your trousers for you.

10. to take you to the railroad station.

11. to deliver the message to President (of Hanil Company) Lee.

12. to buy you a morning paper and Time magazine.

13. to call Dr. Min's office and make an appointment for you.

14. to turn up the tape-recorder a little.

B. Tell your instructor:

1. that you stopped in at a bookstore on your way to school yesterday.

2. that you worked at the Bank of Manhattan for a while and from there

you joined the State Department.

3. that you have been to Pusan recently.

4. that you'll make a quick trip to the post office.

5. to have a nice trip (he is going abroad but is expected to come back)

6. that a girl is hanging around the street.

7. that Mr. KIM doesn't know that fact but YOU know it.

8. that you came to school without having liareakfast.

9. that it is not a book but a notebook.

10. not to stay by himself and be lonely but to come to your house.

11. not to work too hard and take it easy.

12. that Mr. Kim's attitute is a little suspicious.

13. that Korean villages are peaceful.

120
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UNIT 26. Giving Errands to the Inn Maid

( 91;1°11 ?;1-Y--71- g1-611

el 4-* 0-tr t-1

t 1 ;

el 1441--11-;

se ;.-11 tt-1*i 4 08- -171-`1 OF ti

S' "la Veit tom. :1°1

V-Ait.*11 4- tlAl ft-

6114- aHL1 t}

BASIC DIALOGUE

1:11"tI=1-i V-11-

2. 6114 Lx-t- 911F 1'8)1 11-"-1 LIIT.F A-

A-11'6 1-1 q

UNIT 26

(The maid came to the guest's
room in the morning.)

(did you sleep peacefully, sir?)

straightening (room)

[she] straightens (room)

Good morning, sir. I came to straighten
your room. Is there anything else
you'd like me to do?

hil+- 111A-11-

,449"

4-4 L.11-

3. Ng 601 '1-21- ;ill: XF 1 *--1°TL*19'. 61

)411- "1-A1e-- o 1F. Air* 41.1164-'11-

121

(Korean quilt used to cover)

(Korean matress used to spread
on the floor)

[I] fold (in) up the quilt

[I] clean (the room) up

I've already folded up the bedding,
so you just clean the room. That's all.

broom

floor cloth; house-cloth

[I] wash face (and hands)

[I] sweep

[I] clean the room (with floor
cloth)

Yes, sir. I've brought a broom and a
floor cloth here with me. While you
are washing your face, I'll clean up
your room.
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°F.

el 01 01
-11 hoI c-

1-

5. 4-

6.

oi
Aro

z:I°11

44. 01.61

I el -72-tlAlt.

(24) 1l
el V1

1-1111-1 1-e1 1;1 1.641-L1 vi

44-.L-- 9-4'1 Atl-P11. 4- I. el

rte?

)4112,1--

m141111-1-1

$71. 1-A1 )41141-:1- 2161

1414-oil .t. Y-9 4-e 4-Altskl-itr.

7. 611, -melA1P-. )11:114- 611 0-1- -f-t'fl

41`9-s. r )-11-8- Zeie-z11P-.

.61.1..1
11:11

1:7411.1.1 014.4
11.1"

8. 61 e 1111V1 21re -I v

.A11-1r el
W I

Oh, by the way, I do have some things
I'd like you to do for me before you
straighten the room.

a shoe-shine boy

please can (one) for me

trousers

iron (used for ironing)

[she]'s ironing

Please call me a shoe -shine boy ('if
there is one'). And I wonder if you
can iron my trousers.

laundry

[she] launders

Also, I have a few things to launder.
Will you send these to the laundry
for me?

122

at least

Yes, sir. ('I'll do so.') But it
takes at least three or four days if
you send them to the laundry.

[it]Is special

specially; especially

urgently; in a hurry

washing clothes; laundry items

[she] washes (clothes)

If you need them in a hurry PIf it's
thing you guest need especially in a
hurry,'), I can wash them for you.
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61bf- Pi

&t L11.

i" ELI] -1

9. .2.171111 t114-6 it- (1+ 1111)

t el 611-1 "24111 $11*" AilL

7..-1

21

216. rt 1-11 Al xi

O
4, t..11

11. a ela. -j-61" 91-tzl

123

(aunt)

[I] pay (II-give money')

[I] intend to give; [I]' 11 give

If you can do that, of course, I'll
pay you. (Please do it forme.)

things to wash

[he] puts out; [he] produces

Well, give me all the laundry you have,
then.

[he] wears (clothes)

[he] changes (clothes)

Also, if you have any shirts you've
worn, let me have those, too.
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A.

1 90e. 244_ 61,t._t_itt.
111-1:1

10

2, :lit, 1..
IINEOMEI

451.4. 1.14
e 1'

ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY AND PHRASES

to wear

I wear the suit.

I wear the clothes.

I wear the raincoat.

4. A1.2. el...La_ 612_, L.11.
e.00*

5. tit. 4,,k, Ala eV._ 01.b.
'-1 1.

6. Mt- 064 Ala ell- )6414 I-1 9.

1/FA 12.- 1'1 1-e m

8.
I 131 131

9.

10. 9.1e. :14

614

11. 1-1t- "F4 614, Ill-.ft M M

12. 01.A.e M

13 tia. e e A 1.1 i.
-n r. "Wem

14. e
61A. L.1=1.

1:1

15. tit. 0 lb_ 1.1
e

16. '-Fe 4- 944 °414

17. tit. AAF-7-41_e__ee_ 614 1.19.

124

I wear the coat.

I wear the coat.

I wear the coat.

I wear the trousers.

I wear the trousers.

I wear the short trousers.

I wear the short coat.

I wear the overcoat.

I wear the overcoat,

I wear the overcoat.

I wear the skirt (Korean style).

I wear the skirt (Western style).

I wear the uniform.

I wear the jacket.



18 n
e

ot_. 1.1 =1.

19. lie. al m

20 tit- 1:$9.01. Aft"'--: 141A1:1

21. '-Fe- .94- °1 Ap4..A. 1)1.111..
e 1:11

22. Lit- 1 44* :141-1=1..

23
1 A.e Id L1 tF

24. thit.., tleLs.
'

oi,..1.1=1.
ie e' ti

25, LFL
1.414e4 =I..

B. ti

1.
.17 ?...124, Ll q.

2. 9-r-t ,A11

3.
'

t31..L
e

.)

1- 1 1-114....

5. Q.t. al:A. AP .rc- 01 el e IT?

6. tie ,A, 9.
0 e,

7. tic-t" u1R-

8. t+t* "1AP- AiA"TT t`i'V a- e.

9. t.14L.11-.

10. ).1±
1

1.1

KOREAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 26,7 V.A211=10

125

I wear the sweater.

I wear the shirt.

I wear the half-sleeve (summer) shirt.

I wear the dress shirt.

I wear the (sport) uniform.

I wear the underwear.

I change the underwear.

I take off the underwear.

I wear shoes.

I wear shoes.

I wear shoes.

I wear rubber shoes.

I wear socks.

I wear stockings.

I wear boots.

I wear rain shoes.

I wear sport shoes (or sneakers).

I wear overshoes.
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1" Lit" rl 1-1-6.. 11. 61.e e

12. LW e-
t.1=1

C. TIN-

1.

I change overshoes.

I take off overshoes.

ill &LI [Please] wear a ring.

2. t.2.144 111t1A1P-

3 L'F'1* 111 )41 Ai

4tt-

D. 7119.

1 WIII"

2 1101- -011.A... itt

[Please] wear your wedding ring.

[Please] wear your engagement ring.

[Please] take off your engagement ring.

11 114-1A1L, [Please] wear gloves.

-71141 [Please] wear glasses.

w. ?- 3) 1 4 ti-c-";11A1Q-
011111117......M

E.

1. Li' Al 11;1 ;9'1-11'.

2 E.,,yr o
to,
c1.1-1

e

L.
1-1."*' 1111" 1.1-1 eFee.

5. o
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[Please] wear sunglasses ('color
glasses').

[Please] take off your sunglasses.

I wear a watch.

I wear a wrist watch.

I wear a medal.

I wear a sword.

I wear a pistol.
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6 -44

7 Ili,.ti C:11

F.

r

F. y11=1.

1. *1=11Y-- PP-1=1-u ,

3. Lr tleiopt.e

la 0 2111-11...

5. 12 0 1-1=1.
-, t kl

6 c- ec -12A _Lk
r

G. 1-

1, 1-1-3.... .2.-1-3- AA 1-1 'F.
1.. ie. 1"--T

2. Lite.. 2.2.,_s. .A.A. Ill-.
e Ti

4. 9-.3-- 7.1y_S_.
IL. 0 H LI I

5. fop
e1..x. s w

6. 9-t- 0

)4. t-11..
.1

8 tit- It':k :21* -71 '1 Cr

9 01. 14 .0_ 1 4.
it- 'LA o I .1. 114

127

I wear a rank insignia..

I don't wear rank insignia.

I wear ('tie') the belt.

I wear the belt.

I wear the tie.

I tie (my) shoe (strings).

I tie (my) shoe (strings).

I untie (my) shoe (strings).

I put on a hat.

I put on a (school) cap.

I put on a (military) cap.

I put on a full-dress hat.

I put on a helmet.

I put on a sport cap.

I wear [my] glasses.

I don't wear glasses.

I take off [my] glasses.
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H. eFtl.

*Ft] AIL

" 411.E} °1 6*

3. *gr .81.11"1A1A-

014. ti-Al $2..

[Please] wear earings.

[Please] wear a tie pin.

[Please] wear a necklace.

[Please] wear a muffler.

5* 4"LAAIJ157 t1HPPL.
[Please] wear a broach.

6. tirAi Al L

I. 1-1-e

1 11 61S- AILe

2. /4- 4. =Ft] 12-

[Please] don't wear a broach.

[Please] wear earings.

[Please] wear rank insignia.

3 ultiLAAii. [Please] wear a broach.

[Please] don't wear a broach.

[Please] take off a broach.

4. 40-s- xAlt- }A1 u}t1A1P-

5* 411-1-xli. ttil al )112-

J. liZ =1.

1 A1-2' el 611.-w. 34- tl Al IL

2. el alt.) -m_t_.)
t-

4- tit1 Ott. ult1 Al g-

128

[Please] wear a flower on your coat.

[Please] wear a hair pin.

[Please] put a fountain pen in your
pocket.

[Please] don't put the fountain pen
in your pocket.
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K. gri-

1. -74.1- 41:1)t1A112--

L. 094:1+1-

1. °I -4-A1;,-t-(*) Al-Al

2, 14 *I'M 4- all CL-

3. 61 11i. 4- '141 t1A1g-.

61 "1-A1A-' '11-P1 4.-11AIL.0

5. 61 5414k1 -7,-t1A1L.

6. 61 .2-11011- *1-f-1 tiNit-.

7. 61 **lit- 4. 51-M 4-)JA111-.

8, dik 11* 4- A1-P1 dIL Al it-

9. 61 311'615111- '4" *1-gi lijAi IL

10 61 0,14.4

°I 4-* JLI-PI 4 ;JAIL.
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[Please] polish the shoes.

[Please] brush your teeth.

[Please] clean the (wooden) floor.

[Please] clean the (glass) window.

[Please] clean the (glass) bottle.

[Please] take away this waste basket.

[Please] take away this ashtray.

[Please] take away this pillow.

[Please] take away this cushion.

[Please] take away this sheet.

[Please] take away this mosquito net.

[Please] take away this fan.

[Please] take away this electric fan.

[Please] take away this fly swatter.

[Please] take away this trash.

[Please] take away this trash can.
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M.

1. Vie' 't1/14 ul 1-.
I washed [my] face.

2. liFs_ A.,:.....iva. 1..1 1.. I washed [my] feet.
e e.

3. t_sl. ,14.1autoo.
1 r I washed [my] hands.

.A.IA I Id

4 4-* itlitiViq.
I washed [mt] body.

N. Usagos

11-1-
toilet; make-up

Z. -11**.Fat1 q
[She] makes up her face.

3 ;11
comb

( ) t.11.,, [She] combs [her] hair.
n A. W

5. -a^ 1211
[She] washes [her] hair.4

6. cep ,I brushing teeth

7. :),t5`1
Brush your teeth.

8 shaving

9. Zz_ls- t Please shave yourself.

0.

1 Sklk- III CL *Ft] cl.e

2. .*154t 51L 1.e
11011110.MOM....

3. 16i te e

It*tj61 ',11
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[I] need a tooth-brush.

[I] need a toothpaste.

[I] need a razor.

[I] need a razor blade.



5. u1.* 1F viLat.14..

6. '91.+- "1-3tc. 11' V P- :FLI .1'.

7. 11 114 1F V il- ati l'.

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

[I] need a soap.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. sc,1-11.81 4,-*;,'11,÷191-1F? ('Did you sleep peacefully?') is somewhat old-fashioned
but is often used as an early morning greeting just like English 'Good
Morning.' or 'How are you, this morning?'. t1-4-;,,144)-1-1771-? ('Did you eat

meal, sir?') is another old-fashioned greeting used usually around or at a
meal time to a casual older person such as a neighbor or a member of family
or relatives.

9, ('aunt') is not only used to one's own aunt but is also used as a
term of address to a married (21: once married) woman who works as a maid or
cook in someone's home, restaurant, or inn. It is also used to his older

brother's wife or to a grown-up friend's wife. The shoftened word for
614-119 is $1-12F which is a much more casual and familier in terms of the
degree of respect shown to the one addressed. °1-1F- )or its synonym ?.-11)-1

is used to a young girl around the age of 17 to 20 who works in the similar

circumstances as 6114-11-1does. 61-110v1 is also used by servants (of a family)
to the master's daughters. 6HA0-1('uncle') is used to other than one's

own uncle by the boys of teen age who are engaged in blue collar jobs. For

instance, you can frequently hear °I.A1AA1 from shoe-shine boys or from taxi
drivers' helpers.

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. -Ael and

-Ai is a derivational noun suffix which is added to a small class of nounsE
and denotes an 'act' of doing something for the noun expression. It often
suggests that the person who does such a work has a low social status.
The-V form is a denominal noun, so when *11 is added to it, it becomes a

denominal verb. The following are common denominals and denominal verbs in
-Al and -A119.1- respectively:

Noun D.N. -Al D.V.a

'teacher' HAIN 'teaching'0 a aArlAeitH- 'to do teaching'
('to be in the
teaching racket'

132
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=Fel pi 'iron'

'needle'le

191 'scisors'

jl al 'gal'

Alt11"

*4.

4-

111

c41-14'

=Fel PlAl ironing'Al

lila, Al sewing"
I el

11WAI 'cutting with
scisors'

NAN 'philandering'e

'one's man' m 'act of adultery
(by a woman)'

'thief' .E-Ar-,Ael 'thievery,
stealing'

'carpenter' 4.4=',0 'carpentry'

'wood-plane' =)I1A1

'saw'

'hand'

'foot'

'broom'

'planing'

'sawing'

'hitting,
striking'

'kicking'

' '
'sweeping'

'floor-cloth' -11A1r
'hiccupping''hiccup' =NA'

'wiping'

2. '1$51=1. 'intends to...', 'will do...'

"1-Al *1-1-0 ft

Wel I

'to do ironing'

'to do sewing'

'to cut something
with scisors'

'to play around with
other women'

'to commit adultery
(said of a womanP

'to steal'

'to do carpentry
work'

'to plane a board'

'to saw'

{'to hit someone'
'to strike someone'

'to kick'

'to sweep'

lejlA011. 'to wipe the floor'
e e

cti.7a,Aisj.9. "to hiccup'a

The pattern-tit el°19. (i.e. an action verb prospective modifier word ...e4

+ dependent noun ei + the copula 61-), which occurs only in a statement or

question sentence, is used to denote the speaker or addressee's intention or

presumption for the future action of the subject or the topic of the sentence.

In this construction, the copula is always in the present tense.

di. °It] +

*LA,
4641011.11.-7 e ee I

-71-C- 61:11-1 771.?e

133

'I'll pay you. Please do it for me.'

'I intend to take a bath.'

'Do you intend to raise a dog?'
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1. Response Drill

4-e Alt- *11- t- 61-49-?

P.711=141-/

1. d teiii;1 :611A 1:-1./1 61

A111- ulivt).- `11)1 t!.1t4-

61 '4*, '"19 -.

2.

121-61 16e 1'

e.0 'Ter el
ti

'314 61"--- --h1011 4%_161 4-61L?

e op oi oi tzti

DRILLS

3. 611 /1),Ii °I Ali:j °F L? //it/

Alti* °II 11-4. 01 .grV*1

4. bi ei 411 °VI -V-.& Aletelik?

ell/

°i ;H 611A1 4111- -4-'41*1

eLi

5 Ai 41 41. 41* 41'2- ati 61 IL?

/6-A-1/

41°11 :.1-.)-1-1-11. :I 1 gia fs-.14 t-1 =}

6. u1-4 .*T- 611'1 #42- A1-11- -2- 01-'1

1 11 9414 /1 )t-F Alt-A1-/

01-4. tliAl al- AL-I- Al-t-*1-11-

41t1 ti -11 -R-01-°1

7. Z.1-14

11* 1-1 1-
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What kind of car do you like?
[Cadillac]

I particularly like Cadillacs.

Which is the most difficult language
among the languages that you have
studied? [Korean]

Among the languages I've studied,
Korean is particularly hard.

In what American city are there many
negroes? [Washington]

Washington has particularly large number
of negroes.

Which season (among the four seasons)
do you like best? [autumn]

Of four seasons, I particularly like
autumn.

Of several colors, which color do you
like least? [yellow color]

Of several, colors, I particularly
don't like yellow.

What (food) do you want to eat tonight?
[Korean food]

I'd particularly like to eat Korean
food tonight.

Among American cars, which cars break
down easily? [cheaper cars]

Among the American cars, inexpensive
cars break down particularly easily.

What movies would you like to see?
[comedies]

I particularly like to see comedies.
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2. Response Drill Use VI in the proper place.)

1.

2.

3.

Ald?"- e 611 °I M. -111F?e e -

Al. Ai 411 '81 °I °I 4.1 ILe e

;1 AFOI-013P11- aLl 11F?

;31 Al.'cli-61 $11 11. "4- *1 L *il'

°1 7.1+1 1-7F?

-L4 611 11*i V- :161 461L.

741-6-e 01
AF *11

1111-1-1

e V1111 °1 at'i 111-?

Mi. vieVi L 4111 *IL

5. '111- /1A 4P- 7411-11-7}'?

oil
'1 1-

Al el ul.t.ireia,o u t

Do you have something to do at the
office?

Yes, I have something urgent to do at
the office.

Does President Kim (of the company)
need a secretary?

Yes, President Kim urgently needs a
secretary.

Do you have a lot of things to do in
the afternoon?

Yes, I have a lot of urgent things to
do in the afternoon.

Do you have to move?

Yes, T have to move in a hurry.

Do you have to borrow money from the
bank?

Yes, I have to borrow money from the
bank right away.

Are you going to meet Mr. Park?

Yes, I'm going to meet Mr. Park right
away.

3. Response Drill (Use 4.141JE in the proper place.)

141-k-611 . =1" +6 A Z:lt.1-711

)-1-V/

41-0: N. 4161s- 0 All1C- 'I *PL..

1. "1-16 '1 11 at-1711-?

/2.000t /

N. 4161-5- 2.0044'- °1 °F

2. 45-1A1-1* l eie 4-* tlibt attrIji
/10;_-1/

1. 41 el-S- 'II 0j t
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Does it take a long time if you take
[it] to the laundry? [3 or 4 days]

Yes, it takes at least 3 or 4 days.

Do you have to have money if you're
going to buy a car? [$2,000]

Yes, you have to have at least $2,000.

Do you have to study long to become
a doctor? [10 years]

Yes, you have to study at least, 10
years.
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3. Aft, 4_,Al. 7,115..
I L. IL. I e i Pa' 61 aoi

-:ive411-17-7K /zA1-21-/

A121;12- tti

5.

d 1;11 a1 611)1 43- -7.1-A1 r11-1-77}'? /8P1-V/

N. 41

/12-014_-) -24 :it F *11 1
:1"-.1171-? /1-94

°II Ai 13f

6. 611 114-1' Ct*1 41 -Mr

/2L1

411. '14i 2sti4- 114-1- N f)1 NIL

Does it take many hours to learn to
drive? [10 hours]

Yes, it takes at least ten hours.

1s the school far from your house?
(8 miles)

Yes, it is at least 8 miles.

Does a foreign service officer have
speak foreign languages? [one]

Yes, he has to speak at least one.

Are you planning to stay long when
you go to Korea? [2 years]

to

Yes, I'm planning to stay there for at
least two years.

4, Response Drill (Use ta-as in the example.)

d 61.1.1411P4

'411.11; °1-*1L

1 d tit- 61 Al IL?

111L
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Do you like Korean food?

Of course, I like it.

Do you have a driver's license?

Of course, I do (have it).

Do you know Mr. Smith of the U.S.
Embassy?

Of course, I do (know him).

Is'Korean a difficult language?

Of course, it is (a difficult language).

Do diplomats have to study foreign
languages?

Of course, they must (study them).

Have you ever travelled to Europe?

Of course, I have (travelled).
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6. te:.4 =111-1 61 (1-71 i-xt1410-?

61(1-71

5. Substitution Drill

°121-*1-1z3.1- ti-°1'31,V°}1 +Z21 -2-1341-01T-V-11-.

2. u121-11FA16 )1141-1111+AIL1 -2-rsiOltr L.1=1-

3. "itt)-Fil'AituJ Alti,

x-1°41-010 Li =1-.

Have you heard about Korean customs?

Of course, I have (heard).

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would, do some ironing for me.

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if
you would wash [my] clothes.

(Sorry but) I'd apprecidte it if you
would send [this] to the laundry.

4. aie.Fti-AiZi. F
e

4LAlti
(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you'
would give me a ride.

5. ui°Fti-Aiii 44-5- 4441*.A16 .2.11-010.1-11-, (Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would polish my shoes.

6. Al* till -1- el 4- Aiti

74116°$

7. 11121 °14416 Ali V-01V-11-.

8. ul2F*FAIT-Fit. Alti t10.41.Licli..

9. 6i 4- AiZi

Id 1

F.
' AN' 1:1

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would stop by my office.

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would help me a little.

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would turn on the light.

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would turn down the volume (of the

sound).

10. u121-1-A101- .2.1311-04ticir. (Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
t. 0 Et would straighten the room.

11. u121.11-AlLii- t- it-61 +Alfl

mo to

137

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would sweep the room.
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12.
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P1:101-A1,1.1- V°1- AIL/

13 ''1.:1-1-A1Z..1 1'1121- tF Alei 12.1111-6. t-19r.

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would wash [my] handkerchief.

(Sorry but) I'd appreciate it if you
would press my trousers.

6. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note,2)

t.lAIk *4* 81-711-:-,

41-tii; -4- ;11'-1

1 Aite eti 011 '14 `.1'=1..

31-L--- =1411 dx- f ci ti

2, A1-04 Li 9..

ogus, AI. 61

3. xi& ohor t}.
e

el 619 t1-.
e 1:1

4. 611)1

61P1

5 tlit '16-1 1i ulq.

=4 w41.11 el :1 L1 tr.

6. .fr 61 Zs-6 ti-n- el-214 Ll

0]
I '611")

el 1641 91-u e

7 ora_ el.t`til 71.110.
e e' I 1111 PAI 11 I

8.

;

ul e lo
e

-1611..1 ti.

e e e

tzl 14104-rtIci..

/24 ei H1'-1 tr.
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I'll take a bath.

I intend to take a bath.

I'll take a walk during my spare time.

I intend to take a waik during my spare

time.

I'll buy a new car.

I intend to buy a new car.

I'll raise a dog.

I intend to raise a dog.

I'll live in the Washington area,

I intend to live in the Washington area.

I'll stay at a (popular class) inn.

I intend to stay at a (popular class)

inn.

I'll shave when I have a moment.

I intend to shave when I have a moment.

I'll shampoo my hair when I take a bath.

I intend to shampoo my hair when I
take a bath.

I'D. talk the price down. or I'll cut
the price.

I intend to talk the price down. or

I intend to cut the price.
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7. Response Drill (based on Grammar

1-4 61

1-li: 611 1 Ll-I 0 e e

1. V*611 *11141SL?

MI_
131.611, 0 e te!

Lit}.1

wl I

.

2 a 41 c;11- /114 t101`9 ?

441. -2- 41 :1 c1 V Li

6. 611 ?..1q- -3-4- I* "1'6* jail 61 ft.?

. .6"*7

ZI.F

7 41"4- A},ll °I IL.?

:1 Ll

8 *1 7101 ?

0 e

.1. eLN... -71.o. e.1 ol 1.1
I le roe. lui

9 611)1 61:11 461 .811161P-?

. ,f114. 611'1-1 61 :11 461 el :1 t.19-.

Note 2)
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Will you get a haircut?

Yes, I intend to get my haircut.

Will you go mountain-climbing on the
weekend?

Yes, I intend to go mountain-climbing
on the weekend.

Will you keep that job?

Yes, I intend to keep that job.

Will you make Korean friends?

Yes, I intend to make Korean friends.

Will you wait for your turn?

Yes, I intend to wait for my turn.

Will you get off at the front door?

Yes, I intend to get off at the front
door.

Will you quit studying Korean two
months from now?

Yes, I intend to quit studying Korean
two months from now.

Will you buy a round-trip ticket?

Yes, I intend to buy a round-trip ticket.

Will you shampoo your hair later?

Yes, I intend to shampoo later.

Will you travel a lot in Korea?

Yes, I intend to travel a lot in Korea.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

VA)-1

tiii °it) :1".111 I- :161 ,f,11`1 :l x:11

41Aiti 611 !it Al;11161A-?

412-: E- ;1 61 '91.+- 41 611 111.2-

thii,ML -3-11 11 Al171- 16,1 61 ,11-S1- V'tli 4- AilL

pl a Al ir61 411 t-liz 01 :4- 91Alf

tFei +A10141"

412" *11 "2":1-41 .1-11.1thift-

Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

34-11e- 6111 1 :1 °I 9-6 1:1 ttl 1 61.t. AM'el--2-.

eilk )41 A Li r.4.. _24._ oil 1.4211}..N.bpqA2_,...s,
11

w tv,

-2- I 611- t1-2- It* :1-2- 41 till- u}1.2- Artlf

41r2- °III 'Hi

41.2.
'

01.2.
-11 'i'01 `e. e ue

(2)

54- ecig-e>ilAlt-- 01-611- It-;;1 :1* ,-1.&011-t,t-19-.

Mtit k"x11:1- "le% =11 42- 414t1 =1+ 61'

4L 1-e1u1;;1°19- A1141-rr- ell "A- 'N. Ti cli)v1 Z. gt--

ctois_ -7-4-E- 4,9 tL.11-.

114o
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EXERCISES

A. Give your maid the ollowing instructions:

1. to fold up the bedding and straighten and clean up the room with

a floor cloth and broom.

2. to call a shoe shine boy to polish your shoes.

3. to iron your trousers and wash your dress shirts and socks.

4. to send your winter suits to the laundry for dry-cleaning.

5. to go to get the clothes from the laundry which were sent 3 or 4

days ago.

B. Use appropriate verbs for the following things for 'putting on', 'taking

off' and 'changing' and make a short statement for each:

1. (a) overcoat (b) underwear (c) trousers

2. (a) shoes (b) socks (c) boots

3. (a) wedding ring (b) gloves (c) sunglasses

4. (a) watch (b) pistol (c) medals

5. (a) necktie (b) belt shoe laces

6. (a) hat (b) glasses

7. (a) earrings (b) rank insignia

8. (a) flowers (b) fountain-pen

C. Can you explain in detail what you do in the morning from the time you

wake up to the time you leave home for your office?

D. Using each of the following expressions, make up a short question and

answer:

141

10.
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UNIT 27. Reading Signs

BASIC DIALOGUE

;0').nit

61 e1

" ;211 tit110 °lie.' 61 11 el 611

e,1-;1 17.1-Z1i-- 61 4=1 1°1-

2-

11

71-s. £161 4,17.1z1-

01.41.s.

-1.1" AC.' 21-6-

tl

this street

sign; sign board (commercial)

I recall there were many store signs
written in Chinese characters before,
but they are all in Hankil now, Mr. Kim.

in principle

[it] is supposed to be written,
but...

still; even now; not yet

Chinese characters

signs written in Chinese
characters

(Store) signs are supposed to be written
in Hankil (in principle), but you can
still see occassionally signs written
in Chinese characters.

6 k
el

1

01
n.

o :II I

" °1O 0

dt.

one side; one direction

passing; going through

(One Way)

meaning

3. Ail 611 oel 141. otir 01 ela. ),41
,°1

ts11 Over ere i says /. witF toil ' ; what
does

th
it mean?

t

21,8- 4E, `I- :1 t.1 7-1-?
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121

11- + 70,1 =Fe' "411
°161'-1

1+. " e 0 011- 1- 4" °I
K-

Z1.1-

11- 04?-1 °I :11-11-

74_9-L6-

cM- Z1-1- ':1-* 1-6

741-t-lq

5 13J-1-6. Alt-*11- 2118- ;'1611)1

eqvf-P1- 11-A1 u.1-61A111-.

1c2,1 111-`1

6. *01 ;1/1 611 61 ?-1 11-A1 L-;14 e + 1.

411111 11F9. 111-9- tilc2,11111 Al 0,19 I'?

11 6 5e ego,5' 0 90

4-:11"

7. a "41 oil ii4 4 0 0411.
-11 o 0-.

°I 1- 4'1 °I P-?

!;11:1r9 tIr

ONI111

to one direction only

meaning

[it] means that you can go
('it's the meaning that says

0114.e 01 0 04 means aat you can go in
you . . .

only one direction.

143

in other words ('if I say in a
different word')

(it comes and goes)

In other words, automobiles cannot
travel in both directions on the same
street.

here and there

sign; insignia

for me; for the sake of me

one by one

explanation

[he] explains

I can see many signs here and there;
would you explain to me what they are,
one by one?

(Keep Right)

(Keep Left)

All right. You see the signs '44. 41-0q
and .44-. 0 0}ii over there?

vehicles

[he] passes
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8. ell 611).%_. 11* -71t1 4_ 11011 la

4.1 4,-.111416t atitlr

nopa.n

"

9. loy_s_ 114 .6_1 71.?

10. '9-741 °1 "tie- -71A.

* e

g061.1.fl

41."1.619t1r.m

Vehicles must go on the right-hand
side of the street and pedestrians on
the left-hand side.

-71

011

1144

(Pedesterians only)

(Sidewalk)

What do ' 611. ° and ° mean?

either ityL or 1.11-S.'

The place where pedestrians walk is
called either etis_ or ' JUL'.

(Vehicles only)

vehicles only

And what you call ' APE. ' means
vehicles only (can go).
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- Ll

2.

GRAMMAR NOTES

The ending-'11-1 is added to a verb stem or stem + honorifica and/or past

tense suffix. The -'1'1 form which may be followed by a pause occurs before

another inflected expression and is used in the following ways:

(a) A -riti form which does not have a past tense suffix occurs to denote

the speaker's recollection for the past action or description of the

verb in -.11-1 for the succeeding inflected expression.

6)-41 -111. q-'*1; '11*1 L.]
'The child was studying hard (I

remember), and he became an honor

Alt'. 41.1i 42. hti student last semester.'

a el All. 0,4441* Cle"

CIPIAL 44'
A1:1`11 Atil 41 co

(b) el)"' =.11-1

'She was beautiful when young (I

recall); how come she's been changed
so much?'

An action verb in past tense ending in-tit-1 occurs before another

inflected expression to indicate the succeeding inflected expression

takes place as the result of the speaker's action in the past in the

manner of the verb in -A"l'i.

oil gl.411 Vi UFO r11-1

"111 41.11-7*. I

-g--;21- t-;,Z1-ritl tit-
111 *1 V `I R-

ell 41-2- ell ,7,1-rl'-1 el* s-

1 41114 1-1 =1-

'I drank too much last night, and I
have a stomach ache.'

'I played (around) for a while and I
got behind other students.'

'I went to school yesterday but (as I
should have known) nobody came.'

In Unit 211, Grammar Note 2, the pattern-11- itKoccurred to denote the

subject or topic's active intention to 'decide to do something'.

The same pattern in which 11}1. is replaced by SA=F (i.e.-/PL alt }) is used

to mean the subject or topic's passive action which is 'decided upon' by

145
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someone or something. The ../pg. sic)+ is usually translated as 'is decided

that...', 'is decided upon', 'will be...'. Tenses for the whole construc-

tion are generated in sq.... Examples:

AIL"' 174)-c 1A1.6611

1.11' 'VI/Z*8-'1-1th

;11 PIA] 31-61-()1

eti :1181--71-t- 61-2. ax-11-.

'It has been decided that I will work
at the Embassy beginning next month.'

'[They] say that Dr. Kim will be making
a trip to Europe before long.'

Note that the pattern -ill. 4.J1- occurs if something has been already

decided upon to do/be such-and-such. The English translation for this

pattern is usually 'has been decided that...' or 'is supposed to...'.

-71-F 1161 616

3. ) for', for the sake of

'Signs are supposed to be written in
Hankil.'

41.611- as a transitive verb occurs after a nominal expression and means

something like 'cares about', 'feels respect for'.

elAi-e 4F:fit- 41 42.149-. 'She cares about her husband very much.

A nominal as an object (i.e. N V!) + 4.14('L'1) which may be followed by a

pause before another inflected expression implies the inflected expression

takes place for (the sake of) the nominal. 411,11 in the above construction

is 4)14 (infinitive of 42.11-- ) + (particle Al), and Ai may be dropped freely

in a rapid speech without changing the meaning.

orL
-Alt11(11)

1+11- 42.11(A1) -2.4°11 -71-q '811L.

V1JL.

The -.71 form +41011(Al)mayalso occur before another inflected expression to

mean 'for the sake of doing something', or 'in order, to do something'.

'I bought a present for my wife.'

'You have to go the army for the
country.'

'For the sake of love, [I] can even
sacrifice [my] life.'

)j-11 42.14( ) t-1/-71-, 41-71

811().1) tia-111.?

AFell-S" 1 tl .811( )e. e e
etiAl 6e1.61.1.1c"

I

'Do you eat to live, or live to eat?'

'People work hard to make money.'
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DRILLS

1. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

611e- ''e 61 111-Ati43%

All tti+5 -191-

te.1-AF-K- t-,7.1t* Ol al.r1L.1

A1 1-4-e-7 w°,14- ul =1-

1 . 6111 611 .1-,11-8- L1 t1, 1-,14.
L.1

61-:1 611 ;)-i-xl 1- 1- el r-P-1 11 L1

-3" 41t11451 :141 A1,14 L11°. '1 11°11

141-21i4.114- Li t1

41/c1;1161 Zi;1.8.1 17,4 1 1 tl Al :I °II

2.

3. "2" `exi :11 l :1114 L.1 tisk At4 L.1

-14 :I ti;11'1 11r-1-1 t141 11F-11-

A1-:r t.11 it-4 V161 e>i 11" t./
gat" L191

$144-t6.11 :.114 x,161 61:1 t.1 Al-t1.4)-

5. al
7e161

d °i1e- 064, :Ili 61)6;4 rt. ,x113..&.,

61,1.
16ti

1 1..11..
0 0 0

;161 ti :,$4. '51 1L1

el 010
4.

ei 0 0
LI

1:1

6. -2. °I -1- -71--g- 4,11°l 4,1

-2' 611 6'4' 11-"2- lsd 1 1.=11-1 4:1

There were many signs written in Chinese
characters before. There aren't any
now.

I remember that there were many signs
written in Chinese characters before
but I don't see any now.

It was cloudy this morning. It's
raining.

(I recall) it was cloudy this morning;
now it's raining.

That student worked hard. He passed
the exam.

(I recall) that student was studying
hard, and he passed the exam.

He worked hard. He has become
a success.

I remember his working hard, and now
he has become a success.

In the beginning Korean was difficult.
It is all right now.

Koean was difficult in the beginning
II recall)but now it's all right.

This street was two-way before. Now
it's one way.

This street used to be two way but now
it's one way.

He wanted to go to Korea. At last he
has gone to Korea.

I remember he wanted to go .to Korea;
finally he has gone.
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7. 1-6111. °Pe 61. v°01-At-a-

L tit. °1 .61-A1a L1tl..

1611- ti °Ilte- -19-1- 4.- 61- *1-Al 31-el t-1

ii-A1°---c°- Al ti-A1

8. ' 61 d bile" 1L1 01Aea F. A1 -a""e-

1-$1Ai-4-

eliA1.11. A1-4-8-

131-015:11-r 1-11*

9. ;71 d 011 61 Z1 11-Z-.1.114 I-1 el-.

AF:11-19

;71 ..tel)161 OLI A674)-

*

t

The child didn't like milk before.
He doesn't dislike it these days.

I remember that the child didn't like
milk before but he doesn't dislike
it these days.

She was a beauty before. Now she
became ugly.

She used to be a beauty (I recall) but
she has become ugly now.

Mr. Kim used to be poor. He is a rich
man now.

I remember Mr. Kim used be poor before
but he is rich now.

2. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

d VI: t al-01 tib1-V-11-0 11

ol.sc 1.1 =1. .

11'01: tt: V-61 ul-M. ul el -71- 01-4 CF.

1* Al d rt1.1.17.4 91% "3- 121 611 t11111N

2. 1*1

)-1r31 44'11

L
1104 t.1=1.. 11* 01 OF W.& t.1

t t i g n i 1 1
`> 1 ,;14 L11.

3. ;Alt *It 1.. -71. .o1 §t11.

1-10- 11- 4°1 t-1

tiLl 4 °II cl'611 2114 L1 tF. 4°1 6111-S- '11.

al L-1 4- -2- t-1 reF61 L1 tr

14.8

I drank a lot yesterday. I have a
headache today.

I drank a lot yesterday and I have
a headache today.

I met Mr. Kim. He told me about the
incident.

When I met Mr. Kim, he told me about
the incident.

I took a vacation for several days.
My feeling has become excellent.

I took a vacation for several days, and
I feel pretty good.

I bought a big car. It burns a lot of
gas.

I bought a big car and it takes a lot
of gas.

I went to my hometown ten years later.
It had changed a lot.

I went to my hometown ten years later,
and found it had changed a lot.
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21+1 1.7.1 41.):d 47.1) 1 1.

11:14 L1 1

6. TIF liZro

AI. -5.7,1 31.42.,a

01- tj- '1 11,E
veg.,sej 1.1

4. Al 44. L11F.

7
1:1

L1 41.2.
A. 0 1-1 e

?z-17.1 L.11-.

LI 41-v- °II

1F3L I m.

I have not practised Korean for several
days. I forgot it all.

I did not practise Korean for several
days, and I've forgotten it all.

We did not use that machine for some
time. It doesn't work well.

We didn't use that machine for some
time, and (now) it doesn't work well.

I didn't go to school for a long time.
I don't feel like going to school.

I didn't go to school for a long time,
and as a result I don't feel like
going to school.

3. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

21-68- 6--a-A. AA/ tit-i.ch

41VI: OF F /11., X161 016 Li

1 01:1 °II- Al °II 41-2- Li

611.1 14- AI °II ftia- °II 11.1- .E1

2. 611 11. *1 LI =I-

6ti 611 oil -1

3. fftF2- 611)1 Li CF.

42- 4111'1 !FAF-5-- 1)14)- 61 Asi.P.4-

611 1'11 ti tt2"4 eFE ''11$14.

61 LI t.
14,17 I

811 11-1 I 6.-4
ml 9.

ultt
el E. lit 11-E-

5. gi o 91,1611)1 Z3.19.°):

;11 Li ,74141-"-1
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Signs should be written in Hankil.

Signs are supposed to be written in
Hankil.

[You] should come to school at nine.

[You]' re supposed to come to school

at nine.

I have to go to Korea in August.

I'm supposed to go to Korea in August.

[We] have to study Chinese characters
in school.

[We] are supposed to study Chinese
characters in school.

[He] has to study Korean before he
goes to Korea.

[He] is supposed to study Korean before
[he] goes to Korea.

I have to meet Mr. Kim at the tearoom.

I'm supposed to meet Mr. Kim at the
tearoom.
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"1:11-71-t- 64, .-161
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4, Substitution Drill

N 61
,1

61
el el; 0 0

2. nal.4_ two 61 el t.
0 0'1

f'41 71-?

10
61 LI 7/1.?

3. II** 4., vita 61 4 tv 01 LI -11.?
' W

4 n_f_ trg tt
I N tel. 6 4..A. sm 61 1.1 111.?

09 1 e rC"

5 Nt I IS UFA 4. A, S.S.
61

LI -I.?
MI 13 "C" Is R. I- ti

6. " 61 mit- :1911r

7 N
13 e1.

ti 1.1 7-71-rt
Er - rc-

8 11_44 N
L- ts1.6 c* ?dial ill.?
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You have to pay your hotel bill in
advance.

You're supposed to pay your hotel bill
in advance.

I have to go to Korea by airplane.

I'm supposed to go to Korea by airplane.

The class should end at four.

The class is supposed to end at four.

In Korea, the pedestrians should walk
on the left side.

In Korea, the pedestrians are supposed
to walk on the left side [of the
street].

You should smoke only during the breaks.

You're supposed to smoke only during
the breaks.

What is meant by (One Way)?

What is meant by (Keep Left)?

What is meant by (Keep Right)?

That is meant by (No Trespassing)?

What is meant by (Off Limits)?

What is meant by (No Smoking)?

What is meant by (Remove your Hat)?

What is meant by (No Drinking)?
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10 tii1.1).1.A.11 01 * :1 1..1 1-71.?
1-1 %-

11 11 el.t. ult.0 ss. 011-1 -7-1.?
t- e 1:1

5. Response Drill

t-1 ;RFAfr-tt- Z1" 11. 4 'xi =It- .4=1 ul :1 1-1 11F?

111-Ali: 1. 611 '6- -4 All =Ka sPe
sA4 s 0.,

MI
1

I

2. ati -,/j. 4 At1 q(.2.

y1-61'19.0

1. Aks--1-6* -,71* u 1 :1 111j?

1. ql, .1744---°--1- -ii. 11

2. Vi--15-1- mil'

°}a1
=1-E bi

1.

N-AL-1-6* 11 .5-1) DI :1 `11 -i}.?

74'1-)

=-* L-11:1-

2 all -9-4 74-±"L Z31" 7113-e-

Di-°P-1

3 A1' -71- 4- ti =1-t- .511'31 tl
1-1111-?

1. Al I+ -41- 4 tt. =1-

Z ell Al L} -4- 4- eU1-611-1=1-

ir 61:1" IN -7/1-?

1. el -4i.

2 °11 -5- 6111- titi zit- 1.6111 tI
11. M
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What is meant by (Slow)?

What is meant by (Man's Room)?

What is meant by (Sidewalk)?

Does it mean that you can go in one
direction only?

Yes, that means you can go in one
direction only.

Does it mean that (you) can go only
to the left?

Yes, it means you can go only to the
left.

Does it mean that you can turn only
to the right?

Yes, it means you can turn only to the
right.

Does it mean that you cannot go through
(or pass)?

Yes, it means that you cannot pass.

Does it mean that you cannot enter?

Yes, it means that you cannot enter.
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Does it mean you should not smoke?

Yes, it means that you should not smoke.

5. c1.111-1- 314.- 1 P1-e1.-e- -6-1°1 :1 t-11-71-?0,

1. Oil rill!. al.,1:1_ Ai 130.1.elt. siz :1111..

2 bit, 311# Al Et I :1":11-1

6. y..... 7,4 1,41.o eit,.. !Li 0 I v 9 771.?

1. oil ..:12. Alt 11.-.1....0_ 9.e... =tr.. :11.11..

2.

7. I-I- uPel v, =Fe

1. , P1-1-el =1*.

2 OI, PFA1 111-11--- t111111-11.e e

8 tl *1 11'e S-11 tl 1 Id ill'?

1 oil, *1 -1- 1-1

2. 611, del -71-el'1"- PF°11-11".t.. e

9 of AF1... PF A=A-- + tit* 9-1 Pi °I Id 111.?e

1. °II I el AFZ.3.1" + °I 01 1-1 =F.74":

2. 6i1, elAFt11' At!titiA" PeF°11-1=1*.e

10. ArhFLF 4-21-:1- Ati 111-7

1. -1-2111- + )11 t*, tP-1

+ 61=1-A- PI-61 L.11-.0 e e

11. ct- el-t- !Li] 01 :1 L.1 -rilq

1. NI g- t1 ti-ete tiLS L.1 11

2 611 o Li- .61 tl'l' e1. °I

12. AF I- AIPPt7: t91 eit'. ul 1-1

1, 611, r 1# le tit eit-

. °11, )114L e* :1-1641 L.1 ti.

13 All" 11)* Al :Fermi -C21121

1. all Alt!..., )114_ Ai :Fel t... c;...... uoil t.1 1..
e

2 .14 A 131.9, v1.011.1
e

i
e t- e
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Does it mean that you should take off
your hat?

Yes, it means that you should take off
your hat.

Does it mean that we cannot drink
(liquor)?

Yes, it means that we cannot drink.

Does it mean that [we] should go slowly?

Yes, it means that [we] should go
slowly.

Does it mean that only women can use it?

Yes, it means that only women can use it.

Does it mean only people can go through?

Yes, it mean only people can go through.

Does it mean that you should be quiet?

Yes, it means that you should be quiet.

Does it mean you can park there?

Yes, it means you can park there.

Does it mean that you should not park?

Yes, it means that you should not park.
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6. Substitution Drill

1. "A. "L Stiulat-rr1}-?
What do you mean by (Sidewalk)? or
What is meant by (Sidewalk)?

tit_ Acit., 771-? What do you mean by (Road)?

3. 115.-j6-"E-41.11-=:-, galattrir What do you mean by (Road)?

4. so

u.

u
1:1

1.1-1 What do you mean by (Railroad)?

5 "1 *it 4L 1 lir What do you mean by (Subway)?

6. "`PL"`
4L =11 '1 V-1 "rliq

What do you mean by (Sidewalk)?

7. " e1"-e-' Z-1:-
°1 u1 at'l 1-71q

What do you mean by (Crossroads)?

8 "tiiiie1"4".. ,t11.7 =.-kat'117 9 What is meant by (Crossroads) ?

9. of HI jp. wil.. 1.t.1
el

7. Completion Exercise

7. tiAl° 41 *IN

8 Vf. **I. *11M

153

What is meant by (Crossroads)?
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61

:

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

Al r.Pre)- 21-e1-11- q El Ate al

ul- °I t-I

411. %-a V"* .S1 of o °I )°,1,1,V1 IL -3*

6141"E Ae 4 A0,14 1-1

-1ele e1 °1 Al el /IA 1 41- .);IN!-L. =I" 6--a-1- .E1 9 l:1171,1A1 ?

°I: N. Ll =i L1011 :11:48-

-71 tit le 01 111. tilos 61 el lore,
vee. ,Z171-1

n1 1_L1 T71?

Aloitt_01.
s_c_.01x1fL

eric- A,

.54.1.44A 0 it 40. Fa Al-l- el. AS- o sq 1-1-1
ht

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

LA11-14 el °1 P,,,,IT°4- L.N- A.-L. L

AW* 411 *IIA1 tilltFal-11- ela' '1'2" %.!'").

aiq '9111E- 1" °I' 31'4'1 61 11 41 )`014)-1

tit.124. 61,%.,i. s. 111.42F :0-01 il-c% AL -L
t..61.E.S... :,1/ 11-7.1

:F1-1"ci- Ai* -E-Vi*F-e- 21°1

:1 1-1 q a. el a, 1.-71- 'qt.] qa ,1.1-121.01

" ti-L1 1" Al- el 61 FCtLLi 11.4, 111 41:1741-I9-.
14 ti

354
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EXERCISES

A. Explain what the

1. II $51 401 0 0'1

2,,
11 0 "t. tip

-0 o

3.
11,11.4

1+,
II 61.5_11

5.

6, "I .*j

following public signs mean based on the Basic Dialogue:

114. 10_18,

9.
II q.v.. II

let

10.
0,1

11. 11)..1)4.11.11

'L.;

12. 11,4,, LI,
0

13.
1144.

,k ti

4,01.7.1.11

B. Tell your classmates:

1. that you remember Mr. Kim used to be poor before but he is rich now.

2. that Mrs. Parker was beautiful when young (you recall) but that she
has changed very much.

3. that you fooled around for a while and that you got behind the other
students.

4. that you didn't come to class yesterday and (as a result) you cannot
follow the teacher.

5. that it has been decided that you will work at the Secretary's office
beginning next month.

6. that all the signs are supposed to be written in 1'4.

7. that you bought a present for your mother.

8. that you have to work hard for your future.

9. that your friend works 60 hours a week to earn more money.

10. that you do not know what means.
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(-3-714 2if

UNIT 28. Reading Signs (Continued)

BASIC DIALOGUE

t--q)
(They enter a public building.)

4k."

1 . °I * I- 61 V11 P-1 61 %°.1-

eiC" tilL

41 t-I

tititt

t1,1 t- I =I-

2. t6.1'--6-1- u1W -12-31)-1P- :161)1 AlAl

Ai- t1 abi

3- °F, Al 11 "t. ef.2- )41 Ale 11-

321 111. 1411-1F ,:Pc" MIL

41 11-6 %b.]. 't1 =1.

4. N.A 01 Al it el.t. a. 011.1. "o 1111 A111 C11. tsll
wi csla

71-Z".1 t6-1- §1 q

10111
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[he] opens [it]

[it] opens

How do you open this door? I can't
open it ('it doesn't open').

[he] pushes

[it] becomes open

[he] holds [it]; [he] catches
[it]

[he] pulls [it]

Push it inside. If you can't push it
open, try pulling it.

(Off Limit; Do Not Enter)

side door

arrow sign

Oh, there's a sign which says 'It' 4Als.
I see an arrow sign pointing to the
side door.

(No Trespassing)

you should not go in

You should stay out of places where you

see sitolif-All and 1.1.1:1A11.0 0 0
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II* Oct H

5. 9 A* A.L A. EF :11 41 611
o o t-

oi.a.6,61 la Ar.1 t.1=1..

6. "-a-t!i" $1-41 01

314" Al 016i

-PIZ 61 141x-

s.111 =V-

8. z1.1111.s. 414 Al 0 All.*

61%1 i *lik?

stairway; steps

wall (in a house or building)

on the side wall

(No Smoking)

On the side wall of the stairway over
there, there's a sign that says ',14.tis

When you see the sign ' you must
not smoke.

the reason is..; (if ycJ, ask why)

people gather

public building

fire

danger

[it]'s dangerous; [it]'s in
danger

there's a danger

air

air is stuffy

air becomes stuffy

The reason is that there's a danger of
fire in public buildings where many
people gather, and also because the air
becomes stuffy.

157

What about people who want to smoke,

then?
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9. till-s-o le

/11A1 61 °I A Li l-e M. lel

10.

611

4-1%1

1114- 116 Ai 22

A-1-(1-) A-014-

11 11.titi 611 71.1- -0--211-tr Lu 1-

12. 7s*Jr 111t1 611 " Alt-" °1

8-" 11.6 1°..1 ti '1 =I..

-71

O
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at the end of the hall

lounge ('resting room')

There's a lounge at the end of the hall
where you can smoke.

now that you mention about the
lounge

toilet; restroom

[']'m reminded
comes out')

[I]lm reminded

Your talking ab6ut the
me of the restroom.

of ('a thought

of the toilet

lounge reminds

I'll make a trip to (' I'll have
gone and come')

Excuse me, I'll be back in a minute.
(' I'll make a quick trip to the rest
room.')

The
the
not

gentleman

('for gentleman')

lady

('for ladies')

door with the sign Id All- ' beside
lounge is 'Men's Room'. You should
go into 1.401-

I.0
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e:Pi4L1 411141

)

1. *s. *A1-;4;1-

2. 4.1-

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

Additional Vocabulary

UNIT 28

Ladies and Gentlemen:

'Men Working'

'Under Construction'

'Railroad Crossing'

'No Parking'

IDeadends

Curfew (time)'

(charge)

pay parking lot

paid token (for bus, train, etc.)

paid admission (to theatre, stadium,
public buildings)

pay toll

(free of charge)

free parking lot

free token (for bus, train, subway, etc.)

free travel

free mail

free admission (to theatre, stadium,
public buildings)
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D. Modern City and Traffic System:

1.

2. '11*-c--

3. -74- 4'1

11

5. o -21.11

free lodging

free service

subway

underground pass

overpass; underpass

(airplane) boarding ladder

elevator

6. .24 :21.t skyscraper; high rise building

7. t overpass (used by pedestrians to cross
the street)
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1.

GRAMMAR NOTES

11

In Unit 16, Grammar Notes 3, the construction .111 1-9. was used as a

causative expression. The same pattern in which -14' is replaced by sq.,

(i.e. the -1 form followed by no pause + ) occurs in the following

ways:

(a) A description verb in -11+ 54=1- 'becomes + adjective'. S.:1'1'in this

construction may have tense suffixes.

vi 0-01 "1 AA1-11 -sl Atesit,

till- ul 61:111 .s1 At1619-.

'Things became expensive.'

'Living has become a little more
difficult.'

(b.1.) An action verb in .1 + mu} 'turns out to be/do...'

The -11 form of an action verb which may occur without a pause before

34- which is in either present or future tense denotes the subject

or topic's passive action to be taken in the future.

41.116,

AFell MA' 1-

t-11:1 =19-11 tilt-1771-?

449- V-11 21tvit-iti-.

(b.2.) An action verb in -ill+ .C.141=}

'If I change my job probably have
to move [my residence];'

'Are you going to leave tomorrow?'

'Everyone will come to know it.'

This construction in which sq- is in a past tense occurs when

something or some action has already turned out to be such for the

subject or topic of the sentence.

141-2- 611,9 -71--E-A111

-s1 t-11-.

Altlitl, :11
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'I'm supposed to teach at Seoul
University from next month. ('It's
been decided that I teach at Seoul
University.')'

'Now I came to know the fact.' or 'It
has turned out that I know the fact.'
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71--1 41wil bli 4- el 1144)-

''P-F/11

'My family is to leave this city
because of my job.'

Compare the construction -1131 -with-/1.L. £1- (Grammar Note 2 of

Unit 27).

2. 'should not 'must not...'

The pattern -(A-)6 L} 31t} which literally means (1 ix [you] do..., [it]

doesn't become') is used as the opposite of the pattern infinitive_t111

(or In Imust...', 'have to...' or its equivalent -A1 Al-J1.6 6-61-

(Unit 11, Grammar Notes 3). Thus, the common No-responses to Infinitive +

441-171q 'May I...? ('Is it all right even if [I] do...?') are

.A1 uhppL, 'Please don't...' V-11' 'You must not ...".

Compare (a) and (b):

(a)

11.:4-' =1'-66 :It §1 L-1 = }.

13 1. u uOFmge

°1 11 1 S- 1.6 t6..1. Li '+.

(b)

41-2.1

.4)-v.611 11.1 41-5- §1t.11-.

'You should riot leave now.'

'You must not quit college.'

'You should not go into this street.'

'You must go to school.'

Remember that "Al 4414't (or sq) and -Al Itlq .11' (or 51) can be

substituted by -6 6- 1=} 'should not...', 'must not

3- ),.. ccik. 611- it (the reason) is because [it] does / is' (' if you

ask why... [that]ls because...')

The construction -11 t41-611'because X does occurs before another

inflecv.ed expression to denote cause or reason (Unit 21)..11 vi} -1- the copula

expression occurs as the sentence final form with or without being preceded

by SWHLI at the beginning of the sentence and gives a full explanation

why. Examples:

A. Al 4-3- 31.t. L}°11)

:1-1-1.7.71-?

B. ALttht..tly 411 61 Al /1

e1-2. cs- o 11 4} 111 11 11
ccga. 31 1..1
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'Why must you not smoke in public
buildings?'

'That's because there's a danger of fire.

'And also because the air becomes stuffy.
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1. Response Drill

Ali. 2- 611)1 11141-S*Ale e

ti`l: 61-i 11- ( 2- tiN =1-%311#.-0 Ale e )

1.

01.6.161
1 sr /W /

a.] -r- Al

!,1-2- 21-611 1-s- Ali s-- gait- t-1 7-71-?

61-1-1P- (41-2- 3111) APT-5

I

DRILLS

2. 81414 t-1

°1-t-1 ( 41-2- 1) *111s- tst at-N.

3. "t d1 3 " 71--E- gat- L-11-71-?

9.1_1 13.Alot 1)

5.

6.

u1-9 711-L-19-

1:74 41. 81411-T.1-1-rilq

61.1.1P" Will a:1-1) **1A1

at"i=1-

2-Al e 84-t- 1-719

61-1-1 I L ( e.1 bel )1 :I tiFeFAI 9 41t
=771.t.]1.

HI I I

$116%. ]
0'1 I

0] 04-tt 71.?

610-1L (14,6.1°1) '41--E-s- t13-1A1 bt

7. *1-11- =}e1 =4 Alt-.1-
gat. L.1

°I'll ft V11 '11)

tcl'i e
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May I smoke in the classroom? ('Is it
O.K. even though I smoke in the
classroom?')

No, you must not smoke in the classroom.

May I park the car in front of the
school?

No, you must not park the car in front
of the school.

Is it all right if I come to school
late?

No, you must not come to school late.

Is it all right to go where it says
'DO NOT ENTER'?

No, you must not enter where it says
'DO NOT ENTER'.

Is it all right if I hang a picture on
the wall?

No, you must not hang a picture on the

wall.

Is it all right if I speak English in

class?

No, you must not speak English in class.

Is it all right if the pedestrians walk
on the road?

No, the pedestrians must not walk on
the road.

Is it all right to open the door when
the car is running?

No, you must not open the door when
the car is running.
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2. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

A4 il.A11 61 61 t-1 61 61.A. zj.tilLs
0 ,g ritg I of g 121 .1e I

°I. *1 t.1

41-til: -A11.1 61 Al /1 cc4 611. =1-'111-s.=

1. *4 ,-11/F Itittfl L1. *P-11-.

411 =II* 411 t!F.E.111-.

2 01-61 API* tH -° °f
te.1- XI 1.

1/F61 Al °1*-11 611 -k-A111-A1

°.l'-° °F Mk.

3. Ill' -kill 411 A19 ;1-"11:- '114

t.1- *1

*11/1- 41-1 A1/1 c=4
n14-

4* + itidk °it.] 111. *tit] 611 11-tt1 t°1-

V* 61 /1 =. 611 litFt1 611' /1-6 1-

5. t1A1-8-61"1111. 4 -1- 9 1-6

t1)-11- 111 cif-. 4114 till-

t6.1- .s111-

6. t.1 ti A1
1_1 I..' e 141 -I

*191-

1--g- 11 ccit 611 Alt 441-x1

3F-s.tfi -s1L

7. V' 2---t."1//1- *1"-I* 7t.l 1;101 tH liF°

t .1 1 *19 1-.

a /1 c1le: 611 1-9- 1-9- )-P1*1-A1e
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Because there's a danger of fire, you
should not smoke.

Because there's a danger of fire, you
should not smoke.

Because it's cold, you should not open
the windows.

Because it's cold, you must not open
the window.

Because the room is messy, you must
clean it.

Because the room is messy, you must
clean it.

Because the air in the room becomes
stuffy, you must not smoke.

Because the air in the room becomes
stuffy, you must not make.

Because [we]'re in the middle of class,
you must not go to the rest room.

Because [we]'re in the middle of class,
you must not go to the rest room.

Because it's for gentlemen, ladies
must not go in.

Because it's for gentlemen, ladies
must not go in.

Because I don't know Chinese
characters, I must study them.

Because I don't know Chinese
characters, I must study them.

Because I don't know [them] well, you
must explain them one by one.

Because I don't know [them] welL, you
must explain them one by one.
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8. 61 AF l 61 rei-6- L1 1-71- .4=1 tliAi

ti-A1 1601'45-6 31'--11-.

°I, ;11e.II .51-,1'1 411 =t11E- °I1 + *el

Z.-1'1-A 1 41--15- t't1 -s1 A-

9 61 A. E11}.2- f,1-116

ti Li 1-

61 vela Ativii tt
611

10. 1-1 /11- 71 °ill 1,43e,F1'

tl L1 t}

If-14. 611 A-1

7,1-"1-6 .1111-

3. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

,z'rt'11-1-. '114 16_1- *1 LIT*? 14-

411}'i

smt+.1.6 .g. -71 -7F 41..811 tuilE :1 Li =.1..

1. 54- VI- ulit LI /11-? /6-.4 611 11-L.1=1-/

-2.11I+81-6 te.4- °II 1-11 =I1E-

2 111 :1'4' :F61 61 f Li Ili'? rdi 61

=14

-01'i *Fe * :1°1 A- t1 -*1-11 :11-1=h

3 Ai 4 uFAla "1-6 t`'.1- tit.] 111.?

/41:1:1-ul

t+ititi ==lie.. :I L1,: }.

"211 e.1-1)41 ,;;1°Lict :1-L1771-?

A111-61 I- 4- 4. LI 1-/

.211LI *I Al-14.61 wt111 =li al L1
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Because there
street, you

Because there
street, you

UNIT 28

are many vehicles on this
must drive carefully.

are many vehicles on this
must drive carefully.

Because it says you should push this
door, you must not pull it.

Because it says you should push this
door, you must not pull it.

Because I don't know Korean well, you
must not speak to me in Korean.

Because I don't know Korean well, you
must not speak to me in Korean.

Why shouldn't I smoke? [The air is
stuffy.]

(The reason is), because the air is
stuffy.

Why are you studying? [I go to Korea.]

(The reason is), because I will go to
Korea.

Why is Korean so difficult? [The.

grammar is complicated.]

(The reason is), because the grammar
is complicated.

Why shouldn't you drive after you
have drunk liquor? [It's dangerous.]

(The reason is), because it's
dangerous.

Why do you have to take off your hat
in the theatre? [People in the back
cannot see.]

(The reason is), because the people
behind you cannot see.
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5. -11-2- 611 -8- 111-? /6 ei 111.1-1

-01it1-6 6 111 el-11 =V: :1 1-1 =1-

6.

7.

8.

2)1 42- 611 11-61'

/4- ;al 61 14'1 611 141-111"-11-/

-011-P1-6 + ti °1 64A1611 A141-*1-11

1.11 N-tl°11A1 u1-A16 t6.1-*1t-17-71q

/2-1;101 r1 e141 111-1=1-/

1.11i*1-6 2-t1°1 Ail CCU 01

111 "le145-1 Stit: tt_F-a-s-- 1.1'9 Afo.9111-?

"ElhiedV-1

Ilit-Pti-6 a*-1-i"1" "El AZ /1

t=liE :1 Id 1-

9. SA 61111 1-/p;1 -9- ell

;i tit L1 -'1F? /V 61 1-11-/

/11'i *1-6 d161 ,11-1 -71
L1 =}.

Why do you come to school by bus?
[It's convenient.]

(The reason is), because it's convenient

Why do you have to come to school by 9?
[Class starts at 9.]

(The reason is), because class begins
at 9 o'clock.

Why shouldn't you drink coffee in the
classroom? [The classroom gets dirty]

(The reason is), because the classroom
gets dirty.

Why are the signs along the street
written in Hankil? They are
supposed to be written in Hankil.]

(The reason is), because [they]'re
supposed to be written in Hankil.

Why does it take so long to get from
your house to school? [My, house is
far away.]

(The reason is), because my house is
far away.

4, Response-Transforamtion Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

)41 . OFV2. 1.1 Ill.?
IL. I 0'1. 1- e e '

44-11-* Al- 6111 'El 1-1=1.-I 0 e e e ha. u

1. E-4161 n.141)~1 .11111-L.111?

61. E4-1161 31.01

2. t9A111. 1F 611 0}41-01 V-t-

No 61-,1A1-71- 61- 1F t1 4- oil

s.11145-1
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Did you know him?

Yes, I came to know him well.

Is the air stuffy because the guests
smoked a lot?

Yes, the air became stuffy because the
guests smoked a lot.

Has your life become difficult after
your father passed away?

Yes, since my father passed away, my
life has become difficult.
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3. -2. 497+11- 'al 4c1'1 :1-t-1111-?

al. -3- el :1-'1 al- °Pi 11 *1-111

slht4 1-

5.

il-w1111- 'I =1--3. *PI

14,41-8- I-1 111-?

4111 gull 11- .4- 611

1470.4 '-1=1-0

149 at/14

tit Vi t.' g -2. 11-211- ter° ;-1- 1-1 11Iq

°IL 6* A1-3- ALI+ :rill
X1,. '-1 =1-

6. 1-}m- 1l 411 Z- `21**11/t-1 4 6 ril"-1111.?

AI-V1- Z.:1' 4- 611 z.Itl *11)1

4 6 *1-111 '-1

zi 61

al Z1Vint 411 '4" ti.1 61 Ai. 11-111 `Si (1-8-1-11-.e e hs.

8. :_it9 * I 6 *11 Al..4 LI -rir

oil. 6-6 ,':1.6

5. Substitution Drill

1. '11411 21°1

2. Xi 4 d ti-e- 21 01 -41 :1'1 '1r.

3. 21 01 -P-1 Iv at-1

;IF 611 4 6 it- 21 °I -P-1 at'll'

ti411'1 414-t--- 211 44:1:13-1=1*.
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Don't you like her because she is
talkative?

Yes, I came to dislike her because she
is talkative.

Did you quit smoking because they said!
that cigarettes are not good for your
health?

Yes, I came around to quitting smoking
because they said that cigarettes
are not good for the health.

Did you learn about that incident from
the newspaper articles?

Yes, I read a newspaper,article and
came to know about the incident.

Do you drive carefully since you had
the auto accident?

Yes, I've come to drive carefully
since I had the auto accident.

Do the people live well?

Yes, after the war the people came to
live well.

Having once quarrelled with him, have
you become close?

Yes, after we had a quarrel, we started
to become close.

Taking ('riding on') an airplane is
dangerous.

Driving a car is dangerous.

Playing with a pistol is dangerous.

Driving at night is dangerous.

Setting a fire in the mountains is
dangerous.
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t- 6i -Ai :11 ati

7 °1 61 1 titi
ININIONI..

8. 41A1 viat-t-e 4t1ti

9 ttli °I
41 ti ti.ul cf."C" Ai

*.e.- 21 61 -N

6. Response-Transformation Drill

d1: *1 /11 ;11 61 *1 :1 111..c1-?

4t11: al. *11 A1 61 45-1,11 61 At14- I-1 1-

1. °F61-,1. 61 &"1 411161 Si:111414

al. :91C9 141:1 41'1 Ili 61 /14"; 1.1 Ir

2. 61h:1 -715`1*-- e 1114-?e

6i1 -k* 41:1 61 A1,14-, t.11-

3 °F °I :I-11FL?

6ii. )j Atl =F.

X1'11 1. p.A1 peg.J.L.) I. oi
I er

MI, °I tj- 41:1 61 A6x14'r `-1=F.

5. 3% -k' 61 Ai V-zti *1111- 41.4 111-L ?e e
611 -3- -71 -71- nEF*111 ti 61 Ask.61 6 '-1 ti-le us

6. V-7-t- 31:1%;_zi .1,1 61 111-10

mi. :1 61 t,11-11 4.1:1 61 x":1-a. 1.1 cf..
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Living alone is dangerous.

If there's a war eif a war occurs')
it's dangerous.

If you don't take medicine, it's
dangerous.

Sailing a boat when it's windy is
dangerous.

Leaving the light on is dangerous.

Do you think

Yes, there's
it easily.

Do you think
money?

Yes, there's
lose it.

Do you think
train?

Yes, there's

[we]'ll forget it easily?

a danger of forgetting

the children will lose

danger that they'll

[we]'ll miss the morning

a danger of missing it.

Do you think the child will dislike
school?

Yes, there's a danger that he'll
dislike it.

Do you think
[we] don't
light?

Yes, there's

If we don't
think the

there will be a fire if
turn off the (electric)

a danger of fire.

open the windows, do you
air will become stuffy?

Yes, there's a danger of the air
becoming stuffy.

If we don't clean the house, do you
think there'll be disease?

Yes, there's a danger of disease.
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7. JLILe 011'61 '1 61 V1-71-P-?

tli#61 r-1 el-01V 411ti °I .

59-W1 31--°- Alt- *I- Ala -11 41-1-) 7144

Al-X. 11. °1 .6-1 01 61_
-kr
0 1_14

oo

9. Abt-, Abe- 41

-2-01-61 -A1t!1 °I

0 6
frA1l-ir

al-61 1-Alz..1
Al- Y. 71-17142.?

AeF ',IF' 41 :29 1 a LI el-.

7. Substitution Drill

6. 4).2- t}'-l`1 F AlliNI-11%

7. 1-1-9)1'irt0 "1 1:1

a.q °IN tFtr_.1

9. 00%4. 01 61 All -71.t.1.1.1r1
ey 04-v HI I

.

10. 6110-1-) A01-9-11-e o 13
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When the prices (of things) go up, do
you think living will be more difficult?

Yes, there's a danger that living will

be harder.

Do you think there'll be many auto
accidents if there're a lot of vehicles?

Yes, there's a danger that there'll be
many auto accidents.

Do you think
easily?

Yes, there's
will break

old cars will break down

a danger that old cars
down easily.

Do you think (we]'11 be unable to sleep
well if [we] drink a lot of coffee?

Yes, there's a danger that we'll not
be able to sleep well.

I'm reminded of the restroom.

I'm reminded of Korean food.

I'm reminded of the taste of Kimchi.

I'm reminded of (my) parents.

I'm reminded of [my] childhood.

I'm reminded of [my] school days ('the

time when I was attending school').

I'm reminded of [my] hometown.

I'm reminded of the time when I was
living in Seoul.

I'm reminded of the old days.

I'm reminded of [my] old friends.
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8, Combination Drill

d 41- ti 61 (till. :FL"

41t11: 4-1%1 °I gill- *1-`1111. 11-1t1
AB -*I-A.1 = -
o1-11 HI

I F.

[You] talk about the lounge. I'm
reminded of the rest room.

oi Now that (or because) you mention the
lounge, I'm reminded of the Men's
Room.

1. * t-11- Al 11' ',`,41-11t1A

tit.1* °F *1 1'71'

2 Al.Ais_ 'el. qi- 61 Ali
II- la id l 0..

11* 141 te+°1

3 9..e -e-

131.0. -ryl.
el e

A11-719A-1 1-o "1 VI

tigt13-11-

-I
iccli I.

I '1
-I

I *Pi' MI

141- ctil

4 LEON °I (1/1 1-1-L-1 cli AlV°1
oI1VWILIt

VI 61 ° /111-
Li-L1111- tH

Al °I

A.1111-1-;11-11-

5. "-a-!`.i"

6,

7.

of

A1 ° AF Ii=Ft1}111- ll 11.9.L.1e o

L-1 ,-11-11-1-11-t-1=1-

e.1471- z3.1-t1"-1=1- 2-0" ti1.11-61 ttil"-11-

I.

1.71r tt AIM°1I 0 ."1

tit 1

L'14 611-4111 114 '1 cf. .11.2-

t1141-1-,1-LI

611 ill 14-IL ti -rib 42' ttil 71.

o111(-9. L.11 Id
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I see you. I'm reminded of your father.

Now that I see you, I'm reminded of
your father.

I look at the pictures. I'm reminded
of the old days.

Now that I look at the pictures, I'm
reminded of the old days.

I hear that story. I'm reminded of
my college days.

Now that I hear the story, I'm reminded
of my college days.

Was stories come up. I'm reminded of
days in the army.

Now that we talk about war stories,
I'm reminded of my days in the army.

I see a 'No Smoking' sign. I'm reminded
of cigarettes:

Now that I see a 'No Smoking' sign,
I'm reminded of cigarettes.

I meet [my] hometown friends. I'm
reminded of my hometown.

Now that I meet my hometown friends,
I'm reminded of my hometown.

I receive letters from my friends.
I'm reminded of my school days.

Now that I receive letters from my
friends, I'm reminded of my school
days.
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8 til. oh. AI ol

'1101 e I
011.1 WV. 7011- '1 I

=1.
co-i I

I

41:1 9-1-1 71F ),IF Al 61

al
.

9. FSI o1 71 Lit}. 64' /11 "R" 1

/9111-9-ul

rsi 01 o1- 711, t..1 -re 1:11- t1114.r

Arl94-1 clr

9. Substitution Drill

1. aLLL AL;Ft1 611

2. 41-21- 21-1- ul

3. 11121 * 61121t1 cF

4. WI'

5. ,111 A' A.

6. as )114 171-cl-

7. ?2`121- -71111611 )71'1* 1-,l -tr F.

8. 111-21- All'

9. 41-21- tlitsdittl

10. as 114 Al-611 11- 1-211 '-11-.
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I pass by a restaurant. I'm reminded
of tasty food.

Now that I pass by a restaurant, I'm
reminded of delicious food.

I hear about FSI. I'm reminded of the
time I was studying Korean.

Now that I hear about FSI, I'm reminded
of the time I was studying Korean.

I'll make a
room. (I
while and

I'll make a

quick trip to the men's
'11 go to the toilet for a
come back.')

quick trip to my office.

I'll make a quick trip to the kitchen.

I'll make a quick trip to the parlor.

I'll make a quick trip to the family
room.

I'll make a quick trip to [my] study
(room) .

I'll make a quick trip to the shop.

I'll make a quick trip to the lounge.

I'll make a quick trip to the waiting
room.

I'll make a quick trip to the dormitory.
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11. ;v1121* /1A- AF°11 #21-1-19".

12. 11* Al" ell 1"1 1-211-2-
tit}.

13. ;FS AF*til'

10. Combination Drill (b

.11t11: 41-v-1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

T.,9.4 1.111.0,

=1"1-1=1*-71*

Vt.

"Fel e tti

41-2-

I have been to the dormitory for a
little while.

I'll make a quick trip to the dormitory.

I have been to the dormitory for a
little while.

ased on Grammar Note 3, Unit 25)

1.1

# t., r.

1.
6-4. Aitr"--1 t1-.

11-1 Al-x- ---1-1. '-11-.

A1-8- ALArt Li 1-

XLI4o_ 11.41. La. Li O.
e ' "e 0.1131

1-xt:31- Ll =1- AR; L1=1-

=1"1-1=1.111.; I.

=}1A1 -i. )60,1)% 11-1- al)%-1a

41.* 7,1,1t1.11. =}11-1- .s1A1-8-

6. '11/F q.
wl 1- Q. =1-1- -1:1134. LI 1-

7. I.+ Ali )14°11 140-1 t-
4 '1 t1-.

-11- '91 Al 41 1-9-1 ai 411 t- °1-

vL1t1. .
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I attended school. I quit it.

I was attending school, but I quit it.

I studied Korean. I came to Korea.

While I was studying (I quit it and)
I came to Korea.

[We] drove (or ran) fast. [We] caused
an accident.

We caused an accident (while) driving
fast.

I smoked. [I] caused a fire.

While I was smoking I caused a fire.

I attended school. I got married.

I was attending school but I got
married.

I was Vice-Ambassador. I became an
Ambassador.

I was Vice-Ambassador; then I became
an Ambassador.

It rained. It stopped.

It was raining but it stepped.

I went downtown to buy clothes. I

came back.

I was on my way (to) downtown to buy
clothes, but I came back home.
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8. L.AISL, ti.. AV-1 uF.

101' Li =1.

1-}-1- =11.

9. '-1=h

I e

-712). 61 61 11 z:l.er

I followed the sign. I got lost.

I was following the sign,
lost.

but I got

c16.1A,
I . I ate supper. I received a telephone

call.

While I was eating supper, I received
a telephone call.

I have not smoked for a long time. I

began [smoking] again.

4141. L14 U1'61-S-) t.11.

10. 1.0 61. 4_ Ai 0 Al 44 6
rti vamr-17

41-7,14}

ell 01. 1.1:11Lt.xi
#1.1 1-1

II
I II MI

AR- Ai 31-1-11r
t1 Al I did not smoke for a long time; and

then I started smoking again.

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

: I, 61:11 4.7.1o1,11. 4.7.1101:_ 21.,ek, 1-11.?

t'kt VII tit"

eFel..t.r. 131.61.2.

tFt.1 a °it+ "st °kf1 --1-;1" 121-C"

0 0 1;41" ele vt Alt+ iqt"

7,1 9 ei.t_ 121.6 61 01 I I-171F?
0 09 IC' wic" IC" I PA id

=s 6U =1.

71: 611, 11;4. awl Al A121'619.'2' OrLI =1.

PJ.11.6 12-'1 -"Ir 614s .j.1 =13-el It- '-i=1*.

411)e" .2-1.4 =1'3;1 4- :11-1-1111-?

611. :.1=R- :kit- tl-t Al tt 81'1.19.L. id
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Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

171, tej6N 411 7,102111. 11 mils. 4

"6" 61 ta:& 1 :1.1-t- ta :P-1 =1- ita °I :l- °1

°Pe o Q 311 le-- ;sx.i °I ,fd.a. q. 41a.

==111" 611 31.144-' 21*1

21-1.1-- x94.2. 111- 41*11)1 4- 61 /4,14'-11-. 4-1%0

64141_11. Va. Of el. la, to_ 11 Ts 101 t.11.

it >1. °l611)1 61 11- ?;11r 41-61 041-11- 415-6

)'111-61 srt* 1111 t 9 at-11

EXERCISES

A. Plan a field trip this time; go out to the street and visit some public

places. If you are studying Korean in Korea, the instructor will be the

guide; if you are in other than Korea, the student should be the guide.

The guide should answer and explain in Korean all the questions about

the street or public signs.

B. Tell your guide:

1. to catch a cab.

2. to push the door open.

3. to pull the door.

4. to follow the arrow sign.

5. not to smoke in the theatre because the air becomes stuffy.

6. that he should not go in where It says 4.1-11F.

7. that he must not cross the street in the middle of the block.

8. that you've come to know about all the signs now.

9. that you've come to like studying Korean.
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1 ;1 t}i.

2. Mis

ter

21INEMININEIN- 1.11W11=111110.

41,

KOREAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 2

UNIT 29. Going Out for a Drive

BASIC DIALOGUE

6 Ai t :Ft-1 71-e.

Al"-e. *14:7 til t at-1

Y-ekt. 151A-1=1-
I 0*

e. 1 e° I w

A /111
I el I

3. L1411 )1 v!-- sitz-

4" V16. ) 45- 'Xi 11e1- 411-C1

driving

do [you] know how to drive?

Do you know how to drive, Mr. Kim?

of course I know; certainly
I know

mechanical trouble

if [it]'s out of order

[I] repair

Of course I do. I don't know how to
fix a car when it is out of order, but
I know how to drive one.

175

permit; license

driver's permit

examination; test

[I] take a test

an opportunity to drive

I took a driving test two years ago
and have a license but I have had
little opportunity to drive.

that's nice Nit] became')

[I] get injured; [I] get hurt

[I] hurt my hand and

[it]'s difficult
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4. 045r Li 1..n
.1

"I- 4- .2-L-111-'1 tlr

5 6i

*1..s. _IL LI c}
I

L9 e AIL

6 -121 All-.

7.

4.1)

(;71 tit}121- 411t--4 ;1

n 014
1-1

Well, good! I hurt my hand, and I
have some trouble with driving lately.

[I] drive (very colloquial)

[I] drive a car

driving

You drive my car and let's go out,
say, for a ride.

i1

Oh, that's a good idea. Let's do that,

(a little later)

(Kim and Jackson are driving along the
street.)

-71
va

4514 once
e.t-i

II 4514 A-ixtu (Stop)
e l l.. 1 .1 i

ii...)-1
sign

--I

1/--q- ii ti Litl"e e 1-.. 14

[I] cross the street

A-1A Do ela- ILA] 01 0
01 I -I I Ai" *

.1°11 1°F 711-11-

8. .1 el/.

MM oun

x-41 al-1

n/`-1
:1i" 611ti 1-+

.*--4-14°F

er

176

If there's a sign which says 616-

you have to stop before crossing the

(Slow)

speed

[he] lowers

[he] is careful; [he] watches
out

And where it says "114' you must slow
down and be careful.
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A14.,

'F:i

"Aitr.

441iluri

9. "Aitr 411 V`111"?

10.

11. .2.41..

(41-g-6 uti-tr"iti

177

hourly speed

mileage

'25 MPH'

[it]'s applied

Does '25 MPH' (speed limit) apply
only in the downtown area?

commercial area

residence

residential area

district

speed limit

indication; sign

[it]'s indicated

Usually, in commercial and residential
areas, there are speed limit signs
(so that one should limit speed).

as it is

signal

traffic signal

[he] obeys; [he] keeps; [he]
protects

[he] obeys the signals

[he] exceeds; [he] goes beyond
(a line)

it's all right as long as you
don't exceed

[there]'s no trouble; [there]'s
no problem

So if you obey the traffic signals and
do not exceed the speed limits, you have
no problems.
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12.

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

2 Li', AlAl 611)41'e )14. l of

-1-.21-t149 -1- 141 1'16-

Ala rti.:1 ).)144)-. t-1

13 . 61-,

14, 01.

litr Lt '

°`1.°11 41:14- d ..2;11.-

V+ 113- t711.A1 9.-

VV.* "2-1tel'a IL ul1 1-11. 1.4-11

*"1-41-611 L.11 Mra t-11-0

Anb_

lIl

178

outside of city; suburb

road; highway

[he] exceeds

[he] cannot exceed and

only; merely

highway; super highway

the maximum; at most

[I] run

On roads outside of the city you're
not supposed to exceed 40 MPH, but
(only) on super highways you can drive
up to 55 MPH.

gasoline

[it] becomes out of stock;
[it] drops down

gas

gas station

[he] puts in

Say, the gas is almost gone. ('Gas
is almost out of stock in the car.')
Let's stop at a gas station and fill
up before we go.

truth(ly); certainly

meter; gauge

bottom

bottom; way down

Oh, that's right. The gas gauge is
almost all the way down.
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A. Structure of

1,
1,..611.1"

2, .01*

3 2i

4. 41-

5 .

6. :Ix.

7. tmp__

8.

9.

Additional Vocabulary

a Typical Traditional Korean House:

(the room where family gather and
parents live)

(wooden floor room)

UNIT 29

(the room used by children which is across

)

kitchen

(the room used as a guest room, or as a
study)

(storage room)

gate

toilet

running-water

10 ,

11.
lit-

F

(the place where pickle jars are placed)

flower bed

12, ) (back) yard

13.
wall (which surrounds the house)

14,

15.

rik

AI*

chimney

roof

16, garden

17 , ei.ei fence

18 , shelves; shelf

179
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B. Auxilliary Structure for a Modern House:

2. A11'1

C. Furniture and Home Furnishing:

1

2.

3. ARAI.
-190

carport

basement

tool room

parlor

vestibule

attic

recreation room

lawn

furniture

clothes chest

bookcase; book shelves

bedding chest

mirror stand

mirror

hi-fi

television

phonographer

tape recorder

refrigirator

washing machine

180
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16. ,Sh..311.

17.

18.

6%1 P-11.

l'h;e1

(clothes) hangers

trash basket

ashtray

sofa

armchair

cushion

181
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

2. 3,74- 'mechanical trouble' is a noun. The verbs 1-1-1- 'to occur' 0711* 'to

happen' commonly occur (as intransitive verbs) for the subject afj.

o MIb L1=1-.

eAlim-=. °113 o o1-°1 lAO,i 11 61°- L1=1-o

61 a AF610 0 0

'The car is out of order.'

'There's mechanical trouble in the
sewing machine.'

'The sewing machine is out of order.'

MAI) 1.11- and SLAV!. 6P-11-both mean 'to cause a mechanical trouble' or
0 e e e

'to have the machine be out of order'.

t 11. -2- Al-Al 11 e a
'I've made the bicycle be out of order.'

W4 '1

3. A101 'test', 'examination' is a noun. (N 1 4 ) '`I '1t}' 'to test (N)' is

a transitive verb. Ama. x i- or A19- means 'to take a test'.
e tZe

4. 0491- Nit] became') is often used as a kind of exclamatory response

to someone in similar situations such as where you say 'Oh, that's nice:',

'Oh, [it's] well- done:', etc.

,24-1-19- pronounced as /.2.1-.1-11 as an independent verb preceded by a
%-

personal nominal is an intransitive verb meaning 'to be financially in a

difficult situation'.

ifr

e.
el &I fl-
A's

'I've heard that he is financially in
strain these days.'

4.z..-1-11- preceded by the -.11 form as subject means 'to be difficult to do

*I- "ur4- J 16 11-

01111 ."1 11- 1 "-H. Al 611

182

'Learning Korean is certainly, hard.'

'Living cost is high, and living in
the city is not easy.'
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5. ( tg.) 2.4 'to drive (a car)' is much more colloqual than (A1-6-) 4Al*1-4.e I.

11. The verb A1q11- , which is a transitive verb, has several meanings depending

on what nominal is preceded as its object.

01-111.A.w 'to be punctual'

'to keep an appointment'

'to obey the regulation'

'to obey the law'

1

'to defend the country'
guard
protect

12. Ala 'maximum', 'at most', occurs either as a noun or an adverb. The

opposite of Ala is 4141. 'minimum', 'at least'. Ala-IL and A41.2. are used

only as adverals.

14. 1,1 1-..1 'bottom' is a noun phrase in which 141 'bottom' and lifFif ('bottom')

both may also be used as free nouns. 1-41- occurs in certain noun phrases:

II}
fti

'sole (of a foot)' , w1.41"palm', uff. '(room) floor', 4.41.

'(wooden) floor', c:f 1,51. 'ground'.

13. cv.6.1 Ail- is a verb phrase which occurs always as an intransitive expression,

and has different meanings depending on what nominal precedes it as its

subject. Study the following sentences:

18B

'Gas ran out.'

`Things are out of stock (in the store).'

'clothes are worn out.'

'I'm broke.' ('Money ran out for me.')

'The airplane crashed.'

'Rain drops fell down.'
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;1 ta°1 ti:161 L.11-

F AA- 1-

'The price of the house has fallen.'

'I failed in the exam.'

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. 1}t} 'knows how to...', 'can do
e ft ft

The pattern -egt- 4. 1.1- literally means 'knows how to do The same
e e

construction occurs sometimes as a substitute of -eq. 4- A?1,jcl. 'can do

whenever it can be interchangeable in actual meaning. The negative

expression 'does not know how to do...' is - et t-

1 1 4 d t ati

t `,1441Zi-

ZtHt. Al t le-ei-g-

`'Do you know how to drive?'

'Can you drive a car?'

'I can read Hankil but I don't know
how to read Chinese characters.'

2. ' certainly is / does!' 'is /does, indeed:'

The pattern :112ALloccurs always as a kind of emphatic sentence final

form when the speaker agrees completely with the addressee's statement or

question.

'You know how to drive, don't you?'
A: Altg-NI- 4 d a t :141 AL?

B: ett-2" Lila IL Lei-Titi- tilt' DIP-

A: ,!1 Ill °I ?

B: AIL 1 61 111.2. 9- 1

'Of course, I do. I drive every
day.'

'Is Korean grammar difficult?'

'That's right. It certainly is
(difficult) .'

Note that in the construction PPAL , is a verb which previously

occurred in the construction -Ai "1-1.'not to do...' (Unit ll).

11-1 Pit] Al IL

1H :FAN..

184

'Please don't go,'

'Let's not go.'
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'Let's not go (to a child).'

However, an action verb in -NM (followed by no pause) + at* occurs to mean

'to do something at all cost', 'to do something at last', 'to end up doing

something'. In the 'Ill.-construction, tenses and / or levels of speech are

generated in :I.-. Examples:

(a) -62- 131"a,r1- 'will do... at all cost'

eF
.2

,F t3A1-* :1-014111-

(b) ;164o ,9- finally did...',

t- 61 cttl 114*
ellf" vell41 of 2-

la 131.64 LI =Fe
e ,A

.21A1-611 1 I -P--2-

;LN *I II-

'I'll learn or master) Korean by
all means or at all cost).'

'I'll marry Park Youngj/a at all cost.

'ended up doing'

'I finally quit college because I
didn't have money.'

'I ended up quitting college
because I didn't have money.'

'Finally I sold that car.'

'I couldn't find other jobs, so I
ended up joining the present
company.'

The ending -(° )j is added to a verb stem or
stem + honorific and tense

suffixes. The -(J-L)ol form which may be followed by a pause occurs before

another inflected expression and is used to state the action or description

of the verb in the -P.M form first. Compare the -(45-)1 form with the ^-2-

form for its meaning (Unit 9, Grammar Notes 1-e), both of which is often

translated as '... and'.

A14 40 uf,a- A-21114`1

tftei..2-# LPL 55

u1t1 l7FA1 V11 4* A14-1-11--

6.4 4114111-.

185

'You cannot exceed CFO MPH on ordinary
roads, and (or but) only on super
highways you can drive up to 55 MPH.'

'Korean is difficult and Chinese is

easy.'
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9'41 141Thl- o tr1),71-11. "xi "1A1'41.

611°1 4.1 chi

'The 9 o'clock express has left and
there is a local which leaves at 11.'

Note, however, that the ..(A.)12iform may be in any tense regardless of the

tense of the following inflected expression even when the subject or topic

of the whole sentence is the same, while for the -a. form tenses are generated

only in the final clause when the subject or topic in the same sentence is

the same.

186
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1. Transformation-Response Dri 1

1,S.1.1E 1111. 4.. oi

Alt *it ti t 1-

ea aa
a a a a id

2. t-Fe. 6Jitl't 7,k1 6ilt"

91E-

3. 1.1-Alt t. -4% A1.1411A-.

61.t.1
e Li

4 Lit. 14 Allpit 1r412. VIAL,

Alt") *It* t at°11*.

$14" 21* Mil 4112- + Al g

"*. 214 41 Li- 19-

6. A1:1 ;11

t+-E- 2. t* }`1 t}

.5.

DRILLS

based on Grammar Note i)

7. `Fe tt-1* itel* 4- ),°,,,1 61k.-

CLALL
; .111e.

18. 1. ell' 4- 61-1-1=1-e e

+ ;41 61g-

1.1-1- I at-1 q.

9. '} °I 'kV* st4 )1161L

I+E- 1-61 111- t aL11-.

10. "1° }--k-fl :1 4. ,V

6*_Litt. t at.m.

187

I can drive a car.

I too know how to
I too can drive

UNIT 29

drive a car. or
a car.

I can speak Korean.

I too know how to speak Korean.

I can repair the engine.

I too know how to repair the engine.

I can write Chinese characters.

I too know how to write Chinese
characters.

I can drive a truck.

I too know how to drive a truck.

I can apply to life what I've learned.

I too know how to apply to life what
I've learned.

I can obey the traffic laws.

I too know how to obey the traffic laws.

I can translate Korean.

I too know how to translate Korean.

I can cook. ('i can make food.')

I too know how to cook.

I can put air in the tire.

I too know how to put air in the tire.

I can play the piano.

I too know how to play the piano.
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2. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

1.

2.

46V-dt 6
1-?

1..]

ml ti .61-61 11-

61-t-1 t ti dt

741.**11- "2-5eci au1111.?

4110 at41 :1-`911

61-ul .2- t1 I-til

Cirez' :13-17711

r"1 IL :1"

3. e1' °11.-1- 1 I. :1-u171-?

:1 t :1-`9

blaul dt el4L

4. 1161 :1-9711..?

M: t VatIL

61' IL t gl'a-

)t* 111'7

10 4-

lat-iL 't -1-1-A-

6. r_* aurria?

1. di- I. Vcilt-

61aul 11'-. 4r t 11-

7. ti 1411- AF :I- I :1-u 711-?

1, All- A-

°Fui L Ail- 11" t e1-2-

5.

188

Can you drive a car? or Do you know
how to drive a car?

Yes, I know how to drive.

No, I don't know how to drive.

Do you know how to repair [a car]?

Yes, I know how to repair [a car].

No, I don't know how to repair a car.

Can you speak foreign languages?

Yes, I can.

No, I cannot.

Do you know how to type?

Yes, I know how to type.

No, I don't know how to type.

Can you draw (or paint) pictures?

Yes, I know how to draw.

No, I don't know how to draw.

Can you write Chinese characters?

Yes, I can (write).

No, I don't know how to write [them].

Do you know how to make clothes?

Yes, I know how to make [them].

No, I don't know how to make [them].

Do you know how to use chopsticks?

Yes, I know how to use [them]. /

No, I don't know how to'use [them].
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3. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

&Ili: *it "tit ti t aUrrIll?

41%1: I. :112' 'IL

i 4.2-:;161 6141 11;F°F -Atli-111F?

ti-l* 111Al2- Vait-

2. Z.21 tb..f 1 `177F?

$!1.4- 4-71 61,114-`1111"

6tl 61,11-2- :Fmk.

3.

64611-11 :11-16 :A. V-6

:12-e112- L

614- 4. 6+ AF-g- 5`1t 1111-1

:141 I. :la. Val/.

6. *aiu zi AiAl*°)Pi AsiAl 4s--Li 41:111-1-11

1$ 41 ;V tia rja- k-

. '} I nt14-u1 iir

:ix- L

9,

Alt +40-A-1 Pei* .71F?

ge-3- g-

*,& 61.611- ,64,14-1. LI lir

;.11.2- L

189

Do you know how to drive a car?

I sure do. ('Yes, I certainly know.')

Are your parents still living?

They certainly are.

Shouldn't you exceed the speed limit?

Of course you should not.

Is it difficult to get a driver's
license in Korea?

Yes, it's sure difficult.

Is Korean needed if you are going to
work in Korea?

Yes, it is certainly needed.

Do the Korean drivers know how to
repair autos?

They sure do.

Will it be dangerous if you don't stop
where it says 'STOP'?

Of course it will be dangerous.

Will there be no problems if I work well?

Of course there will be no problems.

Are there many gas stations in Seoul?

Yes, there certainly are.

Does he have achild?

of course he does.
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4. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

d 51- Olf- L.1

'411,11i "R-2- .

5. %IF 114 Li "F?

oil t-.18- 14°11 41 la V-01 chi I"

6. I ;11.21' *FA- 111/1

:1-01 L

-11, .6712110

Are you going to learn driving?

Yes, I will learn it by all means.

Are you going to be a scholar?

Yes, I will become a scholar by all
means.

Are you going to get a driver's license?

Yes, I will get one no matter what.

Will you buy that car?

Yes, I will buy that car by all means.

Will you travel to Europe without fail?

Yes, I will travel to Europe no matter
what.

Will you enter a good college?

Yes, I will enter a good college by
all means.

Will you marry Miss Kim?

Yes, I will marry her by all means.

5. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

1.

Ft" *I- 4. 'IA 1.4)7. t.1

"P-g- ti

:16 4- ,tti"8- -71.?

It -1- 4-2- :11,1 611?-

2 tl.e] ttel, L.1 IV
11 I

411, uebti it-

190

Did you learn driving?

Yes, I've learned it at last.

Have you quit that job?

Yes, I've finally quit it.

Did you cause an accident while driving
fast?

Yes, I ended up causing an accident.



3. Al; V'Ati "iq

Va. :Esti .

* 61 1'04 Tt?
61 Vti A-

5. -a. 4 _6-
* 146 bt

s 11'2" lased el 11-

6. .:L 44-1' 11.M u "r1F?

al 614'..- V*Ati .C1-'
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Have you sold the used car?

Yes, I've finally sold the used car.

Has he passed away?

Yes, he has passed away at last.

Have you finished your homework?

Yes, I've finished it at last.

7. 11/1-5i. *VT', ul-rir

. 4-4. 711.14- 4-Ala 11-43-joik...

6. Substitution Drill

1. 171e- t d 661 *AZ6111-

2. Aie- *,,t1619-sp
3. 'lie 41"A1 :1 zt114,--t. 11-41 °IL......

AFC* el 1%1- 661 "*. Ati 61 CLI,..*
5. 71L-- *1-11-1. el "Ili* *el *AV el

10011.1110%.011101

6. °I V.AF Ltillt-4- 661 *,,,i°14t-.1
7. Ale '1442.1. 41 AZ PI"

8. M I.Ar ;*;74-* 11-61 M161

9. Ale 11-61 *AZ tig"

191

Has the couple divorced?

Yes, they have finally gotten divorced.

Have you missed a good chance?

Yes, I've ended up missing a good
chance.

I have received a driver's permit.

I have received a drivek's license.

I have received a fishing liJense.

I have received a hunting license.

I have xtedeived a license to practise
medicine.

I have received a barber's license.

I have received a beautician's license.

I have received a teaching certificate.

I have tedeived a pilot's license.
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Substitution Drill

1. VI- 6 a 113111. tt8-1-1

2 tell- tt141- Zfuef -71,11-71.
11=1/1.1101.00

welt- At- 11,1171 114)-11-11-

git- 111.11 :Attr'itf

5. Al "t- 71 -117F

:171- 71°L1- '111 71 11V-1 =1-.

7.
et It...1.

t 614-1-11-.

l'AlA ""1-t 71-11 71* MAL 9 1'el, 1.--.1 e .1 le Iv, u
F.

X212- 1111.1-t °I Mitt' 71-11 1 6P- u1 cf.u 0 gle Iv. u

l'i) :1-1- Aft-*111- t1 'A 11. 11.6k14- 9 =F.

Response-Transformation Drill

d oN= Al+ It 4 6 1111-1 /711

411,-11: 61. 11- :11- 6 a 1117f

1. 1.11-411- '414 '1 "1-1-?

613-12- t1411- 41* 'III 71. uti 61 2-

2. 1,e..P1 `- w}'-1-"1-?

6fu1 L It.P1
-11-2171.

bi,b_ SI.&e 1-1 e!

192

I don't have many
drive a car.

I don't have many
meet friends.

opportunities to

opportunities to

I don't have many opportunities to
use Korean.

I don't have many opportunities to
visit my uncle.

I don't have many opportunities to
write letters.

I don't have many opportunities to
ride trains.

I don't have many chances to dance.

I don't have many opportunities to
eat Korean food.

I don't have many opportunities to
travel abroad.

I don't have many opportunities to
wash (or polish) my car.

Do you often drive (a car)?

No, I don't have many chances to drive.

bo you often eat Korean food?

No, I don't have many chances to eat
Korean food.

Do you often practise French?

No, I don't have many chances to
practise French.
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3. 741+ z.,14.;+

t4:11- 6417 1111,1-

4. AI+ 14* al-1-71?

14-112-. 1. 44 61:11:1- iticiL.

5. 714. ;qt. Alt 4120. 7/1-?

IL 0 VI 'it 411- 1111 .71- 1 al g-

6. AR- -g-e:1-741-1/1-?

61-1-1 e e 11111" uti 411"1-

. AR- 64' 4t-1,11-971.?

61-1-1 Vs.IF-. -712.1 -711-

'1"
8. 741 01-°.121- lu.X4-1.1-11771?

6 51-. 1-°1-21- 0 It :.1.11 1-

9. 714" *1 11 111 11,1 tii:11111-1-1-71.?

°F1-1s,- VI- 6.4- ;ill *111 114)1

ti14111- 71111 05,161L.

10. AR, Nit-1-1-1-771.?e

elfalk" Z-414** :111.:1" 11111

Itti412-

9. Substitution Drill

1. 4e.1111-71(1).2-tfaiL111-.

2. AF~ -V- 11( 11-) Lill-9 ti*

3. 01-61- 101-)
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Do you often meet your friends?

No, I don't have many opportunities to
meet my friends.

Do you make frequent trips to foreign
countries?

No, I don't have many chances to travel
to foreign countries.

Do you often polish your car?

No, there're not many chances to polish
my car.

Do you often climb mountains?

No, I don't have many opportunities to
climb mountains.

Do you often invite friends?

No, I don't have many opportunities 'to
invite friends.

Do you often see your wife's parents?

No, I don't have many opportunities
to see my parents-in-law.

Do you often think about Korean economic
problems?

No, I don't have many chances to think
about Korean economic problems.

Do you often visit your relatives?

No, I don't have many opportunities to
visit my relatives.

It's hard to drive a car.

It's hard to drive a car.

It's hard to understand (by ear).
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1P(,1 sl-11 ) 1".

5. 6141-101.) o-L-111-1=1-.

10. Substitution Drill

" ;411. 111AI ti.

2. 24 6117 fi1)%11-

3. ee

43ril.*leem0IIIIM

5 :1-.1"

6 Api-se..
e.1011.

8, tl II A
II 11

1- ql tf.

1944

It's hard to explain.

It's hard to understand.

It's hard to find the way at night.

It's difficult to ask a favor of Mr.
Kim.

It's hard to live in foreign countries.

It's hard to work with Mr. Kim.

It's hard to eat meals because my
teeth ache,

Let's obey the signals.

Let's obey the traffic signals.

Let's keep the appointments (without
fail) ,

Let's obey the rules.

Let's obey the law.

Let's be punctual.

Let's be faithful to duty.

Let's look after the house well.



to. 24* v- A1 mA11-.

11. Substitution Drill

MOW

KOREAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 29,

1,. r1 41A1 *711113-L11-.

2. 24 &Li- Alle *1 lith-V-11-

3. ,L1A1

0E-I-s- 111. '414- el *1 tti-V-11-.5. I- 1010 e

1-11 tit11611114,-**11.1 oti-0-,-1cF.

liFt1 Alrt 611*Al1

13. 4t-1 sit-61 ,,1/41-g-z.zi

0 614*. :Fe ut14

IIMe.701110;

tivi- )1,1-6-6 *1

Let's defend (or protect) the country
well.

Let's obey the traffic laws.

There's no problem if you do not exceed
the speed limits.

There's no problem if you obey the
traffic signals.

There's no problem if you do not exceed
the speed [limits].

There's no problem if you speak English
well.

There'll be no problem if you study
Korean for ten months.

There's no problem if you ask Mr. Kim
for a favor.

The test will not be a problem if you
study well.

There will be no problem if you have
a driver's license.

There'll be no problem if you know (his)

name and address.

There'll be no problem if I have
$10,000.

Alk 604,51AL A.41 .A1 otior4t.19.. There'll be no problem if you do not
'qv 4. exceed 60 MPH..11

"Irl 4.1t1+.6 Vi A1741 ticaut2

*1 11-8- Lich

trsutl /1.1114 1 F.
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There'll be no problem unless gasoline
tank is empty.

There'll Igle no problem if you pay
attention to the speed limit.
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12. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

41- 401#1-fri 711'91". gl tiitQ-)

!P 41. *Ho ;71 .t}18-0

I !fill :It' (AgY 9".

'-ILII°111ti 1Z1-6I 251-6119=F.

55111:11u1

tli °el 4-X" Alltk °I 259161/1

aef- 550111:1L1q.

2 tstlit- * .t.1-611A1 1/-11,14 AVe--

Alt ovi 1-tivr ti

o o'er *6-61pvi
4I:..119 1;1114 LI 1.

3. u1.. x111'11.11e- 601 V61 `1:1.trt1 ti.

1:141 db4LItt.

1-01

1641 :I& ft- z1-.

*61e. 40-1z1- w11-

-t- Al 44L1=1-.

4. °Ile- "II 41-61 -9-19 64-61Pc-- u11-

414L1=1-.

5. a- 111.1-

titlf
2-it All Li
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Mr, Park speaks English well. Mr. Kim
speaks French well.

Mr., Park speaks English well and Mr.
Kim speaks French well.

The speed limit is 25' MPH downtown.
It is 55 MPH on highways.

The speed limit downtown is 25 MPH and
it is 55 MPH on highways.

My younger brother was born in North
Korea. I was born in Seoul.

My younger brother was born in North
Korea and I was born in Seoul.

To Americans, Korean is difficult.
French is easy.

To Americans, Korean is difficult and
French is easy.

It rains a lot in Spring. In summer
it doesn't rain much.

In spring it rains a lot and in summer
it doesn't rain much.

He is a distinguished politician.
He's a famous educator.

He is a distinguished politician as
well as a famous educator.
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13. Substitution Drill

1. 11 44:1+ 71- -7111 '1- j 9 A1-8-1-11-.

2. 4 el 1 611 14-41 01 7111 19 ;,41-1°rt-1=1.

3. 1-+ wit-11 ''1 SA =1- z:161 NAA-91".

14' 411/1.611 4161 11-S1 =1 t 61 at-11-

5 II- 611 t "i.S1 =1-

61 te.111 ilfe °I IVA

7: VP- `11 "F1.6-1 c: i°1 A14-'11-

8. 11.111-1 111 1- =;-,11

9. t14-1611 -t2161 141 9- tr;161 p1.1-2-

. °11 ,Ist 9 '1°4 tF =,z,i9

14. Substitution Drill

1. 4- $2- ;F 11'.

2. Mg" 31-91%

3. -41- tf

4. ;1 4- -It 41
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The car is almost out of gas. ('Gas
is almost gone in the car.')

We are almost out of food at our home.

I am almost ]broke.

The book store is almost out of books.

('Water in the water-pail is almost'
gone.")

The engine, is almost out of oil.

The gas tank is almost empty.

The soy sauce in the kitchen is almost
gone.

The store is almost out of stock.

The department store is almost out of
merchandise.

Let's get some gas before we g$

Let's have a cup of coffee before
we go.

make a telephone-call before
we go.

Let's ask the way before we go.
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5. 1121-a- °11-3- v-PAI =}'

6. ;7i titii.tr eit+ )1A1

7 . eli 41-2- 1A1=1-.

8 4.. Ala =1-.

9
12

Ax
)1/41

a itA 1 ,c-.
e 1:1

-71/

10. 441_, 4.

15. Response-Transformation Milli

d Al4tr 1-:11- 111,1 ,114 11/1
/30 of 61 /

30"111111-1 +

t14,61 giA121-4--41-a1-1-711? /.6.1*A121-/

tQL i i gie *tn- ..1* :44- 11-?

/ tl-/

aila-

131.4 Pft+ 771.?

/28,000

*1 1. 28,000* -71-Al 1.11+4. t.1

"14- 611 ATI ALIT'61 :1* 11+

/60:i /

a1-2- 6011 -7-1-Al :1" ui

Let's find out what the schedule is
before we go.

Let's look Mr. Kim up before we go.

Let's rest a little here before we go.

Let's fix the car before we go.

Let's wash our hands before we go.
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Let's polish (our) shoes before we go.
or Let's get our shoes shined before
we go.

How many miles an hour can you go?
[30 miles]

You can go up to 30 MPH at most.

How many hours a day do you study?
[7 hours]

I study up to 7 hours at most.

How many years does a civil servant
usually serve in the government?
[60 years of age]

Usually he serves until the age of 60.

How much does a U.S. Government employee
get paid? [$28,000]

One gets paid up to 428,000 at most.

How many people can be loaded in one
bus? [60 people]

A maximum of 60 people can ride in one
bus.
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5. Vi ;,*-41-1 771?

bte.

Ala 4- F.

6 111-1 11-11111

1105./

11-1 el- V-1 q.

7. -P1 Q1& Mt -71- "rl'Ai L11' 1

IttriF? /11111- Ms./

Ala of el' 1°-E- '11- "1 31-Li

8. d.1-...11t- 1 lit- '11 ti 6+ 4- 4-140-11V

7A14-, 771-?

:VIA] lit 14

9. 14" 1J 1 i eJ -711-? /cPAIZIr/

1- ubt.1611-A1

10 771i& Lr -74--"- "1-:1 °Pi

Ll 71-? /17p1- :1/

Ala will ""1-A1 * uicir.

16. Transformation Drill

tt.I ,§1 L1 /11-?

41-0: 4-E-4- .1A1 31--t t-1111-?

1. Ali- 65111.1- 21 *19 111j?

A14- 65u1-:11- 4:-16 V-1"1-?

2 4. ttit- .511-1-rir

011 AFAI .51L1-n1.?
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How long can you stay in Korea?
[5 years]

I can stay in Korea up to 5 years
maximum.

How high does the temperature go in
Washington in the summer?
[105 degrees]

It goes up to 105 degrees at most.

How low does the temperature go in
Washington in the winter?
[10 degrees below zero]

It. goes down to 10 degrees below zero
at lowest.

How many days of vacation can you get
a year? (two weeks]

I can get two weeks at most.

How many cups of coffee do you drink
per day? [5 cups]

I drink up to five cups at most.

How many miles can you go with one
gallon of gas? [17 miles]

I can go up to 17 miles at most.

Mustn't I exceed the speed? ('If I
exceed the speed, doesn't it become?')

Is everything all right if I don't
exceed the speed?

Mustn't I go 65 MPH?

Is everything all right if I don't go
65 MPH?

Mustn't I sleep in the middle of class?

Is everything all right as long as I
don't sleep in the middle of class?
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3. 41'2-1 4es-' Z6.1* ti

44'2.1 l*A1

5.

4.411A1 A141°111-1 :1-`16

tir §1-1 1-1-?

ti-11-4 4- -VIA] X11 °el u:1-el V.e1A11 .

31:1=6 t-1

24 :It- 416-1-6 111r

titl* *N-711-?

6. "clor 4- :II" ela J,Ik- -1- 11-6

ttl- 771*?

" 111.

0
11L 61 erg- "1 Ale I I 'H
lir

7. :11 " .71- 9 1-6 .1 t-1 un

"4- VI -a- " 9.7 411-°-

111-?

8. 2-10 °PI al-t'11., 414 6- tl lir
2.t1 m-tmtl. 1,14 Al 419 71-?

9. 461-6 *1'-1

ti rxl VI. I-1 -7-?

t ti *-1 tti 1 4. 1.6 :5_1- 41 ti 111-?

ti 'I j °1 `1 *r"1 314-' ti t-0/11

10.

17. Response-Transformation Drill

1:r4 41 ).tilt- 11?

411.11: 441. 47,Ar's
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Shouldn't I be late for school?

Is everything all right provided I am
not late for school?

Shouldn't I drive fast in commercial
and residential areas?

Is everything all right if I don't
drive fast in commercial and
residential areas?

Is it wrong to violate traffid laws?

Is it all right as long as I don't
violate traffic laws?

Shouldn't I enter where it says
'One Way'?

Is everything O.K. as long as I don't
enter where it says 'One Way'?

Shouldn't I go in where it says 'No
Trespassing'?

Is everything all right provided I
don't go in where it says 'No
Trespassing'?

Shouldn't I smoke in the classroom?

IS everything fine as long as I don't
smoke in the classroom?

Mustn't I drive after drinking liquor?

Is everything O.K. as long as I don't
drive after drinking?

Shouldn't I drive without a driver's
license?

Is everything O.K. as long as I don't
drive without a driver's license?

Did you exceed the speed limit?

Yes, I exceeded the speed limit.
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1. Absi_ &Lk
ouu. lel It 12 INIO

611, 71e- V- ;rte 4t-'211.11+41-

2, 4161 20114 64o. t.i -nig?

o1, oi
12 m t:

3. 41- 11F 15°%-si- 41114-L11V

# ill 150 ght-4- -4-4/1.4 '11".

4. 44. AlS*1 .tilF`171q

64 44. 31J'61 A-4A* ti-

3. A144. ifo tili4.1-111F? .

opervt_

16°1 AV °IN "'V

611. `t i°1 -4141611)1 11.14-1
L1 tr.

6.

42- 111- A121-61

41-2 4/11- 1-121-61

ti 11
A-a 51 °I .11,tii 977}'?

z.111 La-61 5of °I 1-201,114-t'icf
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Are you over thirty years old?

Yes, I've passed thirty.

Did the luggage exceed 20 lbs?

Yes, the luggage exceeded 20 pounds.

Did your weight go over 150 pounds?

Yes, my weight went over 150 pounds.

Are you late for your appointment?

Yes, it's past the time for my
appointment.

Did you exceed 60 MPH?

Yes, I exceeded 60 MPH.

Did the budget go over the plan?

Yes, the budget exceeded the plan.

Is it past time to go to school?

Yes, it's past the time to go to
school.

Was the electric bill more than 50
dollars?

Tess the electric bill exceeded 50
dollats4
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41,

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

el 9 gl-'1111- 9111V-1"1-?

41. =11E1-'1 1 ,11-4.'-'1c1-. Lid °IN .1

A1-4,-Alt a :1 I :1-9 61: 111 r1-

411t" Al-V4F 214 21 #E ,t1-

;11: 471- 61 "41-7` gat 1-11-. arit+ le
.111- = xi -.%-71 cc*. 611 611-1 F1F r".11- ti ti

*" :1:11-11% 4'1 "it 6+ 11- Alt-Alt .2- tt.1 -I °P

*3- el °i Ati- 9 ti ei 11-11---- '1012.11-

-1 411 tt.lq' '11- It t1+ IF 71-1

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

!1`4. 131"4- .21- --14 11-A1 1-A1`1- °tit 4"0" " 11- c1-

--1* el 11-?;121- 2-11- t1-1 9 V- -s1

ctiiE I L 6,71 - el *1-Al Al* °IIA1 4s- 611

u111.1- ul el-C Km AA 11 ==lit oil '21-4 11-6111

tr-E- A-1416119 -S A14- 30!1.1. "I *1.61-1. A111

611)"%.* ;1.L " 1 "1r tel

202
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EXERCISES

A. Ask your instructor:

1. if he can drive.

2. if he knows how to repair automobiles.

3. if he has many chances to practise English.

4. if one may drive 65 MPH on a regular highway.

5. if he can play the piano.

6. if he knows how to use chopsticks.

7. if it is difficult to get a driver's license.

8. if there will be nc problems if you Work well.

9. if it is dangerous to walk on the highway.

10. if he is almost broke.

11. if the gas tank is almost empty.

12. if the department store is out of merchandise.

13. if the airplanearashed.

14. if his clothes are worn out.

15. if he has to be careful on the cross road.

16. if all the taxi drivers obey the traffic regulations well

17. if he is going to keep the appointment with the reporter.

18. if he will master Korean in the end.

19. if he finally sold the car.

20. if he caused an accident while driving fast.

B. Your instructor will take or invite you to a typical Korean style house

and will give you a detailed explanation about the structure of the
house telling you the names of each section, furniture and furnishing
in the house. If the circumstances do not permit, he will draw or show
you such a Korean house, explaining everything as above.

C. As your turn, do exactly the same thing which your instructor has dOne
in B about a typical American suburban house.

203
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UNIT 30. At the Service Station

BASIC DIALOGUE

"Pl

1,9*

1 -e- 4L1 Al ill 771.?

444. Ajt.

gasoline

[he] puts in

('Good afternoon. Would you like some
gas?')

('Yes, please.'

How much would you like? (SHOW much
shall I put in for you?')

tank

all the way up; fully

[he] fills up

battery

oil

Fill it up, please. And check the
battery and oil, too.

204

radiator

motor

can
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5 11'11 }al 'F.

el '-h *1-) te.1- 04- tt

20e MIL

61;J-1111.9=i-

&1041-

6, 6%;lAt1v. Vt.). 1'..,t1

sl

'-1

13191.

611 A. l .1114 dic1.2- *PI A1Z.:f 4- :1°11

VI 1111'1 L

UNIT 30

The battery and radiator are all right,
but you need a can of motor oil.

[it] is strange

[it] hasn't been long

That's strange. It hasn't been long
since I put oil in.

bottam

[it] leaks

carefulness; attention

[fl'm carefu3; [I] pay
attention

[x] notice [it] C[I] see
carefully')

Oil seems to be leaking; have you
noticed it?

filter

[I]ive changed (in); [']ive kt
replaced C[I] change and
put in')

I had it replaced last week because
they said it was leaking.

++.41. Ata
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inspection; examination

[he] inspects; [he] checks

if [you] leave it long

engine
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9. 0Fu1, 1-A1 ZAI**liq V* 21 214'1".

g" tj 4 Lti `11 al- 21 319 1-

10 A121°1 0.$1°`1, 9i,t1 61-:11 ift-

11-71 1-6 4- A. A10.161P-?

11.

--1 Al

I-11-

-2111 *1-Al AI it- °F.1 :1;47.1 *it
21.1- ( 4z 1P-16 4-24-

12. -21111 * 4* 4/11'Ll tf

13. -I. 111.2.

Aol

I think you should check it again.
If you leave it alone for very long
(as it is), it might hurt the engine.

I don't have time today. Could you
check it if I bring the car tomorrow
morning?

+ 44. AFeF
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bring it and leave it (here)

[he] repairs; [he] fixes

Sure. (You can do that.) If you
(bring and) leave the car here early
in the morning, I'll fix it for you.

(Then,) I would appreciate that.

tire

hole

[it] punctured; there's a hole

spare; extra

[De] discards; [he] abondons

[I]lve used (all) up

[x]eve completely used (all)
up

And I had a flat tire, so I used up
[my] spare.

now

replacement

[he] replaces; [he] refills;
[he] makes up
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14. 01e.11 'it °I lii.ttl *F1+ 911°11

1-**M711-80-1=1-

15. ,t1r04-`11'. -14111

*Act )

16. wiLt...ii-aka(*).E. 1,IL e+v-

I don't have any 'spare now, so I have
to replace it tomorrow, too.

1
I underidtand, sir.

(it]'s durable

used item

(brand) new item

We have nice durable used tires as
well as new ones; we can give you one
at a reasonable price.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers orrespond to the sentence numbers.)

I. 11-tAllit-l-rt? is the contraction of .44"2-Allei3" 'Are, you going to

put in?'.

/F4+11=F to change' is a transitive verb phrase which is used with only

certain nouns as its objects. .P.:1,101-.V.414 ifialq are such common

nouns. IN- as an independent verb is a transitive verb and means 'to

change'. Followed by certain auxilliary verbs in infinitive form makes

up verb phrases. The following-are some of the common'expre$sions---

-11.61. 01

el I tv

1).6F Als

1051- ci

1. Infinitive +

'to change (ring, tire, bolt, etc.)'

'to change (clothes)'

'to change (shoes, socks, stockings,
etc.)"

'to change (bus, airplane, etc.).

'to change (hat, cap, etc.)'

GRAMMAR NOTES

el mil- as an independent verb means 'to throw away., 'to discard', 'to

abandon'. As an auxilliary verb preceded by the infinitive form of an

action verb, it denotes finality, termination or completion of the action

for the preceding principal verb. Since an infinitive + *ill* is a verb

phrase, every such phrase should be memorized as a separate entity in

meaning.

tit. "1

'3* el Alt- IATik + cl
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CI have used up all the spares.')

'She's gone away.
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°1-°-e e
114 °I 4-Al IL?

;At-- 441* °IV 1111 °IL

ullAiAlt1- °Id 1-

itl°1

'You must feel wonderful, now that
you've finished up all the work.'

'[We] finished up the left-over
('remaining food') in the morning.'

'I studied some Korean, but I have
completely forgotten it (all) now.'

Note that the pattern, an infinitive + *1613 11- , may occur emphatically

as an extended expression for an Infinitive-

Ale IS' ft
1.0..

I"'

u1.640. 1.,
ye ti

tF VNi

-30111. al 4- I -3- Jilt -3-4.3.1+

:11.1-a- L.111?

'I have completely forgotten Japanese.'

3o, you quit the company for good
after one year?'

209
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21+ PL /LS-. + Al .11-'0. n m

81. tlit 14' 1$1 al Al L

91, t1'11; -74 ^14- ;41 Al IL

2. Substitution Drill

1 t -2 Al.:1. °1 ° 1 t111.L1c1.

-3" * 171 as 01 tfat'l cf.

. 1;14i 61 61 t1101-9

1.94 64E. "71- Ai 614g 110 r.

DRILLS

Fill it up, please (at the gas station).
('Please fill the tank all the way up
for me.')

Fill the bottle up, please.

Pill the cup to the brim, please.

Fill the bowl up, please.

Pill the tin can up, please.

Fill the bucket to the brim, please.

210

Fill the (woven) basket up, please.

Pill the box up, please.

Pill up the box.
1

He is really strange.

That problem is really strange.

His personality is really strange.

His attitude is really strange.
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5. .111 te,r)4.
11- e

6. 171 tit114).1 'a A-el-71- 610.1.-1-711-ticIr

7. *1.61 *1- 61)-1-1-t-lt1-e

8. AF-N-1*1-(161 1:1

9. a. till a °ItIrtful,.

10. a- 411 t418-61 °Itlhat-11-.

Response Drill

-7116- 11- A5,k1--*t-1 771-?

.111,11: al, 11-*

1- 4- or 611 -1- 61 A14-1 '-1

611. 61 11-.4-

2, -1-4`. "1'1 611 61 ,a141- 11f?

uj L1 611 61 IA- ;01+

3. :11 )-1.11.61 114-:

611, g9 °1l 19111' 61 11--4- 114- "1

611 5,16614

611. al °1l 11-4. *11-A14,- "14'.

1%161 611 t 61 Atli "TV

°1. "19141 "11 t -1-* 114 "14'.

5.

1100111071711

The weather these days is really strange.

Mr. Kim's voice is really strange.

211

This sentence is really strange.

The shape of the car is really strange.

His illness is really strange.

The content of the book is really
strange.

Is it filled with gas?

Yes, its filled up.

Is the chest full of clothes?

Yes, the chest is full of clothes.

Do you have money in your pocket?
('Is there money in the pocket?')

Yes, I have a pocket full of money.

Are there people in the room?

Yes, the room is full of people.

Did you fill the bottle with water?

Yes, I have filled up the bottle with
water.

Is there water in the battery?

Yes, the battery is full up with water.



4.
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Substitution Drill

1
1:1

co
ti r.

r

10.1.

1.1 01 t..1cL
v el I Wilt

5. Combination Drill

dio-11: :1°1 21 ;Otid 4-4114(11)

t'
L17-7}?

411i: 14161 ATE-- 21 21%8- le 4-414(#9)

Xrti.-6*tl-r7r

212

Oil is leaking.

Oil filter is leaking.

Water is leaking.

The glass bowl leaks.

The bottom is leaking.

The roof (of the house) leaks.

Air &s leaking.

The pocket leaks.

[My] shoe leaks.

The secret leaks.

The secret has been leaked.

The bottom seems to be leaking. Have

you noticed it?

The bottom seems to be leaking; have
you noticed it?
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1. *Ir°1 "1-:1-61 A 21

4- al

eF *1 °t.f-'1 "111-61 Ale- 21 2M- 1. +-°1tN

t-11-?

Fa 1.1 cL .

2 et] 61 tg 61) L-1- 21 214 t-11 ;111-1

3.

°I -2- °I) Li- 21 21-5- alp 7A1-811

111-?

1-611- g1-1 21 t-11-. "F 611

-1.04} 1-1 "IF?

°F°11- ;11 -7F 21 21'e Al-6111

11- 1-04r) t-171F

61'61 61- 61 :161 21 1-. 614

411.61 °F1 4L 161

011- `1//1.?

11.6

;71 t.1)011 61 61 ltL111" ;14 t.1 1". 61 ell)

117.6 t.i

;11 (1111°1 21 19 61 0r/1

:4 .7-1.?

6. .41' d oI1 °1 ti tilt- Alt- 21 21-4

t-1111-?

41r_dtg°1 o Alt- 2i 21--e

7.

xo. 4, L.1 7,71.?

.41 *6161 :1-1-11- till 21

21660-11-. x-041. -711-?

14 All ti-111 1114 Li-2111e- 21

21* 11. 1 V-111-?

8. a& 12F.4- L11-.
I '1711-e?

11 61 W. 2i zht--1311. A)1 1-,1140-17-71-?
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The'tire seems to be leaking. Have

you noticed it?

The tire seems to be leaking; have
you noticed it?

The engine seems to be out of order.
Have you checked it?

The engine seems to be out of order;

have you checked it?

The child seems to have a cold. Have

you gone to see the doctor?

The child seems to have a cold; have
you gone to see the doctor?

It seems there's a flat tire. ('There

seems to be a hole in the tire.')

Have you noticed it?

It seems there's a flat tire; have
you noticed it?

Mr. Kim seems to have been hospitalized.
Have you heard about it?

It seems that Mr. Kim is in the
hospital; have you heard about it?

Mr. Park seems to be looking for you.

Have you seen him?

Mr. Park seems to be looking for you;
have you seen him?

It seems they are showing a good movie

at the International Theatre. Have

you (gone and) seen it?

It seems they are showing a good movie
at the International Theatre; hdve

you seen it?

He seems to have a high temperature.
Have you measured it?

He seem$ to have a high temperature;
have you measured it?
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al=1111110.11=1

6. Substitution Drill

1 t!'.11t.1 se- 41.11. rl-

2 /114" Z+ *F I 111-06.14 L11-
01001 ,Ra

3. it, Mit- 171'1.1A I plet.1-8-

4. e vs AA, id

5* *14' 1A1**I'A 1 ititl*

6. ZAI-It'Al

eol+e,: V+1.A1

VI' 1".31 AF*1-1 3104 ul

Response Drill

,Foil: No e1,71.1-8-

1. "Ill" elrAlleF45-11k*
tr

ell -11+ e1 0P-Zr 41 ct.

2. °F°11- 4- -4 Alit-

61214 UM°

3. WI- .21. tiV1

MI6 -SelaWiti.*

214

I have not checked ('inspected") the
engine.

I have not checked the machine.

I have not investigated the problem.

I have not checked the battery.

I have not checked the teeth.

I have not checked the home work.

I have not checked the motor oil.

I have not inspected the inside of the
briefcase.

Please check my car, or Please look
after my car for me.

Yes,. I'll check it for you. or Yes.
I'll look after for you.

Please check the water in the battery
and radiator.

Yes, I'll check them for you.

Would you look after my child just a
little while?

Yes, I'll look after him for you.

Would you please look after my baggage?

Yes, I'll look after it for you.



r
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4.. fl Z21111-.1e.- A1 ..tr *4- t1)111-.

611. Jai. el Mr LI .

5. t611Z.1 61 61c1 Al 4- 4

1 .111- el0111-

6. 61clif ,;1-61 lat'eA1 IF 4- tiAl g-

'11 el211-g-1-1=1-.

21 61 rl ..-ict-.La.FA 1 t- 4 4 1;1'1

611. el011- a-, 1-1 cr.

8. 410164 :161 i;dt-A1, 4- 4- tP-1

Ml. '141-1

Would you please check and see if the
filter is all right?

Yes, I'11 check it for you.

Would you check what's wrong with
the engine?

Yes, I'll check it for you.

Would you check
order?

Yes, I'll check

if anything is out of

it for you.

Would you examine which one is more
durable?

Yes, I'll examine them for/ you.

Please check if there's a hole
someplace.

Yes, I'll check it for you.

8. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

Ati-V-1-7-71.?

Vtl: al, 1- )41 tsiA1161*--

1, 61-61 /1- 711.11e . t-1 71-?
la r la itiPo-e-

Mit V1-15; )1,71, 411L.

2 4-4 4161)1 -r-41/44-u11/1/1

°Qt. o 61 ;161'9 -1-Z,'.1r*

3.

5.

-1-24

"tit 6it.,

9-111.?

Ail- Alt I ti 611 1;73

" 611 1.6 lir 7 1. 4. 14 ` -1-7F?

AffrAtrel 11111- 1:1 611..
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Have you used all your spares?

Yes, I have used up all my spares.

Has the child swallowed the (chewing)
gum?

Yes, he swallowed all the gum.

Did you quit the job because the pay
was little?

Yes, I gave up the job because the
pay was little.

Did you buy a used refrigerator?

Yes, I finally came around to buying
a used refrigerator.

Have you got rid of the old car?

Yes, finally got rid of the old
car.

Has the.dog that was injured by the car
died?

Yes, the dog that was injured by the
car has finally died.
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6. "1),6- ;71 61 10 411* "Zix!-Zi-tr.

u1- pi 61 -2- 411'.2.1* "10 4111"

7. ;a* "F*111- l'41,4141-9111q

MI. 48- -1k-11;111- 4i 6i it,11, 61 sk-

aH 61 Aft-Alt- 2-04. '-111F?

11F Alt" *i "1:1 11-

11?...1 Alt-*11. 1/1-?9.

10.

114
AlP "tit :N.110 eliP"

6)1$1 VII" 311Ve ul-r71?

°IL :111' -fl :14-1 All$1 `4,73

Transformation Drill

liti Al via v-1 ill'?

Al+ Al 1.1-111.?10 ft

.

54,

a

'-e 611 te.4 letia *1 j1;1 lir
-74 !F 611 11-A1 1111 Urrir

titlf (-t, A14.1 la 741-1-1

AH -771-?

61 A111- =1 1,1+ 31-Al 1.2- ai-1.7714?

011i tf ztAl 111.?

Aft-11- -2- AlAl la aul
1..t. Alt. a Al Al -7/1.?

ti Alt- Al- ;1 Al ei

till Al- Alt Al

216

Did Miss Kim marry that man?

Yes, Miss Kim finally ended up marrying
that man.

Have you eaten the leftover Pulkoki?

Yes, I've eaten up all the leftover
Pulkoki.

Have YOU repaired the automobile?

Yes, I have fixed up the car.

Have you sold the old car?

Yes, I have finally sold the old car.

Have you filled up the tank with gas?

Yes, Y have filled up the tank with
gas completely.

Are you going to put in gas, (sir)?

Are you going to go to Korea in

September?

Are you going to buy a brand new one?

Are you going to sell your house when
you move?

Are you going to fix your car?

When are you going to get your car
inspected?
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6. 1-1*Kit* 21+. *149 '1-2- al-17-1-?

x-Arty 211;

.4.41,t. -44 aulT7r

-eszi- 1111- L-1/iv?

tq_r1 6 *I "*1-t..'- 1 AI °i-a. :13-1

ti 1_1 *1 Al :it 39 AI

9. V-1

414-1 ell !I-41 tivlu -"I'?

"11 *fill' 1:4 iti-Aiirgix-

41-1- of 171r

7.

8.

10.

10. Response Drill

-1-11 al Ll -111-?

611 IV F.

1. !1N.1 ztit*.l- /Pit gsa- Al ti 1 lir

:1.0-. roi Li I-.

2 11.1.4 ti" -1-4-1 14.'44'1 r,1 "ri ?

Ng 14 *11'9 r.

3. ta. 4-* Al 10

All LI

5.

tul. tlett. 1,11 lir
Oil 61 rut foi Litt

21 61111 :14, I el ilf?

g4,- ;1 °VII I el ,11 LI =I-,
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When are you going to make up the
shortage?

Are you going to see durable machines?

Are you going to take a driver's

Are you going to eat Korean food
lunch?

test?

for

Are you going to take a trip to Europe?

Are you going to go, (sir)?

Yes, I'm going to go.

Are you going to read articles about
Korea?

Yes,, I'm going to read [some].

Are you going to continue Korean
language study?

Yes, I'm going to continue.

Are you going to sleep now, sir?

Yes, I'm going to sleep now4

Are you going to have supper later?

Yes, I'm going to eat later.

Are you going to ask directions from
the traffic policeman?

Yes, I'm going to ask the traffic
policeman.
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6. 0121 '1Z Al-Al 711?

411, 6121 '121 A1.11-1=1-

7. 4r -11t-S. 61 it.8.141 :1'1 lir

"ar°--C-
611.1/1.

1.1 =Ir

8'1 "II o 11111 '1 lilt?

P -3* <,1Pfr 4111i 'I el-.

9. "n1J-1-.tv. le I*

611 1 al

10.
*1411' MW "Ili?

7,11 141-

11. Response Drill

",;,1-61- 110 IL? iteia

41rtlis 11P1 il°11- ;11- 11,,,14-1.11-.

1.

2,

/41,1-610-? 4- la v-11-/

*a* 61 4-la °11)1*-2-*-76e-,.

-P41 i°1 s? /1-61-11- 111-1-114

61.61/1- 614-112. 1A1 1141 14r".19-.

3. Ag!i uldt.
Ir Hilt L1 111.? / *1-412-

1.61 gel !1'
L.,

4. w1:111.71- 'FL? /6 el riF9

-11- 4191-ufa 11).1 "1:11-711- aulq.
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Are you going to buy all sorts of
things?

Yes, I'm going to buy all sorts of
things.

Are you going to move. to New York?

Yes, I'm going to move to New York.

Are you going to take an express?

Yes, I'm going to take an express.

Are you going to play golf?

Yes, Ipm going to play golf.

Are you going to park the car on the
street?

Yes, I'm going to park it on the street.

Why did you change the filter? [They
say it leaks.]

They said the filter was leaking, so
I've changed it.

Why did you buy a used item?
it's good.]

They said that a used item is
I bought a used one.

Why did you go to the hospital? [The
child, says he's sick.]

The child said that he was sick, so I
took him to the hospital.

Why are you studying Korean? [They
say it is needea.j

I'm studying Korean because they say
I'll need it.

[They say

good, so

Why are you taking the airplane? [They
say it's convenient.]

They say the airplane is convenient, so
I am taking the airplane.



5.
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t-i" 41:1'4 1411?.? /6F9111. IFAF1.

at-11"/

/Ha iN 41:1.1 04- L1 tr.

6, .9 a :At via *HL? /1°1 Ati

:11.L1

8,

a. i acs
)1,1=1.2. 'IN

ttI'Llq

10. 1 1.1L? i01-1- °1 :11-Litil

"IN Z14 '1 at-N.

12, Combination Drill (based on Grammar

Z.k4 1114'; u114-2- :1°i

04 ti..
Lk Ziq. 611 AF6PL.

1, A141÷, Ati6jL. 1 .tr 1'104-

A1411- gill. till-

2 61119 ija g- 61A114 cf

/1 (VI ;if** 61A1r7f

Why did you go to a Chinese restaurant
yesterday? [My wife suggests that
we go.]

We went to a Chinese restaurant because

my wife suggested that we go.

Why are you going to see that movie?
They say it's interesting.]

They say that movie is interesting, so

I'm going to see it.

Why are you going to live in Washington?
They say it's a nice place to live.]

I'm going to live in Washington because
they say it's,a nice place to live.

Whfare you carrying an umbrella?
They say it's raining.]

I'm carrying an umbrella because they
say that it's raining.

Why are you going to the station?
They say my friend is coming.]

I'm going to the station because they
say my friend is coming.

Why are you going to Korea? [My boss

tells me to go.]

My boss told me to go, so I'm going

to Korea.

Note 3, Unit 25)

219

I was studying Korean. X came to Korea.

I was learning Korean when I came to

Korea.

I was eating supper. I received a
telephone call.

While I was having supper I received

a telephone call.

I was living here. I moved.

I was living here when I moved.
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3. 411 $41,t1 12-. * At* 9 9-

* 01.

°I 114.1- 31-v- 1110161.0- °11111

5.

.4. a 1..1

8. 0 Al2- °1 ,°1°I °IP ttt-

'IL

9. M1 611)1 41-4 1-7- M1,°161/- -s-)18-611

I+ 9
Ml °11'i *41-1-1- ---i-16611

I was attenidng school. I quit.

I stopped going to school.

I was wearing this overcoat. I gave
it to my younger brother.

I wore this overcoat until I gave it
to my younger brother.

We were using the furniture. We put
it in the warehouse.

We used the furniture, and then we put
it in the warehouse.

I was sleeping at night. I got up and
drank milk.

I was sleeping at night, and then I
got up and drank some milk.

I was on my way to the office. I

came back because I was sick.

On my way to the office I became sick,
so I came back.

I was repairing my car. I stopped it.

I stopped in the middle of reparing my
car.

I was studying at home. I went to the

I was studying at home, and then I
went to the library.

13 completion Exercise (based on Grammar Note 3, Unit 25)

M011: 4l9FtF1F..

ti *1-t1.11. =1114 ti

1. al °11'1

cF viisrt

le

3 Aid+ Al-ei

220

While I was driving...

While I was driving I got hurt.
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Iti* .71-11-9-1...

14. Response Drill

.49,41. Ait...s.,Airs_ aof oe AP .7

1.1: 611 Al AFE-'11- "2"fil 61141'1-11-
-It 0 ta

1.

2.

'1-I 11/1.?
A e

-14 "k-°- Al- 4- 61--°- 1-A.

AiAi 11 el. 612-1'
a }

°1 ei-1- Ii- L1
1111?e Pis

i!111 el-6131- el-61 a"lei 4- °Ir° t-lq

3. 4i 39-:- "A" 6i 44 -711q

)t.:11-1-71-?

°II. 67.1s; 141

5. el-A11191 1-3-'-11/1-?

4-;11-4`11-.

223.

Did you repair my car?

Yes, I have fixed your car (for you).

Did you buy winter clothes?

Yes, I have bought winter clothes
(in advance).

Did you borrow an electric typewriter?

Yes, I have borrowed an electric
typewriter (for future use).

Did you bring coffee?

Yes, I've brought coffee for you

(already).

Did you write a letter?

Yes, I've got the letter written
(already).

Have you put water in the radiator?

Yes, I have filled the radiator with

water.
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7.

8.

ell. -24-17 A,t141*,tittrul=1-

4.11- 411411-3-1-171-?

41-L.: 141 4-1109=1..

JLAIAL 1414-61-17V
Ca '1 V e 121 MO IT

611 4F71 4-1+1 tF

OIL

10.E VAA1

11 19 114, WI imAi obs"le ,t-le AiJ 1 F.

Did you wash dishes?

Yes, I've got the dishes all washed
(and put away).

Have you reserved theatre ticket?

Yes, I've got the theatre tickets
reserved.

Did you leave any food?

Yes, I have left some food (in case).

Did you make an appointment to meet
Mr. Park?

Yes, I'vC got an appointment all set
to meet Mr. Park.

Have you already made supper?

Yes, I've got supper already made.

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

4-44F-- 9A1 IL- :14-1- rilt-1 771-?

ela x-

14 9 etilitr

-3* Iti. 1:1 .4-2- 61.L Z.1" 724- i 9 PI- e1-2-

504 tt511

=1-71- 6 21 ;fre'-'311

-2- :1 61 *4-:..F11P-

Ift-

IF

e1-61°M1 "F:1-61 Alle- &-uil t,peA1

II' 4- AlAilY151-?

34-e- 311- -selA111- Zit,- 6 Mt- '1 1e "111-61

el IL. 11" 111":11 Itricl ItiAlg-

41Ie" -24§1-11- s.. 61113FAIL?

222
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4-4-4. *Ivo- -71- 504, .9- °I 2541 .L. 750e ti Li1..

iie" bi /1 754 °161B-

#A- AF :1r: `N. C.E. 1- 11;1 AiL

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

611 u1.4:1_14, al-Ale- 4-A1 Z1- 61 71 °J4t-1 q. 04.

Ll

449.L.

+4-h- bil)le -2-*1 4--*1 44:140-z.1- 1-ul=1-. xFQ 01-1-

-2-.?1-61
-2-,1611 19 741"L1 q 6%4 611)11 1V4I.

0-61 LI* "1 i> /1 611
Alt.** -*V vti4P-11".

2i 214 -2. 9- "-I.:1i-, 61

111 ittesPt-
AAir #4.

)11 AFt-11- + ;111 WI "Irt13-itt.
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EXERCISES

A. Drive your car to a Korean gas station (if there is no Korean gas station

near you, your instructor will play the role of a service station

attendant). Ask the attendant:

1. to fill up the tank.

2. to check the battery and oil.

3. if the oil is leaking.

4. if you need to change the oil filter.

5. if he can check it if you bring the car tomorrow morning.

6. if he can check if there is a flat tire.

7. if the engine sounds strange.

8. if he can fix the leak in the radiator.

B. Tell your instructor who plays the service station attendant:

1. it hasn't been long since you put oil in.

2. that you have noticed that the bottom of the car was leaking.

3- that you had a flat tire on the highway yesterday.

4. that you used the spare and you have to replace it.

5- that you have one used tire in the car trunk but it has a hole in it.

6. that you wish to buy a durable brand new tire at a reasonable price
if possible.

C. Tell your classmate:

1. that you have to change planes in Tokyo to go to Seoul (or America).

2. tht you feel wonderful, now that you've finished up all the work.

3- that you finished up last night's left-overs this morning.

4. that you studied some German but you have -zompletely forgotten it now.

5. that Dr. Chung's personality is really strange.

6. that the bottle is filled up with water.

7. that the important secret has been leaked.

8. that the engine seems to be leaking but you have not noticed it.

9. that you have finally got rid of the old car.

10. that Miss Kim finally ended up marrying an old man.

224
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61 :FA- Itkis;

KOREAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 31

'21'1 II- ;1,,t13-

01

6.1""

116114- °I

UNIT 31. Haircut

BASIC DIALOGUE

,Yr

21-61 I

**V* °I V-A- 11- 2}°1 * 6 N O t-i

11
11

225

hair has grown

to have a hair cut

barbershop

I wonder if there's a barbershop around
here, Mr. Kim. My hair has grown quite

a lot.

next corner

public bath

they are attached together

There are a public bath and a barber-
shop together in the same building on
the next right corner.

spare time

during the spare time

the spare time like this;
('the spare time the same
as this')

Wouldn't you like to have a haircut in
the spare time like this?

in the meantime; meanwhile

I intend to take a bath

as I intend to take a bath
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4. 3-111 tlitL 61 :1-$141 9t- a -it- :5.1'

L.S2_ chi 01 t.1
"1 e

,gro 6 eilmm va.1.1=1.
1"--;

5 SIC- 11 44-* 11114 L-1

111-

6. a °1;14. /1611- 'F -74-t- =1 lir

7 -3-611.23 4 c1=1".

(°1 :1-4E-°11I)

511

) 7744 x-11.

8. dtii.t1 A1-1:1L11-.

9 =V -7246F /714- ?

=its.

114 *1.ti Di 61

10. 3t1r.s-1 u1 el-e- =Ill- 1121- eltir

14°F +,

11

Well, you go (ahead) have a haircut;
I'll take, a bath in the meantime, then.

in fact; as a matter of fact

I intended to take a bath

As a matter of fact, I wanted to take
a bath.

did yousee [them] cutting?

Oh, did they give you a good haircut
at that barbershop? ('Oh, did you see
[them] cutting hair well?')

Yes, they were doing all right.

geg g

AI&

226

(at the barbershop)

turn

[he] cuts hair

Now, this is your turn, sir. Please
sit here.

How. would you like to cut your hair?

as it is

hair on the side and back

Leave the front hair as it is, and
trim the side and back just a little.
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11.

12,

13,

14,

15.

:11-1

f',Pvi- (1-)

21=Ak 1- *I-A1 L?

(Disei-V ;7141-1q

1.61

*1°11- :sl-fr LI =I-

;71--t- L1 -mi.? 'lel+, Or

F°1 r.

' so

shaving

[he] shaves

both sides

You shave both sides, front and back,
don't you?

beard; mustache

.mustache

The] leaves; [he] remains

[he] leaves [out]

Well, please shave both sides leaving
the mustache as before.

°I

x116
-vw..

°I 1-4-

A1s-11.61 ti 41, ui 111--e- -2.64 7.1.1t- L11-

°I =4 11 AiL

u-1 el 11-1-

pi el
pos urn cl.e .114 1

ai el 94. rifoi wits..A1 al wl "1 p_
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[he] washes (hair); [he]
shampooer

difference

there's no difference; it make
no difference

Wouldn't you like to wash your hair?
We charge you the same. ('There's no
difference in price.')

[he] quits; [he] stops doing

next time

No thanks. I'

because I don'
me a good job

11 not wash my hair today
t have time. (Please do
next time.)

hair tonic

[he] uses hair tonic
hair)

And, don't use too much hair tonic
on my hair.

(on his
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Additional Vocaburary and Phrases

2. (. 21) alt. 14;91.4 L1 9.

teLti eit. 1:4114 CF.

-741141-19-.

5 &frt. 114 '11".

6. )41...o. -01.4o.
la 1e. "71fr". 14 I I

1),141,
I-. it "-0,y0

yttil /IA-

(I] had my hair cut.

[i]'ve cut the price.

[I]'ve sharpened the pencil.

[I]'ve cut wood.

[I]'ve cut my finger nails.

[I]'ve cut my toe nails.

[They]'ve cut the budget.

[']'ye cut my beard.

1. a -71.1. A'lki-Zi.-.S.ttd. 9 1- , [I]'ve sliced meat.
le

2. 1-14...s.. l.Axr.3to
n

Lreii..
ow o

t
I

[I]ive cut11ogs
e , trees

3. (94. ) utAl..1e. 7,e,Aem1.1m LIclr.
.

[I]'ve sawed the board.

; 1.

[I]eve cut strings.
4, ix/A. AA1-e21-.A. 1-1.4s.. e elm ts

5. 0 011.1" A*111.7,449cf.
[I]sve cut paper.

6. -71.4. -6- xi-eta-5.1-1q.
t ve cut leather.

e e N1/4

7. Eli el.& AAFIVL Ll
I

[I]'ve cut my hair.
e te}}}a

cm

1. 99.

2. tt- 4:11.4,1-91"

[I]'ve cut the thread.

[I]'ve cut the rope.



3.

if. 4 VI" `1
t}

5. "rdrWiq.

6, .2.12. 11,74.14-1-1q.

D. "11-f/,...n,eIIIN

7.

F.
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[I]'ve severed relations.

[I]'ve cut off friendship.

[They]'ve severed diplomatic relations.

229

[Thet]'ve severed diplomatic relations.

[I]'ve chopped down the tree.

[I]'ve cut down the grass.

[Wye cut [my] finger.

[I]'ve cut my skin slightly.

public

public bath

public toilet

public telephone

public barbershop (i.e. with
unrestricted clientele)

public sanitation

public order

public spirit; good citizenship

public; owned by a government
(such as federal, local, city,
etc.)

public school

public theatre (not privately owned)

public hospital (government owned)

public library
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private; owned by an individual
in contrast to 4.:1

private school

private hospital

commercial theatre

private lending library
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. 1 'to grow' is an intransitive action verb which normally occurs in a

past tense form ;Up5:11' to mean '(hair, grass, lawn, etc,) has grown'.

ortil.A.(ipApil-JL? 'I wonder if there isn't a barbershop.' is used to ask

the addressee's opinion or knowledge if he knows or thinks there is a

barbershOP.

2. 2.4. 'corner' refers to only a street or hallway corner; 'a corner of a

room' is called ;LAi

*1' 'to stick (to)', 'to adhere (to)', is an intransitive action verb.

The phrase *41 ,°011. occurs when something is attached to something as the

state of being.

1HE 'public' occurs with only certain nouns and makes up noun phrases

(See Additional Vocabulary).

3. AP. 16 0111. ('spare
of A1spare time like this') is the contraction o.1.4 1 611F

12 4AL

(See Grammar Notes 2).

61114. "Jkilik.? 'Shall we have a haircut before going?' literally means

'Shall we have a haircut and ao ?'.

i° is the shortened form of AlAllt 'as a matter of fact', 'in fact'.
e

Al lb

6. viepL AF 1:41:bcl-TV 'Did they give you a good haircut?' literally means
L e

something like ('Did you see [them] cutting hair well?') (See Grammar Note

1.).

8. oiel(L) 'this way', Aiel(L) 'that way', zLei( L) 'that way' are adverbials.

11 'turn' is a noun; it occurs normally after posi:essive expression: 9-$.11

(or 91) *Irell'my turn', a..1.4 AFII 'his turn', 44,21 AtAlflaiLl-riq 'Whose turn is
o

it?', etc.

231
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11. :5,P-in !j7kik- 'both sides' is a derivational noun prefix which denotes 'both-'.

Some of the common words which are in 42P-are If* 'both sides (of organiza-

tions, negotiating parties)', 61:/- 'both personS'I 0
'both banks (of a

%-

river) ' .

12. M.111- 'to leave (something)' is a transitive action verb; :7,11 4=.1- 'to

leave (something behind)' is also a transitive action verb phrase.

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. ..t1/4..t1z1- and -"/St-111)*?

The sentence final verb endings -13/411-and -144-c17iq (in which is

added to a vowel verb stem and -4-to a consonant stem) occur only as

formal polite speech final forms: -11/411- as statement and -13/4-t1711- as

question. A sentence ending in -11/11- is a statement in which the speaker

denotes what he saw or witnessed in the past from a retrospective point of

view, and is often translated as 'I saw [him] doing/being something', 'I

witnessed [something] was/doing such-and-such'; -u/.V1111- is translated as

'Did you see [someone] doing something?' or 'Did you see [someone/something]

in such-and-such state?'.

°el el-s- 1- 114- cl 71?ft a *1

41 tit °1 Z41-81 :1111-=1=1-.

u t b ^ el- A 1 , } -14:111

00 =1' 4:114 t7,11:1-

2. N1 ( 4 ) N2

'Did they give you a good haircut at
that barbershop?' ('Did you see them
cutting hair well at that barbershop?')

'Yes, they did all right (1 saw).'

'I saw Mr. Kim working diligently.'

'Did Mr. Choe say so?' ('Did you see
Mr. Choe saying so?')

'She was certainly pretty (I saw).'

'N2 like N1', ('N2 the same as N1')

N1 N2 is the shortened construction of N1'114 N2 N2 which is the

same as N1'. The particle .94-/.21- after the N1 may be dropped in normal rapid

speech.
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Ai" (4) 211e)- ¶1-

`1-c) 2}8- Al-:1-

N(31-) F1-

°1(%) a1

1 spare time like this ('now')'

'a person like me'

'a country like Korea'

'a house like this'

The verb ending --MAjand its variant ....MA} which is added to an action

verb stem occurs in the following ways:

(a) ...2.71

The construction the form + *FcF occurs exactly like 114

(Unit 9) to denote intention for future action by the subject or topic.

The tenses and/or speech levels for the whole construction are generated

in the verb

si.a. si

e. I MrYir
'I intended to take a bath.'

'Ict -12-8.°1 Ja1PL
* HL? 'Do you intend (or want) to become a

diplomat?'

Compare the -aLA1 6.151'cl- (Unit 26) and ...eq-771' 14 (Unit 7), all

of which are more or less similar in meaning in terms of the intention of

the subject or topic for a future action, except that the pattern -6/1,.. 161c}

and -6/-q-711- Ill- occur only when the subject or topic is either the speaker

or addressee.

(b) + other than *14

which may be followed by a pause before an inflected expression

of other than 111-1-, occurs to mean 'in order to do..', 'with an intention of

doing

64- UP-3-AI, -1031-clr
'I come to school every day in order
to study Korean.'

211-2- 611 11-P-

rj.61

stliti°1
'He is said to have spent a lot of
money to become a Senator.'

233
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1, Substitution Drill

1, 131 el -71' "Ziptil, 4- L1 ti'.

2. +41°1 ;111-8-1-14".

2, Substitution Drill

1.
°'1!1

s_ I-401o_ tt.
I le "V NJ 1:1

DRILLS

My hair has grown.

My beard 'gas grown.

My finger-nails have grown.

My toenails have grown.

The sheep's hair has grown.

My eyebrows have grown.

My eyelashes have grown.

[I] had my hair cut. ('I've cut my
hair.')

2, I

[I] have cut the grass.

3

4.

5*

6

-724.01.A.
on

1.4.1:1-1

&frit'

Am be .

14100`ici-r.

1241F2 1-1

*0
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[I] have cut the price.

[I] have sharpened the pencil.

[I] have cut my finger-nails.

[I] have sheared the sheep ('cut the
wool').
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7 4- 724.04 1.11..

9. 9.01 -Au id

3. Substitution Drill

Aie. 21. -to
e 4EL-e ewa

2 Ale Al ti),,-114/1-

61.14.t.1
1:111

7j1. 11.0 010_ 01.1.t.1

5. Ai t*. 4.1.4 4.-611'11

6. Ale -3- 'I-4- 21--e-: Alt- 4- °F111-'1=1-

7. Ai e a AF-21. ;IF& ifIl411- 4" 01111-L1=F'

[I] have shaved (beard).

[I] have cut the stone (with a chisel).

[I] have cut the diamond.

I like weather like that of today.

I like a person like Mr. Kim.

I like a city like Washington.

I like a shape like that.

I like a personality like his.

I like a color like the one in that
dress.

I like a figure like hers.

4, Transformation-Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

t11: A-1,e
11-s. a13 at -1 =F.

+:14-

Al'e' =F-v sit la* at -1 =F.

el- "II-Ili-m.1 *W.
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I'm going to grow a beard.

I intend to grow a beard, too.

Next time I'm going to study an
language.

I too intend to study an easier
next time.

easier

language
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2, . VI' Pri-q- eia at 1 tr.

11-11- ;11-6-1 ,t41.-:-*

3. Met- 'El 4- ,f411=6 61 0 e

art-1
=L.

I I

-s1 61°- v1 01 )1 1111"2"a- a- 0 e
12_

w. A-Pe' 1A11±

611-11 1-'11 Ais- 0

Aie °1 41411-6 API*

9e- 61 4141 q l..41 114 1P-A1

6. th,-.1 1.1241* 1 -1.6*

cl*

I'M -204 cl --/-Z.'94-7-A1

7- °r °1 611"11 ;;1-11 tr.

A-1-E- °r °1 V)11-111 AIM yti.1.11a 11111-

8 71-e-- try- Al".21" 1-1

1-Te_.- A1-11- la- Ai ATM AL

9. AUL 11.1.A114. e e" VOW I I

A1"E" e. eal.A1 1111 el 31-

10 u1 Ali' "r"1 4A'

AH 417"2" 11161

5. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

°11 11-2- *Ilk?

N °II Ai atm.
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If I have some spare
see that movie.

If I have some spare
to see that movie.

time I'm going to

time, I too intend

I'm going to invite Mr. Lee, if
possible.

I too intend to invite Mr. Lee, if
possible.

I'm going to stay in a Korean style
room, if possible.

I too intend to stay in a Korean style
room, if possible.

I'm going to see the world when I have
enough money.

I too intend to see the world when I
have enough money.

I'm going to quit the foreign service
ten years from now.

I too intend to quit the foreign
service tee: years from now.

I'm going to leave a fortune to the

children.
I too intend to leave a fortune to the

children.

I was going to marry another girl.

I too intended to marry another girl.

I was not going to sell my house.

I did not intend to sell my house,

either.

I was not going to buy an expensive car.

I did not intend to buy an expensive
car, either.

Are you going to go to Korea?

Yes, I intend to go to Korea.
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1. '111.1- 11-1- eia *110-?

-11-S-2-A1

2 6,°.11 el-11- *1 .811-2- *PI.?

=14,1- 6°..I1 eFlit

tF.

3. } °i 4-A.e.I

tel'°1 4-A"6 1.41-3A1

4. Al 411 e1-2- ?-11

/1-2- aul =F.

5. ;11 doff 1111

1. al dtii°1111 s 4:11-
tl.t.1.
al I 1

1
-V-

al

ti1St..?

6. t`.14 611111 ':;11:1 32-41411-2-

oil, ;114 411 tni A_

7. 414 611 ult.1-11-611 ,}la *119-?

cv i-g- 611 ttl,1-11-11 11-42-Al

41` t11111

411- tiAll°111 V* 'la a}41 t}.

9 *F1;1'611 )I1R- *PL?

°II 4. Alti- 611 11. A'1141-

altI1 416i 4-

411
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Are you going to

Yes, I intend to

Are you going to
next time?

Yes, I intend to
next time.

grow your hair?

grow my hair.

travel to Europe

travel tO Europe

Are you going to cut
weather is nice?

Yes, I intend to cut
weather is nice.

the grass if the

the grass if the

Are you going to change your job?

Yes, I intend to change my job.

Are you going
work?

Yes, I intend
work.

to ask Mr. Kim to do that

to ask Mr. Kim to do that

Are you going to send a birthday present
to your friend?

Yes, I intend to send a birthday present
to my friend.

Are you going to
summer?

Yes, I intend to
summer.

Are you going to

Yes, I intend to

Are you going to
parking lot?

Yes, I intend to
parking lot.

go to the beach in the

go to the beach in the

ask Mr. Park a question?

ask Mr. Park a question.

park the car in the

park the car in the

Are you going to write down President
(of a university) Yoon's telephone
number?

Yes, I intend to jot downPresident
Yoon's telephone number.
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6. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

d )01: m/1-L 151 1-1 1/1?e e

-11t11: ell t+F- e e

1. 611 tit-1 /IF?

011, -4* oral 611

2. 61 4- :1-611 41-A1V ;Fel u1 71F?

61 1-4A1 11-:L'i 711-L1

3. 5t1t. F :1 '1 11F?

.5.

t6 311 el 31 LI 111-?

11141 2- ul

:1'1 II.?

ifs_1-.4 .1.4* "14)- Al aul=1-

6. ;.`14-1 41.& 4- 611 Vei :1 1-1111-?

011, °Fa Ai

7. '1-"Zi A1 ''''1-A1 VI- V- 1./1 :1 1-1 11"?

611, Ai '11-'1 1-11J/- al-1'F.

8. L111 ,t..1q- -PI- -3- tit 61:1 L1-71}?

°11, 'ILI -2.1.4 a Al
01.1.1
Hi

er.

9 4 t be Oval L.1 Ill.?

°II 444-

10 tFel :11 ul 11.?

441 7.1.3-11-
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Are you going to grow a tree?

Yes, I'm going (or intend) to grow a
tree.

Are you going to stop by the Pentagon?

Yes, I'm going to stop by the Pentagon.

Are you going'to go fishing this week
weekend?

Yes, I'm going to go fishing this
weekend.

Are you going to buy any kind of car?

Yes, I'm going to buy any kind of car.

You're not going to smoke?

No, I'm not going to smoke.

Are you going to learn Korean customs?

Yes, I'm going to learn Korean customs.

Are you going to take a walk after lunch?

Yes, I'm going to take a walk after
lunch.

Are you going
5 o'clock?

Yes, I'm going
5 o'clock.

to finish the work by

to finish the work by

Are you going to stop studying Korean
next year?

Yes, I'm going to stop studying Korean
next year.

Are you going to listen to music?

Yes, I'm going to listen to music.

Are you going to live alone?

Yes, I'm going to live alone.
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7. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

-1 0 Id Id cl

1. 1 A1:1"1 `1:iit4 -rir

411 °IV+, 'I cf'

2 -8-41 )3 °1 it at' ilia?

611 -E-Tra=1=F

3. )-;141 a 41 61 81414 trrilq

N gal-4=1=h

4. la ,,F451 At1 -21- tl -"la?

611 31'61 ,!,;414 ci

5. -3- 1111-1- Ael

411, 101 At1 -g-=1=1.

6. -3- 41te1 -711q

7. "3" "434 4-4-:1-61

-71-9- acitia

It1:1-c11-

9. '114- #-1 tl rilr?

tali. fkr

8. Response Drill (based

Aj: °F °1-i}-
2- 41- 1'1 11?0 ki

*Pii: al, -24 a.11.c tiL

Was the

Yes, it

UNIT 31

scenery there beautiful?

was beautiful.

Did you find the exam difficult?

Yes: it was difficult.

Was the taste of the food excellent?

Yes it was excellent.,

on Grammar Note 1)
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Was the food in that restaurant all
right?

Yes, I found it all right.

Was Pulkoki tasty?

Yes, it was tasty.

Was that movie interesting?

Yes, it was interesting.

Was that student bright?

Yes, he was bright.

Was that public bath clean?

Yes, it was clean.

Was his disease serious?

Yes, it waaeerious.

Was the summer in Washington humid?

Yes, it was humid.

Did you see the child studying?

Yes, I saw him studying.
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1 -3- 611A1 411-
1F * 1-11.?

v71-61 * =1-

2.1 2-121 61111 * *1'

tullatia=1=1.

3. a* 61 :J441 cF )4 =1 -I'?

V- )4 =19-

-3-* 61 61"61P.' AFel-$11.=1-rilqe e 14

Aiti-a=19-.

5. 71'11' I Alti.F°11-2-14}81=1-7/F?

611. Alt 1611 111§1=19.

u
le 1:l

'Ft] -71.?

Art =1-1 =1 lire

1,1

9. Combination Drill

IA:
t..v -1

t. A121.61 :Atli.'
u1°-1 1-271,e- 21.&)- -3-te_i*,141°11)-

t. Al F °1 ti 6111 U161 pit--

-3-z14-,7141(1.2-

240

Did they wash your hair at that
barbershop?

Yes, they washed my hair.

Did you see Ambassador Brown speaking
Korean at the party?

Yes, I saw him speaking [Korean].

Did you see him writing Chinese
characters well?

Yes, I saw him writing them well.

Did you see whether he loves his
children?

Yes, I saw that he loves his children.

Did you see whether the trains were
running on schedule?

Yes, I saw that they were running on
time.

Did you find that they gave a good
haircut at that barbershop?

Yes, they gave me a good haircut.

Did that National Assembly member make
a good speech?

Yes, he spoke well.

Have you found that Mr. Kim keeps
appointments well?

Yes, I found that he does.

Did you see whether those Americans
liked Pulkoki?

Yes, they liked it.

Did the car run well (when you saw it)?

Yes, the car ran well (when I saw it).

I don't have time today. Therefore,
I'll not wash my hair.

I don't have time today, so I'll not
wash my hair.
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1. 4-61 01*.t11-. .2-411 41-R-°11 j41.0-.

A- °I °I-eV-I 41-v- 1 + el 0.

2 11_1.4 z1-01 0 111* t-1=1. +

vt.1

°I 611-P1 Adi Itis°1 .

3. °I al at I

°I ti

14.

w. -t--1-4" NI-41,r eli)1 111-1-1- ;7,1*

al, 61

Ili* 21 °it .

5. Alt o} °1 )144 a
411"

°I 941 44,-L. 4- tri 11- .

6. 611- '-1 C} a 411 It +

164I

ti 11 ve.`14 elivi ti

7. 161 :14 4-; eIN + i 6i .0- .

eis- 1°1 :14 1)-1 Ltis-114 ati°1

8. tli-31-!FA1---,e-- :111 44; ul cf

tF111F 4-4 CF.

VI/ °H -71 -71- °FP-

9. ZALI-t- eiN

411.titift"

4141-11. -2" 4'11 411 1.111.61

tti19-0

Aft--Arif ;}°l1 el 11-:161 04%41

2k1

I'm sick. Therefore, I cannot go to
school.

I'm sick, so I cannot go to school.

Korean is difficult. Therefore, I
cannot speak it well.

Korean is difficult, so I cannot
speak it well.

I need money. Therefore, I work.

I need money, so I work.

I'm busy today. Therefore, I cannot
go to the movies.

I'm busy today, so I cannot go to the

movies.

The automobile is out of order.
Therefore, I cannot use it.

The automobile is out of order, so I
cannot use it.

I don't have a driver's license.
Therefore, I cannot drive.

don't have a driver's
I cannot drive.

don't have a razor.
cannot shave.

don't have a razor,
shave.

license, so

Therefore,

so I cannot

San Francisco has a nice climate.
Therefore, it's nice to live [there].

San Francisco has a nice climate, so
it's nice to live [there].

I have lost my key. Therefore, I
cannot open the drawer.

I've lost my key, so I cannot open
the drawer.

The car is small. Therefore, many
people cannot ride in it.

The car is small, so many people cannot
ride in it.
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10. Response Drill

d oil: -01 61- 11-A.t-1-7I? /A1S61 Z-45-1-19-/
12 id

*1.0 1: A11-61 61°1'1 u. e131 1'1 =Fe41 0 w,

1. it1-61 01

t1' 61 11A1 *1

2. 14 MAI/14 1'11 -1F? / off *1'.Z

?illAi*

bi VI111-2- 2.8-61 .E.1)°,141-14..

3 :1-61 a-Z-111 '1:1+,11 771-?

4:161 .1-t11,f3-141

It- Ill 61 -.0.4.111A1 L'1.-4- V-61 -21111

4." 0 01161 "Zbt. 71?

P-1-61 641

6f41 )1 1-41 -Z14/- *1-A1

taAtItr

111 61 dt1161 31-,41J-8-1-11/1.?

/II 61 1,414 1-1=1;

2161 '-4A1 61 t-It1161

6. -24 4111-/11 611 21-0°,14 1-/r / :4- 61
iLi_s_ ti./

61 sk- 44114;1:1 °112F.1* L11*.

7. 11141-14.).1.21* reF°1

114- ,T4,1-61 ,t11 A1.111--1-

titt_ )64,A. t_l

8 -941 tl'uF=F at'l lir /31211 N-1 91

zi01-611 *11)1 `;.1-u1-1- 4 :I N-1-1
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Why don't you wash your hair? [I don't
have time.]

I won't wash my hair because I don't
have time. or I don't have time, so
I won't wash my hair.

Why do you like pork? [The
tender.]

I like pork because the _meat

meat is

is tender.

Why did you join the foreign service?
[I wanted to travel.]

I joined the foreign service because
I wanted to travel.

Why is Korean so difficult? [The
grammar is complicated.]

Korean is so difficult because the
grammar is complicated.

Why hasn't your younger brother gotten
married yet? [He is still young.]

He hasn't gotten married yet because
he's still young.

Why hasn't Mr. Lee come today?
[He got sick.]

Mr. Lee hasn't come today because
he got sick.

Why did you go to the department store?
[I needed a suit.]

I went to the department store because
I needed a suit.

Why did you have a quarrel with your
wife? [She spent too much money.]

I had a quarrel with my wife because
she spent too much money.,

Why do you swim every day? [They say
it's good for my health.]

I swim every day because they say it's
good for my health.
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9. 611 ol

cl
-4. °I t"14. -R. *1"11-k1

10. -141 4114 44- t1-1-17-71-?

61-41 LI 1-/

61-41 1 (IA1 Ala1 -,g1 °I -IL NA-11-.

1:al

°I

Why do you use salt in tht soup?
The soup is too bland. j

The soup is too bland, so I put in
some salt.

Why doesn't he have enough social
experience? [He is still young.]

His social experience is not sufficient
because he's still young.

Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(1)

Ll 61:1-A-11 11-1e- 44t- ei 7:14

if-F 04" 1.1 /IF?

AV5... AH10-

,}al Li "riii?

°I :1-$1-3-21 AtIlAti 41-L4- °I tell-h- °II

11: L31-.F.0 °I 611 at-1 c1-

c4 61 :FA- 64Ai1 61 :Fel-Aiig-

4116.: ecI 11 111 AIL-I- LIN 9-1.1 °I) Ile

°I :I-A- °IN °I :.11,11fte- -7271-4 cl

1.a

61ta-k-s. ge4iF.& r34 s--t4- -3- `lam -7F Al * *.

(2)

tkti.Aptik...

111-.11..?

° }`I L, Ala- LIN '1-v- Z-711 /41.tsiA1 tt-11/1-

;Ili °1st-. A411-11 -7:71-61±1A-.
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°I :14+: al, t1 cf. 6.54- 61 :1.711-L?

1: 61 *11 IL

61:111 T41-ht14- cf, 4 611 lel j ui Oa -2- IL

(4.4. °V

;a: ui'i 14-2- -i* 111 61 "HiL

61 V-AF: V-;11.1-3- ti cf. F.
tr Mhti* '1 tF Mt+ Al L

s1 A);14. Ll cl-.

61 :Ill 16.11,1 *1 1141 "1 IL crt- L

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

6%4 61 :14-+ u1.4 61 :14.-A. tF AA-1 u1A- 1--tr uj

°1cF4 1111 ,t-1;i1 61 1°F9 eat 61 11

:-1* °1 :1- ;t51- *1 1- *11 V-1
t1.,

u-re

411 4.. a 71*-s. :1-el 4.-2- Y414-1-61-A1 *11 t.Pcf F. 4.9 '34. aA.A.

Ai 061 el Al Z3.1- 61 :1-*1-.e-- 114 LI e12-

61 111- t*-114 41-AF 41-1- 1 °1:1.1 :31-1-11.

ela 61P-1 le. 61 :Pi 6111 :14- 1 40- t1 .2-t- /I.

61 as- 611 61 Afafr

2114
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EXERCISES

A. You are at the barbershop; tell the barber:

1. to trim the side and back just a little.

2. to give you a shave and trim the back (with a razor).

3. to leave your mustache as it is.

4. to give you a massarge.

5. to cut your finger nails short.

6. to wash your hair but not to use too much hair tonic.

B. Make up five Short dialogues using different nominals for each of the

following four verbs.

'to cut'

'to cut', 'to slice', 'to saw'

'to cut', 'to cut off', 'to severe'

'to cut', 'cut down', 'to chop down'

C. Match one or more of the three words on the left column with the words

on the right column and make up nominal phrases in short statement

sentences:

3.

'public'

`public'

'private'

245
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'bath'

'toilet'

'telephone'

'barbershop'

'school'

'theatre'

'hospital'

'library'

sanitation'

'order'

'transportation'
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UNIT 32. Visiting the Patient at the Hospital

BASIC DIAL( rUE

ei 61'
section chief; department chief

hospitalization

[I] hospitalize

[it]'s said that [he]'s
hospitalized

I heard Mr. Lee is in the hospital.
('It is said that Department Chief
Lee is hospitalized.')

6,1 Z,1

altr 1-1 9- [he]' s not well (honored)

°I1? tic] ir eia-kt1-71-L?

1414

E se. I ml ti I tF

Oh: Is he ill?

fal 1.6 11-

Mrs. ; your wife (honored)

Mrs. Lee (honored)

according to Mrs.

traffic accident

[he]'s injured

[he]'s injured on his arm

3. 01 tit}141 AF11-4.1 'F11.519Ffie 2-11- AFLIL According to Mrs. Lee, he hurt his
arm slightly in a traffic accident.

el ts o'C'W

21 aFLI 1-

t21

14. 1'14 -2.21 1`2F 04- ul 11-1 =Ilk?
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[it]'s severe; [it]'s extreme

severely

Oh, no. That's too bad. Did she
say, he hurt himself badly?
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5. -3- el

6P

11 01 et .8}"* "9"" M191.

tik.1..e1.7.1t.

611 ,.60.1 q 2- 0q 61 el-x- M t-1

.A1-1 41;114 LI

6, -3- k ;1141 Al 6h71.11-2-

o V-1 =1-

t11.11*

ail: v. 61t.014, 1.

7.

044 °It1u1ch

"14 71.t- e

it& A121-

-to- A121-

8, -3-Z. .11- (AIS) *611 Ai-q ;i1-61

9. :11-Al

She
may
two

01.4 0
0 I is

1

Alo

[it]'s serious; [it]'s really
something

appearance; shape

[it] seems [he] has to stay

said that its not serious but he
have to stay in the hospital for
or three days.

I'll look [him] up; I'll pay
a visit

Well, I think I should pay a visit,
then.

[I] visit

[I]'m thinking ('I'm in the
midst of thinking')

[I] was just thinking of
visiting

I was thinking of paying him a visit
at the hospital this afternoon, too.

:111

retiring from the daily work')

quiting time ('retiring hour
from the daily work')

(time to go to the daily work)

Why don't you go with me after work,
then?

A i 6 1 JP--a
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O.K. (Let's do that.)
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. all is a noun and gititH. Ito hospitalize' is its denominal verb which

occurs as an intransitive verb. The opposites of gle and ou11ti-1- are Ne
and Nt',11.1- 'to discharge from the hospital' . is the short-

ened form of kl1tizil-.2. at-14.1 [they] say (her s hospitalized' . Remember that

a sentence final form -idc11-1c1. is the contraction of

2. 6411-4. which is the contraction of 611$41 31-1- 'is not well' Cis not

comfortable') is a kind of euphemism for 610.4- 'is sick' for the subject

or topic which is honored.

3. A1-2.41 , used directly to the addressee who ii superior to the speaker in

age, status or rank, means 'your (honored) wife', 'Mrs. (the addressee's

name)'. A family name or a full name + tit}101-1 (or title) + Al-.2.41 occurs to

-,ifer to 'so-and-so's wife' or 'Mrs. so-and-so' when the man is honored.

is also used as the honored equivalent of *1°1 directly to a lady as

a term of address.

Ala 'accident' is a noun, which commonly occurs with such verbs as 9-1-

'to occur (Vi)', 1.11- 'to cause 0/01, or VI,11.14. 'to raise (Vt)'; it forms

fixed expressions:

AP-S- uFti 11-

Alai-

'There was an automobile accident.'
('An auto accident occurred.'

'Do not cause (have) an accident.'

'You should not raise (have) an
accident.'

4. 4;11-ti. 'to be severe' is a description verb which occurs for a small class

of nominals to denote extremeness or severeness of the de ree of desctition

for the noun. See some of the common expressions in which 4-11-1- occurs.

}°1 tji* Al at-1

1 61 LI-10- 4-1 :1-`1 clr
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'What [you] say is too extreme.'

'The punishment is too severe.'
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"[Your] worry is too excessive.'

'The loss is too severe.'

9-*1;:,1 lg..? is the contraction of 1.010 4.2., 1410 'Does [she] say that

[he] got hurt .[himself].'

5. 16-iii-t1- is a description verb which occurs for a small class of nominals

and is translated as 'to be really something', 'to be serious' Examples

are provided in the drills.

21 q p ppas a free noun means 'shape' 'appearance' 'look'.
0

.91..:),61 #411- and

AL:1 are translated as 'looks good' and 'does not .look good'

respectively. A modifier word + occurs as the substitute of a

modifier word + + 21.1' (See Grammar Notes 2).

7. tvilit. oil- 'to be thinking of visiting" is the combined extended

construction of 114.111-71(tiM)111-1- , which is the substitute of ..e4.11.
0 1..

plus t1144. 61c1. ('to be in the midst of thinking) (See Grammar Notes 3).

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. Derivational Causative and Intransitive Verbs

We learned the construction-1 81..-'to have/let/make someone do...' in Unit

16 (Grammar Notes 3 (b)) in which the _/I form is always a transitive action

verb.

There is a small class of verbs in Korean which occurs in causative meaning.

Any such verb is called a Causative Verb. A causative verb is always

transitive because it takes an object. Note that causative verbs are a

subclass of transitive action verbs. Causative verb stems are formed based

mostly on a small class of transitive action verbs, but a few are based on

intransitive action verbs, by adding a derivational verb suffix to the stems.

A suffix which is added to an action verb stem to produce a causative verb

is called a Causative Verb Suffix. Observe the following:
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'to eat'

(a)

1:11 01_ 'to have someone eat

'to feed (baby)"

AL- 'to look at' eto have someone look at'

Pto show'

?di"
'to dress'

'to sit (down)'

'to embrace'

'to know'

'to live'

(b)

hlti-W I

cto have someone dress'

1..X I-

(c)

(d)

'to dress someone'

'to have someone sit (down)'

'to have someone embrace'

cto have someone know'

'to notify'

e 1

l'to let someone live (or survive)
w.11M101

'to rescue'

There is another small class of verbs which are formed based on transitive

action verbs similarly to causative verbs but are different only in that

they occur always as intrans,Ltive verbs. This class of verbs is called

Derivational Intransitive Verbs. Some of this class of verbs have identical

shapes as derivational causative verbs but some are slightly different.

Some transitive action verbs produce both' derivational transitive causative

verbs and derivational intransitive verbs, but some produce only causative

verbs and others intransitive verbs. This class of verbs has been called

to be in Passive Voice for their active counterparts and the derivational

verb suffix has been called Passive Voice Suffix. For our purpose, however,

we ignore at this point any linguistic discussion as to whether or riot there

are active and passive voice in Korean. Rather, it is suggested that you

learn every derivational causative or intransitive verb as a separate

lexical item instead of attempting to form one by anology based on a randomly

selected verb stem. Observe the following examples:
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D. Causative Verb D. Intransitive Verb

(a)

11- 'to eat' 61- 'to have someone eat' 411.1- 'to be eaten'

'to die' *61" $'to kill'
-

'to have someone die'

'to dress' 01 *1-

(b)

'to have someone
1 dress'
'to dress (someone)'

ti.""

'to catch'
ti-111- 'to be caught'

'to sit (down)'

'to put someone
on [her] back'

o 'to embrace'

4-
ev

'to listen to'

'to ake a turn'

l'
to know'
'to be aware of

'to live'

V*1-

'to have someone sit
(down)'

ON

'to have someone to 'to be on some

be on someone's
back'

(c)

'to have someone
embrace'

(d)

'to have someone
hear'

'to have something
go around'

'to have someone
know'

'to notify'

i'to have someone
live (survive).

k' to rescue (someone)

Ilto play' 'to have someone

'to do nothing' play'
'to have someone
do nothing'

'to tease'
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one's back'

ll- Ito be embraced

.5...el- 1't° be audible'
"to be heard'

OM

OM

1
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2. 2...q11- 'seems that something is/does'

The pattern -1-4/e Q- 0t°11 /ki.e. the present noun modifier word -0-44!.

+ the noun SL.: + copula expression) occurs as a substitute of the pattern

-1-tefq-e. 21 ,;,/}1- (Unit 18). In either of the above two constructions, the

noun modifier word can also be either a prospective form for the future

or a retrospective past form -(61-,61)14. for the past respectively. For an

action verb-(1-,61)AAt.1 may be replaced by the past modifier ending -1-4.

The tenses and/or levels of speech for the whole construction in case of

2-aq61- are generated in the copula expression. Compare the following

examples:

(1)

a. 111'11* -4".* 42N)s1 t.11-

"OF -Le* 21 era )

b. u111"4- -2htit"11-

"II -I- 21

c. 'Jr* Aid c°,1titi ti

0-tr_ii 2i 21- L11-.

(u1-1-,t- 21 ,z1-41-11-.)

(2)

a. bP41-11- 411V- ct, 1-1

A1-11- 21 ;it-Ill-.

.3. clA -1- 01101- X- M1 t.19".

NI% 21-141-11- )

c el ?CFI bliVitr:1 Y". :1 t5111-ith

-3- el Ail- Ciltitt.1 2i 21-41-11-.1

3. 1- and 1,

'It seems to be raining.'
('it seems that it's raining.')

'It looks like rain.'
('it seems that it will rain.')

'I seems that it has rained.'

'She seems to be pretty.'

'It seems that she will be pretty.'

'It seems that she was pretty.'

--kis a derivational noun suffix which is added to a small class of nouns to

make other class of nouns which occur typically before a copula e.cpression,

and it denotes an action being in progress. A derivational noun ending in

+ the copula 61- means 'something is in progress or in the midst of a
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certain action'.

Noun D.Noun Copula expression

AIN. 'telephone' 611* till* 611"
l[he]'s on the phone

!Ft- 'speech' :).)** Vt-i- 611- '[he]'s talking

L. 0
44.* 61 CI.

.1""63r:.
'sport' +1-6-**

1[he]ls taking exercise

1-4L
1 studying' i'V't" 441. 61 1. '[he]'s studying'

t11:0"
'thought' t}1211i* O11-44 °M.

'[he]'s thinking'

+:1 'teaching class' 4....,:q. 44 :I* °N.
I[he]Is in class (teaching)

/31
'preparation' '0:

alt* '0: "Ii" 61'
"[he]' s preparing'

114-1
1 conference' *11,15-1* *1-11* *1q

'[he]'s in conference'

NV.9
'training' ti -2.. -I Zii- 41 ni" '[he]Is taking training'

Note that the -IL. form of an, action verb + Vinf which literally means

'[he]'s in middle of doing something' occurs in the same meaning as the

above copula expressions.

614 611- = °I

e
61

r"
o! 12 6

1,04,1- °I = °I

Observe the following.
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'[HO's on the phone.'

ql-lePs talking.'

1[He]'s taking exercise."
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1. Transformation Drillde
41t11:

1.

th2- :Ft] 1.

111

41. AFL 41 61 441....q./.1
1

10.1.1
HI

41- t.1 41°1 fi 4-- Al at.11-

2 61 til!1'1-A1 4-1%2-

LI 61 =ilzFtrAi

3. 41- o 61 t- 41-

0 '1 o 4+ g Ml-tl=F.

4. E- d o>b (l'Zi Al 611 1.1-2-6-1t2- 111-1-11-.

d tti& 61;`,1 A1 '11 11.2-Int13-11-.

5. °1-t1111- d o11 41. :5_1* 44171itia

°Ft.1111- d QN -V- 21+ 41 .41011
}L1

=1-

6. 41-2- 41-2- IAA .24 A11.2- 1 ;A-112- :1-1-1

41'2- 414 °IN 24 Ala

7 11-A1--- 41 °lila th-1thet..
15.1-Abe, 11u11-1-11-

8. 61 4- 2i ;',Ftia

Jt.-- 61 1.: 21 2itl-L1=1.

9. .L,. 01 611 -t4i,V1-2- at-1=1-

-24- °I 611 1.41IIV-1=1-.

10. ict,-14i °I 16-*1-1--2-

1 1 °I tlist1-.11A-11-

DRILLS
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[She] says that [he] hurt [his] arm in
a traffic accident.

It's said that [he] hurt [his] arm in
a traffic accident.

[They] say that Mrs. ParL

It's said that Mrs. Park is ill.

[They] say that his sickness is not
very serious.

It's said that his sickness is not very
serious.

[They] say that the President will
visit Southeast Asia.

It's said that the President will
visit Southeast Asia.

Mr. Son says that he quits at 6 and
goes home.

Its said that Mr. Son quits at 6 and
goes home.

My wife says that she will pay a visit
to your wife.

My wife says she will pay a visit to
your wife.

[They] saS, that there is an accident
in the vicinity of the school.

Its said that there is an accident
in the vicinity of the school.

[They] say that they will eliminate
Chinese characters.

It's said that they will eliminate
Chinese characters.

[They] say that it looks like snow.

It's said that it looks like snow.

[They] say that he was discharged from
the hospital yesterday.

It's said that he was discharged from
the hospital yesterday.

[They] say that his personality (or
character) is really something.

It's said that his personality is
really something.
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2. Response Drill

d ;721 d Al-A.Al 1-.2- :1L1 T71-?

41-t11: 611. ;71 dt11°1 t154-t-Al V-L19-.

1. 741-r+ AF:y-t1s-- at-1-71-?

Ai* ti-t. of 111a.1-1

2. 61 LI -E. 6- ° 1- 61 e -- L
la 0

all 'lir
tiri *1"& 61 all 1-

3. z-S- 01 6;:11-61-9--2- N-1-1-rir?

Alt 2-4- 61 3 tl-tl-V-L19-.

°1-:1 1A)1 t:1-11,111-/-4.

MI 1'41 64 A1 A1-71. 11A-1 t v1-49-9

5. A.1-b1 41,4 9--v- v-1-7-71-?

oil. -2- 41AF-71- ;411-` .t.c1-111 "t*;11,11-LP:1%

6. 11}' o Altr*F1- 14111912- at-111F?,

al. 41- dt118--

3. Transformation Drill

dtli: ;7,1 tel'.`,11°1 ;;11--711 =1A1,?,-;1. 9%2- V-1-7-71-?}

41-tii: 171 titil°1 1-1*1-11 =1-*IM,41L?

1. I ti

titel 611601-Alifi-?

2. ..2-* 01 ti 01Aliqt.1 q-v- au1-7-1.?

61 61AFtrt1 ciik?

255

Do [they] say that Mr. Kim is ill?

Yes, [they] say (or it's said) that
Mr. Kim is ill.

Does [he] say that [he]'11 visit [me]
at [my office?

Yes, [he] says that [he]Ill visit [you]
at [your] office.

Do they say that it appears that he has
to be in the hospital many days?

Yes, they say it appears that he has to
be in the hospital many days.

Do they say that there's a traffic jam
downtown?

Yes, they say that there's a traffic
jam downtown.

Do they say that the 9 a.m. train has
already left?

Yes, they say that the 9 a.m. train
has already left.

Does she say that she will look you up?

Yes, she says she'll look me up.

Do they say that Mr. Park will commute
to work by automobile?

Yes, they say that Mr. Park will
commute to work by automobile.

Do [they] say that Mr. Kim hurt himself
badly? (or Is it said that Mr. Kim
hurt himself badly?)

Does Mr. Song say that he is ill?

Does he say when he's moving (his house)?
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3. .71 tit11 4...2- 41,8- 9'61 -71' 13441t2- at 1-"F?

jil dicc...11 -V-.24-M- 9'61 -71- ac11$2-.?

4. si-g-,51 4-e it] NF -1 iv!

;ci-g-oi ItiSLI- t°411/1111111-?

:1-1 eljAl 61 .P-2111".2- itt4F1-1 -my?

X111 NY- 1-11:1 °I ±0.1111-?

6. Iii4Le.1 ° 1-te

=Pi 4.;..1 °I 4414- )

4. Response Drill

d aLl

!,1-).-11: °II, 41-2-

1 -2' 41 14 41 61 ,211411t1-9 771-?

oil -2- 41 ti-.6-1 441°1 4laclik.

2. -PitIZ-`11 2-4- °I tl el slt,1"-I 71?

411, *1/L1.CP-1 .24- ti

3 "2" 411111.;1 All aFL I -1-t?

°Il. -2" 411`1141 '1111- ,i41.11L.

4 111-71" 611 '-1"11-1
F'-1

Iv- =IA-

5. 1 141 :I' "11°- -71-71- tl V-1 -"I'?

1`hi u/141. 11' i t111-

6. ,r1 :11 wl "SlAt -711.?

al of tgi :111 "171 Ati IL
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Do they say that Mr. Kim's parents
are old?

Do they say what illness caused the
Minister (of the Government) be
hospitalized?

Does the weather forecast say it'll
snow tomorrow?

Do they say that the Ambassador's wife
cooks well?

Do they say (ox Is it said)
school is far away?

Yes, they say the school is

that the

far away.

Do they say the food at that restaurant
is O.K.?

Yes, they say the food at that
restaurant is not bad.

Do they say that transportation in
Washington is convenient?

Yes, they say that transportation in
Washington is convenient

Do they say there was a
department store?

Yes, they say there was
department store.

fire in that

a fire in that

Do they say cigarettes are bad for
one's health ('to the body')?

Yes, they say cigarettes are bad for
one's health.

Do they say that studying French is
easy?

Yes, they say that studying French is

easy.

Does Mr. Chung say that he is ready
for a trip?

Yes, Mr. Chung says that he is ready
for a trip.
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5. Substitution Drill

1. -14-t-

They say he hurt his arm.
eye

2 1- 1-s- 94=1)0..

3 u 1SL.
AX

_}i

5. 4.

6. --1-e* t} 111-

7 -34-* 11
t}1 =IL .

6. Substitution Drill

2.

3. "I A}-L- 71' At.'..f113-1

4 Afa frtAti-1-11-

5. VA}3 1HAtft'1 q

6. *I- 41- }`1'

7. ;Ala` 1 ti-

257

They say he hurt his leg.

They say he hurt his forehead.

They say he hurt his back.

They say he hurt his knee.

They say he hurt his eye.

They say he hurt his head.

They say there's a traffic accident.

They say there's an automobile accident.

They say there's an airplane accident.

They say there's a train accident.

They say there's a maritime accident.

They say there's a collision.

They say there's a fire.
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8. toi)1ycK9.. They say there's a fire.

9. :I 61 Atiffir'-11-.

7. Substitution Drill

2 "l'a 61 =el-V-1 th
11011.1111

8 r14-1 tittFat'l

9. 11* 61 te.1-111-11-.

10. 4,-+ 11- te..1-a-itF.111

[They] say that [he] got sick.

That's really something.

The wind is really something.

The weather is really something.

He is really something.

His personality is really something.

I have a big worry.

It's awfully cold. ('Coldness is
really something.')

It's awfully hot.

The drought is really severe.

The flood is really something.

8. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)
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It seems to be raining. ('It looks like
that it is raining.')

It seems to be raining. ('it appears to
be raining.')
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1. "1-4 A1-111-61111 z!lq. :1-°1 ii i L 21

U1 AI-:11-711 * 4 1-°1 1111.- N-2},t1t.11-.

2 ;11 titii°1 *61 to_141-r!- Ai 21-4-11-.

IT &keel 4.61 .641:&).

3. 61 ;3'11-11 21

--/-* °I 4.1 1--711

LP, 61 21.,114* 611-A1611 21

°I 1-4- Al °II ;ie. *I- 2- ,t,1:t°41t-1=1-.

5. ;71 °1 21 21-41-19--

Z c* )0141°1 tlit!1-1!)-

6 tub pl° l 011 t- 4I-°* 21 214 t-1=1-.

7. ol -t-ttati--e- 21 .71-14t-1=1-.

61 041-61 Alt-*1-2- t-1

8. °I u* .°1t1 21 214 '-1 tl- .

Ari Ali 1-1 °I =A- t-4- el-AI m- °I
13 Id

9. -1 14 '"1 4--1' 21 21-4\
Ll =.

41:14- *1 t-1

10. 6.44 it 011 * °I Yti°1 21 214 L1 tF.

6-4-2.- 1 *61 41-61 -4-

Korean seems to be difficult to the
Americans.

Mr. Kim 'seems to be very sick.

He seems to have hurt himself severely.

It seems that Mr. (Section Chief) Kim
goes to work at nine.

It seems that Mr. (Bureau Chief) Kim's
personality is really something.

It seems that the President will visit
Southeast Asia next year.

It seems that Minister Kim commutes by
car.

It seems that Mrs. Song (honored) is

intelligent.

]t seems that it will be cold from
tomorrow.

It seems that it snows a lot in winter
in Korea.

9. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

Aoli: pl t.:1,ct.,14 :1* -7-71. el.a. 114,7,

41t11: nl ti t117-6,. 11- 011:114:1L11-.
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I'm just thinking of visiting Mr. Kim.

I'm thinking of visiting Mr. Kim.
('I'm in the midst of thinking of
visiting Mr. Kim.')
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1* el tl 'NH 7411.1A 131-6- *fa AI,14 I-11-

61=1 °IN "IL.' /1- A11 61 L.1 4.e 1:1

2. _ `1" 171- 61 6 Li ui*A p,

et}1:41* :1 uF.

3. 611 4- 10L. 1-re m e

.1-611 4-1-s iib-e-) Avi* 611-11-e e 0 "1,

LP. )1a1^71411 -V-g-M-t ;11"t1 .2.1 -771" 112. 61A L'il"
4:, .1- e, 12 e ^ e Mim

#ctiiti-V 611 4"'L .14"- ga'l ti "rt

Nil* ° t1 L1 le iii

5. ill- V-611 =1,;li- 1-.2. t4

t4. 6)1 ==i 1-71 ctil:11*

6. A"rs AlAFAe. '&11 -7-71- "1--2- AP,1 "Tri6 6- ui =1-

Ai'e" Al'AF-EL "1- API* 61 ul*ice vz 41 m

7 61:1_1 h 14. Aj'r 11F *11.2-

616 4- Vt11 -;1- "1 ti1:111- 1 '1 1-

I'm just thinking of having lunch at
some place.

I'm thinking of having lunch at some
place.

I'm just thinking of buying a dictionar3

I'm thinking of buying a dictionary.

I'm just thinking of taking a vacation
next month.

I'm thinking of taking vacation next
month.

I'm just thinking of visiting my
parents during the Christmas season.

I'm thinking of visiting my parents
during the Christmas season.

I'm just thinking of leaving next month.

I'm thinking of leaving next month.

I'm just thinking of changing my job.

I'm thinking of changing my job.

I'm just thinking of going swimming
this weekend.

I'm thinking of going swimming this
weekend.

10. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

tvit11: 41- tit 1161 4} 4- At1 V-1771-?

411,1: al, 411 Lt.1161 + L1=1-

1. 31
MAN :11 611 titela IA- lir

. ;7,1 tit:11 A1- 1,11 1 °,1.e*

2, 4* 1411 1 1 Al 4/17 u11-ir

611* 61.1-1111. A141-i

3 4-3?- 441 61 j-111 1%2- ;114 L1 "F?

41.t1 °1 1.1.* M1L1tF.
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Is Mr. Park teaching (in class) now?

Yes, Mr. Park is in class (teaching)
now.

Is Mrs, Kim (honored) (being) in the
hospital now?

Yes, Mrs. Kim is in the hospital now.

Is your wife preparing supper now?

Yes, my wife is preparing supper now.

Are the cabinet members having a
conference?

Yes, the cabinet members are in a
conference.
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ell -2. 61 16* 31'1
ti,,
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5. *e tit t- OV-1

t1-1 4in- :1 '11-

;71 d 71-?

611 ;11 d 4-14 '1 19*.

7. -2461 Al i- °PI PA1-3- `.111-?

:2--41: °I 4111.1 d 1 4 X1'-1 1-

8. A1621- :> 1'51- 7J-V-1-111'?

1. :14°1 *1-1-2I-
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Are the soldiers being trained?

Yes, the soldiers are in the training.

Are you worrying about what kind of

present you will buy?

Yes, I'm worrying about what kind of

present I'll buy.

Are you on the phone talking with Mr.

Kim?

Yes, I'm on the phone talking with Mr.

Kim.

Is he campaigning for the election in

the country?

Yes, he is campaigning for the election

in the country.

Is the Minister talking with the Vice-

Minister?

Yes, the Minister is talking with the

Vice-Minister.

11. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

t'r'19-V-1
111.?

41* 14 °11 =Di 1/1- A11-1* 6191-. * 14

1. 41,t1t- ;t11+ Ai :11-111H

°11
131' 71.11. 11.16 61 LiUnit ne o n

2. 4- Vr4)11 '-1771-?

*11 * :1-11 el-71- l'41- 71- t11:171*

3. *le)] 41- 1 A1-°9 -2.1 i t-1

all. I IVA -V- Y.- fl 11'

01141i- :19 9-i

4. ;6.4 :lilt- :11-1.711=1

± x.'141°11 L1 0 1-14 111r

)41 /it °I =I'0 ,
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Are you going to leave next month?

Yes, I'm thinking of leaving next month.

For lunch, are you going to have Korean

food?

Yes, I'm thinking of eating Korean food

for lunch.

Are you going to invite friends on the

weekend?

Yes, I'm thinking of inviting friends

during the weekend.

Are you going to visit your parents on

the Lew Year?

Yes, I'm thinking of visiting parents

on the New Year.

Are you going to see a Korean movie

this evening?

Yes, I'm thinking of seeing a Korean

movie this evening.
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5. °I'll* 111-2- V4 *1.:1 1.111F?

t11,, 61;11* 1.1- 711-

)c11;11*

6. 1-kt:144- 111.?

oil ,,
titi* Ap.k.g., -711-or re

t11:111* L11 t.1

7 6117* °I uel**Itl 711-?

S- 474- °I VII' t11:41* al t1M-

4. VII ti 611)-1 441 t-1111.?

oil 4- :1-611 V °IN de 7711- t11:11*

9. eiti 6.1)-

-711- A11 14 °P-ici.0 -7

10 . .LL °II 771-?

.A.1041611 Ali;ltv-"1-zi- 011:11-1-ti1t-11-.

12 Expansion Drill

1 4:1 u111- t11-L11-. /

:11 611 *Fe. '-'mil

1. 171 .21-01 °1 f)41t.1111V-1-1t1-. /Abg-

V.611 .71 2101-61

gi 61 4-1 .61t1-9 024 Al--111 tzel-1

St1A1-44 Vr°11 .5111111.21. .P-1 !Mel till-114.*

2

3. 64- V*61 'IV !41- °1

41-01 -S1 V-11 V61 :II 11-1-1cir
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Are you going to commute by subway from
now on?

Yes, I'M thinking of commuting by
subway from now on.

Are you going to start a shop ('sales
business') from next year?

Yes, I'm thinking of starting a shop
from next year.

Are you going to have a haircut around
the day after tomorrow?

Yes, I'm thinking of having a haircut
around the day after tomorrow.

Are you going to relax at home on the
weekend?

Yes, I'm thinking of relaxing at home
on the weekend.

Are you going to get training on making
speeches?

Yes, I'm thinking of getting training
on making speeches.

Are you going to go shopping on Saturdayl

Yes, I'm thinking of going shopping on
Saturday.

[it] says it will rain tomorrow.
[weather forecast]

According to the weather forecast, it
says it will rain tomorrow.

Mr. (Department Chief) Kim is said to be
hospitalized. [Mrs. Kim]

According to Mrs. Kim, Chairman Kim
is said to be in the hospital.

His illness is said to be serious.
[doctor]

According to the doctor, his illness
is said to be serious.

Korean is said to be difficult.
[students]

According to the students, Korean is
said to be difficult.
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4. 6 4- .I +411- tI16-1'11-1-1 /;6-1-i A1.
61

te"1/

A.111-6-1 :11 -6-1 *Ittl St1 11-

=11%!1 1.1"-1

5. 21-,*61 ±1-6-1* 61 1}*'-'1=1-. :14

°N-61 teg'611 el t9 44r °1 Al <2.1-1.- °I at.1

6. A1 ti.3161 14)3 el tiltul
/

121 le,
rail

1

e 45-1 u1-611 *1-*.1 61

vl el *1.41.1 e
wi r.

7 ti-g- 61 at-1 th

e.:1* 611 -3-#41 fi7 °I

8. 1-2- 5:161
/11214. titils.31 v./

1414- $11.2.i ;z1-61

9. 11*"1111' 2131'11 Liu- /-6-1Ahti

°-1A1;61 V-611 ,?.101611

t.144,Li 10-1=1.,
1:1

10* °I el 1' OFA" 61727- Irt21 61 4- -1 =1..

411

pl titillq 31111 *Itt.1 ui el 1- 61"-i=

6116- 31.16 61 4- fil.1.11-.

13. Completion Exercise

d 411-2- °II "Iti

41011: -71 °IP- s-s "111. cl-
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Korea's fwinter] coldness is said to

be really something. [Koreans]

According to the Koreans, Korea's
[winter] coldness is said to be

really something.

The Chief is said to be in the meeting.

[secretary]

According to the secretary, the Chief

is said to be in the meeting.

The subway is said to be fast and

convenient. [people]

According to what people say, the
subway is said to be fast and

convenient.

They say that the government employees'

pay will be raised. [newspaper rlIports]

According to newspaper reports, it is

said that the government employees'

pay will be raised.

It is said that Pulkoki is delicious.

[Mr. James]
According to Mr. James, it is said

that Pulkoki is delicious.

It is said that cigarettes are not good

for health. [doctor]

According to doctors; cigarettes are

not good for health.

It is said that aspirine is good when

you have a headache. [Mr. Kim's

experience]

According to Mr. Kim's experience,
aspirine is good when you have a

headache.

According to the weather forecast,

According to the weather forecast, it

says it will rain today.
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14. Response-Transformation Drill

4,;1-41°1 ,11.1*1-11 cf.'1011/-?

"I °11. 4,114161 t11-11

1. -a }4161 141

611. 4t1t161 =F-2- .811P-

2. Al !FY- .21A1-61.249- 61e119-?

0111 at 61 ;.1.9-s-- °1 }3

3. tt_114 41:14.0-?

..8.1"4* V*61 -1-:1111 dirlicia

1111-1

-3- ct,1*-11 131111-

5 -3" 4Ir0il 61 c it11-1- -V- X141?-?

411* 41.0 61 2-41- Z.319. 0111Z lc.
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According to the doctor

According to my experience

According to newspaper reports

According to diplomats...

According to the secretary of the
company president...

According to a policeman

According to my school teachers...

According to Korean customs

Do they say that Mr. Chairman (of the
department) hurt himself badly?

Yes, they say he hurt badly.

Do they say that Mr. Chairman was
discharged from the hospital?

Yes, they say Mr. Chairman has gone home
from the hospital.

Does [he] say that he is being employed
by the Bando Company?

Yes, [he] says that he is being employed
by the Bando Company.

Do they say that Korean is so difficult?

Yes, they say Korean is so difficult.

Do they say that movie is good?

Yes, they say that movie is good.

Does the student say that he will try
to see the professor?

Yes, the student says he will try to
see the professor.
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6 t...114 -VIVO

"II 61 4- "d1-..2..

7. 1/- Alt* 21 61 gi 71141 61 elisL?

443E- AFe. 2161 vi ;1 /41 °1'x}3

8 -1 41441 Z7.1

21111-1-41 2161 841-112- *110-

9. A.01.6- ti01161 1p L1 °.1.. cvl

to ,

titi161

=r1z-.1-'=1:2-

its

Do they say that Korea's winter is cold?

Yes, they say Korea's winter is cold.

Do they say that buying a round-trip
ticket is more economical?

*lig-. Yes, they say buying a round-trip
ticket is more economical.

61 41 4111L?

611, 61 1-1141Irlra.
SAL,.

Do they say that the merchandises of
that department store are all right?

Yes, they say the merchandises of that
department store are all right.

Do they say that Mr. Smith is leaving
for Korea next month?

Yes, they say that Mr. Smith is leaving
for Korea next month.

Do they say that the pay of Korean civil
servants is sufficient?

Yes, they say the pay of Korean civil
servants is sufficient.

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

;71 21-1-:.-1 61 :ittl 611 t6141)1.11cit- 444 -1-Aitticil"

6Ful*- ei

611 .t1*1-6 'F *F Al- ;112,1, IL

)01: 4.1 till =F*10 =11A-?

03- el 16- 461"5"- ttiti 0V)1

-1-111 .ik,1-61 611--- tkiti 611 al l *VAC"- I °R111-1-"Y?

oil. Al-t c1141" tql61e1--2-
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:0

42- 4 wl Z-1 r01
11-141-?

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

Ahtl ;1 401-61 Ala-t- 1141611 L'11;14-

-2* el 81-Al v6elltr th -1" 1-1. 61 l'2111 ct91

.311A1- °1 Aig-L-)-

;11 -21t1-1 4°1 9-14- 111.Q -4- ritij--5.-t-

git. 91-. 41A.1-±1 °1 t1,' ;2'1 "ci:k

t +

EXERCISES

011111111111M

A. Make up at least 3 short dialogues for each of the following patterns or

expressions so that the second party would include them in his responses:

266

16. fL.
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B. Tell your coworker:

1. that you heard that Mr. Lee is hospitalized.

2. that according to the newspaper there was a big traffic accident.

3. that'Mrs. Lee's character is really something.

4. that Mr. Lee hurt himself badly.

5. that you will have to pay a visit after work.

6. that you are thinking of calling your parents tonight.

7. that you are taking language training.

8. that your boss is on the phone.

9. that they say it appears that your wife has to be in the hospital

for a few days.

10. that Mr. Park is in a conference.
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UNIT 33. Visiting the Patient at the Hospital (Continued)

BASIC DILOGUE

Q,1AX121. /c1,1)4.1.1* 2111414- cci.eF :Wail 611

t1-1 -c1-

1. 61-614 g 61 61 Al tia w

2. 4- d1 Wirt- /71"? Ati-L-1?

(Mr. Chung and Mr. Song enter the
ward following the nurse)

9 aitl.
all; yOu all

what matter

Well What are you doing here? ('Gee,
what's up, you all?')

How are you feeling, Mr. Lee?

a I was surprisede /Ai

*14 L1 cF

3. .21t1t-.1 61 t1-e- A-4-1-1

ogiTor t., e

:21 .611 4ixt

Ft- `11F

4. :I 11 d 414 411 ral'61 ;,14"11*.

-2.Z1 61 111 :la "

5. ell 61-,11 611 1-F2411111AI A. Al

Alra 11- 1111 4.-2-

I was surprised to hear the
news ('i heard the news and
was surprised')

We were surprised to hear that you were
hospitalized.

61 21-ti

(thanks to you) ('at the favor
of your worrying for me')

[i]'m better

I'm much better, thank you. By the
way, how did you know I...?

Ai 61-t-o t.
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We heard it from your wife this morning
over the telephone. It was a traffic
accident, wasn't it?
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tLa_ 01 6.1A Li 9.

t- :1 /1";.1-tr

ell. 1 *11 fe'llIA1.11-.

Zit
1*

8 11F 611'9 ti.,11..e- 11. -3- 61

cio.ti.A t.1

61 .21-ti-

I'm ashamed

UNIT 33,

[she]'s shy; [she]'s bashful

(driver of) the other car

carelessness

collision

[it] collided

(I'm embarrased.) The other driver

wasn't ,paying attention and hit my car.

loss; damage

a damage was done ('[he] has

worn a loss')

(it] gave a loss; [it] caused

a loss

So, a little damage was done to my car.

steering wheel (driving handle)

[it]'s not serious

I hurt my arm on the steering wheel but

it isn't serious.

°I

(big trodble)

°I tti At, Jit-91.
(there almost was a big
accident)

(There almost was a big trouble, wasn't

it?) Were the other people in the car

all right?
9 ';.1- AW 1-611 110. f...1

ACti;31,

=14114J.k. 41.60-14,10.,* I-

°I -21-V-
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fortunately

forehead

[he] hurt only a little
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AtE.0

" t-1

=1111'81 Al. 611 Al.:1. 451 a tiAlL VI-

d+ °I 41:

61-9Ati-2-

degree (figuratively used)

[it]'s not as serious as to be
hospitalized

Fortunately, there were no other
passengers in the car. The driver of
the other car hurt his forehead just a
little, but he did not have to be
hospitalized.

Additional Vocabulary and Phrases for Health and Sickness

A. (Medical) Doctors and Specialists

5.

10.

11.

270

doctor of internal medicine

surgeon

dentist

ophthalmologist; eye specialist

pediatrist; child specialist

gynaecologist

skin specialist

eye, ear and nose specialist

plastic surgeory specialist

woman (who is a) doctor

nurse
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B. Diseases'and Symtoms

1.

2,

6F

trfi

cancer

epedemics

3.
pneumonia

4.
T.B.

5. gelti
appendicitis

6.
gastroenteric disorder; stomach diseases

7.
skin disease

8.

9.

0 0

L. 12

neuralgia; rheumatism

pleurisy

10,

11.

0-MA1A 1

t..1416

12, eipS.
its 0

13, AIA1-134010101

C. Medical Expressions

1.

2, tv-ei 1.14-,:qA1-71

3. "F el 91 "FeNti*
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kidney disease

nose and throat infection

infection

heart disease

recovery

[he] recovers

[he]'s [getting] recovered

[he]'s better

I hope you'll recover soon.

I hope you'll get well soon.

I hope you'll get better soon.
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611

w. 6-11 A121-61 JT1i1-14-

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10 ,

ApL

Ai I- at'1

L., (-1 ) 6141-11.

Al. 541g- Al IL

511 ILL lila 1 ...1.11..
MI id

:43IAW .1

,54.u 1

t-041.S.3 ` ti
, e. ,

4"
( -1 AF 61111) '.1fatit' 111 ,° 1- t

t. tils_3.1_14
e Vold '

4-tet-19-

11. =116141A-1-niq

12 41 Al CI-
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an interview

The visiting hours are short.

(medical) treatment

[he]'s being treated

[he]'s receiving treatment

Please take good care of yourself (to
the patient)._

I'm receiving medical treatment.

prevention

injection; shot

[he] gets a shot

I had a shot.

diagnosis

[he] gets diagnosis

I received a diagnosis from the doctor.

operation

[he] has an operation

He had an eye operation.

The result of the operation is good.

condition of sickness

Is it serious? ('Is the condition
serious?')

[he] lies down

Please lie down on the bed:

a cold

influenza
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6i1 -41:1

13. `I 4'

14. -4- AI ZA7.14

[he]ls caught in sickness

He caught a cold.

He's caught influenza.

15 :ill 041-1c1.1.
He's sick. or He got sick.

16, 3.,01 IL% t.1=1.
el I s Nio .

He got sick.

/1:1

cough

temperature; fever

17. 113a 9 61 a

He coughs.

18, -71A11. 110.,1 =1. He coughs.

-pa

1_6L'11'.

20 , 11°1 ;-41.65.'14.

[He]'s ill.

(He]'s running a fever.

;1112F

health

1.-t147111"L'19-

[he]' s healthy

WiFt'11:1-

[he]' s weak

4al1
[he]'s weak

21. 1 6F°I.e * °I 212111-9 cl**
The child is healthy.

22.
* 01 tga..14. The child is sickly.

D.
sports

i At.-- 01161 ...9.XL 6 11.1.0 c
I exercise everyday.

-,e, NI. 0 is .4 1- 1 I .

20 '14.1.. uli 6i 4 -7.--!'- *1-'1 1.
I play soccer everyday.

E -, e a

3. '1`e- ul151 Ai41L *H1' .
I play tennis everyday.

e 0 e la

4, Me 011:1 0..71. 111.1..1 1.
I play basketball everyday.

a

5. Aik... .6 it461 414 i00.
Ta' tol I*

I play baseball everyday.

el
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6. 0)1'ie 0 1

1:1

ella.s,
' " e 1

r.

7. A-145. 1310e1

8.

9.

10.

11.

ri11:1 41 lilt_

.01101
"W e e

el 1.

HI I
1.

61 2 4:l el ...A_ tl.t.11.4
105e,

12 eol bwr

e

13.

el
111.1.1 =1.

1:11101 4,1.1A1 .01.1.1 =1.1.''e'

14, .041 t.1
e

15. Al
alle°1 eI e *1'11.

16,
"e.' e ' e

179 AiCt- 161 31141.--

18. 461 1.451j-L-t' Alt] cl.e

el I

19. M. 1°1 22-1°1A-s-e

20

21

13}161 11' etiFLI

ed
"el e1 "e. HI I

22 all 01 e 1:11

I play volleyball everyday.

I play table tennis everyday.

I play football everyday.

I pldy golf everyday.

I skate everyday.

I swim everyday.

I box everyday.

I do fishing everyday.

[he] hits

I play pinpong everyday.

I play tennis everyday.

I play golf everyday.

I play piano everyday.

I type everyday.

[he] rides

I skate everyday.

I ski everyday.

I ride sled everyday.

I go boating everyday.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. (.1.64 ,) 4l oe lovittiv ('Oh, gee, what's up?') is often used as a kind of

informal greeting when you run into someone familiar to you unexpectedly.

The pattern -- and I was surprised.') is a fixed expression. A:-

just like the English equivalent 'I was surprised to (hear, see, know, etc.).

4. 51112 ('at the favor of your worrying for me') is an idiomatic

adverbial phrase before a final sentence such as 'I'm doing fine.',

very well.', etc. and occurs as a response to someone's question.

'to be better' is the irregular one-word synonym of It is

also used in the meaning of 'to feel better'.

5. 11+2. "1" ? is the contraction of 2.g. '61-111.? ('They

say there was a traffic accident, is that right?'). Thus, the sentence

final form -190-IL? occurs for confirmation on what the speaker knows about

and is translated as is that true?'.

6. -72.V.40'.-.Liti- 'I feel ashamed.' or 'I am embarassed' and 4-12.W1711.? 'Do

you feel ashamed?'are used only for the speaker and addressee respectively.

For other than the speaker and addressee 41 "mel-f-11 '4'4' is used to mean 'to

be shy', 'to be bashful' of which a synonymous verb phrase is +WI 11-ti-

-ft el =:1:12- i* ei41 ":11-1t1..

tl :Full.*

611 bild 144- ;lit' Al I"
t+ tl tl-1

'My daughter is quite shy.'

'Don't be bashful here.'

7. Two idiomatic expressions ('to wear a loss') and EMIL. IL=}

('to see a loss') are synonymous and are normally translated as 'to have a

loss'. 4!...*11S. ('to have [someone] wear a loss') is translated as

'to give a loss', 'to cause damage'.
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10. -tP.11- 441. 611- 'only (or just) is/does' (See Grammar Note 2).e
itimr 'almost did...' (See Grammar Note 1).

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. -e/it 1111 19- 'almost did...'

The pattern -64 we AlPf (i.e. the prospective form -e4+ dependent noun

+ * }=fin a past tense) occurs to denote the subject or topic of the

sentence 'almost did something', 'almost was in such-and-such state'. The

verb in the form is usually an action verb.

(11'.1)1) t11-1:9 61

.11 T.'.1

;71 Iti).+1 61-1-1-'41 !'itNitrt-

.$'.1 111°1k..

A-az 6111
`'jI

2.4" Afat.

Atii61$1-

'Vice-President Humphrey almost became
President.'

'If Consul Kim hadn't called me,
could have almost forgotten the
appointment.'

'[1] almost had a traffic accident
this morning.'

2.
e 114.4519- 'only is/does...., 'only thing [one does] is such-and-such'

The pattern -eq. V. 619- (i.e. the prospective form -q-1.+ dependent noun

. + the copula 619- ) denotes that the subject or topic of the clause

ending in -e/4. V.°11- only is/does such-and-such or only thing [he] does/is

is such-and-such but not more than or nothing else beyond the action or

description of the verb in the form, which may be either an action verb

or a description verb. Note, however, that the pattern -(1-, 61)'441:7 M- °1t}

means 'only thing [someone] did/was was such-and-such', and that the pattern

oiliq means 'only was (or was doing) such-and-such' .

Observe the following:

tp.11.,

t 1-a ft} *1.2-°11 ti*. 61°11g- .

(a)
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'I know his face only just a little.'

'Every day the only thing I do is to go
to school.'
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V-61 611i ntY:f11ulth

6},v e FS- a 61 al'-1 ch

w 4111' 161 °1'-1

cti 6.16114,11- 41. 61-2.

"11Z- )11161g-

Al 7+2-61 rl-e It)0, .C" A

-3- 2i i-tF 01 ifz111-91-

L-11-71-1161111A'd61.--

a-11
11* °I

14,-

41:1.

,

(b)

(c)

UNIT 33

'The only thing about Korean is that

it's difficult.'

No matter how much [I] sleep, I just
go on being sleepy.'

'I met her once, that's all.'

'The only thing I bought was this
expensive book, that's all.'

'I was only in love with her; we did
not quite go as far as marriage.'

'General Choi said nothing else except

only that.'

'Even though I was next to her, the

only people she talked with were
other men.'

'So, I felt just a little bid bad.'

Compare 41A. el- with the pattern --70- -am- 'only does...', which always

denotes that the only thing the subject or.topic of the sentence does is

is the action or description of the verb in the -/Iform.

4111z1- 611k.

61-61 if 1". 1.*J.

*-1P- 121t_

'The only thing he does is eating.'

'The child cries all the time.'
('The only thing the child does is

crying.')

'Don't just buy books.'

3. e
Ald..611- 'to be as as', 'to the extent of doing (something)', 'to be

up to the degree of doing (something)'

The noun VJE 'degree', 'standard', is used figuratively. op, x13 (1.)ie a

phrase used as an adverbial, meaning 'to some extent', 'in some degree'.

------
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The pattern -gq. V-E.°11- means 'to be as as', 'to the extent of doing

something', and the pattern e4 ti.544/t 1r9CF 'to be not as.as', 'not to

the extent of doing something' is the negative expression of -It. E. °19 }

-34 le'. ttc-- :1t-177F?

AltM- *1-1!.1- 61.41 -ii.1-7,1-,.,*47.7.-

61.1tal'-11-.

461.5-9

4 el -714-61

'Is his (sick) condition so serious as
to be hospitalied?'

'T love [her] but not yet to the extent
of marrying [her].'

'Even though [my] pay is not very much,
it's sufficient for my family to
live on.'

Note that -e/A. Al.S- which may be followed by a pause before another

inflected expression occurs as an adverbial clause and is again translated

as 'to the extent of doing...', 'to the extent that [one does something]'.

411- -eq-ItF*2" :.1*E""1- 6F ire
biAFt. 61-1.11.11..

4144- ,;11-1-- 412.

41-61.2-
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'She is not a woman whom I like well
enough that I want to marry her.'

'I don't want to eat it so much of
that as to get full.'
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DRILLS

1, Substitution Drill

1. *171-1451 Al
AL nja. I was surprised to hear that our

0 vi u AA te *e." Department Chief was hospitalized.

2, ;II tit)161 -?/"11+ 4*3

_v.. el. 6r 1..1t1. .ArTi

3. 1,11.6- )41 -11-

14--/a-Itl 11 9-tIr'1.- 11A1--1- :112-A1-1

5 61041. It1 61 A.4.4 4..z

6. 61111)-1. QF1l ei

7. ...14.S4 t 31-ILSI-6%A.0 e Nk m

8. 2-4- AFIV51 vM 01 * Ati qe- 1'144 'F"

*11.4 Li .1..

I was surprised to hear that Mr. Kim
passed away.

I was surprised to, hear that Mr. James
had become a charge d'affaires
(Minister).

I was surprised to read that there was
a fire in the vicinity of my parents'
home.

I was surprised to hear that World War
II was over.

I was surprised to receive a long
distance call from my friend.

I was surprised when I saw his facial
appearance.

I was surprised when I listened to the
broadcast that many people had died
in a traffic accident.

9. 1111. *11-1-4- lilt- 11)+1- 41.2. t-,11-4-il-P=1.. I was surprised when I read in an
it 1me article that cancer could be cured.
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I was surprised to hear the news that
the child had died of flu.
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2, Transformation Drill

°I t=4MAIllt--

41-A011: 61 .61i1,111=1--e-:

1. °I :./J541---(11-Al=lt---

ukt 0.10. 1.
Ll e. e I 1:1 I

el-0 Litt_
e "m" I I

140 oi 6 Ll tI
erg'

=11).1..i.1 01 ti 41-C2. 131-.1% e1.0 L*1 =F.

2, ;71.V.1"1- 14 COe I

s. t.ltL

171'4.1-71- e
Ll"e- e 1:1

1-49=11e- pryC

3. a,* oi -ettill tit.... veil. 41-11..

=1-41: °I 61I =1""' elt°- =1"0 e po, *C" Ao, 1:1

c111- 61 70,111--e 11Alt x,19 t*i

61 * 421-11" Alliqe' 71 Alt Ala

e L1Id I

5. #'11"?-1 21 %71. 01 1
140_ 0.1 0 LI CLei e e 14

21.01 1111.14-11e..-
' e
9.6 c

e 11% 1:1

131.0. ca
"c-

6, 611)41 ltez- 1-
,;`14- I 'Fe' Al

t.1
e Aki 1:1

7 .2. 14.401 tei ukt. Ott. Li CF.
rel 01 e ere e ta

Afei-°1 '1°112 0

e 41:1 L1=1.
#

8. AF:1-4
.100.34i LI CI.

c
G

-1- 111- 414- A111 21- e e er'11P-
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I heard that our Department Chief was
in the hospital.

I was surprised to hear that our Depart-
ment Chief was in the hospital.

I heard that the Ambassador was sick.

I was surprised to hear that the
Ambassador was ill.

I heard that Mr; Kim hurt himself in
an auto accident.

I was surprised to hear that Mr. Kim
hurt himself in an auto accident.

I heard that he got sick.

I was surprised to hear that he got
sick,

I read an article which said that the
President had an eye operation.

I was surprised to read an article which
said that the President had an eye
operation.

I hear that things are expensive in
Seoul.

I was surprised to hear that things
are expensive in Seoul.

I read an article which said that the
Government had reduced the budget.

I was surprised to read an article which
said that the Government had reduced
the budget.

I heard that he got sick.

I was surprised to hear that he got sick.

I heard that she is marrying an old
('aged') man.

I was surprised to hear that she is
marrying an old man.
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9. 611'1 ;',11'j- A14-1-

"1 611)1 41111j Z.941- -Y-2- -t-14.'1'F.

10. dtlio1 ritelaie

A11,°,14. tit11°1 Li I. 214-

ekti t.1 =1.
p

14

3. Substitution Drill

1. l`l of *11 4- t.1

2* :21111/11

3. 41 el 1111 tl -tilt' 611 Al 611 tePtiVi =iL

:11 e11 t1 41f: 611 Al-s1

5. ttti ei tli tii,-)111V-19-.

6. 41 ei *114 ca.-1 611 "t/Fei

7. Sci *11 41-1- ;27F-71

I saw an old ('ancient') friend on the
street.

I was surprised to see an old friend
on the street.

I heard Mr. James speaking Korean.

I was surprised to hear Mr. James
speaking Korean.

611 °1 ),-1-+.1.-11-.
I'm much better, thank you.

4461 :161 01-r64-1-1
Things went well, thank you.

4. Transformation Drill

t11: o AP" )6AlAti =1"2" tFAI IL?

41-t11, A112- "'I- 11;;Jci--2-L?

1. ,11-14-15-1 Mt °1 9-2- 'FAIL?

!I-441 lit 61 .ez. 1,2-11.?
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[I] passed the exam, thank you.

:I] have' arrived safely, thank you.

[I] have been successful, thank you.

[I] have recovered quickly, thank you.

[I]'ve gotten rid of the cold completely,
thank you. ('The cold has been all
cured.'

hear that there was a traffic accident.
Is that right?

I hear that Korea's winter is cold.
Is that right?
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2. 41- titii A1.2- 4161 ;11.11 -410 =1"1 149
I hear that Mrs. Park (honored) has

41' ti:10 AF-M-;;161 ;1.111 Zi 'zla ?
caught a cold. Is that right?

3 .2.1. 61 + '611

4°e1 °PI' + II'S' IT z1.-2' *FAIA-Tt0 e

"IV A-1 4410141. A} 9.-2- IL?

I hear that he has to have an operation.
Is that right?

I hear that [we] get flu injections
tomorrow. Is that right?

5- 0.21V1 1/211i--"- IF6F/FOtla I hear that Chairman Kim died of

171 411-11.S.-.K. 61.
heart disease. Is that right?

6. =11;1 61 A-171d-)-s- -Pi .1-A11?-?

=c1-;.-1°1 *;11.1-- Jr- 41

I hear that your daughter is in bed
with the flu. Is that right?

7. uel .7111.4 A11.2" .1.'91°0 e In I- 0 I hear that if you exercise every day

ailal

you will become healthy. Is that
43L1L 101 Si_ 61 1111-4 Al la IL?e e 0 I_ right?

8. Al 4.1,1I,1 t}"1 L?

41°A1-1-4)-i 11.?

9. a /1- ;71-11 611 1 el :1°1 11:1 61 L1-19-22-

"AIL?

;71-11 oil ;1 El 61 'la- 11:1 61 Z:1-=1--2- 11-?

10, 41L*111 *FxIAL?t

;11;8- .2.5'11 :1 CF L sL?

I hear that Dr. Kim is an expert in
stomach diseases. Is that right?

I hear that he has a cold with fever
and a cough. Is that right?

I hear that cancer is hard to cure.
Is that right?

5. Response-Expansion Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

(1Al1 AFL si-.?

41-0: 61-1-1A- ALJA1Z.3.1- 1$11

Atiirtt-11°
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Was there an accident yesterday?

No, there was no accident but there
almost was one.
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1. 1111 4 V1L?
61.1_1 g_, taaL.AL -71±1

1041 eakt.."19.,
Ak 114 I

2 "f& e PI*11. 41 ?

61"`1A-

3. "14: ;+,4-51"

°H A-, L$ANt- AFAtiAlITIF 71.t1

1-11 t.j 'Litt

41,l1 fir' 11 .kc*,,Z°1S?-?

61-1.111- '71c.'A1e' 1"--11 ":" UZI

11110_1.1t1.

5. 1. 311- °II 4W1111* 61C1.-?

61'9 11.7q1-7F

14. .8.1Lt. tt
1-1 NOta r

6. -3- # LriZr 'i°1611 t;f1011°1 ;;41-6IL?

31-0.tiAlzi-

oicq
1..

.014t.1 =Lel I el 1 wrist-

Did you miss the bus in the morning?

No, I didn't miss the bus but I almost
missed it.

Did the bus collide with the passenger
car?

No, it didn't collide but it almost did.

Did he cause an automobile accident?

No, he didn't cause an accident but
he almost did.

Were you late for school yesterday?

No, I was,not late but I almost was.

Was there a fire in that building?

No, there wasn't a fire but there
almost was one.

Did a war occur between those two
countries?

Now there was no war but one almost
broke out.

6. Response - Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

E-1=_F =1-Ati°1P-?

.111.11:
al,.

1 61. 61 11. *1.9-6 A°J ?

N. 61-61-71- sFLIt1- Att.!: V- 1°41111..

2- t.10-

mial. - e.l ti41. 61LI=1..
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Did you hurt only your hand?

Yes, I hurt only my hand.

Do you have only one child?

Yes, I have only one child.

Do you teach only English?

Yes, I'm teaching only English.
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3. 61-61 71- /16 4- °MIL?

61-611- -k-:14,11Z1.1- 611.1. 411 tlq
4. aZi

5. '144- A1-61.C1-?

'14- )1116' Z.1.1-9- AFt-. :1

6. All-

71,t-:- g°11-1 A°1/411- IL :1 t-1

7. 941-61L?

1, -344 41- 41-2-6. 9'01* 41: :19 ch

7. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

*11 tt tful

!,ft11: 6ft-1 c/- :11E1

1. Al-f- tg ) *Ohl- L-1 ill.?

°Ful fl" A14" *81(Al ) 01-t-1 t-1

2 +t 771?

61-9 +-t ,;1-S-e- °It' 9 ci-

3. 1 611 1F9 -"F?

°Ft-i 11-q
et. tt.iel 0 ola

I I

t1611)1 A°1/41 el et
v1-L.1

:11 61(1

°i-L1 L-1 =}.
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Does your child like only beef?

Yes, my child likes only beef.

Did you hear just his name?

Yes, I heard only his name.

Did you see only the President's
secretary?

Yes, I met only the President's
secretary.

Can you read only Hankil?

Yes, I can read only Hankil.

Did he finish only grade school?

Yes, he finished only grade school.

Do you have to be hospitalized?

No, it's not serious (to the extent)
enough to be hospitalized.

Are you bored to death?

No, I'm not so bored I could die.

Do you have to have an operation?

No, I'm not so sick as to need an
operation.

Do you have to go to the hospital?

No, I'm not so sick as to have to go
to the hospital.

Do you have to be in bed at home?

No, I'm not so sick as td have to
stay at home.
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5 .11:11 61 o 61 qa- a. 4. "ti-fr 77-?

qt-1 14 61 tta- 61 41. AI+

6.

t. (AAA 1.1
Of V. I 1:11

Al.61 611 aLl 111"?

61' Li it- + It 4. viz.

8. Response Dy ill

ttictit: :It
-1P0-11:

1. 61 61ei4i1L?

oil, 611-'' of *E* °1 Al

2. -3* Alt :1-6- Allk?

611. 91' I1' =1 'CL

qt..1 =Li

3 111J#--, 61 Alt1 611a- ti1:71ftFA1111-?

611--- Alt] 61 qa 011:41.1-A IL

4. Alt A19611 A1-II 61 a6ifi-?

oil. Ai2161 sti4Ais)-.

61 A1L 61111 Al+ Lti A1

6i1 z14. 1 A1 eFA1

6. Al l 24 61 Z.Ve11.41 11111- ,a.Z.-1-.611,0-?

°II-- :1-s- d ;1-1 1- -t-1-ttf'A 1 st-
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Can you say the talks are successful?

No, the talks cannot be said to be as
successful as they should be.

Do you have to get a shot?

No, I'm not as sick as to have to get
a shot.

Do you speak Korean?

Yes, I do to some extent ('in some
degree').

Is that job difficult?

Yes, it's somewhat difficult.

Do you believe that newspaper article?

Yes, I believe it to a degree.

Do you think what he says is true?

Yes, I think what he says is right to

some extent.

Are there many robbery incidents in
downtown Seoul?

Yes, there are quite a few.

Do you often write to your girl friend?

Yes, I write her quite often.

Is it difficult to drive because of
the traffic jams downtown?

Yes, it's somewhat difficult to drive.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

111-: 91-41Lt1t211 61cI 11 °IV 11 -6- fr,M-a- -771-?

!It- 44, :41 t1-6 ?;II- ti 9- 3.40 -71-14.

L17.11-?

513q--- 111-61 4- la 41-0E- ;,:k411 421JE

!It 411: -S1 Ala*ti V-61 4"t 4- la-

611. 611* °I 19 .611 +t 1-1A,t141 ft-

1211 Ill" le- :1 :1 tv°41.1 111?

:Ift. 41: N* -t1A1- A-611-1- e 151- A1 Al 9-

elja.11:of 1' I

Val -t1 Nil +
°Fut' *II AF 611 I ` :k 4- Al 01'1 L

Ite/lael 1'6141 61Z3.1' 1-2116i L

1-1-1).1

11 vi."-L,t1"11 °1:111 5,1,1-61 + 1 1.2- a 61114"1-14- 11 el lig"F. L61-.o

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

;11 Atitl 2-.g- 611 ti 114 '1 A174- A 45 A
1--1 u1+ 1-1

4.4. -(11*i-1 ti 1'9 ;71 .21t1- 511-4

afts1 1.0,1A1 sq, elm EI.61 otel.
otpll I t .1 I 0 Pcm Hi 1:1

`511 Alti5"' 1e..f 61i 41-A- *et VAtii°, +I 41e e e

61)41 +I 61 Vel ti4.3a- 1-,Vizaj.

1". 6131114 LI tlr
e 0 L-
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EXERCISES

A. Make up short dialogues so that each of the following patterns is used

three times:

1 0.1 Id I

2. _etel.
la I-I mold

3. ea.) Qv. 161.11.
1:I"

--71T.1 tI-1z1

5. ...ebit t. 01A-1.11.e co I el I

6. A.m.. 01 LI
tle 01 41

7. -(1-0 ))41 rdl4t11-

8. 11" of

9 ti
io 1111*i

B. You came to see Dr. Yoon at the City Medical Center. Tell the nurse:

1. that you hurt your hand when your car collided with another car.

2. that a little damage was done to your car ,)ut it was not serious.

3 that you caught a cold last weekend.

4. that you had a shot and you feel better.

5. that you're still receiving medical treatment and that you have been

(lied down) in bed until now.

6. that you have a temperature and constantly cough.

7- that your wife is healthy but you are sickly.

8. that your sister had an eye operation and she recovered quickly.
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UNIT 34. Invitation

BASIC DIALOGUE

:1' 1141

1. Al, -P-1e.4" :Fell 4-:1111J

114119 Al-a L1 -711.?

1141* )110 ul

2. 9-41 °I* 1141.5. A1

Aig-?

3. :11

k4eeleI

t-6 ;19-

6e1 Iti-`2-ti 4 I + :JAIL?

the coming weekend

any special plan

Do you have any special plans this
weekend, Mr. Choe?

aui

A1-9F

9-±1 64- ;it.1 .E1)1.

V A111-61 A141 F.

5. ti 14" el. AI-E. belt Z15-1.1 21-9

4. °I *'6' Z.21

[I] make a plan

No, I haven't any plans, yet. Why?

288

(special thing to do)

I wonder if you can come

If you don't have anything special to
do, I wonder if you'd like to come to
my house.

[I]'m close; [']'m intimate

a close friend

my wife

Some of my close friends are coming, so
my wife is going to prepare dinner.

...she says she'll prepare dinner.')(1

I hope [you] can come

I hope you can come, too, with your
wife.
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IF 611q

6. a 21 2`1" °}4.-) :1")* c.1" .243:1 11

411 11.1. ti 611 -71-2- We 1l. VA- 01 41r11(1

-.°F .14-'N

61

4.6 Z,

7. 4-6 ItiP1 .tAi"

I'm grateful; (thankful words)

wife's family; wife's parents

wife's parents' home

[she]'s gone

only at night

Well, that's very nice. But my wife
has gone to her parents' and she won't
be back until Sunday night ('.. and it
seems she will probably be coming back
only on Sunday night.')

8. qui" oi /1.11 .E1,-,414 Li =F.

9. 2 :1741-11*. -2.:1111

10. T1 011-11 6A11-

(e).1-A

without your wife

even without your wife

Well, can you come alone (even without
your wife), then?

You will meet some of my
sure you'll enjoy it. ('

good chance to meet some

t.14-

friends. I'm
It will be a
of my friends.'

Thank you. I'll be there.

Well, I'll be expecting you at 6 in the
evening, this coming Saturday, then.
That's August 16th.

By the way, do you know my address?

I LIB
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sometime ago; once

exactly; for sure; certainly

remembrance; memorization
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12.

13.

/1 41:1-1-1 tl-

/1 1tr 2- h°,11 314- 1-1=1-

titli41 °I :JC11-71. :1-)* 9 4- AA41A1Z2.1'

4Ft1.61 /14111r-2- itiL4 '-11-.

8-1).:14

rIo
ke-- (Alt :1 Al) LLt14 372-s1

10Lp1 °1,L.,

[I] remember; [I] memorize

[I] don't remember; [it]ls not
in my memory

You told me once, but I can't remember
it exactly.

Z11-1-e 73-4.11 3947:19 ti.

14. 41. 9..t. 611 4. el 1

-211i

oL_o of
'V

E1-el

(1-1- );1-1-11-

15 a 9'1 A- Al 12-

*k i..4111-4 'let 0910

°* 91-04 t-l'cl-.

16. 11F )-1-(k 4°1 ANL-

11i Ice 1.0

)14-s- Al LItyIo

*1"-1-r71- . a1 A1-11 f.: :Ai*. 2i el

Yongsan-Ku (name of district)

Hannam-Dong (name of township)

My address is 372-10 Hannam-Dong, Yong-
san-Ku, (Seoul Special City); the
telephone number is 73-3947.

later

neighborhood

neighbor

(shortened) map

I'll draw you a map (of my
later.

circle

neighborhood)

[I] go out to meet [you]

However, if you have trouble finding
my house, give me a ring at the
Hannam-Dong Circle. I'll come to meet
you, then.

geography

firm not good at

[I]'m good at; [I]'m familiar
with

I don't know my way around outside of
Seoul, but I'm familiar with the

1.14.Hannam-Dong area, so finding your house
will be no problem.
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GRAMMAR NOTES

1. Particle el-M./619:S.

Go back to Unit 18, Grammar. Notes 5, and review particle el.-S./OM:Y...

2. Interrogative nominal expression + + Negation 'is/does not any...'

A negation preceded by an interrogative nominal expression + SE. means '

'is/does not any...', 'no... is/does'. Examples:

4-7s' LII-
2z.. '-1

014, sy.....41. 1.1

3. -Gq- 31A-11-

'Nobody knows me.'

'1 won't buy anything.'

'1 don't want anything now.'

'Don't you want any book?'

'I don't love any girl.'

'I don't want to eat any food.'

The pattern -(61.M))4...1L6
4-21V-11-(' If [I] did/was... it would be good.')

previously occurred (Unit 10, Grammar Note 1) to express the speaker's wish

or desire. The construction, the -($1.)Ziform which may or may not be in a

past tense immediately followed by 'ffl- without a pause, also is used to

express the speaker's wish or desire. Thus, -(61r.t1)AA-ILZI al-luir can be

substituted by -(61-.0-i) A-6 4-111-&-L.1=1.. Examples:

14,64 21-61 4)- 41--`1.6 'I hope you can come to my house with

4Lt1.2121- 21-61 41-'1 AF-6-6 your wife.'

4. 01,E -'-1 t}.

11119 711-t-11-

*139 teiti. TiltlA 'Ittti 4-0.1-8-1-11-.

lAltlel Als-6 -P-t- al titill-
z1tit--6 711-t-1 cl-.

A110.1 61 V6 6 .2--t- Itl-bq ittitiit.

zi.F;Af.si- 6 4- AA- Ll 1'.

l'I'd like to have a cup of coffee.'

(I wish I had a cup of coffee.'
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'I would like to see you tonight if

you have time.'
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4. Particles and Particle ovelq

In Unit 11, we noticed that the particle tt occurs after an infinitive form.

11 is one of four particles in Korean which occur after a class of certain

inflected forms. Three other such particles are (Unit 14), .- (Unit 10)

and (Sentence Particle, Unit 4). All of the four particles occur

typically after infinitive forms of verbs but they also occur after certain

other inflected forms of verbs. All other particles occur after nominals

or after other particles which may form adverbials with the preceeding

nominals. Since most particles occur in post-positions after major form,

classes, namely nouns, they are often called POST-POSITIONS.

4t/o11 is a two-shape particle which is added to a nominal or an adverbial:

41 occurs after a word which ends in a vowel; 6101: after a word which ends

in a consonant. It is used in the following meanings:

(a) A Nominal + tiP1°1='as far as the Nominal is concerned', 'at least

(as for) the Nominal'

2-67t.- ci 1

-3-21°1 1+ 2161

61-1-1A1L

"tra' 61 el -3' el t+111-/ :441

'Diplomats must speak at least one
foreign language.'

'He has some money at least, but
that's not everything.'

'As far as the salary is concerned,
it's not too bad.'

(b) An Adverbial + 41:/45101: 'only the Adverbial', 'at least the Adverbial',

'nothing but the Adverbial'

A-3-"" 514P-M- -3' A1411= 6e1-111
A1.11=

,E1 64 6 1-1
IWV' I r

itka 131.,CL z.a. 61 (4 .131.01.A1 ci_

vb1}. :1 Al tit. 41°11

*elk'

61 -3211); °1
X1"1

'I came to know that fact for the
first time only today.'

'I can speak Korean at least some,
but...'

'He didn't come home until 12:.10
in the midnight.'

'You can buy it at least with
money, can't you?'

5. The Korean equivalents of 'without a Nominal' and 'without (or instead of)

doing something'
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(a) N :161 'without N'

A Nominal + ,vol which may be followed by a pause before another

inflected expression means 'without the Nominal' and is used as an

adverbial.

61 41 .:1-711-3-

e61 u6A.1 61 115161 :dui um.

'How can you buy that car without
money?'

'I'm just sitting without any work
to do.'

(b) -A1 :14-2. and -A1 143 'without (or instead of) doing something'

The construction -Al t113. and -A1 013 which may be followed by a pause

occur before another inflected expression. The -A1 form of an action

verb + gp, which literally means ('does not and...') before another

inflected expression is translated as 'without doing...', 'instead Of

doing...', and is used in a statement or a question sentence; the -A1

form of an action verb + 013 which literally means ('please do not

and...') before another inflected expression occurs in the same

meaning as -Al 113 in a propositative or an imperative sentence.

(a)

1.1AI 41-xlrif

°1-1 + Mlxl3 teliciL?

'I decided to study Korean without
(or instead of) learning Chinese.'

'I want to be a scholar instead of
becoming a politician.'

'You've come to work without having
breakfast?'

44.2. *1st. evict.? 'So, what did you do at night when
= a Ak

you didn't sleep?'

( b )

'34

11316. -2-1 t- *114

itH
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'Let's see Korean movies 'today

instead of (seeing) American movies.'

'Don't watch T.V. all the time; do

some studying (to a child).'

'Try doing a good job without
complaining.'
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1, Substitution Drill

1. 4. /4 6i et"E" )1J''f9-1 "1-7r

2. *e :1 6161-m- 70,3-tr L117 F?

3. *E. -gr 4.+1- 61 el-m-.10.0

V.1- 111-61 1-s-- At1-19-3 1-1711q
ONNIWINNIIM

5 4- 4-1-?-. :1 61 el-m- "TV.=111

6. dt- 16. :1 Ol eitc-- 114 1-1 llf?

7 1:1:.1- -1 :1 6161A- 114,- I-1 /I?

2. Transformation Drill

`11:1 4 '1 4- 614 `171r

LIIV 4 ei 611 4- ,ti-s- ?

1.

2.

DRILLS

1.11:1- ,),1-:-.1-11-71-?

;11 -64

6i4- °IA] fl--?t.

41-1- L1 -7-7}?

5)itS1- I 4- SL?

3. ca e N'.14
9.1. 61 0 L111}?0

itte,1-13-1- 1 e u1,$. 1-11 4- 11+62'1 ?
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Do you have any special plans?

Do you hae any special work?

Do you have any special appointment?

Is there any special party?

Is there anything particularly nice?

Do you have any particularly important
business?

Do you have anything special to take
care of?

Can you come to my house tomorrow?

I wonder if you can come to my house
tomorrow.

Can you remember General Kim's telephone
numberT

I wonder if you can remember General
Kim's telephone number.

Can you draw me a map?

I wonder if you can draw me a map.

Can you go out to the airport to meet
him?

I wonder if you can go out to the
airport to meet him.
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4. :.1q. AF:F21- 4 AJ4

*1-4. Al-a4 tj- Z-1'6A1

5. ul el 141-:- -rt?

ui el 1141* 111-t AIV1A1L?

6. °IV'l AfIct-'117 71-?

7. -p:-. Jo- t1-6

W1

ire
6 6 t..1

e e

61-q- elAiI-

6 q" el
AP,

1
"e, 1-

8. *11 -7F-E- or

3. Response-Transformation D

(:114i-: 61 -P-A-41-8- L-1

41-t11:

1. ell 104 ti
°IL Lis. -71--7

2

3. #9-I 611

4.

014*11

'17-'2- IV-11L ,s1 el

77F?

otl 2-

Can you be friendl

I wonder if you
Koreans.

Can you plan

I Wonder if

Can you

I won
in

Ca

y with Koreans?

can be friendly with

in advance?

you can plan in advance.

buy an automobile in Korea?

der if you can buy an automobile
Korea.

n you speak Korean well if you study
it for six months?

I wonder if you can speak Korean well
if you study it for six months.

Can you buy a (theatre) ticket even if
you go a little late?

I wonder if you can buy a (theatre)
ticket even if you go a little late.

ill (based on Grammar Note 2, Unit 27)

.t1 All IL.

AL .7. utt -7-1.?

)11 ell -E-4Ftle t.14 "IF ult- 1-111- 11-

Ai Al elti 2501-:11- -211-1 LIT*?

Al 1-11611t1 2531.:12- .t1

Ati L
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Will [your] friends come to [your] house?

Yes, [my] friends are supposed to come to
my 'house. ('Yes, it has been decided
that friends will come to [my] house.')

Will you go to Korea?

Yes, I'm supposed to go to Korea.

Will you study Korean?

Yes, I'm supposed to study Korean.

Will your friend come out to see you
when your arriving Seoul?

Yes, my friend is supposed to come out
to see me when I arrive in Seoul.

Will you drive at 25 MPH downtown?

Yes, I'm supposed to drive at 25 MPH
downtown.
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5. LiiV-611 61 A1-111,14- L1 171-?

`11. 1-11V-6i1 61AI- "1--71.2- AI °1$-

6. V5'1461111 :1 1061- ul "rir?

tiA121'4i1A1 tel 'El 61 Al (11?--

7 11Aks, 6] Al op rill_ eitz 771.?
' ' ' '16- e 1-1 loot:,

°Q. 111-i-61 611 te- °1-L1 11-

£1 At14111-

Will you move next month?

Yes, it has been decided that I'll
have to move next month.

Will you work in the Political Depart-
ment?

Yes, it has been decided that I will
work in the Political Department.

Will the reporters meet the President
at 2?

Yes, the reporters are supposed to meet
the President at 2.

4, Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

dAli. A A

tp.
9

A.s. Ah,g_
-el 0.1 io

1, epii.s..,

t-..A70.14

t.t.i HI ItI

VIP- 4- 21K-1) L1

el.4.__ -ellisa pal 01.1-11.
e, 01,14.ki 1-1

2, tft- 01 ZAti_2el r.
14

&k" 461 VAtAtie.

3. el egii ;1112- 4-1:11.4

-2-1- mod- e.t1 .81 A-1-6-Lt.1 teiFt.19-

,V-6-6 4-04111'.e e4.

01._a 121.. A_0_ AI
"1 el e 12 A" ""

5. 111 Al el ell 41* P,i'SL... 014-.4) tirl.

)11 1 el 611 41* 111 at'lti.

6. ti oNal °II6-i ei

4-'714 t'l

ti 61111 4x-i- -3- el 4-Os-6
tr
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[I]'d like to buy a new car. ('It will
be nice if I bought a new car.')

I'd like to travel to Europe.

I wish I could make a lot of money.

I wish I could get well acquainted with
him.

I wish I could speak Korean well.

It will be nice when I catch on to the
geography of Seoul.

I would like you.to draw me a map of
your neighborhood.
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7 mil- °1 .tr 441-'16 4-041-11-.1

:1-61 a1 s-el 741-1-1,1-.

61;1- ,11,,t1A-Z23 4-04

-34-1 71.11 71- ,t1,ti-q- ati zi-

5. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

-"- 6111-?

!IF,* 4111 7$1.-kti *W.

1, .41 at111-,

6110 ;71 dt11,1- /-11,11P-tl *PL.

2. :1 titli°1 1.10161A-?

c`i tilt1161 01-6-6

-7;-461*1-1)-6 t-4611/-?

6110 o 71 61 L5-6 *W.

4. A52- 4.-C' All1 e1so

44)- AV*1.- A);,1*-A. tlft-

616111- 61--s. A1 4111 a.1 4-2116111-?

611, 61-6171. 144;41 ?el-617-6-6

6- 64 el.811Ms-)-6 4-161P-?

611 o-te,

7. 4- t6.1-c-- 6-4 "R-2-

6il °FLO- "41--tti *W.
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I wish Korean were a little easier.

I wish I could have a chance to meet
him.

Do you want to see that movie?

yes, I'd like to see that movie.

Will you invite Mr. Kim?

Yes, I'd like to invite Mr. Kim.

Are you going to be an English teacher?

Yes, I'd like to become an English
teacher.

Would you like for your pay to be raised?

Yes, I'd like my pay to go up.

Will you buy an inexpensive but nice
car?

Yes, I'd like to buy an inexpensive
but nice car.

Do you hope your child will not be sick?

Yes, I hope my child will not be sick.

Would you like to be well acquainted
with your neighbors?

Yes, I'd like to be well acquainted
with my neighbors.

Does your oife also want to study Korean?

Yes, my wife wishes to study Korean, too.
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6. Response Drill

',111,0, tl

211-)e; 11: 611* 41g- .

I. 441 ul-1 41-1-1 /if?

61P_

Z.

3.

6.

ji* 31.1. 610. t..1
b4

oil, Vit- Wig"

=I- :16i '1,341-1771-?

611. 1- :61

-2- I 6 "114.1 "riF?

ell 6 til4q tti, iL

"2" /11' 1- 41,4'-1-F?

a 111- CI' 41-2- 61 9-

4.1"-e= ita t.1711.?

1;+,8- e C. )41 t9 X13 °1st,

Have you spent all your money?

Yes, I have spent all my money (and I'm
broke).

Have you drunk all the milk?

Yes, I have drunk up all the milk.

7. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 4)

:I. -3-4 ithtl/

o e
siti -9h.111-1-11-.

1J-A1-111. 111-? Pal/
*1*1 411 t.1
ie. ff.

2* tiAll -§- °1 70,131,14; 771"?

:1* 611 ° A?..1 /7,

298

Have you sold all the goods?

Yes, I have sold out all the goods.

Have you lost all your money?

Yes, I have lost all my money (and
I don't have any).

Did you throw away all the old magazines?

Yes, I've discarded all the old
magazines.

Did you eat all the meat?

Yes, I have eaten up all the meat.

Have you spent all the remaining money?

Yes, I have used up all the remaining
money.

When will your Korean language study
be over? [August]

It won't end until August. ('It will
be over only in August.')

When will the weather become warm?
[July]

It doesn't become warm until July.

When will you have some spare time?
[weekend]

I won't have any spare time until the
weekend.
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3. Alort L1-7-71-?

/:1LI #611/

611.4 sL 01- 01.1.t. ft 914 .4 4 4. 01 10... tlut
I

I'll be able to speak it well only after
eit..) 0 1-1 qt. "1-- e gal A. hit I I:1

When will you be able to speak Korean
well? [after having studied it for
one year]

tiAll Al el 91 41* °}1
Al

1-1 -11.?

/;1 :r t6-1. 91/

41:1- Al. 4 6116t .61* *11 Alh-R-L,1=1-.

5. 1.4 Ailtire:).1 I-1 -7-71-? 6 -I- 6111

4- 91q

6 :14 -1-01 t-1/-71-? /!1,q :Ft-
tlq-.) 4- 91/

6,4 tiji IV- 4- cilq MA*

7 :111 A1-214 -7-71-? /u1--12.

91/

"Fi4 611 AF-C °Pt
=I-

I've studied it for one year.

When will you be used to the Seoul area?
[after having lived there for three
months]

I won't be used to it until
lived there three months.

When will you buy a house?
having earned money]

I won't buy one until I've

When will you go to Korea?
having learned Korean]

after having

[after

earned money.

[after

I'll go to [Korea] only after having
learned Korean.

When will you buy a car? iafter having
found a car which I like

I'll buy a car only after I've found
a car which I like.

8. tiAl 1.4451 oil/ When will you go home? [after the class

is over]

°I # 6110
t 111-a- 11 =I-.

I won't go home until after the class
is over.

8. Response Drill

A1 ;1+

.41-.),;11: 611 Alt- 51- + Al 61 SI-

°1-L1 L Alt" *1- ti °1` x1 Lill 4- Ai

1* # e.1 61 *P";11ter 1-11-71.?

MI, V Aheat tti, 61 I.'S* 1.21161

61L1 L t1 A1-11- 61-e- 41-211611/-.
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Can you live (even) without an auto-
mobile?

Yes, I can live (even) without an
automobile.

No, I cannot live without a car.

Would you come alone (even) without
your wife?

Yes, I'll come alone (even) without
my wife.

No, I'll not come alone without my
wife.
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2, u1-4- 411t1 4101- 61 el-s- At1T- a L1771-?

u1.4. 41,F o 61 7,k1 6 P-

61"-ift-.0 1 lltti 1 <1- 611L

3. 11 01 a}-E" tha "r7F?

°1, 61 Z17t- "eF01

61.9 11- Alti. vtik 1-Al al 61 /L.

4. 611.-E- 4- ,t1-4. L1111-?

-11- :14 61 ai--E" 'c",1`,!" Al 61P.-

6FL1P- °Pa- °VT- AP- Alt- -4 WisL.*

5. a* 4 ef.F_ #4,). 45(m1 " 4,
' E

At;i4 "711.?

6/1 61 019.-E- :1 Afelf

L,'161P-

61"..11L- a* 24 61.-
Vo 4

/

6. Ai./. ,t1 -F-1111-?

Ml. °I 11.5- V - s h - L i t . 161-.

9. Response Drill

tit-1- 4161 7A1 61.g.-?

°11. t**1-Z11 :161 A6k1 61-e- .

tin-?-1)-:- ;1 °i 8- 4161 ,?..16ifi-?

tio tie* tis:Fe 4141 oi 1.11-

2. A}!i °11 =WI 41 01 Al '112- ?

tid 6-6 61 ,t 61 7,k14111-
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In America, can you live (even) without
a job?

Yes, you can live in America (even)
without a job.

No, you cannot live in America without
a job.

Are you going to get married (even)
without love?

Yes, I'm going to get married (even)
without love.

No, I'm not going to get married
without love.

Can you find the house (even) without
a map.

Yes, I can find the house (even)
without a map.

No, I cannot find the house without a
map.

Can you get a good job (even) without
higher education?

Yes, you can get a good job (even)
without higher education.

No, you cannot get a goo, job without
higher education.

Can you find the house (even) without
the address?

Yes, you can find the house (even)
without the address.

No, you cannot find the house without
the address.

Have you ever met him?

Yes, I met him once (quite a while ago).

Have you ever eaten Korean food?

Yes, I ate it once (quite a while ago).

Have you ever heard about the incident?

Yes, I heard about it once (quite a
while ago).
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3. 6.41t- °II 1- 6 41 °I ,°,J

:1161-71- t*.1-z3.1 6 :I °I ,a161P--

4. J.* 61 11 Oi At'&1 `9

011 %.6.161-1F 61 /1 et:6 61 61 6161 11-e ^

5. 41 dt,t1 411°11 -71- 6 41°1 "Al 41.L.?

t.c.161/1- 6-e 1- °I

6. -3' cl '6 41 °I Al g-?

tc.1z11-71- t*..1-tt!1 :11°1 6 °I A°41 .

7 . -2.Z1 AAI 41 61 ,V6i re

011, 1c_1_1111r :kJ 141 41°1 At1 1 L

W. Substitution Drill

1. t1 611 N. °II 2i 61 Alt1

2 11.1.4 u1-61 41'14 21 °I *Al *IA-11-e

3. lit. °I 4.4 21 61 ;At] at.1

4. 1261'01 °'1 6111°-. 21°1

5. 14- °I -1.1 21 61 4.1"AltFt lFe

6. at- 61 / °1*4- /14i1-'1 * 2i °I

41-tl

61
l

2101 /1).1 40 =1.
t4/

8, _24 61 Ais_ 61
12

1-1
ter.

410_
1

301

,..01 MOM

Have you ever been to Hannam-Dong?

Yes, I was there once (quite a while
ago)..

Have you ever heard about him?

Yes, I heard about him once (quite a
while ago).

Have you ever been to Mr. Paik's house?

Yes, I was there once (quite a while
ago).

Have you ever read that book?

Yes, I. read it once (quite a while ago).

Have you ever used such a fountain pen?

Yes, I used it once (quite a while ago).

It is certain that [I]'11 go to Korea
in August.

There's no doubt that Korean is
difficult.

There's no doubt that Korea's winter
is cold.

There's no doubt that curing cancer is
hard.

It's certain that he will become the
President.

I'm sure that he cannot remember my
name.

I'm sure that he doesn't know me.

There's no question that he doesn't
know me.
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11. Substitution Drill

1. el

2, Al.e"- Z541 01-6 611 /1.1- u1=1.

:3* 7"-itt 121'4 *4 611 Aiii"1.1 cF

4. Alt- 6.4 gill 611 )1-1.'14..

tau Altr -8- 41 r.11m-e- 41* 111-ulq.

12. Substitution Drir.

3.

-.711.1.. 41. *1 '11*.

46] Alt t.1
ut e"*...*

411' Airfi" la elF.

.1..rti 61 Alt. I-1

5. -13,- i, Alai s
"

11 rt.

ti /It 41 Alt ul

302

I'm not familiar
geography.

I'm not familiar
politics.

INIONNIMIND

with Washington' s

with the field of

I'm not familiar with American customs.

I'm not used to the Korean way of life.

I'm not good at cooking.

I'm good at cookiAg

He's not good at mathematics.

His Korean is bad.

He's not good at English.

His method of doing the job is clumsy.

He's a poor driver.

He's unskilled in driving.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

.1 ;11, :1 V--6 611 AN L

11: 461 °1 L1*}* t+611112-?IL.. .

-4-6.: 1 t.16- =19-11

=41.- "F)-611 111Ale

u 61-)11k..?

;11: 61-9 )01:1-t- al-61 1-11Alzi- 61-41 !I-6E- Titl- :1°1 :14

612161 44 /1A111- s1,71.41-11-. .14.1 (1),`,1A17*

4-6.21- 47)-61 -P-A1A1L. V-A1.12-?

JI: al. ..i61/1- 01°1 4-A-.} dic- :161 :/.1611

dtil el BI- 44°10-111F dl A1-11 *1 :it 2i:1".19..

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

;71 tit1161 d1111111A1
Ll A e IA .61. 1.1.6

're zImnd "9- ei

61A-11Z.3.1. .5`1*}* ni".161,Z--3-t'1=1- -74,8-

u14 1A1 A-61141 /Ale '41-Alt1,!111 "1--4-A-1-

il1 titi"-11-. 611Ari-- lia1 °114:::11- ie12 1i-z1 1°W-11-.

6168- u1.4-4-1 si-el 6101 ==1- 611 gl

1-11-. 41e--6" *Atiii =V" 611 ;11

dl *1-6 1 Id 1-
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UNIT 35. Invitation (Continued)

BASIC DIALOGUE

t1

t ( 0 1 ) t.
I I MI th I

1. °1- °14 tl'6*-el. Ali C1 61)1 "t- ±111k-

al a.e.1 41A-?

el* -1-1 u6A161

2. ti.c. A1-91-a1 AV*1

614- :1 °1 'h1 "11'.

61e1

°lel 4-AlAIL

A1. ,,7t1 p_.

14. 1,

41 11-Al =Ir.e

Z°1°11 ;13

66-

68-6111-(1)

;71.A111"-11-. '911 666111-1.

61 t 1111/-?

power; energy

[it] was difficult

Hi: Mr. Choe. Come in, please.
Did you have any trouble finding the
house?

in detail; precisely

without any difficulty

Oh, no. You drew me such a good map
that I didn't have any trouble at all.

this way

give it to me

(clothes) hanger

Here: Give me your coat. Let's hang
it up and go inside.

£1

30

vestibule

in the vestibule

Thank you. Shall I take my shoes off
here in the vestibule?
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tl 61 61A-161/L1

-IF fts1 _3.
)40 e

5. °F` --1°- 1 tilam- 61 °1"`1 61 Ai

tt..L,r 1 )I e e"
t. .9.... )118-

V-1

6. -6-°12. d 171 1-1-.11- 21 61

)

1.1.11 0 -1Id

031-6- 61- 411--:-

7. -6-u1.6. title .6'4. 611 11-9 Al-ke

t.31 °1-1-1 -71A- 2- tlf. Air°11

111-711, `l ti-

ll till.

°1-`1. 41 ul

since [it
style house

there's

if s not a Korean

there

No. Ours i
so you don'
shoes. J
living ro

no need

's no need of taking off

n't a Korean style house,
t need to take off your
st come right in to the

om.

(in the living room)

(looking at Mr. Smith)

[I] introduce

Mr. Smith, I'd like you to meet Mr.
Choe who works with me.

(looking at Mr. Choe)

missionary

Christianity

advisor; councillor

Mr. Smith came to Korea as a missionary.
Now he not only is a missionary but also
works as an advisor for the Christian
Newspaper.

£1 ;21+
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I'm pleased

I'm glad

it turned out that I meet [you]
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ei 6-71i-24.

8. 21-1-1 *1-1-11 ( 64111) Li-'-F 41111

o1)1 1111-7414 '-11..

Ail* a Li 1-

oltF'1Ll 1r

9. 51,4 Ygi.§. L1 ter. tltli61111)-1

aoi ti0il°1 .11-SI

10.

N.1 it0-1
Ica e Cu.

alai
r- it

eci el -*Ail"

* 1-1.9 cr
e u:1

F. riFAA-("P" *FA]
$2 9 V. se.

(M ova 1 61111) 11-A-E-
vi

-if-Al-E-

V- 41-111"-11-.

I'm glad that I [can] meet you

How do you do? I'm glad to meet you.

IIMINIIIII1111

pride; boasting
praise; compliment

[he] boasts; [he] brags

[he] praises; [he] speaks
highly of

I'm happy to meet you. I've heard a
lot about you from Mr. Bruce. He
boasts about you a lot.
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in the future; hereafter

in many ways

(II ask your good favor.')

(You compliment me, sir.) It's my
pleasure to know you.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. In W Alt, t1 :1 Al ' Didn' t you have any trouble finding the house?'

t1 N.,!..t1 literally means 'in finding the house' (See Grammar Notes 2).

:I is a noun which means 'strength', 'power', 'energy' . 31( °1) C1. which

literally means something like ('power is needed' ) is an idiomatic

expression meaning 'to be difficult'.

t1-11(11-) :1( °1) 1-11-.

al= 01
1=1'V el

It is not easy to make a living.' or
('Living is hard.' )

'That job is difficult.'

'a hard job ('work which requires
strength' ) '

Another common idiomatic usage is :14) 'Yuti" to make an effort' .

4. 196 which is similar to the 'vestibule' in a Western or American style

house is available only in modern style houses.

5. cialoiAl in ,1-4,1 11 01 61-1-1 ' since [ s not a Korean style house' is the

infinitive of the negative form of the copula, °FL] 'is not' plus particle

Al , which occurs always as a synonymous expression of 1:91 ==1. 61-1-11-1771-.

.71.J

7. 11-6- OH Ill 'not only EheP s a missionary but (also) ' occurs

before another inflected expression (Grammar Note 4).

8. oh:11 6091. 4011 sq di Al LIF,-gt-t-11-. which literally means something like (I I

happened to meet you this way and so I'M glad.' ) occurs idiomatically as a

kind of greeting when you've just met someone for the first time, which is

used in the similar situations where you would say 'I'm glad to know you . ' ,

'I'm glad to have met you.', 'I'm happy to have met you.', etc.

9. 0
'to boast (about) ' , 'to brag', 'to speak highly of , is a transitive

verb, so it precedes a direct object.
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$11"-g)-- ctl 4111"1-1=1" . which literally means something like (II

request of your good favor (in many ways) in the future.') is said when just

introduced (with or without being preceded by 614M-41 69-411 ..s1loki

61-11V-11-. )
to someone who is in a favorable or respected position from

the speaker's point of view.

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. N + 11(-1-)

We have seen so far that particle °M added to a place noun followed by such

static verbs as 'to place', 'to leave', Ito exist', 'to live', etc. occurred

as a Static Location Particle (See Unit 3, Grammar Notes 2, e) and translated

as 'at', 'in', 'on' and so on.

Particle 6111- and its extended construction. bi1t1-11- (i.e. °IN-+ /F) occurs

in the same way but somewhat more emphatic than in the above construc-1

tion. /Fin 6111-1- may be dropped freely in rapid speech without changing

the meaning.

68-611 t.-71-1L?

(t_14- 66-6111-(1) -111-.?

1411- 4-7x14

411-11. 411t11=1-(-1-)

f-2-1+
1-2I+

'Shall I leave my shoes in the
vestibule? ('Shall I take off my
shoes and leave them in the
vestibule?')

'I left-the book on the table.'

'Please cast the net in(to) the water.'

Note that 11(1) also occurs just like particle °11 in Grammar Note 1,

Unit 25 between two nominals to enumerate the nominals for the succeeding

inflected expression.

2. Further Note on -Li ° /1- I

We learned in Unit 16, Grammar Note 1, that the construction -t4-1-!-k--- '°11 which

may be followed by a pause occurs before another inflected expression to

signify some further explanation or remark in relation to or on the basis

of the first action or description of the verb of the -Lkl.Pe form follows

in the following inflected expression.
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An action verb ending in -I- 4 followed by no pause before certain other

inflected expressions occurs to denote the following inflected expression

is a requisite for the action of the verb in the form, and is translated

as 'in doing something', or 'to dp something'.

1 a.e0311 111 4-At1 °12-?

*Fe--11 A1211-. al-61

°I °1-1-.1-1

t111-11-71-?

VI" 12-ulA 1el) A121-61 4-61

;11,71.tri..1

'Did you have any trouble finding the
house?'

'I consume a lot of time in studying.'

'How much do you pay to live in this
apartment?'

'It took me a lot of time to finish
that work.'

41.0-/f4dcF
('there's no need of doing...'), 'does not need to...'

The pattern ..e,40- ap../FV1- occurs as the Korean equivalent of 'there's aa a
need of doing...', Ityouj need to do...'. ('there's no

need of doing...') is the opposite of
411
ApLiaztt. The pattern

-u/A. 619. occurs as a substitute of -q .i76- 418./111- in all environ-
s fla

ments. Examples:

:114 °V-1

11- -71" 114* L'1

ti -71A-A1-41.s16 ti °11-6)1 tN H)1

"kb ci 11- 11' /Via c;11-11-14111-

°IN 11*:1 11'

op. IVO
lot.

(a)

(b)

tit- Z-1, VA--'1- uttil-t-11-.

e.:11- ;,41- ,-.,J :1,4-t-lc1-.

41,,;1-611A-1 -1-7714.-:311 Al 1'`' } Alt

tl- :IR--/- oti6IL.

41;:,1-611A/ 11-7-11 it 1211 Al-11111a Alt*

)e+ 21 titibilL
ti-v--1.0- -nil cr. V ci--ii- otioig..1

(41-v-M1g- -3-,71/11 =vit. 21 tit tti"
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'You need to know Korean if you're
going to live in Korea.'

'I think you need to study some
linguistics if you are to teach a
language.'

'Do you think I need to have a car
here?'

'You don't need to take off your shoes.'

'I don't need to buy a car because
live near the work.'

'Looks There's no need you shout (or

make noise) like that.' or 'Hey! You
don't have to shout that way.'
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1466- 1-1-1 'not only... but also...'

The 11110-pattern-ebL 01- 61-'1 ,which may be followed by a pause before another
e ,

,

inflected expression occurs to mean not only someone/ something is/does the

the description or action of the verb in the form but also [he]/[it]

is/does such-and-such of the verb in the following inflected expression.

41: z2.1 61-u1

111 :1 611 :Wi-1 :1 1.1- fir 61rt-1-2-

t1-1 Aldlor

61-1 el. =Fel- t.11.

'Mr. Smith not only is a missionary
but also works aS an advisor for a
newspaper.'

'Mr. Kim not only is enthusiastic about
the work but also does it with
sincerity.

'That word is not only difficult to
pronounce but it is also hard to
memorize.'

Note that the construction, N1 + 1C3J. 613-112- + N2 SL., means 'not onlyel.

N1 but also N2'.

z3.1- 01-'.-1 4 el tl

z2.1 1E- 4- 111:!1-

61 -I. `111-

'Not only I but also my wife thinks
that way, too.'

'Not only Korea but also many newly
independent nations have difficulties
due to economic problems.'

5. 14 'often (or sometimes) does' and -.24t. 2111- 'used to do',

'sometimes did'

The construction the -2. form of an action verb + 11-1-, occurs to denote

the subject or topic's occasional action at regular intervals in performing

the action of the verb in a. If the verb 1-1- in *1-1- is in present

tense, the pattern is translated as 'often (or sometimes) does... (in regular

interval)', and when 1-1- is in a past tense (i.e. -.24: Mitt}.) it is

translated as '(he] used to do...', '(he] sometimes did... (in a regular

interval)'. Note that 111-cl is the contraction of -.zit. 1-9..

t1161 u1-6- 61- 0

'hi?- at-N.

(a)
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'Mr. Bruce (often) speaks highly of
you, Mr. Choi.'
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14-61 s16 Ale-- 1-,171-611 4- 11 '11

74FL11

41-1F-t °V)- ti31.611"-"A2-,80. e e

.61-X1B1- 5111- IA1A1t- a

113- BI-A14' Z.I.Fe

"lifi" 61- Zi -711-"1 -3" 61;c1-A1-

6'-i;2- 1111'-1-1- 1314* 61

111116P-

1-1a- 6°)11-- 11140-1=1-

°VI Q th oI *4-

;271*1-1. 111410-

'When summer comes, I often go to the
beach to swim.'

'When I have spare time, I stop by
tearooms occassionaly but I do not
always drink tea.'

(b)

'I used to take an occasional drink
but...'

'Well, I used to meet her regularly
until a month ago but now I've
changed my mind.'

'When I was young, I sometimes had
love affairs.'

'I used to eat Kimchi when I was in

the service in Korea.'
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1. Substitution Drill

1. al Aft-'11 :1 -1-A1

3. 61:11*Fe--4 4/Z6W

4. *4 eF Mte11 :1 x1 t-,,°i 611-?

5. Alf.. °1'-Ftle-1/11 :1 vt,t161,1-?

6. !via. "Ft-le-T311 :1 31-,,t,16112-7

7. *Fell :1 sel 610-?

8. V -2-'`it-311 :11 cliL?

9. t1 -2-AI °11 611V1 41-,,,t16111-7

10. al A121°1 rei-°1 6P2?

11. al -2-A1.euri1 t--61 461 t-x1

2. Response-Transformation Drill

off; y
Al2i611 tIMAI :161A-.?

4f',`.,11: MI. .:2 Af2i 611 14#1 x1111*1

1

DRILLS
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Did you have any trouble finding the
house? ('Wasn't finding the house
difficult?')

Did you have any trouble learning how
to drive?

Wasn't your trip difficult?

Did you have a hard time studying
Korean?

Wash't it a chore to move to Seoul?

Wasn't it hard for you to attend
school?

Wasn't it difficult to have an
operation?

Wasn't it difficult to repair the
house?

Wasn't it difficult to repair the
house?

Didn't it take a lot of time to repair
the house?

Haven't you spent a lot of money in
repairing the house?

Do you know

Yes, I know
detail.

all about the incident?

about the incident in
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1. .3. 11

Mh

zr 411At IL?

°IL

2. -14: 4 61 q-71-- e .S *At 9-?e

011. -L-*-
°1 °I q711.- 1- 4-Atitig-

3. Al.t.J1. ael41.11.-?e e

4..

5.

6.

7.

411. '11 ;1 -3' Ati iL

°I .2. + 2:1 61,(1..?

411 .!15. *el "1" *I 1Z 61k

!O. e....it.11°1 ttti*

oil. 41- 401161 -2: "11 **1 /;0:141141g-

i-11;114141 Ati(11"

611 tit1141-6-1 tin. AH1.1 i'rAtibia-.

)11. :H11-.?

°11. Aielt- iltl

3. Response-Transformation Drill

:1 4AtIc1-0-?

-11-t11, °I-911- °I* *1 °I tl X11 AIZ, °1 g-

1 milb 1,454°Ifi-?

ft- 614 01 *1 111 ullAi

20 4-ti "We-1 :I -5;Al 470Y1.1"

°14-1 g- °I* 1 Vs 01 ti 711 IV

tel Al-el Al--e--11

°I-L1 IL 61* .1- 1 al °I tI

3.
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Did you read that article well?

INIMENNOM

Yes, I read the article in detail.

Did you take careful note of what he
said?

Yes, I noted what he said in detail.

Did you draw the map well?

Yes, I drew the map in detail.

Did he draw you a good map?

Yes, he drew me a detailed map.

Did Mr. Park explain the grammar well?

Yes, Mr. Park explained the grammar
in detail.

Did you listen to the teacher's
explanation well?

Yes, I heard every detail of the
teacher's explanation.

Do you know Seoul (geography) well?

Yes, I know Seoul (geography) in detail.

Did you have any trouble finding the
house?

No, I found it with no trouble at all.
('No, I found it easily without any
problem.')

Wasn't it hard to learn Korean?

No, I learned it with no trouble at all.

Didn't you have any trouble (in)
learning how to drive?

No, I learned it (easily) without any
trouble.

Wasn't it hard to find a job?

No, I found one with no trouble at all.
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Alt-*1- -2-5q.e-11 -1-Al 4194

1"-1,11- 614 *1 Ai 61 *rill 1L.

5. -71%--jq- 11 1 i-A1 v646194

61-t19- 61* -V-1 *1111 11.s-;11, 619

6. L1"9 1l pl l Wt,1419-?

61-L1 °}41?- nti °I *Ili L I' 619-

7. ts..1;t1- t14"81-t-ull 1 .t-Al i 6110

61-9 9- 61* All IV, °I *1-111 Ah-

.t.14,1)1 41 9-

4. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note I)

'0I L1 68'11 111.L?

41-0: 4,

1. 4.-t ;I -"FL?

1--a- 1--1-t11=1-11- 11L.

2* fieF°11 1R-t--1-714-?

6110 44 fiel-blitIrli* -13--A-1411L.
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Wasn't it difficult to repair your car?

No, I fixed it (easily) without any
trouble.

Didn't you find teaching Korean
difficult?

No, I taught it without any trouble.

Wasn't it hard to get to meet the
President?

No, I had no trouble getting to meet
him.

Didn't you have to put in a lot of
hard practice to write Chinese
characters?

No, practising writing was no trouble
at all.

Shall I take my shoes off in the
vestibule?

Yes, please take your shoes off in the
vestibule.

Shall I hang the clothes in the closet?

Yes, please hang the clothes in the
closet.

Shall 7 put the book in the bookcase?

Yes, please put the book in the
bookcase.

Shall I put the car away in the
garage?

Yes, please put the car away in the
garage.

Shall I put the paper away in the
drawer?

Yes, please put the poper away in the
drawer.

Shall I take off my hat 'and leave it
here?

Yes, please take off your hat and
leave it here.

Shall I put sugar in your coffee?

Yes, please put sugar in my coffee.
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5. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

',41;41

ALp_ wqs,_ tia4 t.1
-II 09" 1-1 AI e

1. Al g- =tit-FA] ,11-61-m- 8441-1=F.

ttl+ '-1 CF.

2. Al-Al gate t-1=1-.

ul ei Ls_ .t =1...
r

3. sw A111.111.7.1 31.oFs_ 8*4 1..

--/-Z1 21* A11111- :1 tits 1 =1"

4. 01111 :1-el-A1

-2-1.'1111 :1P-.11- t11-.

5. =14:4- 0144-4-t-11-.

m1111 :11L-71- a I-1=

*PI. *Fa 41111 -1A1 4°11E- 8141:-fr-

°I1 oti4e =1.

*1611 31-61-s--

814/--trt-11--

-i-tei *14 44-9 .11.;1:1- 3:11/-1-

You don't have to take off your shoe.,
('It's O.K. even if you don't take
your shoes off.')

There's no need to take your shoes off.

You don't have to leave now.

There's no need for you ta leave now.

You don't have to buy a ticket in
advance.

There's no need to buy a ticket in
advance.

You don't have to boast about such a
thing.

There's no need to boast about such a
thing.

You don't have to tell him.

There's no need to tell him.

You don't have to introduce him to me.

There's no need for you to introduce
him to me.

You don't have to put the car in the
garage.

There's no need to put the car in the
garage.

You don't have to worry about such a
problem.

There's no need to worry about such a
problem.

6. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

t.10: !N. °el* 111$145 tv-11-71-?

2 ° }'-1 St.. ts.4 wilt IV L
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Do I have to study Korean?

Yes, you need to study Korean.

No, you don't need to study Korean.
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1.

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

V*1 611 =11*11A-1 61'1

N. V*11 =116116$1 61- 19 L /1- 61 6111-e e

11- 5'11 =111'11 01- 11- 1611-

2. 4--er 0 ire A1. (1 t1.t1 111.?

*IL *It e1. 9 P-11- Al II-

61.ti 14-1.!-- Alt- 511- 11. IfuAI L

3. q' Ail-6111i 11 111qxr a

e

V9-11- :161P-

/-11

VP--71-

45 sl.
10 e

/a0

c141. 2- '11 11.11 :1"-1111-?

141-2- 611 =it] :1L 11. rAl 61k-

61.t-1 :1-rr =11:41-- 611 I -11. ati L

5. g}1*-i

al. t1.u1.'1* 11-11. $ -.

01.1-1
1-1411.14. tqz. up,1 -71. IV
el I "1" l el el

6. ° 111-61 v-1-7-7F?e

d 1 9-11. '16,,,1 61k-

°Ftl d 6 glti ie jlelPIL-1"

tti41k- 6

7. til-#11-S1 6-24- MI-I- 41 41 4- 41 61' al-111H

o1, 401-)111 611- 61-1- 4141

.k-g1-4111 61-1- 4161 t
ul Zel 11-*
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Do I have to know about politics?

Yes, you need to know about politics.

No, you don't need to know about
politics.

Do you have to buy a nice car?

Yes, I need to buy a nice car.

No, I don't need to buy a nice car.

Do I have to introduce myself to
others?

Yes, you need to introduce yourself to
others.

No, you don't need to introduce yourself
to others.

Do I have to go to L, 1st rate
university?

Yes, you need to go to a 1st rate
university.

No, you don't need to go to a 1st rate
university.

Do you have to drink beer every day?

Yes, I need to drink beer every day.

No, I don't need to drink beer every
day.

Do I have to obtain a driver's license?

Yes, you need to obtain a driver's
license.

No, you don't need to obtain a driver's
license.

Do I have to write down the telephone
number of the fire station?

Yes, you need to write down the telephone
number of the fire station.

No, you don't need to write down the
telephone number of the fire station.
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7. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 4)

e
6 t.1 ela

e
u1-111- 61 * I-1 =1-

J./v.11} 4-i 1-`141-

"1-111--s--

It's cold today. Furthermore, it's
windy.

Today it's not only cold but it's
windy, too.

1, .3. °le tia-AW-11-, sell 8-St...S. He's a missionary. He also works as
an advisor.

°1 *IA-11-14

:-.1" 61C- CI:12-191 It 13.1- 61.9 ef -24".

61 X1.1-1w CF.

2 .1/11. tit* ti 61",g cf eia
16'19 vel"M- cl"

Yil tit* 411' Cr :1 °ft]

l' Al 'j" =Fe

3. 1 " t 611-1-11-+ 91-* "3" " C.S"-

"3" 41 Alt-

I".

°It- Cl 12.1- 61-9 E-

.§-4- *1-11-71- eirii-t--1 1'0 ela
F.

*1 /1,} 61 al Z3.1- 61-1-1 CF Alul-s-

v0;14. t.1 Cf.

5. "3" AF:1e. 61.611* Altiltlel* -2- C13 t.

41" Alt1-at-1

)+:148- 61.611* CF

* AN.111.9

6. 2-11 ail t-11-. ela 611-E-

11-t-1 =1-

-3-142- 2-11 °H eF :1 611-s-
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He's not only a missionary but also
works as an advisor.

Mr. Park speaks English well. He

also speaks French well.

Mr. Park not only speaks English well
but also good French.

That woman is beautiful. Also she
has a lot of money.

That woman is not only beautiful but,
what's more, she's rich.

It is difficult to study. It's not
interesting, either.

Not only is studying difficult but
also it is uninteresting.

That man is proud of his child. He's
also proud of his wife.

That man is proud not only of his child
but also of his wife.

That man attends church. He also goes
to the (Buddist) temple.

He goes not only to a church but also
to the (Buddist) temple.
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7. 41.4.,,c1:101 )tk,14 eia

cl.p_ AA
ARE_ ots_ 1_1 1..c I I:f

3.f" )c161 70.11-

oAft_ u.
61.1-1 el.

I have a younger brother. And I have
a younger sister, too.

I not only have a younger brother but
also a younger sister.

8. Expansion-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 4)

"1"1A1161 .64 1.1A-*ltici. /1]

!RA: 41. tit114.1- Z2.1 61.11
el.

0/I *1=40 L.

1.1..e.. *1 F.

alto.
el le

1. N. V-61 ei riot.

6,4 °1.11 el- :16 tit-

2, fLti. ti*OF :11-11- / i1 -1r/

41' "1 frLti- o1 11F 441; LIF 61.9

/111

3. y 6i Alt- /216 //2144*-- 1-114

4.

z3.1- °Irt.1 el. 1314''

21 lf a4

S °1-t-1 ;HILL 2i '41

of* tit"

5. 01A.
I

1. /
el e hi,

°jl

Me- tj,8- 44.1q3.1 °Ft.1

to Id F.r.

6. 441-611)"'i i41'-t "414-1 /Ai e1 4F/

cgi* bli 41. 4 1 1 L i i 61'111- Al e141`5-

ti t. 1.
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Mr. Park teaches Korean. [Mr. Kim]

Not only Mr. Park but also Mr. Kim
teaches Korean.

Korean is difficult. [Japanese]

Not only Korean but also Japanese is
difficult.

The President is an outstanding
politician. [economist]

The President is not only an outstanding
politician but also he is an economist.

She is a beauty. [She's warm-hearted,
too.]

She is not only a beauty but is also
warm-hearted.

Washington has beautiful scenery.
[San Francisco]

Not only Washington but San Francisco
has beautiful scenery.

I can speak Japanese. [English]

I can speak not only Japanese but also
English.

I studied political science in college.
[geography]

In college, I studied not only political
science but also geography.
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7 -3-11- Alt-*1-1' uPth-11*. /t11

a* 4-1 x1t-*1- Z3.1- 61L-1 el- "1 a1`1

11:4' 1e31-61 Q1 L1 61-1-1 el- AI IS-

1...1=.
F.

9. Substitution Drill

1 T.19 -1°1'1 Z1-7,1-4

2 111.°1 Pi 1141 ..41.;111.4 L-1

3 -g- eN ;7-11-11 LIFt-H

4. *1- 61111A1 6711- g,11A1 111-'34 `11.

5. Al `VI :.'1-71-4 L-1 rf

6. 4-'911 1- M

7

10. Substitution Drill

Al

1, a Ote... t. 01 - e to
ti.

1 01

2 -1- ti 01 10 111M1.1.1A e

3. °Pe * t.1-1 71-o1- aLl tf

gule 101 MI

319

His car is expensive. [[his] house]

Not only his car but also his house
is expensive.

Korean is hard. [it takes time, too.]

Korean is not only hard but it also
takes time.

I'm glad to have met you.

I'm glad that [you]'ve moved near (us).

I'm glad to meet you after a long time.

I'm glad to have received a letter from

my parents.

I'm glad to have met him.

I'm glad to have been introduced to him.

I'm' happy to have been introduced to

him.

He brags about having a lot of money
('He's proud of having a lot of money. )

l

He boasts about his house's being large.

He's proud of his wife. or He talks
about how good his wife is.

He boasts about himself.
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5. .1.014-±. !1.4 a1e iF- leo I cI

6. s ble 01 61

AF :I. al 19.

7 opt._ rci.451 ei 451
el te I ol HI

I I

..C

8 au.% *61 el.t. -74 0 A1.4.61.1-1 Cl. .
1- el a I EC' Ari".

9. s Ole :1*, oi isioe

Attith'i Cf.

He brags about speaking Korean well.

He boasts about his child's being a
good student.

He boasts about his daughter's being
a beauty.

He brags about how much work he does.

He is proud of how much work he does.

11. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 5)

t.:1t1161 "1-6- 41 £111 "1.01- 39

41t11: t..1 A-111 1-:1-4:1

tf;2- 111

1. 611 ,a1.1. tzli 641 )1`11 ,IA°1

°I1 °11 -71-

L1 -3- =1116112.

3 Ahlt- c19-

uF141 .84 11161ct-t, u.

=11 ;71'11 °IL

617,1SL Ci 1111 611 elf 11161 ce,

5. 6111)61 ,41q- 611 011 g11A1 01 Or]

-1- II 2-
6'4 4111IN t*-4 14- 611 clitel

°I
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Mr. Bruce spoke very highly of Mr. Choe.

Mr. Bruce often used to boasts about
Mr. Choe.

When I was in Seoul, I went to Korean
restaurants.

When I was in Seoul, I used to go
Korean restaurants.

I stopped by that tearoom in the past.

I used to stop by that tearoom in the
past.

When I. met Koreans, I spoke in Korean.

When I met Koreans, I used to speak
in Korean.

When I was very young, I frequently
caught colds.

When I was very young, I frequently
used to catch colds.

I heard about Korean customs from my
Korean friends.

I used to hear about Korean customs
from my Korean friends.
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6. A1111- 41,731- 61-u1"144- 41041L.

6L71-:-. 611A1 4.41- 41-0-

7. k-4F2-611 1-tl =u11

4-1,1'2611 9t1 =t11 111619-.

8. 611 =11 .ti"c11"611)vi LI:111419-.

Alt 611 !F F611'1

9. t*-4 611 ;IF =II 6.4'1* 4iAti 6i1L.

12. Response Drill

X10 I
ottl 61

41'0: tIr %) L1

1. oiri. 61 iyj...61A1 tyi_ tvithi L.

2 AlAiial °IA AF t-e11.-2" Air.4141-1=1.a.. le le

:Ft

3. *ti 144'1 Z3..F-4*- 21-t. u11-016t 211e-Tlik-

=1. sit191-

4. tliAltriAl ion rti.61 !Iti-1-14.

111-

3. titii°1111)1 41 el /Hi' 4'P] 014te

slt1L.1=1.
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When I was young, I polished my father's
shoes.

When I was young, I used to polish
my father's shoes.

When I was in elementary school, I
fought with my friends.

When I was in elementary school, I
used to fight with my" friends.

When I was living
the Han River.

When I was living
swim in the Han

When I was living
Korean food.

When I was living in Korea, I used
to eat Korean food.

in Seoul, I swam in

in Seoul, I used to
River.

in Korea, I ate

You certainly speak Kcrean well!

Oh, I don't really do so well. ('Oh,
really you're saying special words.')

[Your] son is clever like his father.

Oh, not really.

I heard that you're a good worker.

Oh, really I'm not so good.

I sure will have to learn cooking from
your wife.

Oh, really, you flatter us.

The Ambassador speaks very highly of
you, you know.

Really now, you're just trying to make
me feel good.

I have to learn many things from you.

Come now, you're flattering me.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

4-fb-: ;11 d 6A111FAV19 a-21411 lilAPe AlAil6iLicFI-

dtli 491 L. 1 61 *ittW t. e A-11A-1=1"ik e

e l>1 Ll *14 ..61-t- LI =I- ;11 :14. :1 'Li ttitil;1

o`igl:8- N- Licit-. 61:111 z1-9. .#1 1 11 V:1"

;114 Li CI.

titli°11111-9 titli°11 le11

tit1161 ;11 tit4-1 tlt_11-*

01 tt -71 pat. 6 a L1
F

I

401 111.=1.t.1 F

111: 61-'1 :11-, =F *11;19 I Atl-A-2- 11

Als-1 + ;JAIL

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

pi titZ *A -A- dt11611111 dt11-1

h-Plh- da-11-:,1 114-2- t1i-1-611-2441.1-E-

111;1L11-. AF:1-6111-9 h. PIA- ti0611 44)1 61601 1/1 611

pi o 64-'9 e_FL -2- ex-1 61 Ifiertrch t1t14.

ti tti 61:111 ziA-1 4111 .s1 6;711-t1-a

A1.5- ell :Fla' 4" 41.114 Ll=Fe 2'131' tit111- Z2.1-1-1.11

LI
11 "" =fa Z3-11.9.11 WitFtia 13j.111}141- CI.
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EXERCISES

A. Invite your collegue, Mr. Kim, to a dinner party, which you are planning

to give for your close friends, giving him such information as the time

(hour, day of the week, date, month), place (your address), your

telephone number, and the company you're expecting, etc.

B. You have invited friends to your home. Mr. and Mrs. Choe just arrived

at the door. Welcome and lead them to the living room upstairs anu

introduce them to the other guests and offer them seats, snacks and

cocktails.

C. At a dinner party you've just been introduced to Mr. Yoo, e journalist.

Carry out a social conversation with him. The topics may range from

his family, school, the recent weather, his work and experiences, and

his aquaintance with American and foreign friends, etc.

323
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UNIT 36. Invitation (Continued)

1. 61-614 VAA1 416i-2. Li 2:1,

611 1- x1-1 0491..

446 LA 1.
le '

2. '2-1- '411:11 412. 'j"

21

"1:1- Al .-s- °I

3. V-t- it'lk °I 1- 41' 111A1

at'l =F.

4. tti. tL

5. #1-6121 -21- AlAi at' cF

Ltlitii 4-6 2i

,s11:411$1-1-11-

c4,94°--s- t)i-1111-t-11-.

BASIC DIALOGUE

Oh, it's already past eleven. I've

got to go now.

(I played well.)

I enjoyed the dinner and had a good
time.

.A.

something which [I] prepared

without anything that [I]

prepared

I'm very sorry.

Oh, it wasn't anything special, but
I'm glad you enjoyed it. ('I'm sorry

to have invited you without any
preparation.')

Not, really! ('What are you talking
about?')

61)4411b-

anyway; at any rate

Anyway, thank you for coming.

£1 t!1+

324

that you invited me

glory; honor

I consider it to be an honor

It was my reat honor to have been
invited. ('I deem it to be an honor
that you invited me.')
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4. ;211 9 CF

4- ;I.-6-'1' tii:111111-9

ati

-7-Z1 1 -0-t1-7-41A1 sAl
titli/114

6'tni ti Al -f/-

8. 41- 5_1 1111 7.145-1 ti* 5 4- tl

=14.6 *t1,21- 21.°1

9. -2-Z1 /14 -2-al. titi

41'..* ;di g-

regret

it's a regret; it's regrettable

I feel sorry

I feel regrettable

Well, I'm sorry your wife couldn't

come.

regards

give my regards to (her]

Please give my regards to your wife.

And please be sure to come together

next time.

Of course, I will try to do so.

Well, good night.

10. No A44 /11 1g-. (t71-) Be careful on your way home, and come

over again.

11. 41 e1 4.L. Ae1611:1-1-11**

61.4*1 711A1AlLId

t1+

Well, ladies and gentlemen. Excuse me

for leaving first. Good night.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

3. An infinitive + Al Alt.,v-N 'I'm awfully sorry for having done/been such-

and-such.' is much stronger in politeness than an infinitive + Al '31,211,1-1-11-

'I'm sorry for...' Thus, the pattern, an infinitive + alt.V.11-(or 016-

) )which literally means (P... did and so I'm sorry.') is a fixed

Korean equivalent expression of the English 'I'm sorry for having done/been

'I'm sorry that...'. Note: Koreans are quite apologetic to their

dinner or party guests. Even when a lot of food is prepared, the host or

hostess will likely say that there is little or nothing to eat, or tha

nothing to eat is prepared, etc.

4. 4§. tel.v4 ititp-11-. which literally means something like ('Oh, no, you'r(

saying all special words.') is a formal response to someone's undeserved or

excessive apology or compliments.

5. The construction, an infinitive + Al -2-141-4-'-11- Car ) as in

11- 4- )1 Al -2- 414
tit}. Thank you for coming.', is a fixed pattern just like

the English equivalent 'Thank you for... [doing something].'.

6. The, pattern -1-/.12-Pe--- Zilts'--t- A.11.711-V-.11- -in Ali- A--11 + .71-.e 0 0
)01.11-N-1-1=1-, ('I consider it to be an honor that you invited me.') occurs as

the equivalent of English 'I'm honored to do...', 'It's [my] pleasure to do

7. 4. a ti
('It's a regret.') which normally means "I'm sorry.', 'It's a

shame.' is a copula expression (i.e. 4 4+ °Icf ) which occurs as an

intransitive expression.

8. is a noun which means 'personal regards'.

A personal Noun + 611111p2-,..61-1+4jAig- } is an idiomatical expression

If: ti Ai 9-

'Please give my regards to the personal noun.'.

/4. ('without fail') followed by the construction .J14. ('Please try

326
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to do...') occurs to mean 'Please be sure to do

11. '[you] all' is a kind of post-noun which occurs before an inflected

expression but is used immediately after nominals or adverbials to denote

plurality of the subject or topic of the verbal expression and is

translated as 'you all' or 'they all'. The subject or topic in the sentence

often are not present but are understood from the context.

OF5+ *FAHrt.
e

327

'Where has everybody gone?' ('Where

have [they] all gone?')

'When are you all going to finish the

work?'

`Yes, [you all] do it that way.'

'Oh, you all are doing wonderfully,

indeed.'
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')RILLS

1. Substitution Drill

1. cti 6-A111- L19-

2. -4- A121- ()1 41:34

3. 621 I 01 cs, s_e is va

't1 41A4 1-1 9'

5. 14- t 411 4iAti4.a
6 oVI -a- Al A121-61 41:411".

7. 4. tY'l

8. -"li& 11. ItilAti-ti Lit}.

2. Combination Drill

It u 1 ,!1- 21.E. 1Z4 L1 9. 4.811A1

41ctl: :I-1- u1,1- 21.E. 61 A- 181N

Ithi

1. '1-1- LlAl- A s- W 'J-3 Li t

Al. 21-s- Z, 61 A)`z14 t.19-0

It's past eleven o'clock.

It's past time to go to school.

The Han River has gone over its dike.

[I] crossed the 38 Parallel on foot.

The water in the jar ran over.

It's past the curfew time.

[He]'s over sixty (years old).

The gas tank ran over.

('There isn't anything special (prepared),
I'm awfully sorry to have invited you.',

(1I'm awfully sorry to have invited you
without having prepared anything.')

I haven't bought much. I spent all the
money.

I spent all the money without having
bought many things.

328
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2. t*J- 21-s- A121.°1 )71V-.11-.

VI- 2i.s. V, 61 Al-Sei ,a-A. 1-1 =1-

3. a *1- 6e 61°-W. -

It 61.5- 6161 311'2'

u1A- 11-n- 61-AL Li )1AA1-7 13A 14

5. -3- 44'1-t- Al °14 V.s. u!hAi4 tl Al`,.61

AA1-t. 61M- 6161 131-61 61=1.2'- e e vA A 1/4

}L1 t}.

6 0,i),13 r 7,149-11 T1- Li t}
°I 31AI-11 +; tl

7. ttiAt.1.-trtiq.

611q-s- 61°1 Al t:1"611 1F° 1-1=}'tv. 0 Ak -17-J

8. -2-41F 21.s. Al 41-4-3 Ll q.

21.s- z.°1 AteaL.11-.

3. Substitution Drill

1. ,1--71) 1141

2° s'44-4-
*WI 414- at M..

3. titt- L °I1A1 41,4 at-1 =F.

w1m- ti 61 1- zit- V-14'.

5. 6119-tel- tel 141-9
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UNIT 36
111111

I haven't done much. Time
gone.

Time has passed without my
much of anything.

1
has all

having done

I haven't done much. I'm tired.

I'm tired without having done anything

much.

I haven't eaten much. I'm full already.

I'm full already without having eater,

much.

He hasn't ever tasted that food. He

says it's not tasty.,

He says that food is not tasty without
having ever tasted it.

He didn't call. Suddenly he came by
(to chat or to play).

He came by all of a sudden without
giving a call.

We made no reservation. We went tO
the restaurant.

We went to the restaurant without
making a reservation.

I haven't studied anything. I took a

test.
I took a test without having studied.

I'm awfully sorry for being late.
('I came late, so I'm awfully sorry.')

I'm awfully sorry that I couldn't keep
the appointment.

I'm awfully sorry that I,couldn't invite

you.

(I'm awfully sorry to have invited you

without any preparation.)

I'm awfully sorry that I couldn't help
you when you were moving.
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6

7- .-°1A1* *l1 al o a et.

4, Response Drill

setix7.1- 21-61 IsiLl TrA1t1-.

41011: oil, s1-6121- 641 P-

1. it1-ci21. :j%:4

414 1-6121- *11 JLAPL0

2. 1114121 -241" 6.6 A-14 -8-Al".

*1-6121- 66 A- =Ili A-AlL.

3. *I-6121- 6-6 -2. "Oi API..

S. 1.1-6 "01 aLAPL.

4 tl'6121- :_1,6 6-41+ 13,161 *A11-.

t1-1`t 6-6 ell ALAPL

5. ti-6121- Z1~9- 4A11-.

*1-121. ;8J-6 zIA-1-

6. sFcti S 6-6 uliAlt.

611. ti-cti21- 6-6 All /1-Al k

7. fl-°1`r 6-6 eflt
til el- 61;7_1- :kJ Visi-x11,-
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I'm awfully worry for leaving early.

I'm awfully sorry for not having
written you.

Anyway, let's go and see.

Yes, let's go and see anyhow.

Anyway, let's try once to speak only
in Korean.

Yes, let's try once anyhow.

Anyway, let's try inviting him one
time.

Yes, let's try inviting him once,
anyway.

Anyway, let's try learning that dance.

Yes, let's go ahead and try once,
anyhow.

Anyway, let's try Korean food.

Yes, let's give it a try, at any rate.

Anyway, let's meet him and see (what
he's like).

Yes, let's meet him once, at any rate.

Anyway, let's call on the Ambassador
once.

Yes, let's stop by once, anyhow.

Anyway, let's make one trip to Europe.

Yes, let's go once, anyway.
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5. Expansion Drill

tioff. +,1)41 -v-r3141-1-1=1-.

4-t11: 1-611 i." + Al z a19i-

1. :1-451 'i-tr:`5 21-1V-1

'61-6121- :1-"1 61 e11°-.. 21 .21-61.0-.

2* "2- 4-4 L'it'F.

11-61 21- -2- Z-41 4-- o1

3. 14 AlAl ri1,t1 1-

11- ell 21- '41 + Al -2- viO1P-

4., )111 °El -71t1A1P-.

ei61 21- A1-11 111 1)1' 44-AP. ,

5. 42 'It] Al g

6, Substitution Drill

1 +1 1-6- 0 0 "A" et,1121}11.1.-

2. dt44111P1 5-4 t* :i01--"-

o kl11-.81.1-1

3. 61:1 1 z1A-1- 411 6 21-44,-

011.11-741--lq.

14' 6111P1 it' I'M- 214- 11*-P-A.

5. 0111 °Vvi 111

1.1
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0.1111...

Thank you for coming. ('You came for
me, and so I'm grateful.')

Anyway, thank you for coming.

Korean seems to be difficult.

Anyway, Korean seems to be difficult.

That movie is fine.

Anyhow, that movie is fine.

Thank you for inviting me,

Anyway, thank you for inviting me.

You're welcome to spend the night at
our house. ('Please sleep in my house
and go.')

Anyway, you're welcome to spend the
night at our house.

Don't drive after you drink (alcohol).

Anyway, don't drive after you drink.

It's my honor to have been invited.
(II consider it to be an honor that

you have invited me.')

It's been my priviledge to have learned
Korean from you.

It's my honor to have met you here

(this way).

It's an honor for me to have been
invited by the President.

It's my priviledge that I can study
here.
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6. ti).;11-4 2.1-61 :11-11 6 211-

;11:41-t1A-1

7. 611 1-11 6 Zs-

7. Transformation Drill

4-t6.161 *VI ti

-trit.161

1. :I-4- W1 A121-°1 w (1A1 tefl )1110.L19..

"lit, A121-01 vtlelAi 4-Z11'-11-

2 14611 .c1"1-1741 *PI

=11-11.611 tl-L1A1 4/1

3. -24* 6' * *P1 61 0*-1 L1 tr.

-14-1 LIN' VA) 1P'1 4";7111P-11-.

4. ire. -71.1117 t.hfc14.'-1=1-.

1111- 4-MA1 ALgitit'it1-.

.5. Alvti 611

Al 111 611 ,;1 tlAi 21-:1 t-1 tr.

6 Al e ==l1 7.11u14) *11)1 tl 1..

XAl slIA1

4 1 :P-1

7. -3- t1-1 ALAI Y 1A1 `-1
ti.

t11- *11A1 Az- T11111'11--
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It's an honor for me to work with you.

I'm priviledged to be able to go to
Korea.

It's too bad that your wife couldn't
come.

I regret that your wife couldn't come.

It's too bad you don't have time to
study Korean.

I regret that you don't have time to
study Korean.

It's too bad that you cannot go to
college.

I'm very sorry that you cannot go to
college.

It's too bad that I cannot meet him.

I regret that I cannot meet him.

It's too bad that you missed a good
opportunity.

I'm very sorry you missed a good
opportunity.

It's too bad that you failed the test.

I'm sorry that you failed the test.

It's too bad you didn't have much fun
when you were young.

I'm sorry that you didn't have fun
when you were young.

It's too bad that
that house.

I regret that you
house.

you couldn't buy

couldn't buy that
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6. Substitution Drill

1. 4-t6.1°11111 71P-1 +tiA1P-.

2. L1 111 A161 +

3. 171 dt1-1°11-711 A1P-1 t6.1 4 'JAIL.

61-'141111 A-11)1 --s.'=1 Al

....*100IIN

5. *Y-41611111 Al-S1 oitL)F s-1 41- tilAIL.

6. 6141AA1111 s

7 . Vv;16111 A14.1 - 1 IAIL.

8. 4)61111 tlAl.L.

UNIT 36

Please give my regards to your wife.

Please give my regards to your husband.

Please give my regards to Mr. Kim.

Please give my regards to your father.

Please give my regards to your parents.

Please give my regards to your uncle.

Please give my regards to your (older)

brother.

Please give my regards to everybody.

Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(1)

W1t*..1 21,a- 4°1

t-41: 61-614 :1-)-1-; cr *1-t11-11. f. "i F l-'-1 -"F?

*I+ 161;.7.1. 1),1 61 ClS' 461 .--c-tdAlL

E- i T4 01 46.6 1g- Vi} 41.1 p e;1 21*

614-6: :1 :144- 1- *1-t11-1=1-. 61 Tail 4- =1 C A1A1P-?

'&41: 61-1-1L, 4'1 g1,11,4-t-1 t1-. 61d.1 41111- I el(A1) °,11- +11- `l u1-.
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(2)

-ql= A1t7.1. °1
$1-

* 6161 11. "21.tt ;11.14- t.1

4. 1?-1: :1"1" 2i-s fd,(51.s-)-11.-z *el 1'121-

611 Pia 41 61 4--SLe e e e

Ar til 6 -1S-W Acso

+t?.1: Al t1
;It11-5-- 61.1-1 114" *el

E-***]: 2121141-1q "2":1111 .61.A1P- agl, °1.1 11 +.4.1.(1-,

Liatall 1PgilL

Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

A-41-6 41 el 11-'41 441* 31-61 It- t1.'11-

f t : )161. 4 - 5 41 01 31.41.- ti-se b14A11/!...1- 41-61

U1- 4. 101.611).11e- t111

%1311t611t-1t1-.
s!`.14. °V-1e- ul el 6.1.1.'1. 1 p(11.2- 641°19- ftilt!.1-

t14 !Kt 814-tr *4-* *48- 11.7'11-
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c}it!i.fs ts 1 iohtal.t. 9.14 11x1,- 741.,..1

IF tom el.

.0u1.6 011
t..1 I laffl. Ie

(2)

1-1

t-41 °I a1 611 Afti =r-tf tt

" °I LI 61111 (A1°1) + )119-"-g-' °1

61
a1.t.

I I

1_4 ,-fof-a4)-- t'1

9t." rpr 11)1 :felt*

tf" erg art -1=1".

EXERCISES

A. You have been the guest at the Parks' tonight, and you're leaving after a

wonderful entertainment and good company. What would you say to your

host, hostess and other guests who are still staying?

B. Your dinner guest, Prof. Min, who came alone without his wife, is leaving

late at night. As a host or hostess, say something to him.

C. Make up short conversations,

expressions:

1. 614 -All

-e/13 '146- °I-Li2.

6. _etst. L -71. )
wrie-ei I

each of which
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contains the following

79 -7.1 t.1

B. 61)A1

9. -(1-. )Al

10 . N 4-e e
11. N

12 .

1:4 L1 tF

Al-el-IA-1 l-e

l-el-As-- Ali -71-1-11 I:1

- ( 61- l )".1 Alt- V-1 tf
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UNIT 37. Educational System

BASIC DIALOGUE

x1A1-
.11 0 place of employment

91' every time [I] go to work

1311-1 9' [I] feel

1;11 feeling

4101 rei-tit-- t71

Alt- Lil-

l. uti ( 1:1- =11 P111 54 411

41401°1 311-ti-'e* -7;711. A- I-.

(1t1611 11,E -A1

2* (11-11 4- le*) 61=11 i 1-11 111 41-2-

t-1

feeling that there are many
students

[I] possess

Every time I go to work in the morning,
I get the impression CI have a feeling'
that there are a lot of students in
Korea.

wherever [you] go

Are there so many schools (in Korea)
wherever you go?

336

narrow land

population

nature

naturally

number of students

[there] cannot help but be
many

That's right. Since there's a large
population in a small area, naturally
there have to be many students.

comparison

[he] compares
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41-til ell u1( )IA1

41t}i 4. 411 '1( 2- )tliAl

41'2- 11. 4441r t-11-.

-e-14

-4-1*

5. sTi aul

6

te.c1

ax-11-

6Z.1 9-. Z:14-

° s-- etiAf.t1=1A-11-,, %-

7. 6161, 4-4 41'2- 3:41t1 -"FAIL:* 41'2-1

=1-4 et at-itf.

8.

ta.

1.14.1
I

-s14 2.-4- tirz-e-

Lei it-VF -?

in comparison with the number
of students

[it]Is rather insufficient;
[it]'s on the short side

However, I'd say that schools are still

insufficient for the number of students.

duty

compulsory education ('duty

education')

How many years does compulsory
education last in Korea?

extention

lit] extends

[they] say [it] extends

Until last year it was for 6 years,

but I hear that from this year on it

is to be extended to 9 years.

Now, everyone will have to go to school

up to the 3rd grade of middle school.

tuition

[they] pay tuition

Well, you don't have to pay tuition

for ('during') compulsory education,

then, do you?

337

situation

burden (figuratively only)
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*

9 °F41 t*.}-4 'F ,litf."71

-Lf."*FA1 L .

10 -3- -g- !ti -IP-

11. -1111, eNE- tl !,F2-

-g,- ef012. L?

12. °Ftil Iti*F4 41'-t-67.- tl 41-2-11-

1-114 )

13, atgs

eel 41-2-

'-1

t-1 =1-

°141-E- =114-*

*I 9-4c1 ,.°A1A1

[he] bears the burden

[it]'s difficult to bear the
whole burden

Under the present circumstances, it is
hard for the government to bear the
whole burden.

Therefore; even if you attend a public
school, you still have to pay at least
something.

citizen

people (of a nation)

grade school.

coeducation

Well, I suppose middle schools are
coeducational, like grade schools,
aren't they?

;1 dtli

338

No, they're not. Only grade schools
and colleges are coeducational.

boys' school

girls' school

[they] divide

[they] become divided

For the most part, middle and high
schools are divided into boys' schools
and girls' schools.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. V 'a feeling' is the substantive form based on the verb -11-71- 'to

sense', 'to feel' (See Grammar Note 1).

4. 4. 'number' is a free noun. It also occurs after a class of nouns to form

noun phrases which mean 'the number of

'the number of students'

'the number of teachers'

'the number of classrooms'

5. °14.- 'duty' is distinguished from ?lel 'responsibility'.

6. 'to extend' is a transitive verb, so is :117111- 'to postpone',

'to put off'.

11. 41-1-1 4.4 'co-education' is a noun phrase which literally means something

like 'male-female joint-study'. 41, 'male' is a derivational noun affix in

the following common words: ,1-0-71- 'male', 11;1111-t11 'male student', 11-g1-2-

'boys' school', Idti. 'husband', ItiFuTik 'actor', 01TIJ 'handsome boy', etc.

'1- 'female' is also a derivation noun affix which is initially pronounced

and is written as 49-, and. -9 elsewhere. 41,4- 'woman, girl, female',

014p. 'girls' school', 1.111,41 'girl student', °14°- 'actress', 1WIr

'doctoress', ttil 'heroine', tp-1 'beauty', 19 'virgin, (unmarried) single

bachelor woman', etc.

13. 94.1- 'to divide' is a transitive verb used in basic arithmatic (See

Grammar Note 8).
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GRAMMAR NOTES

1. The -(1.) )u form

A verb form ending in -(.1q. )u is used as a noun. -u is added to a verb

stem or stem honorific and/or tense suffix which ends in a vowel; 4
to a consonant stem. Not like the -71 form (Unit 8) which occurs mostly

before descriptive expressions or in certain subject/topic and/or object

positions, the -(_b )u form occurs in certain limited nominal positions as

if it were a noun by itself. Only a small class of verbs forms into the

..(..A.)u form to serve as a noun and many verbs never,occur as the -4-:62-)

form. Therefore, any -(J.k.)u form which occurs as a nominal will be called

a Noun Substantive Form or simply the Substantive. See the following

examples of the common stubstantives.

Verb Stem

1671- 'to feel'

'to sleep'

4L- 'to dance'

'to move'

el- 'to be wrong'
E

l

'to live'
E

'to die'

'to be young

'to dream'

Substantives

'feeling'

'sleep'

'dancing'

'moving'

'mistake'

'life'

'death'

'youth'

'dream'

It is not always correct to form a substantive by adding -(A.)u to any verb

stem. Instead, it is suggested that you try to learn each such substantive

as a separate word and see how and where such a form is used. Note that

there is a small class of such substantives which occur in idiomatic phrases

or expressions.

1.611- A1-3- I, ti11.3-19..v,

34o

'He is a good dancer.' ('He dances
dancing well.')

'The child is sleeping now.' ('The
child is sleeping a sleep now.')
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'I dream every night.' ('I dream a
'dream every night.')

2.
r=110 M. 'every time [one] does (something)'

The pattern -q.t. =1 u1-1- (i.e. the prospective modifier word + 'time'

+ particle ) which may be followed by a pause before another inflected

expression means 'every time [one] does (something)', 'whenever [one] does

(something)'. Examples:

t=111211- 1-1-=1. AI L+ JP-11e

elA4 t=}1,31-r1-

2;,961 =11114'-11-.

11. A" ttliuf -141" ti°1 "I.L.1 1-e

3. Particle t-A1/61Z--A1

'Every time I go to work, I pass by
the South Gate.'

'Every time I receive a letter from
my mother, I miss my hometown.'

'Every time it rains, I need an
umbrella.'

Go back to Unit 12, Grammar Notes 4, and review the particle t-..?..1/4)].E-1.

and also review the particle 11-/°11-+ in connection with .E..A1/61E-Al in

Grammar Notes 4, Unit 10. Note that the contraction of the particle

&A1/61*C-A1 is t"./61.&
So, ,E-A1/61.&Al may be considered as .&/°I.E.:. + .

4. 'whether (does/is) or (does/is)', 'either (does/is) Qs (does /is)'

-t-Alas a verb ending is added to a verb stem or stem + honorific and/or

a past tense suffix, and denotes that the speaker makes no selection or

discrimination of the action or description of the verbs in -4E-A] for the

following inflected expression. Normally, one --'J form is followed by

another .,&7.1 form before another inflected expression to mean 'whether or',

'either N or'.

t1t--A1 '3141-'111-
'Whether you study or play, do as you

like.'

"11- ir-.. 61 s4-A1

LI- 16f 11111-

tirt-Ai

341

'I have to go to work, rain or snow.'

'I need money whether I get married or
not.'
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An interrogative expression + -t Al means 'no matter + interrogative

expression + (one) does /is', 'interrogative... ever [one] does /is',

'regardless of + interrogative... + (one) does is'.

6-N ell -it- Al

6-100_ tlx. AlA rT. 1 whatever [you] do.,.'

lino matter where [I] go'

11 wherever [I] go'

{s

no matter what [you] do'

no matter how [you] live'

'whichever way [you] live'

Note that the form is contracted to ^-& in rapid speech. Also note

that there is a synonymous ending-1N which is used exactly the same way

as in all environments. ,E.4°14-tu(Ai)(Grammar Note 3) and -..&(A1) may have

the same linguistic relevance but we distinguish them here for our purpose.

5. e/o. 41-oil
' '

'cannot help doing...', 'cannot but do...'

The pattern 4- 4°11 :,j9- occurs as the Korean equivalent of English

'cannot help doing', 'cannot but do'. Another pattern, -Al AP. + :11-.

is used interchangeably with -q.t. 41 :11* in all environments.

t1-7- a-411-1

4- :1 °I 4i.A. Li lit} 41
o4ii

i* 6161 W11
ttli.

71- 6111.3211 u11-1-
(?).s. 4. N

vi
AL 'Loa

e ' r,

6. izt ,x_ri t.l.

'Since there's a large population in
a narrow space, naturally there have
to be ('[there] cannot but be') many
students.'

'Since [his] income is small, [he]
cannot help living in poverty.'

'Well, yes, I cannot help thinking
about marriage now.'

'If you object so firmly, I have no
choice but to change my mind, too.'

The construction, a descriptive expression or a description verb ending in

il_2161=1" , which literally means something like ('it's on the side of

doing /being'), is used to denote tendency in the manner or direction of the

description of the verb in the -0-1,a. form.
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:L6 1/1. 41.8- °1 =F.

-2- 1.61 tA- =14-6. 6 61 la L'1 52-

9-'1 11 ul 14- *

-A- 'le- 6 a1'-1

7. N u1(2- )t11)1 'compared with N'

UNIT 37

'He's rather short.'

11=1111.

'I believe that child is rather smart.'

'She looks rather old for her age.'
('She looks rather old compared with

her age.')

1,31(2.-) j-1- 'to compare' is a transitive verb. N1 .1-5-/--S N2 Al. 11(1-) *}t}means

'to compare N' with N2'. The construction, N 'NI:H(24*N , which may be

followed by a pause before another inflected expression means 'compared

with N', 'in comparison with N', and occurs as an adverbial for the

followihg inflected expression.

ELM + 611 1( )111i1-1. 41-2- 4. -1-

-24-1?.- 9-61 611 ul ( )tli)-1

atr

*- 6 :19 =I-.

8. Basic ArithematicS

'The number of schools is insufficient
for the number of students.'
('Compared with the number of
students, the number of schools is

insufficient.')

'He is young for his age.' ('Compared
with his age, he is young.')

'Considering their income, I would say
that Soulites are well dressed and
eat well.' ('Compared with their
income, Soulites are rather well
dressed and eat well.')

The key verbs in basic arithematic are (1) t116.1-ri (or 11-1-) 'to add',

(2) uutm- (or 111-1-=1-) 'to deduct' or 'to subtract', (3) -5- *Ftl' (or t- t1-q)

'to multiply', 94.10 (or A111-1- ) 'to divide'. The common patterns which

are used with figures for such verbs are as follows:

(1) s- 611

( 2) :1-1).1

(3) ti°11(q) Arm 1-=1.

Al Al-S_ tte
Id I

r 14 1

(4) -9-1:-,11- 94=1.

343

'to add 3 to 5'

'to deduct 3 from 8'

'to multiply 17 by 4'

'to divide 50 by 5'
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Examples

(1)

10411 57:7 15/F cF. '10 plus 5 is 15.1 ('If you add 5
to 10, [it] becomes 15-')

354 71; 421. 6cF. '35 plus 7 equals 41.1 ('If you add
7 to 35, [it] becomes 42.1,

121)1 "116 10°1

386IN Ortiti 311 ,12-1r.e-

711 22:7-4.11-1 141- El

asL 3AJL t.ititi 2 /- 6

(2)

(3)

(4)

'12 minus 2 is 10.1 ('If you deduct
2 from 10, 10 remains.')

'38 minus 7 equals 31.' ('If you
deduct 7 from 38, 31 remains.')

'7 multiplied by 2 is 14.1 (' If you
multiply 7 by 2, [it] becomes 14.' )

'8 multiplied by 3 equals 24.'

&"1. ,12-1-4=1-.
'12 divided by 6 is 2.' ('If you
divide 12 by 6, 2 remains.'

22.1-1 94,133 11 9r.

344

'22 divided by 2 equals 11.' ('If
you divide 22 by 2, you get 11.')
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1. Response-Transformation Drill

614' V61 '1 eF-- 17111-1 ill'?

41",11: I ;.6.1 .4' 1'61 61 I =i -1:- 1411 21

1. m.11. rsi.e1..2 L -7111 -»r?

$l, Pti °II ?-1--1-
ra 4!: L 771

2. 6'4 '4 al 11-

MI 5 a 4- °F 6

t4

3. t6.1-E- 611 t14 rtitia

it-1-711-?

741 L-1111-?

oil, tlx- oil 64 11' `I* !,211-=1- L 1,271-!-.

A w 1

t}i41-a...sti ti 1. i

cily

e Poo la

DRILLS

1=1-.

t.14. -771 Li III.?

Ll* U1A11t-

eY

5. .41...E.i7,54 t L. ni Ll -71?

MI "V"Y'

0.4

6. 014°1

al

7.

el.of -7-71
e 1:1 I ral

I.

o AF-2.11- 731'1 /V

014 011 2.

°I ti Id ill'?

-PI of -6-1 2-4- °I I ti 7171+

;11-tr

3115

Do you feel that Korean is

Yes, I have a feeling that
difficult.

Does it seem to you
cars in America?

Yes, it seems to me
cars in America.

1110

difficult?

Korean is

that there are many

that there are many

Do you feel that Korea's economy is
getting better?

Yes, I've a feeling that Korea's
economy is getting better.

Do you feel that India's population is
too big?

Yes, I feel that India's population is
too big?

Do you feel that the college tuition
is too expensive?

Yes, I've a feeling that the college
tuition is too expensive.

Do you feel that the burden of
parenthood is great?

Yes, I've a feeling that the burden of
parenthood is great.

Do you feel that there are a lot of
auto accidents in the United States?

Yes, I've a feeling that there are a
lot of auto accidents in the United
States.

Do you feel that transportation in
Washington is inconvenient?

Yes, I've a feeling that transportation
in Washington is inconvenient.
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2. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 2

41-2- 41-tli°1 111±

A-4 1-)=F.

411 1161 771-k'o te

;41.4 1-11.

1. Ali ,11-1 ui-61 el Cry
111.SL it& L.1
a le, A 11-1

Al) 6;4. pl.61 61

1;71* ;7414 1-1

2. /41:,1111-1* :11.1-1=1-. ei A" 1;1

Ll
;icitittl*

.61111 =111111- ei *Fit'e e

3. All-ell ail-1-11-. %/I+

Alt-11611

;04-1

gP1/41-1. 111+1 Viqe-

A m t-1

I go to school. I've a feeling that
there are a lot of students.

Every time I go to school I've a
feeling that there are a lot of
students.

I learn new grammar rules- I've a
feeling that Korean is difficult.

Every time I learn a new grammar rule,
I've a feeling that Korean is
difficult.

I take an airplane. I've a feeling
that it's convenient.

Every time I fly, I've a feeling that
it's convenient.

I go downtown. I've a feeling that
there are traffic jams.

Every time I go downtown, I've a
feeling that there are traffic jams.

I eat Kimchi. I've a feeling that it's
hot (spicy).

14.11. au-724 Every time I eat Kimchi, I have a
feeling that it's hot (spicy).

5. .2. tti 1_1
o

ol.e. Ci..qt. L. 111
te

Att-H=1-

a di tititLe..... r....101.4 61.e 441-
e Ili" tal 1"C"

Al 1 I.a era

al a .74.

Ail 61 °PIS- Se"-P- =111-cir A1161

te a
t.1 cl.

AI 14

346

I see that actress. I've a feeling that
she is beautiful.

Every time I see that actress, I've a
feeling that she is beautiful.

hear a war story. I've a feeling that
war is fearful.

Every time I hear a war story, I've a
feeling that war is fearful.
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7. a1C1mil- a o "1" 1.-o id is t
. ILL% t I

14

10141- AK 55 544 =1121-1.

;04 t-1

I ride in a Cadillac (car). I've a
feeling that it's very nice.

Every time I
I've a fee

3. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Gramm

ti 411= `11611 41--711-P4

41t11: 61=1°11 egfit4t-lrt.

t Z-1- -1-14-?

*Z.* 3; Al 81Altrt-1 t1r.

2. 4-E- :At 4-11140

ZIFI- 81414-91-

3. :I-11FL?

014 u1=1-.

4 al To FA:.e] el ?
01 e el

:1 1-Ax1.e1
24,t. 1

5. Ai el ?Fte+111414

ri Al 411

6, oi

61
'-F*

7. t1/1 J--e%

41- ..111 ;v,1t)- 81Vr-t-et-11-.

Al 01 ?lit. Id g,

347

Whe

ride in a Cadillac (car),
ling that it's very nice.

ar Note 4)

re shall we go?

Anywhere is fine. ('Wherever [we] go
is fine.')

What shall we eat?

Anything is all right. ('Whatever we
eat is all right.')

What movies shall we see?

Any movie we see is fine. ('Whatever
movies we see is fine.')

When shall we go to work?

Any time is fine. ('Whenever we go to
work is fine.')

What price suit would you like?

Any price suit is all right. ('What-
ever the price of the suit you give
me, it's all right.')

What time shall we meet?

Any time (we meet, it) is all right.

Into how many portions shall I divide
this apple?

However you divide it, it's all right.

Who will pay for the electircity?

Any one can pay for the electricity
so far as i care. ('Whoever pays the
electricity, it's all right (with me).')
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4. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 4)

41-2-6111"-1-71.1.91-A11so

-g-t1 41-v-°11

1. 111. "127S" °PIP"?

"12' u1-4-111 1JL

2,
A1111- Vt- "114-5 tl

"4"
u114- Al 13F&A1 13411-

3. 6011- tHiL?

4E-- 'I 41- *Hi

4. A11'- Ite414-- 41-711-

uN1-11-

.5. 1M' NA. 11c- 2-1111e

gl 111.4411."

fc111.21. uj.-A1

14;41- $1-4111?-.

6- 111' t.`14,-.1-11.t. ?

211. ttj-t- '1 Vt. Al 014-il-
l-lit'

7 A1111- 41?,1- 611 61141:1.11i' 'e tH1 ft" ?

all 1314 tO' .811 IL

8. 1-71' at °11`'11 -2.

13A-A1 14'11- 131-111-

348

Do you want me to go to a public
school?

As for whether_you go.tcl a public
school or not, do as you like.

Do you want me to take the bus?

As for whether you take the bus or not,
do as you like.

Do you want me to study Chinese?

As for whether or not you study Chinese,
do as you like.

Do you want me to sit down on the
ground?

As for whether or not you sit down on
the ground, do as you like.

Do you want me to eat Western food?

As for whether you eat Western food or
not, do as you like.

Do you want me to compare that book with
other books?

As for whether you compare that book
with other books or not, do as you
like.

Do you want me to practise it again?

Do as you like so far as whether or
not you practise it again is concerned.

Do you want me to make a reservation at
that restaurant?

As for whether or not you make a
reservation, do as you like.

Do you want me to deliver that message
to him?

As for whether you tell him or not,
do as you like.
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5. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 5)

:11°1 AFg1-611111 °1 L.1=1-.

ftitq: 1.6:4 '1,1- 61 v1.4 Al-gf.°1111 61 41- ell

1. Al Alt71-11--2-Tt

Al A1S°11 4T°11

2. 4tin-it *-9-11-*Z11-1q :H=F.

+ --11* TI-:1" 4 4611 V, 'IP-.

3. -6-14- 24 41-2-.°11 thl`t at.pq.

.1114- V.118-

_74: °I 1.1.1;,-,14.t.Ic1.;

-34 al -1-1-1- j.- 4- .44 :JIMA-.

5. 19 61 t,ltiN it1t-114rt- -1=1".

:1 61 Al .8} 1A1 *el ZAti

1 1'.a 0114.

lt Anil'. 4- 4°11 atiAti

°I Li* gs1.0i

41 -2-°11 1-ALA. +1. =1

41-2-tt 61 t-14- aoi

41r2- °II ri,t1 4611 ZAti 6111-

3119

Korean is difficult to Americans.

Korean cannot help but be difficult
to Americans.

I have to go to work on time.

I have no choice but to go to work on

time.

The parents have to pay the tuition.

It's inevitable that the parents must
pay the tuition.

You have to attend school throughout
the period of compulsory education.

You have no choice but to attend
school during the period of
compulsory education.

He got angry.

He could-not help getting angry.

He entered the hospital because the
disease was serious.

He could not avoid being hospitalized
because the disease was serious.

I extended my vacation.

I had no choice but to extend the
variation.

Because private schools required too
much money, I have gone to public

schools.

Because private schools required too
much money, I inevitably had to go to

public schools.
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6. Combination Drill

d viel-61 rii"-t- 1-11- 1121-61

-41:1 + 441 (51,C2-

ts..4 °1-61 ele14-L1 A }6 t1 A121-°1 Q EN

;1 + 4°11 VAIP-.

1. 4i-);11 4- li- rei41-11-.

tvt1L.

e1-° L1 A1-61 41.2 -71-

+ 4611 Z71L

2. + 1).til*L.19. 41-21' + 4611

SL

L-71. 11A).}.L.1 A1-611

411 :Pi A"

2.1..n.z1--1. 4

3. 71'-g-5`} -11- 144 Ll 2-4- Ala'} 4,1--t.

4411 ti 611/-

4- 11- 14-s- 1-1 *1 2+, AF-2-11-

4. 4- a1
°1 4-4 + 4°11

ttik °I L

4' :1 61 *4- *FL] AFt4:1*1 t111, 61 Z.-111- 4-

41.61 tt-17.19_,

5. 41- ;1' t1' 4°11 IV 'IL.

* Altl*1-1-1 4- 4°11

tVA1P-

-vole

t1J-5- 4' 4611 th?1, L
.2.1- 41-1- mks_ LI AF61t1

X10} 4611 114,1, Alfi-e
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Korean # difficult. It cannot but
take along time.

Since Korean is difficult, naturally
it cannot but take a long time.

The number of students is big. The
number of schools cannot help but
be insufficient.

Since there's a large number of students
naturally it is inevitable that the
schools are insufficient.

Tuition is expensive. I cannot avoid
having to quit school.

Since the tuition is expensive,
naturally. I can't avoid having to
quit school.

There are a lot of automobiles. It's
inevitable that there are many auto
accidents.

Since there are a lot of automobiles,
naturally there cannot help being
many auto accidents.

Income is not enough. Living cannot
help being difficult.

Since [my] income is not sufficient,
naturally living cannot help but be
hard.

He is diligent. Inevitably he lives
well.

Since he is diligent, naturally he
cannot help but be well off.

He has an excellent education. He
inevitably must get a good job.

Since he has an eXcellent education,
naturally he cannot but get a good
job.
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7. + *el ,."11-A1 31-4 t-1 4-

*(11 vc;i, e11-

-6-11A1 61-A1 bLI
1h.41i

Le.l. 4- 41 lAI

8 t. t_paL 011 t. 0 4. 4111
"Ar 12 e. t..) I -11 I "C"'"i"

4V1-

AF° AF-A-L-1 All *1 *1"2- 611 41-1" 4- 4611
7c-

1171

7. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 6)

1.

2,

°1 -t-t- LI-71F?

°Q. .a.1-4--42-1 14; °I *At 6:191-.

i '310 AFL,. 4 ti R-1- "1 A),;1-9

611. + a14.11- "1 Ad. :11-11-

41-2±- 41-u1-71 At11-9-7-71-?

°1. *111 41-v4-- ;Fu1l-

4. =11A1- -el- es--/- -5-01 411- -71.?e m

-4'-'11.4 6-1" A- S- 61 )4- 'alee

5. 444- 611 ;,-1-9 -3-41-elt- 42-1

01.4- =11-14 611 a1-9 -3-41r*It-

6:1t-1=1-.

6. u1-4 4)-1 :II- ',344tr `1 1/F?

ti 1-4 :11- 411,C).

121

to 1 t. =1.
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They do not drive carefully. They
inevitably have accidents.

Because they do not drive carefully,
naturally they cannot help having

accidents.

I slept until late. It was inevitable
that I was late for school.

I slept late, so naturally I couldn't

help being late.

Is Dr. Kim's daughter smart?

Yes, she's on the bright side.

Is the Korean winter cold?

Yes, the Korean winter is rather cold.

Is the tuition at your school expensive?

Yes, the tuition at our school is rather

expensive.

Is the cost of attending public schools
cheap?

Yes, the cost of attending public
schools is rather inexpensive.

Do doctors and lawyers make a lot of

money?

Yes, doctors and lawyers do rather well.

Are there many coeducational schools
among the American colleges and
universities?

Yes, there're comparatively many
coeducational schools among the

American colleges and universities.

Is America's territory large?

Yes, America's territory is rather

large.
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70 L 61 Z.t-r -"V?

61 Li& ti:ILItI.

8. Response-Expansion-Transformation Drill

41'2- 4- -1F 4.46' 6 :1 Ll -771-? / /

41H,L,}1: ,roil 4 `511 '1(2- )tliAi !I1-2- 4. 11-

4-6- 6 tl

1. 3. °1-61.e. 41-71-
/L1- °1/

9-61611 H1(2- j- 61r 41 11.

11 :11.1

2. -3" pro *1-1- wl t11-1111-? /1-E" *1-/

ql, try 51-611 1( MA1 -3" *11-

3. .. Al -11' 441- 6 al L1 "rliq 47Y

t 17i-611 ulca-MA1 a A1111

Lei ti

4. -3" t1
°1 kill!: 6 :1 1-1 /

14- 4. 611 wi

6 tl

45ft ttlehi 111"? /2- 1l /

N `511 wi(a. )tel et*P-

eh 17 le al Llq

6. 01111:°1 6 ti -"F? 9-/

WI(2- )4'9 4141:21-

6 °°1 ,"1 I.

7. '111? /L } °1/

°IL 9-451 611 "1( 2- )fliAsi ;11

352

Is he young?

Yes, he is rather young.

Is the number of schools somewhat
insufficient? [number of students]

Yes, compared with the number of
students, the number of schools is
rather insufficient.

Is that child rather tall? [age]

Yes, compared with his age, that child
is rather tall.

Is that car on the expensive side?
[other cars]

Yes, compared with other cars, that
car is somewhat expensive.

Is that watch pretty good? [price]

Yes, compared with the price, that
watch is pretty good.

Is the house rather large? [number of
people in the family]

Yes, compared with the number of people
in the family, the house is rather
big.

Do you not care much for vegetables?
[meat]

Yes, compared with meat, I don't care
much for vegetables.

Is he this living') rather well-to-do?
[me]

Yes, compared with me, he is rather
well-to-do.

Does Mr.

Yes, Mr.
age.

Kim look rather old? [age]

Kim looks rather old for his
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8. P t!).14 11- 41-8- 6 1'1-1 /=,112-1 Id, °I/

°11, 1-al°1°11"1(2-)e)V1 '342

21411- 4.1.& 6 :It'll-.

9. Substitution Drill

1 -7* 91.'21 Al*1 '1 4,-"1 41 -6- `1'}.

2* -2 t+eF-S1 d Al V 61 v°614,

3. -2- 9- 21 M1 A1-01 ol 4-'1 41.4 '1'1'.

4. -1- 9-9;511 41-2- A1.01 °1

5. -2' t'1.1..-1) A1r3:1 '1

6. -2- 9-1*.ei1 1-71/?
`rINWeil11

7. -2- 91'1-1 Alti 61 gat- Li

10. Substitution Drill

353

Does the U.S. have a rather small
population? [size of land)

Yes, the population of the United
States is small for the size of the

land.

The political situation of that country
is not good.

The electric situation in that country
is not good.

Economic situation of that country is
not good.

The education situation in that country
is not good.

The situation of the public water
supply system in that country is not

good.

How is the (situation of the) public
water supply system in that country?

Is the (situation of the) public water
supply system all right?

I'll pay for [it].

I'll treat [you] to lunch.

I'll pay for the tuition.

I'll pay for the school expenses.

I'll make time available for you.
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11. Response Drill

tit* :11. Lei `-177}?

41.0 II' 94 6 ti--,t1 a1 L I =I-

10 -t-t. '1+6 :111,1t-1111q al/
t-14-6

2. ).t.L.1.707 94... -71.?

L
el!zi :1 Li =I-

3. )11611 V-11-14- VuF:111-1111.? [61 eti /

,t11 611 :141 tf.-ri 2j b :ILI tit'.

611 Viti uli

'11 411 :11. 1-6 61-E- t1 `-1

5. :1 1)1 rhti* 111116 ,41 1-1 171?

:1 1)1 riti* tii :11-1

6. 6/1)1 21-t* "16 :1131111`1 77Iq

e e 1=1

7 611 611 t. ti ti Vulti Li lir / tki'j

:14 11* bi'd :1 Li

354

I'll treat you.

I'll get angry

I'll come up with an idea.

I'll spread a rumor.

How much is ten divided by two? [five]

Ten divided by two is five.

How much is six divided by two? [three]

Six divided by two is three.

How much is thirty divided by five?
[six]

Thirty divided by five is six.

How much is seven times four?
[twenty-eight]

Seven times four is twenty-eight.

How much is ten times eight? [eighty]

Ten times eight is eighty.

How much is ten take away five? [five]

Ten less five is five.

How much is fifty take away twenty?
[thirty]

Fifty less twenty is thirty.

How much is seven plus nine? [sixteen]

Seven plus nine is sixteen.
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8. 451) tilt* 1-1 Val-:1 Li 1-11-? 411/

DI-Z- 611 °lit* -T11.541 t-1 =1-

How much is forty plus sixty? [one

hundred]

Forty plus sixty is one hundred.

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

111 til7t-:FL1=F Z.1""4" 6t1 *at- 3Z-_1 A141

:1"1t1-. ela 141.2..e Lq-1 61A1

-2f; 41-2- T71-Al

61-11-P-11- * 41-v- 3Z-1 111-Al 014 2--4- :1L1 1. 24. oi a1-2-

*IrA1Z3-1" "1.- 2--4-4 =1-* '-i= }.

c:e71 `111F?

31, '31-4 bild 2-41. u6.1 91A1 681-Al ul- °Ilt_l

41-0 61 + at.1=1- .t 411 Wes- 9- .

"V- bilAt.s. ti

;71: I c-g- al 41-24-- Alt1 41-2--v- CI- t,11.11- ?-3- Ad- 6 61Altl-

41A1 o :1 41-2- + 9'1 :-L1t1-.

-11-2--1& 4/11 o :1 41-2-

;11: bilAie 41-2-t-. o dl 41'2-11- VrA1Z.1:1" *2-t-

Airrfi 41-v- a1 "11'.
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Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

a.-4- Z.-- u1-4-21- !24°1 try t.1 1*-1.-4.

6;21, i--.1-7,4). 31 t1141 -.2-e.- I 61-z tglitt&

21-1 :1'-1 tF. 41-2- 3Z:1 1-11.A1 Il!lq".?-1 )-11',"P-.K-e

Oi* 11. rti÷i L'1 ti. 41.)4;;1161 *1-a

411 171-.E. 941 :1"-1 4 V 41.2- 61'1 41 L1 -3-** aul

-2- el t-F, 1141.2-e- -1-411 ti. 41.2- V 1'11'. -2-*

-(4,11-61 °I-Lla 4141-2-* 41-42-1- t-1+1 11-2- 9.141r+ 1111

41-'1 -.72-41t1t-1
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UNIT 38. Educational System (Continued)

BASIC DIALOGUE

ti-if 4,1.°11
°j

-;.1- //1-?

2. OrelL 42- 61 611.- 41-v-9- t}

:1-1111. 11'1 .w1 t1 =1-.

e14

3. 11.144* °Ile- 141'61 41 4-2- P11 1:1

e121- =114} °1
L1, -,1.?

14t1

2.41

Ai 4L11 =ligibt" 611e- 1.11°4

.42-11. "12-41 3i-2'1k,

4LJE.2._

.1*11MINO

entrance examination

Is an entrance examination given only
when you enter college?

beyond middle school

Oh, no

Oh, no. You have to take entrance
exams for all the schools beyond
middle school.

college of arts and sciences

It seems there are quite a number of
colleges in Korea; are there many
colleges of liberal arts and sciences,
like in the United States?

;11 sti),A

357

4 year (system)

comparatively

I think so. Among the 4 year colleges
there are comparatively many liberal

arts and sciences colleges.

B.A(S).; M.A(s).; Ph. D.

degree

accredited (regular) college

engineering college

law college

(college which specializes in
certain fields within a
university)
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5. a '1 4P+ -1F4-11-

141-0 :14 141-214):

6 0 a
.1

001 .-17.1

O

However, among the accredited colleges
giving bachelor's degrees, there are
also the (specialized) colleges (within
universities) such as engineering, law,
etc.

:16. =1141' general courses (curriculum)

421" t1141" medical college

A1.21. tii41- dental college

6. SP-14 441-.4 14 tii4F-e .44 141t1=1* Do the students have 4 years of general
studies before they enter medical school
or dental school?

ufAla i* 11C?

t-H

&21-

7 . 61-Li Al CI- 114 141'1- 6e :ILI"-

21" -421 e31121t- 12- ufA1-2- 1-1-/t1 4Z:11

"Zi" cf.

ti141611

41-N-4 4t1 =9-1- -010 1°1

premed

after having completed

regular course (opposed to
prep course)

No. Only medical schools are 6 years.
So, after a student finishes 2 years
of premed, he can enter the 4 year
(regular) medical course.

358

major; specialty

[he] majors in

major field

competition

competition is severe

If you (have to) take an entrance exam
when you go to college, naturally,
depending on the school and the field
of study, competition must be keen!
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:Prr- t11:11.

9" telt1L1 =1. :1** 11(2- ) 611

1 +h :I °I 61A-1A1P-

AA

11 d

1st rate college

Yes, indeed. It isn't that easy to get
into a first class university.

recent

recently; lately

field (of studies); line
(political, genetic, etc.)

the fields of liberal arts
and humanities

sciences and engineering

society

sciences

social sciences

much more

[it]'s increased

10. aela Al.a.611e. 5t. (441.) And they say that the number of students
majoring in engineering and sciences has
increased much more lately than the

istAlly_
9. 614 01 4t.

O'r I le 0 CC- number in liberal arts or social sciences.

4- -tti /4-1 ell-a, ail." 0 e N1/4

359

industry

industrial nation

modern (times)

modernization

[it] becomes modernized

phenomenon; aspect

regard [it] to be a good
phenomenon
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te..I.4 61 -LS' =A- "1"-1-7-71-

(A1-,!1. n,i°leh2-

-V11-

Naturally, that"s how it is, since
Korea is (step-by-step) becoming a
modern industrial nation. I regard
it as a wonderful phenomenon.

Additional Vocabulary and Phrases

A. Major Universities and Colleges:

5. 142-

9.

10.

11.

12.

13,

14.

15,

16.

441-2-

v:11141.2.

36o

Location:

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Pusan

Taegu

Kwangju

Chonju
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17. *41- 141-j-

18. *.;4. 441-2.

19 "ji-

Taejon

Chungju

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

Military Academy Seoul

Naval Academy Chinhae

Air Force Academy Seoul

Fishery College Pusan

Merchant Marine College Pusan

B. Major Colleges within a University:

5. -(114 141-

6 bke. 1.-44
.11-11 9-11

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

College of Law

College of Engineering

Teachers' College; College of Education

College of Medicine

College of Pharmacy

College of Agriculture

College of Music

361
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9. i.-11*

10

11.

12.

13.

14.

are- 141-

WI 01

C. Majors:

1. e Alasit,
0 w

2. .te 14Atlifle LI+

Ala elt, t.1
1- I co WI 1:1

4. A41- 11-i-
1-1 1-10 A' I b. I I

6. 7,11.. 1.-11-W 1-1-o A'11:1

7 . t ei !J.* vise

8. Az
1

MICA LICI'

10.

11.

13.

'If MItI

Ala Joo_
t_i .

A-1.2.
0 AN 1:1

7-lattp.-1-itl-
-c-

Ale it Si.*
1-1

1 L
0 A

1_
lm

14 0-10kt, A-1.2.
I II.4.1 1'11 e 1-1cs W1114

College of Fine Arts

College of Commerce (Seoul University)

College of Business Administration (Yonsei,

Korea and others)

College of Political Science and Law
(Yonsei and others)

College of Law and Political Science
(Ewha and others)

Graduate School

I majored in medicine.

I majored in engineering.

I majored in pharmacy.

I majored in nursing.

I majored in home economics.

I majored in chemistry.

I majored in physics.

I majored in mathematics.

I majored in biology.

I majored in biochemistry.

I majored in psychology.

I majored in literature.

I majored in English.literatuie.

I majore in linguistics.
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15.
ttl.s_ Ala *lip_ t..19..e o kl

16. Aie .4. "9 A.1-R-1143- LI =I-

17 1e3A1A.e L10 AP.!H

I majored in Korean literature.

I majored in Korean language and
literature.

I majored in philosophy.

18 Akt A-12. elL6- '-It}.V. I majored in education.
.4 wile 1-10 {pedagogy.

19. 'il 15$° Al 2- *1315 LI =1*
I majored in sociology.

e L. ,4A b

Aie." 41-11, Al2* MIA' 1-1
I majored in anthropology.

o 14

21 x AX
t-I I majored in archaeology.

22. Ale' 41 ko.... I--

I majored in law.
0 ow

23. A145. 00-*Fs_ u *Ho. t.i tL
1 1

I majored in public administration.
9 e omoti

24 Ate 2i Il41-- Aim- t.1t. 1.1

I majored in business administration.
(management)

25, Ail:. 131 U.1.!?- xi..2. '811'11-1=1-1
I majored in civil law.

It. I.. e mow

26. Aie "2" 13.1"L A1-2" .8 11-11 t-1
I majored in public law.

0 ttl e

27 Aie.- AliMiSt. t- a
I..] =1..

e 1:1

28 et 13 1,4 0_ 1.2. Iv_ t.i 9.,
C e

29 . 131t* =F.

30 .x14. A1.2. sp.
a e

31. Aie eitr LI 1..
e 0 AA

32 xie. Al el 14

Major Departments:

2 Me- 111-21-71-

I majored in international law.

I majored in Oriental painting.

I majored Western painting.

I majored in government.

I majored in history.

I majored in geography.

I got my degree in law. (II came out of

the department of law.')

I got my degree in mechanical engineering.
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3.

4. Me' 611-21--s. 9" *61 L

5 ML- ti *61,11-

6. 41. Lr *6.1

;1121-1- Lr *41

8 1,11-414-1- Lr 4F41

9.

10.

11.

1-1- *41 t"

Ate' 5414.41' *61

12. 11-A1414- AF611?-

13

14. Me- 242* 9- #61R-.

got my degree in architecture.

got my degree in electrical engineering.

got my degree in civil engineering.

got my degree in mechanical engineering.

got my degree in ship-building
engineering.

got my degree in textile engineering.

got my degree in metal engineering.

got my degree aviation engineering.

I got my degree in physical education.

got my degree in home-economics.

I got my degree in music.

got my degree in education.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

2. °la 'beyond, above, more than' is a post-noun to which the topic particle

..tr41. may or may not be added and which occurs after a class of nouns to

make adverbial phrases. An antonym of °Poi is °it} 'below' which occurs in

parallel way as qtF.

41" 41.2" 61 et1-(- )
'beyond middle school'

F 1611 500f )

oi al

'more than one month'

'more than 500 dollars a month'

'beyond this [line]', 'more than this'
'above this'

'more than that'

'more than this', 'beyond this'

'beyond me'

4. -Ail which may occur as a derivational noun suffix is added to a certain

numeral expression and it denotes 'system'.

'4 year (system) college'

'2 year junior college'

'6 year medical school'

N *lk= (' as for among Ns') and N *elm ('from among Ns') are both used

as adverbials and are translated as 'among Ns'.

8. 'naturally' is often contracted in rapid speech to Alti , which may

also be used as a noun meaning 'nature'.

9. /116- in 614- 11.4511 .S- 61 11-11,e1- is the shortened expression of
e

365
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-S.61 Vila 2i.e.7 'to say that [one] enters', 'that [you] say you enter'

which can be interchangeably used with .1-151 21t7 and its

contraction 11=1..e- Z1.

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. -41 and -4i 614.

-4i is a derivational noun suffix added to a small class of nouns to make

another noun which forms either a noun phrase with the succeeding noun or

or copula expression. In either case, the English equivalent is an

adjectival expression. A -41 derivational noun + particle .°--S./1-occurs as

an adverbial. Observe the following -41 derivational noun words and their

related expressions:

Nouns

112. 'comparison'

7,11 'economy'

1 .*1 'politics'

1-.11 'society'

+ N
Copula Expression

-41°11-

'economical N' Ito

'political N' VA141 611- to

A1-1.141N 'social N'

Alt} 'philosophy' All-AIN

education' MA- 41N

Al 'poem;
poetry'

A141 N

tie' 'psychology' Itle14-1,N

'philosophical
N'

'educational N'

'poetic N'

AF31416511- 'to

Al 1-A1 61 1-

2--4" 41°11-

A141.511. 'to be poetic'

be

be

Adverbial
-AIAJL

economical' ZA114125-1- 1..1y1

political' V*1411.'S-- ..lys

be social'

'to be philo-
sophical'

'to be educa-
tional'

'psychological Aleixl°14. 'to be psycho-'.
rs

N' logical'

!ill 'the modern i!i=11,I N 'modern N'

time'

titi 'spirit'

.4-*11 'the body'

1.
' human
being'

Z114191- 'to be modern'

AlAlAIN{' A lAspiritual N' lAlolq{sto be
0 I -1 0 1.

'mental N' 'to be

1(141Nrbodily N' *141°11- 'to be
t' physical N'

161111-AIN 'human N'

spiritual'
0 1.

mental'

physical' -4-0141A-E.

'511}741H°1=to be human'
I... I_ -1
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2. upel 'after having done...', 'after doing...'

The construction -51- 1-1-)1 (i.e. the --IL form of an action verb + Infinitive

form 9-of the verb 9,- + particle )41 ) which may be followed by a pause

before another inflected expression means 'after having done [something]'.

This construction is used interchangeably with -14.8. 41 (Unit 15).

7203141-2-. 1+L-11

1,-7-ult1 °II

;;;,14r"-19-

ti

H
/111 :1 'I".

3. ajid

tN

'After [you] finish the premed, you
can enter the 4 year (regular)

medical course.'

'I'm planning to get married after
having earned enough money.'

..11- is a derivational noun suffix added to a class of nouns and forms a

denominal which means '- zation'. A ..4. denominal makes a verb by adding

either 1-1-pr 541- : 11-9-is a transitive verb and -ALEN an intransi-

tive verb respectively. Observe the following common nouns on which .4

and _IF 1-1- are built:

'the modern time'

le.

' general public'

34w ' industry'

'freedom, liberty'

'America'

'democracy'

6=44 'modernization'

:06* t}=}
'popularization

4.1t11.1. 'industrialization*

61114e.
'generalization'

'

liberalization'

044 'Americanization'

1.114-11- 'democratization'

('common property') -3-t14.

Infinitive

'communization'

11.9.

'to modernize'

'to popularize'

'to industrialize'

'to liberalize'

'to Americanize'

'to democratize'

'to communize'

immediately after an infinitive form of a class of verbs may occur as

an auxilliary verb and denotes gradual or step-by-step change of the action

of the verb in the infinitive form.
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61 s1

61 *Ili e '1 oi"

4 el 511-.2--si

-71"-1

!Fe 611 -2- o1 =1 "telt1 + :14

11- 611 6- A-A416- "rk

,t16111-.

'Korea is (step-by-step) becoming a
modern industrial nation.' ('Korea

is gradually becoming modernized as
an industrial nation.')

'I'm reading this book a little bit
every day.'

'The number of students in our school

is increasing every year.'

'I cannot finish the work at one time,

but I can finish it by doing just
one lesson a day.'

Note that .Q t} is occasionally used similarly as

construction.
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1. Response-Transformation Drill

Al All: 2, 14-x41_ el 61 01. Al *11.1 71.?

1 0'1 6 -II HI-ti loft! la

e11 ol -rte Pe 9

1. A.m. el"elm el + ,°1 `"1
1-71.?

el el lokl

119 °ItM- A161g-.

2. °II:L:1mil* -11-v- 'NI It1 ;1114`-i-r11-?

61t1e- A-!,1-v-611 1-tj 4- Al

3. 1%121* ei /1- 1V--3- LI -71-?

611, 61tM- 1

4 V" --a- V:1" c+V.eltt

al, Lr zit- V. -F,-41-811q fly

5. 14- `91 41.Nii Al2.1- :1 **11

611. A131 °1 pry 611`t

6. dt- 41-4 -41. Sti* 241- °I 61-41

`II, -I- 61t,11- -6-1* 2-** 61 °Ft] till IL

7 A1-1111- :1-1-1711-?

Mit 441- °l till 1-111 4-:Irset

2, Response Drill

61-61-14 xiAl2.1. 4) 1-1 lif?

/41 Al2.1. 61a/

*1.1: °UlfA121- 61t14. AlFbt0
*IA.] =I

1

DRILLS

369

Do you take entrance exams from middle

school on?

Yes, we take entrance exams for middle
school and beyond.

Can you vote from the age of 21 on?

Yes, age 21 and above can vote.

Can you go to grade school from the
age of 6?

Yes, age 6 and above can go to grade

school.

Are there no grammar notes from
Lesson 20 on?

Right. There are no grammar notes
beyond Lesson 20.

Do you have to study Korean for ten
months?

Yes, I have to study Korean more than
ten months.

Do you have to work for eight hours
a day?

Yes, I have to work more than eight
hours per day.

Isn't education compulsory from middle

school on?
Right. It's not compulsory from

middle school on.

Do you have to bear the burden of
school expenses yourself beginning
college?

Yes, one has to bear the burden of

school expenses himself from college

on.

How many hours do the children have to

sleep? [more than eight hours]

They have to sleep more than eight hours.
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1. tt_1r-4. at.1-7-1.?

Oity

1117ti

2. eel ul" -g- Z!.1- :4'1 611 ti-L1 "}?

/ 611. 10 }/

111"t'' °I 4):;118:- Ati el v-L-11-

3. :161 111'1 41111-i:1-t-1 -771"?

/103_v... °10}/

I 103-- °10} 11 i .P-111,1 ti-1 ci

°Pi L1 1-1F?

/b1b9 61A11

416 °l 0}

6101- *kr :1-

t-1171q /88 °10}/

'34 te-01 41,8- 8 11,4:1-

6. t1t.11. ulti ;14 t*1-1F?

/1 aj)11 61

V)411 614;14- 'it] At1-2,- `-1

7. t181 01 uF 61*1-6 0q1-°1
/304./

:1°1 3001 °111.31.

3. Response Drill

141.-6-1 4- /I. -4L111?

*HI: No it- 111. 441°4 4 2-41 Ni}.61P-.
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How long do you have to study Korean?
[more than ten months]

I have to study it (at least) more
than ten months.

How long do you have to be in the
hospital? [more than ten days]

I have to be there (at least) more than
ten days.

How high a temperature is dangerous?
[more than 103. degrees]

If the temperature goes up beyond 103
degrees it's dangerous.

How many times have you travelled to
Europe? [more than ten times]

I travelled more than ten times.

How many years can an American
Presidency stay in office? [more
than eight years]

An American Presidency cannot stay in
office more than eight years.

From what age can one drink? [above
18 years of age]

One can drink from the age of eighteen.

What monthly income is the poverty
level? [300 dollars]

If the monthly income is below 4300,
the living standard is at the
poverty level.

Are there a number of liberal arts and
sciences colleges?

Yes, there is a comparatively large
number of liberal arts and sciences
colleges.
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1. 4-5* 111-2-* ;1-411°1 a '1 1-1).?

4 1ilo th.g- !11-011°1 'I 2-41

2. .5114 '1 //1-?

s1121- -,3-* 11- ul 2-41 (11-Al

3. 441-T.°-.. H°1 41- Al °"1 V tit 711-?

'II 61-fr- =114M- :14 A1:1 61 ul 2-41

4. 614. 61 t.6.2111-1' ,?/)1}1-1-71"?

(5110 t!l'al. 61 2-41 't!..1 A6x1 °IL

5. ej 011 P-1 6'4 X1-°1 ZIA
,r ti At1 -711?

6/11. 1 6".4.. 1:1- 61 Z1X

J"-- 6112-

6 1.1 2-6 A1Z11.& al V161 al at-1111q

oil, &.12-..1' u12-;41 alV161 tI*11C1-.

7. 54.11 tti 61 :1- V-Z1.8- t-1111-?

°I :1111161 L.

8. u1.4. 611A1 41-1- 41--P-1 /1

:1 ill"?

6111'i 41-A1- 4/4-11 '1-11--V-

'112-41 :1 611?-.

Are there many students who major in
engineering fields?

Yes, there's a comparatively large
number of students who major in
engineering fields.

Is it difficult to study medicine?

Yes, studying medicine is comparatively
difficult.

Are the entrance exams of
colleges difficult?

Yes, the 1st rate college
exams are comparatively

the 1st rate

entrance
difficult.

Is Korea becoming modernized?

Yes, Korea is- becoming comparatively
modernized.

Is your Korean better than before?

Yes, my Korean has improved compared
to what it was before.

Is competition sever in the foreign
service exams?

yes, competition is comparatively keen
in the foreign service exams.

Is Korean industry developed?

Yes, Korean industry is comparatively
developed.

Is it more difficult to get a Ph. D.
in America than in Europe?

Yes, getting a Ph. D. in America is
comparatively more difficult than in
Europe.

4. Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

/2-131-L1.-I-- 611 411 -7111'1IL.

4itti: VI., 6%4 411

-111 Si.,
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After finishing Korean, I will go to
Korea.

I'll go to Korea after having finished
my Korean language studies.
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1. 41AI- 414t11. 611 Zi.!--*11161P-.

441A1- g.1-2- 1-01

2. 1411- I- °II L9-2- AF71 '1)741161a-

)1121- 1:411- ti °Fa '-P1 es-AF-t

3. 'Ai-01 611 441 g-

'-*MI- Alma" 04" thZ&IS

-2-e- 61i AF:FOI AAAI thiS2--

1-141 ,,AA1 °IL.

5. -3--te -4- -II S1 i151 6 -it- 611 4. 61t1-.611 AAA1

"2"*.C" '411 :2111$51 -s1-2- 941 4-

°I °IL

6. 'ie.' "g"14!". 611 3- 1111-

1-Ati 41S"

Al t" tl el 1;1. "g':.).1- 9-°11 * 11-

diAtit""

7. Al 1,1* 41-t°: tlit-t- :1101°1P-

Alliq u1 I-1' AI tl-S.-* AlA7111P-.

8* 41 AI' 414=4 4M- 4 1l 4H- 41-$1

,1411" 41411 62- LI-11 '41-Al- 21141 0 41-

14- *I-1°1 EL

I'll get married after I get a Master's
degree.

I'll get married after having received
a Master's degree.

I'm going to be a lawyer after I
graduate from the law school.

I'm going to be a lawyer after having
graduated from the law school.

T'm going to study after I take a nap.

I'm going to study after I've had a
nap.

He changed after getting married.

After he got married he became a
different man.

He has become a little strange after
he became a member of the National
Assembly.

After he had become a member of the
National Assembly, he became a little
strange.

5. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

ul'l 4- 611 61'1 611

71-3.1,161P-?

411;11; L 611

ill .
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My weight went down after I was sick
for several days.

My weight went down after I had been
sick for several days.

I'll read the newspaper
supper.

I'll read the newspaper
eaten supper.

I'll go on for a Ph. D.
Master's degree.

after I eat

after having

after I get a

I'll go on for a Ph. D. after having
gotten a Master's degree.

Where will you go after you finish
Korean language study? [Korea]

I'll go to Korea after having finished
my Korean language study.
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1. -q-;!1-. 4- 611 tQ-- 4t1:11-t} C1=1 611 L?

/4 el-1114

fit- tF-'- 1-1-A1 e.-m- vis5; e1a1-611 A.V1 9-

2. -2- 1611/1 Allcii,!1- 4- 611 -v-ti*

til°11)-1 A1111-a c;FAII-

5.

-II '11 71 e.

-7- 411 491

/
l

*1 t.
'C'"

01 /
1

gP" -71-.A-51.---

t1-1,71,1
L.

1=1 e "Tt: 611 tl

31112- +41" e e
4:1L

A1116" °11 Itl* fi-aricl"?

/17-4- i :IAl-el/

611/t1

"b71.1°1 P-

6. Response-Transformation Drill

:1-rr ril,!IF2' 491 1F11 t147-1 11F?

-1}t}l: OH elm r11-11.2- oil 1.116"

44: al 61 o1-al

1. :11(1 u114-' t.I+1 111-?

61"-I P- ttl °I 1416- 11 te-1- a el '04

2, 11 tlit. u3 L 1 -,/Fre

Where did you go for your boneymoQn
after you get married? (Europe)

I went to Europe for my honeymoon after
having got married.

What did you do after you were
discharged from the military? [small
sales business]

I had a small sales business after
having been discharged from the military.

What kind of profession will you engage
in after you get a Ph. D.? [teaching
profession]

I'll go into the teaching profession
after having obtained a Ph. D. degree.

Where will you move to after you sell
that house? [a little larger house]

I'm going to move to a little larger
house after having sold that house.

What sort of occupation will you seek
after you're discharged from the
military? [government employee's job]

I'm going to look for a job in the
government after having been discharged
from the military.

Is getting into a 1st rate university
easy?

No, entering a 1st rate university is
riot an easy job.

lc! studying a language easy?

6161 No, studying a language is not an
' easy job.

Is it easy to make money?

P 1:111t!F a el '014-
101 °It-III-11' No, earning money is not an easy job.
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3 lit1 61 =}1!11-611 =1"-1
-71-1-

61A-1 .& 0.6,1, 61 4;1611 c1-1-1 /16- el

4%!°: :1 °I °It11-1=1-

I+. -71 7}* t-1

6P-1P- t° -71:.1- 1 :1 61

°It] t1=1-.

5. c112,- -71- *14 1-1

6.1-L1 cliS-01 -2 el 414- 61 61

61-1-1 L.1 =1-

6 Al 91 611A1 %_1 1'1 -71' 1°1 L'1.7-7}?

°Irul A11-11°11A1 d 1 " el 61

61 61 61-1611_1

7 u}* /FA-51 -71 -71- 6131 t41-1 771-?

61-u1 131- 5c1 -2* el 61 e1 ti.6-

61 61 1.4 =61.1_11.
mi

8 '1"°11-711 *.2- 11U i 1-1 771-?

61-u1 IL 't;1-61111
-1-

Aliu It-- :1 °1 6Ft1 1-1 1.-

7. Response Drill

-4-21- -Pit] 6.1"cl 11-
c1 L1 711?

Ar /

41t11: 11-4 61 -1 `1

1. t 6.1* 6-te- :1-61 61

/6--4. /

6--4- 611- fit] =1 al-P1 -e-

Is it easy to go to college without
money?

No, going to college without money is
not an easy job.

Is cooking easy? ('Is making food
easy?')

No, cooking is not an easy job.

Is it easy to meet the President?

No, getting to see the President is
not an easy thing.

Is driving downtown difficult?

No, driving downtown is not a
difficult job.

Is teaching a language difficult?

No, teaching a language is not a
difficult job.

Is giving advice to others interesting?

No, giving advice to others is not an
interesting thing.

Which is larger, New York or Washington?
[New York]

New York is much larger.

Which is more difficult, French or

Korean? [Korean]

Korean is much more difficult.
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2. s1.21-11- x121- 612- *1-11

`11141- /.=5-1.21-/

.s1.21-11. t1 t1 ri '1",41

3. :1.64 tKu 611 61 el

1/1-?

:LS- 61 0 61 lit1 ti :F:1;111419-

4. i. o 41-2-11- 611/1- :14 ,71 Vi 61

ti ,1;1:1-L1111-? /441

=1141-61 ti _I -2i 614-11 IL .

5. 1=1.121- 61.= 21°1

"I A1:11A- 1 771-? /1=1.11-/

II=1 511-61

6. 61-g- 111-P21 +1" t°.1-e.-

61=1 11- ti 311-4`-.1711-? /61* 144

61* -110}1 11* il)t1

7. A1121. u

V" }`-1 711? /2"]2 d t}i/

.6- v1-6- titil°1 ft' ti V- Vrt-14

8. Response Drill

Cl

6.4 61 *I 111- s1 IL-- 211.- °i 1111

t1141-111

-2-31 111- 44 t1-.

1. t*..1.4- °I -2-, :131- lit" 21* ti :1 111

t,11-11-1411C1-

-2'31 :IF 44 0} °1 1-11%
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Which is more difficult to study,
medical science or dental science?
[medical science]

Medical science is much more difficult
to study.

Where is industry more developed, in
Japan or in Formosa? [Japan]

Industry is much more developed in
Japan.

Which has more severe competition to
enter, a high school or a college?
[college]

A college has much more keen competition
for admittance.

Which is more expensive, a Cadillac
or your car? [Cadillac]

A Cadillac is far much more expensive.

Which field of studies has more students,
sciences and engineering or humanities?
[sciences and engineering]

The number of students in sciences and
engineering is far greater.

Who speaks better Korean, you or Mr.
Smith? [Mr. Smith]

Mr. Smith speaks it much better.

What do you think of Korea's becoming
modernized?

I regard it as a wonderful phenomenon.

What do you think of Korea's becoming
industrialized?

I regard it as a wonderful phenomenon.
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2 c*,1-11-e1 -71- 141-* Mi cl lit- 21-
tli.-4I-1-)411P-

-2- 21 41- 4-'2-- Li- °I

3. are- °F-11- o 531.1- 1 21-I alWI

tli:17I-'6.P41111--

-2i 41- 4-4 1i °I

4. 41-2-1F 41;1 Z.3.14-11- r,r1

t1146.11P-

9. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

d 'ie. 2i °I x'11;-1 -7-7I-?

41-011: °II 141 °I tli;71-111k.

1. 1 ul ) L.11-71?

oil u 1 ) t1I211-4k-

2, 11* ,15`14-1 11F?

1-14- ,-I*1?:41 ,I..,12,1-*11A-

3. c,'11:171-61 L14- t1141 771-?

*11 ;1_1 11141 61 eiz t}141-.811P-

ml Li-v- "1 o
°1

-71-.11A"

5. -2- o1 R4 41 tit-11-7Y?

°CI 4-161b2- ;11:171.411-

6, °11't1 A414-1 -2- tl '-1111-?

oil, 4. A1-.1.141 3tilehR" 8101-
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What is your reaction about Hungary's
liberalization?

I regard it as a wonderful phenomenon.

What is your reaction about Cambodia's
not going communist?

I regard it as a wonderful phenomenon.

What is your reaction about the school's
gradual democratization?

I regard it as a wonderful phenomenon.

Do you think it's economical to buy a
house now?

Yes, I think it's economical.

Is Korean difficult, comparatively
speaking?

Yes, I think Korean is difficult,
comparatively speaking.

Is he too political?

Yes, I think he is too political.

Is your grandfather's idea too modern?

Yes, I think it is too modern.

Is that problem too philosophical?

Yes, I think it's too philosophical.

Is that movie educational?

Yes, I think it's educational.

Is the racial problem in America a
big social problem?

Yes, I think it's a big social problem.



7. -2- R--ti Al4itellitl-77F?

11. 4i 61 1--2- t1141-.611P-

411, Z1+ 41 61112- till:I/F.4P
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Is that expression poetic?

Yes, I think it's poetic.

Is his idea democratic?

Yes, I think it's democratic.

10, Response Drill (based on Grammar Note i)

21 61 A121.4"1-q*Sc- 1,W] 14' ?

41.C;11: 611 411A1-: 611e- VI 1.121.411-5-

al 14111P-I 1..

1. -34 61 7,1A1141-1-5-1-

441, 21141-42-1- Z7.1111°L1 F.

2. -34 9 ,1A141-41V- :161 61114L7

ell *141-ILI- :1°1 J11-11-

3. 61 A1-1,141-t-t-

A1-1141-0 s- 4- :1 ti-t-1=1

1.61 611111 2-4.41"1"1-

9.4e.1 1FS"

oil 2'.4". 41-15 t.1.11V-11.

5. t3F U}Wi e 2101 )1t141-411"2" g1.61

4110 Olt1;41±1- #11.61 11-L1tF
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Is taking a taxi time-saving?

Yes, taking a taxi is time-saving.

Is he economically in hardship?

Yes, he is in hardship economically.

Is he politically powerful?

Yes, he is politically powerful.

Is he famous socially?

Yes, he is socially famous.

Are those T.V. programs educationally
bad to the children?

Yes, they're educationally bad.

Is studying a
mentally?

Yes, mentally

language a big burden

it's a big burden.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

Ntild :1-rr- 41-Le- -2-:1-711 3141- alvi°1 Al apt -1-7/x?

A- 11 ° ;I t,F-a- + 2'41 02,FeFilX7-1 eeia

=}1.g. 1 11 1'1.2... 1- 1 =1.
.

1-01 e. I 14

-2%e:14:v.44d vtltFA1

41-2--t- te8- i-111.2-411 :123,11

"4,1-0"1 ITTN1 1"1. -.

: P4 6.4 -Ili 4 6 r4.°1 at-1 /IF?A e

/1: tibt- v141-619- L1 Aidgr X10 o 44-

ei t-F si-A1 610 °N. ..*-134

;it ! At'

`V''t**2-. "1"gji ' 6'4 4-16a1 :id 611 -E-4 61 S1;11,61: L

41, °IA] 11-41 2i

Narrative forfor Comprehension and Reading

te_lq. 'NC °1t1;(2-- ,t141- A1,11°1 4--8-

41,1-1- 4- At1=1--2- t11:41- *F-71 =t1- °11, g141-

619- A-41- 11-1-1- *61-eie 14.6iA`i 01Oii°1

,!..4P-1 -3- ti -P-1 tiN 0 eb2- 1-1 =1.rrL e

-3- el LI- :1E1- 441-2- °11 :141-1-f1 =1.141-1 611 Z- °IP& =I °1ti. t":',1 41- Al T11 °1

tt1s).1.1 .61.2.=1101.3. .2.4_ 04 e el.Al 612. L.? eq)..1 oilt.-.1

0 ,rte e e' " I 14 tth
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A-41-v-1.1.-t--2-1- 412- 41.tn-:°1 ci 4,14-11 61t16-

gi!,°1
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UNIT 39. Discussing One's Occupation

BASIC DIALOGUE

OR_

1%61.-F 614-

'19

1. ;V 4411,1. 614- 41°-Iii-41-2-

L1

14.),

141 -IF 9.1114 1-1

;711-lq

416-:. 1.24 Li 1.

3. ,1-611)1 =114-71- "01-t"1

iff 9-g-?

-71

ever since

ever since [I] graduated

all the way

Have you been a middle school teacher
ever since you graduated from college?

insurance company

[I] worked and (then)

[I] got a job

[I] was hired

[']ive reached the present time

NO. At first I worked with an insurance
company, but one year later I was hired
as a teacher and I have been one ever
since.

380

treatment

treatment is bad

[I] move something (from one
place to another)

[I] changed jobs

Well, did you change your job because
of ill treatment?
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1"r" Id
1.1.*1 tr

0

u 1 -71. 'Cll.
72- 1 wow #

m1 71. Pl. Li ti-c,

5. *4,8. vosiv_ i.e.. oi

Ai 61101 "14- *Itz o u I the -- :I 0104 LI 1-

IV*

MLitt1

MT

o e

1.41 ita1.L1
tr

AF41 ela 6i-tl" Li 1.frot

6. P-1121°) 4.61.

ti-Al AI-41 *}3 VII+ LI

7 -2. elf 41-2- AF 61 1°1112-*?

11

necessarily

No, not exactly. ('No, not necessarily
so.')

[it]'s boring

interest (in a serious subject)

[I]'m not interested in...

[I]'m interested in

The pay was not so bad, but I found the
work I was doing boring and uninteresting.

381

on top of that; moreover;
furthermore

opinion

[we] agree [each other]
('opinion fits')

anger

[I]'m angry

[I] got angry

resignation

[I] resign

[I] ended up resigning; [I]
finally resigned

Moreover, I couldn't agree with the
Department chief, got angry with him
and ended up by quitting the job.

school teacher (usually of
secondary schools)

So, how do you like teaching? ('How is

the school teacher's life?')
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t11.4.
"1 WI I

z1-4- & e..1

v- tt..1- el

8 6- In :1°1 611 )°,,.19-L?

241

9. ti 1-1* =ii°11:te 41-241-
1.

e,

phi el At1

10.

t--,11(1-) glztrt-1=1-

411

/Fs-AIL-- :I °I e -2,i girt-

1 ti °I °I.A-1°11L?

11. -131 :1-61x1LI

11

.11Mo../mo.a.aNION

(physical) world

(human) world

in the world; on earth

satisfaction

[I] feel satisfied

Eit,i's satisfactory

satisfying work

Is there any job on earth which is
(completely) satisfactory?

in fact; as a matter of fact

hope

[I] do hope

after all; in the end

school teacher (of elementary
or secondary schools)

As a matter of fact, during my college
days I hoped that I would become a
scholar, but I ended up as a middle
school teacher.

11a

382

respect

[he:: gets respect

occupation; profession

I understand that teaching is a
respected occupation in Korea,
isn't it?

Yes, it is, for a college professor.
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A1;..71-61 :J-cir

12. v'11-1-
-3-4. )121-61

(A1-4- ) 4?- 41-

13. -2.4)-1#

21.c1. 1111 tY: 61 L.91-, Al

14. IL :,141- 41 118-611'11 c.i..4%4=1*

15

t1t 0-10..
14

absolutely; never; (not) at all

[I] have absolutely no time

But how can I become a scholar with
secondary school teaching leaving me
absolutely no time to study?

studying abroad

luck

So, I'd like to go study abroad if I
get the chance in the future, but I
don't know if I'll have such luck.

383

organization; agency

scholarship

I've heard that the government as well

as several other organizations offer
scholarships these days.

application form

[he] applies for

Why don't you apply for such a

scholarship?

especially; particularly

[he] applies for

diligently

[he]'s diligent

capacity; ability; capability
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1 o1 A

16. t}1:11'611T°4- 1 ch .4* V4t1.1

<F111.* A119 411 °1-2- 14.8' e

1W 44-1- 1112- °I.41 tl4i °I

4-41rat-It1.

command of English

I was also thinking of that. I'm
studying English hard lately in order
to take an exam for such scholarship,
especially the Government's. But my
command of English is still not
sufficient.

384
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. 491 'all the way' occurs after a time nominal forming a phrase or before

an inflected expression and is used as an adverbial which denotes continuity

of action or description of a time expression for the following inflected

expression.

°I ;11--

'1

t..1=L .

al
I"T- Lti ,.°1-611 -71e1em

(a)

(b)

'all morning'

'all day long'

'all night long'

'all month'

'all year around'

'Keep going on this road (all the way).'

'You'll get cancer if you keep smoking.'

2. .1.11 ance is a noun. N S-4- tie e

2.6. .0.1;I'F'i-

4t1;11-=1-

means 'to insure N.'

means 'to get a job' ; 4614N1- 'to be hired'. The opposite of

is Al-;11-1- 'to resign' and elp.t1-1- means 'to fire (someone)' .

'necessarily' is synonymous with 1*.

5. 401 ' interest' is different from 11131 'fun' . N 61/11" 11°1(11') A1,11"
is

frequently translated as 'N is interesting.' and N 01 / 11 ti 1 71- 41-M- as 'N is

not interesting.' (Unit 6). The noun it-tuj occurs in different ways: N

-V31(1}) 'AZ11- means 'to be interested in N' and N bli 4.'1(.1) ttitl- 'to be

uninterested in N'.

6. -t}1 = }7} 'on top of that, moreover, furthermore' is a sentence adverbial which

is the contraction of "711161M-11- (i.e. 7j 71 'that place' + 6111-11- (See

Grammar Note 1, Unit 35).

385
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7.9. While &kali 'teacher' as a free noun is a cover term for teachers of all

categories, 2-A} and 2.4 refer specifically to a 'school teacher' of an
elementary and/or secondary school.

8. Art} in Alt}mpl ' in the world' means 'human society'. Nil which occurs

in an adverbial Allitit'el ' in the world' refers to the physical 'world' .

1 O. 'respect' is a noun. 4:- :VIM- 'to have respect [for]' occurs as a

transitive verb.

13. 111 'to me' is the contract. on of

15. 'to apply (for)' is a transitive verb and it precedes an object

such as ' scholarship' , alp} ' admission (to school) ' , 'money' ,

0] AFel ' j ob' , 4.11- ' vacation, leave' , etc .

Another verb 4; 1-9- occurs in a meaning somewhat similar to AlAPI-9- but 4; *1-1-

is an intransitive verb and its usage is limited: 414] Ailti 'to apply

for the job test' , .4'- ;l oil 4;t}=} 'to apply for the recruiting' , etc.

16. )111-61 61A.1-19-, Ism thinking Of that.' is the contraction of .a.7111 :}
v. 0

('T have an idea to do so.' ).

GRAMMAR NOTES

1. -e/./.5, to be -able', 'to be worth...ing' , 'to deserve to... 'm

The pattern e 13} tc}t} (i.e. the prospective form an action or

description verb ± tuj- + ) means 'to be -able' , 'to be worth ...ing',

'to deserve to...', for the action or description of the verb in the

form whichever makes sense. The tenses and/or speech levels for the whole

construction are generated in 1-t}.

*1UL ola.5. 01. 41.101.
1_0 tyi

386

'That book is readable.' or 'That book
is worth reading.'
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ej-61 i*L1 111.?

vi

Al 41A1- 61

61 zi-

.2, 461 t. el *1*Ft)
t"'" I...I 0 e

'Is Korean worth learning?' or ('Is

Korean learnable?')

'Is the food edible?

'I think Dr. Kim's lecture is worth
listening to.'

'This road is passable for jeeps but
ordinary passenger cars are hard to
drive on it.'

'The child deserves to receive such a

compliment.'

Note that the pattern -eq. 144111-,?x,N- 'to be worth...ing' ('there's a value

of doing...') is a substitute of -e0.- PF tFtF in this meaning.

2. IL.
+ Negation 'never...', 'not... at all'

AL

n1 means 'absolutely'. n°1 used with a negative expression means 'never

is/does', 'is/does not at all'.

-24 al- A1-11-61 cx1 6161P-

.tt tilt I

t11711-*1-1 4V1P--

ell-'41 ;71 -I" I ki

es

el
1 co °1 - L1'I r.

'I have absolutely no time to study.'

'I absolutely can not drink liquor.'

'I never thought so.' or 'I had no
such idea.'

'I have never, met Consulate General
Kim yet.' or 'I have never had a
chance to meet Consulate General
Kim yet.'

Note that AnTSE. ('even just a little'), ('even just once'), 141.

'absolutely' also occur similarly as n.°1 with negative expressions and are

all translated as 'never...', 'not at all'.

.1f)21 134 tliAl'v;M- L""4'

1iA-1-1-611 :1°1

el e

387

'They say that the newly appointed
American Embassador cannot speak
Korean at all.'

'I've never been to Canada.' , (II have
not gone to Canada even once.')
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:.1c111- ate_l r
81-A1 3,11,1c1P-.

ul-AIA1 4-111- It IMP-.

3. oil and 6111-(-71-)

'I'll never say that sort of word.'

'I've decided not to drink at all.'

Go back to Unit 25, Grammar Note 1 and Unit 35, Grammar Note 1, and review

611 and 6iM-(11-) which may occur between two nominal expressions to

enumerate them.
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1. Combination Drill

01 *pro_ Li 9.. 991-ti e r Al. a

-*1-1-11: e11 ttIF 614" 911.11 %)...1t1P1-1"
t

tkiAtitliL

1 -71

l_ AA,
el14ls. Li 9.. °11)-1

,t} °.j Li er.
e' 14

.41-tt-F 61'4 LIN1 A1-4" (11A1 )41413L*

2 1,-4 L1 'F. 1 4- 9'1
6- :1-6. itti

'1 4F:.F 014- 49 IN.

3. 1214 ° LI =I-.
AXIT

Al 14e * * Ll-t

-Yc ti A'

4. 99

plus. 014. LIM 1 0-1_0_ AlA 1

14- -11 )1

1,41.1 P

"L. Ai 01 61 W4-ItiA t=3

otti. 01* o

ttihed

e HP-11 61-;11-?- L-1 =FS5 .
L =1.

-t-- 614. L111-11 6111 615/-.

6. Ll . 41 Irk. 61

1L Al--2--71- 614 1191 ti): 61 otit1P-.

DRILLS
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I graduated from college. After that,
I've been school teacher ever since.

Ever since I graduated from college,
I've been a school teacher.

I got married. After that, I've lived
only in foreign countries all the
time since.

Ever since I got married, I've lived
only in foreign countries.

I began Korean language study. After
that, I've used only Korean language.

Ever since I began Korean language
study, I've used only Korean.

I quit that company. I've been unable
to find a job ever since.

Ever since I quit that company, I've
been unable to find a job.

He left his hometown. I haven't heard
of him ever since.

Ever since he left his hometown, I
haven't heard of him.

I had an operation. I've been sick
ever since.

Ever since I had an operation, I've
been sick.

I had a traffic accident. I haven't
had any luck.

Ever since I had a traffic accident,
I haven't had any luck.
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7.

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

Al VI =:1c1
010-10T 1.1=1. .0 etoe el

Al ti =:1`i 111-11 o

2. Response Drill

oiler}- °1

Vic?,

1 .1.I621- LI 61 AF *Alt.?

Ai 1,64-

2. tiP-1111- ;'14.-sHs1-?

tb5-C*A1 141 A1-S. VIP'

3. 441'

w. ° 1- 1 =14-5 11' 4-AIL?

1,111S2.-

5. 4.1 tj t ?

Z.'1--sA1 -141A1-5.-

L/1"---A1

7. u1-4- i'-tiF°11)"`i t1A1P-?
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I failed the exam. Ever since I've
lost all interest in studying.

Ever since I failed the exam, I've
lost all interest in studying.

The life in the foreign service is
interesting, isn't it?

[It's] not necessarily so.

You get along with your boss well,
don't you? (or you agree with your
boss, don't you?)

Not necessarily so.

Studying a language is boring, isn't it?

Not necessarily so.

People have respect for college
professors in America, don't they?

Not necessarily so.

American soldiers get good treatment,
don't they?

Not necessarily so.

You are satisfied with your occupation,
aren't you?

Not necessarily so.

You can speak Korean well if you study
it for ten months, can't you?

Not necessarily so.

Getting scholarships from American
colleges is easy, isn't it?

Not necessarily so.
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3. Combination Drill

°I -111-1-,

311-44- 1-1

°I

1, -1-1L- 61A1-11- t-11.6
H

Al 6 1.1hk TI*

A1-11- IN--1- c:1

oLICF

Korean grammar is complicated. Moreover,
there are a lot of new words, too.

In addition to Korean grammar being
complicated, there're a lot of new
words, too.

He became unemployed. On top of that,
he ran out of money.

He not only became unemployed, he also

ran out of money.

2, 0PLA.01
1-1-u+41.1-19-. The job is uninteresting. Besides that,

e the treatment is not good, either.

7:14,- °I 11191" 441'5" 1-1-144 t.M.
Besides the job being uninteresting,

the treatment is bad, too.

3 Z-1:: 61 it- u -11-.

47: 61 A...-11-1- -11"" 111-1-1-11-e

4, 41' Ll 1111-lb ;711-11-L

it'''11=1"1" ;11-11S-- ;/1,114-1.11-

5. ti Ol 1111--*, o pis-

L1
1.arir

lit. el 61 Al 61 61 I. 11.61--11- 131'E"-C. 0 e tV,'C'

0 LI 9..$

6. V-1-1 :14.1 ul L1 CF.

-3-4-8- =A- YI--tt..1"a111--71-

7 ti" t-118.- Al 6t14
81-"i 9- 1.1j.i-e

01. p e
I,_1

A4.61 11-1-

w°1-

It is snowing. Moreover, the road is

crowded, too.

Not only it's snowing, but the road is

crowded, too.

I've a stomach ache. Besides that,

I caught a cold.

Besides having a stomach ache, I caught

a cold.

I don't have a good command of English.
Furthermore, I don't have any pull.

Not only do I not have a good command
of English, but I also lack pull.

He is intelligent. Moreover, he is also

diligent.
Not only is he intelligent, he is also

diligent.

I don't like him. What's more, I don't
agree with him, either.

Besides disliking him, I also disagree

with him.
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4, Response-Transformation Drill

111 1 A1- 1 /11 tl ? I- 1-I- /

;It -11. "i)vi A1.4 1 's :10, ig-

1. -/-.3.14titig-?

-2-* 611 403111- tl V-V1A-

2. 61t--Atilt112--? /A1-:1-611:1116 si-/

'1)1 (51.t 61 PL.

3. -2* .11-tli°1 )111.1411 tV&1

/t141°1

e'1.11°1 tti°1'1 t:161 z1-1161P-.

6i=V-111 1-1-1- Alai; 1):.41M9-2

..11}1619-/

45: 1:1 4)1

5. Ali. ,,--411 L? t1P-

0-cL tl Al it 1-}12- el;,,t1

Why did you resign the job? [Treatment
was bad.]

The treatment was bad, so I ended up
resigning.

Why did you quit school. [I didn't
have any interest in studying.]

I didn't have any interest in studying,
so I ended up by quitting school.

Why did you get divorced? [We had no
love.]

We had no love, so we finally got
divorced.

Why did the student fail the entrance
exam? [He was a poor student.]

He was a poor student, so he ended up
failing the entrance exam.

How did he come to cause an accident?
[He drove after drinking.]

He drove after drinking, and he ended
up causing an accident.

Why did you get angry? [I lost my
patience.]

I couldn't stand it, so I finally got
angry.

5. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

191: "2 61 6125' 1-'1 -11- 61 tl -111?14,

611 °ILI' 131- P-

1. 4T--4-1- -7, al :1- -71-*1 ;,5;14-1-1111-?

411 al au_l"

2. -71-A1-71.

13.1-

392

Is that book worth reading? ('Does
that book have a value to read?')

Yes, it's worth reading.

Is New York worth seeing?

Yes, it's worth seeing.

Is that movie worth seeing?

Yes, it's worth seeing.
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p

Li;
o 11-541 74.1 4 LI 11.?

Lit]
el
01;0.e

*110 41 at
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6. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

tt:;,11- 61- 6- at-i-Tv

ui-A. iti-A1P-.e e

1. °I titli°1 V-1111-?

2,

oil, cip;LA.e e

-11 0) e

MI

111.1-11-71.?

11--g.
tl-Al 1)- .

3. 44g-- t,1"-11-71-?e e
ell :V3-I

SL

4. 4. el-19--S. "al-e e

-11' V.

111-?

.9.71 L

5. -2' t VV. Li :FL] -71.?

MI Al 5'1 fi /3F .81-A1 P.-

6 al-177H

IL
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Is that merchandise worth buying?

Yes, it's worth buying.

Is it worthwhile to learn a foreign

language?

Yes, it's worthwhile to learn one.

Is [it] worth pinning your hopes on it?

Yes, [it]'s worth hoping for.

Is that work worth doing?

Yes, it's worth doing.

Does he deserve to receive respect from

others?

Yes, he deserves to receive the respect

of others.

Does Mr. Lee merit such treatment?

Yes, he rates such treatment.

Is it worth changing jobs sometimes?

Yes, sometimes they're worth changing.

Is that subject worth studying hard?

Yes, it's worth studying hard.

Is Europe worth seeing?

Yes, it's worth sightseeing.

Is that scholarship worth applying for?

Yes, it's worth applying for.

Is sending children to college worth

doing?

Yes, it's worth it.
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7. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

ti7.1,1: 6l °1 )4,61L5" t-1111'?

61-t-IL ;J:11' e°1 °I :41 °1-P.-

1 -71 of
oi 61 oi

w
st.t.1

211-8- :1°1 t,°1

2. 4-;1* t4 :1 61 15kl-rt- '1 -111.?

-e-e! :l °1 11

3. 6:1 Z.!-- :1 61 ;,5J -TS- t-1111.?

61"-1 P- t1tej t.1 1.1 vq1 :1 °I t151

-2- 721 -11.1AF°11 t-a_1' 41
Ol

;3,1 t°1111'?

61't°1 P- '.- t*..}' :1 61 oc,',1 g-

5. ,2.A, oi vi el 61 ol ol_o_ 1.1 -mi.?
, 0 1,m el.' 11-1 e MoW

61-1 SL Al 61 1-111-S. 61 61 el 61 61 1 6111-o ie. e aho

6. 111-1- ,?J`:;u11-71-?

°Ft'll?- tite:1 :1 tcAl 'I P-

7. Ali' 41 °el °I 2'14 t-1111q

61-1 g-, ulkt :1°1 A161.11-

8. t!.4 ,l}161 11)1 ,A,11:4'-a}1 6 :1 61

TS"
Lil01 0 l.?

Al.

:1°1 ti1.0-.

8. Substitution Drill

1. -n-t- ,!1,4 mPI- -24-- °I1 41A161t-11-0 e kl

2. 21

394

Have you

No, I've

ever met him?

never met him.

Have you ever read that article?

No, I've never read it.

Have you ever driven a truck?

No, I've never 'driven one.

Have you ever applied for a scholarship?

No, I've never applied for one.

Have you ever been employed by an
insurance company?

No, I've never worked for an insurance
company.

Have you ever lost your interest in
studying?

No, I've absolutely never lost my
interest in studying.

Have you ever gone around the world?

No, I've never gone around the world.

Have you ever studied foreign languages?

No, I've never studied any.

Have you ever thought about Korea's
future?

No, I've never given it a thought.

He's enthusiastic about his Korean
language study.

He's enthusiastic about making money.
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3 ai 611e w

4. DI] (5W 1

5. -2-e- f,x1 oi Al 41* -71' 'le 11
Al
I H(511-1=1-

9. Response Drill

t,}1: '3'4 61 :c1;11 al L1111-?

4l-A011: oil :1 pl *1 t*-114' -24

1. I 5111 611 'xi Al °1'-1 -7-7}.?

cAli 6i Al '1 Al M-(1. tzv =1.e

Vi1*1 blt1=1*.e

3. LAlo, A A-1 (o -71 011 04 Al 01 ..1
1 tt. 0. q ei011:11 1

oil vtpl 1.1=1_ .

4. ;11 tit h& 1°411-17-7r

;1

-J. 61 f. L11-11 tl L-1-711-?

411 ti *1 -I-. -1 g.14 L1tr.

6. 4- el *1-11 611 t`i Al °I LI -Ill'?e 1M CI "

01 ].ul
e 1-11:1
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He's enthusiastic about his own work.

He's enthusiastic about teaching.

He's enthusiastic about improving his
command of English.

Are you enthusiastic
language study?

Yes, I'm studying it

about Korean

diligently.

Is he eager to find a job?

Yes, he's eagerly looking for a job.

Is he enthusiastic about making money?

Yes, he's earning money diligently.

Are you enthusiastic about learning
driving these days?

Yes, I'm learning it eagerly.

Is Mr. Kim enthusiastic about teaching?

Yes, he's teaching eagerly.

Are the soldiers enthusiastic about
getting training?

Yes, they're taking (their training)
diligently.

Is the teacher enthusiastic
training the students?

Yes, the teacher is working
training the students.

about

hard in
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

*1-A.; '°1141-s; 41;,;1- tt13,11A1P-?

;71; .01-41s1- ell 41 or + -71- 4- 4-61=1--71- -71- 31-6-11

411- O1, -V1 01A-1A111.-.

61-3- It-619-44F ;101.4 .tri

;71: ---- -711-24- Alt-1°1 P-A114 611 ors .3.61-61

==4.-. 614-orti*-11-

111 100zie11=. *141 311-11-.

*A6" AF:1-°1 asLei Al-ti 41141 A1:1 21,& 21-c-

°A1-7- :14 .0- al

451411 :1- 4* ,tt;',1 )1.1-11. 91AI 1:14F- tit. 21 el

L *1-111 ti cl.

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

;71 -71+ utitli& ,.1)411 441-2- ti-4- 4;11-

s.11 .31.1 Al' 611 45141 Ala* *4-1, ;71 Al tilC" t141 61 1 til." 611

till :IF *141141-1 4.0 "14" VU "78- 611 VI,' 41-14L--- -11 Alt*

c$1?-"e' gaitkiA1Z.1.1- /31:1 ;717& .81--71 :1 °I tha 1131

til3V4 -71111.1- ;71 2141-ttLei A1-418r3

31Z4-'-.11-. -34- 61i 61.--' 611 *1;1 k°,1, -11--.r.

41-t11-d-, 01 ;71 titlit- 1--gielma el-71 tclie.- 611 ;71 titl&

-1 t_
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UNIT 40. Discussing One's Occupation (Continued)

BASIC DIALOGUE

1 ;71 L'.1),A-' n1 °I '1 lilt1

1-*-e% 41t$1°11 o )-1-1-9-P-?

11

2. al °1 41161

t.i Cr.

3.

fix toi 0
"T- 0451.L)

Poi Ai
6-L10 .1

611A1 ;,1-2- 'VAIL

397

[he]'s engaged in

I understand that you have several older

brothers, Mr. Kim; what occupations are

they engaged in?

I've three older brothers and all of
them are in different occupations.

opening a business

[he] opens a business

[he]'s practicing medicine

while being a civil servant

on the other hand

side job; subsidiary business

farming

[he] farms

My oldest brother became a doctor and
he is practicing medicine in Inchon.
As for my second oldest brother, he
works for the government and at the

same time, he does farming at home as

side job.

export-import; trading

employee of a company

before long

[his] own

oneself
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AF11 ;41t1

4, /41 1:11. titz

'31 71 al- 61-( A1.11 Alt161

Id 01.6

Hr.1-11-

..s.wo

34 61 §It-19.

5. °1tr CryoF161P1lrl.

)11L 34 °1 c11°1

[he] nimself

sales business

My third brother is working for a
trading company; but he says he will
soon try opening his own small shop.

1.14-4 u I =I-

& V1-1- rf1-61-1 =1- A111 t1.11611

°1-""IA1 A1.4" 6.9.A1( at.1c1

124

s-

°1-CAI

7. 61 ti `51 °I: > 61 =1- -;11411

32-61.&Al

1ss

398

area; field; line

each other; mutually

[he] helps

[he] gives an assistance

help; assistance

[it]'s a help ('help becomes')

It must be very helpful for you to
have brothers in different occupations.

[he]'s lonely; [he]'s lonesome

With so'many brothers I am certainly
not lonely, although everyone is so
busy making his own livng that we don't
(even) see each other often.

festival days

[we] gather

([we] either gather or...)

Only when certain festival days come,
we gather either at our parents' or
at the oldest brother's home.
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-41

<;1-1411

.gr41

,1-59- 141- .2411-

sPe- 21°1 4-41°1-2-11-?

-71.1.
VO

1.1-1=1.
I W I I

10 W

4,A19-

9. 114412- At1A1t1-

-V1"%711-3-

1...

399

Well, as
future
profess

UNIT 40

in the future

purpose; aim; goal

for yourself, Mr. Kim, your
goal is to become a college
or, isn't it?

[it]'s possible

[it]. s impossible

whether it'll be possible or
not

let's wait and see

Well, that's my hope. But we'll have
to wait and see whether or not it's
('will be') possible.
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Additional Vocabulary and Phrases

A. Occupational Fields:

10

a tlidti 611 4- A1-'61--2- ;;k144- LI =1-

12. :-1 oil 4., AF t1-.2. :,),J4. Li =1.,

7'14- V 411

611

AF112"

t-1-1-1-2-

'4;114 Li =1".

)01 1-1 =1-

LI ti-.

-1

-2-tt-

13. "V- ( ) 611 7,J4)-1 =1".

'3-vt-t-- 41: oil 4- AF8F-2- xt14- '1=F.

15. 4- :1 V 611 4-, A1-11--2- :,ks141-1 I-1 =1-.

B. Occupational Titles:

He's in industry.

He's in business.

He's in commerce.

He's in agriculture.

He's in fishing.

He's in marine harvesting.

He's in building business.

He's in free business.

He's in sales.

He's in hotel business.

He's in production.

He in manufacturing.

He's in trading business.

He's'in export business.

He's in import business.

1 -3÷. &) 11.111113111tF He's a banker.

2, s c 2:14. -71,51Liq He's an architect.

3. -3-e- )-1-:111-ts11-11-. He's a businessman.

400
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He's an enterpriser.
1+, c- iv! i

el -A.oi 1.1 t

5 AbE-11-15P--i 1-w
He's a capitalist.

6. ../..e. ...p.., Iti 11-:1 I-1 I- .

He's an industrialist.

7. ..../.1t.-. A. A1 I-I .1-1 1-61AI
I Id, ,

He's a novelist.

a -34-- -;111111 t-i '1* .

He's a writer.

9. L -11'9*°1'-11-

He's an engineer.

10.
He's a medical doctor.

11, ..2 ti2 11-1Cr.
He's a school teacher.

1- Li-F45

16. -2-e-- A111 t-1 =F.

He's an (airplane) pilot.

He's a lawyer.

He's a missioner (of Catholic church).

He's a minister (of Protestant church).

He's a gardener.

17 41-1-:1 1-1 1-
Hess a scholar.

0 Al- 61 1 1-
He's a laborer.

ki

19.

20 3- e Al' 61 Id
F.

21, AFV

He's a guardian (or protector).

He's an author.

He's a technician.

22. _mt. v_oloo_.14..
,L-- riwi 1 1

He's a school teacher.

23. -2-e 2144:1:11-11..

He's a nurse.

24, ..2..e.
;:ai,ti r...1 ti.. He's a store-clerk.

25, -2 e-- cci :1-e :11 ul 9.

She's a salesgirl.

26. -2-e AR- -1 V 1-1t}* .

He's an office-clerk.

)401
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27, -2"e =I-.

28.

29,

.30.

31. -2- Al* 61t-1 =/

32,

He's a sailoi. (a member of the crew
of a ship).

He's a trainee.

He's a fisherman.

He's a farmer.

He's a priest.

She's a nurse.

33. :11_1
I

He's a carpenter.

34, A-14. 611-11-
u. u.u. He's a driver.

35. He's a professor.

36, 24.1+ :11-1 He's a telephone-operator.

41, t-

42, 0 611-11-
14

43, .c- 0 14ul °}1-.1=1-

44. -1-e" aiti.81111-1=1'.

45,

46,

1- 11 °P-1 =1-V: 4 o

"C" 01 w
,t,-1A1.61 =1. .

47, ../..te

148, Aoi-otil

49. l-1-t4 11-1=1-'c' 0

402

He's a jail-keeper.

He's a merchant.

He's a manager.

He's an employer.

He's an employee.

He's a (military) officer.

He's an enlisted man.

He's a policeman.

He's a patrolman (or cop).

He's a captain of a ship (or skipper).

He's a captain of an airplane.

He's a principal.

He's a dean of college.
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

1. An occupational name + 611 t--A1-11- means 'to engage in the occupation!.

3. is an irregular verb called /-s, -A/ dropping stem: the stem final -A

is dropped in its all inflected forms except for the present and future

formal speech statement and question sentences. t } has three meanings

depending on what object it takes:

'to farm'

'to cook (rice), to make food'

'to build a house'

'to practise medicine' (' to open the business of hospital'

and inittFti 'to practise law' (' to open the business of a lawyer'

are idiomatic expressions.

4. 'sales business' usually refers to a small sales business run by a

merchant. o} )- Fitirt} 'to keep a shop' , 'to be in sales business' is its verb.

5 Snii. 'help' is the substantive form of 'to help'.

9. il.11-*/-4- 'to be impossible' is a derivational noun prefix which often

occurs as part of a word and it often denotes negation. Some of the common

words which begin in 1- are Mt- ' impossibility' , i; 6.6 'insecurity' ,

16 inconvenience ' , :11 ' unhappiness ' , etc.

GRAMMAR NOTES

The -(15.-)e form particle Al , which may be followed by a pause, occurs

403
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before another inflected expression

is taking place simultaneously with

In this cortruction (i.e. -(±),13P1

subject or topic for both inflected

occurs only once. Examples:

,r4la% 610021,1,1 ei 1.14.
"111e 111 1-1 / 1 e. 14 I

1.110L 51141A1 41APL PHIL?

*1.4- ubk. 111-6A1w/e

-2.21°11 °}4 21m-

u1t1A19

:111%.1.8- -34i1JP-1- ,eol--e. te.iti.

2.
1 1

to denote the final verbal expression

the action of the verb in -(A-)6A1.

+ another inflected expression) the

expressions is always the same and

'I watched T.V. while reading (a book).'

I'D° you drink coffee while smoking?'

'Do you smoke and drink coffee at the
same time?'

'If you speak only English while
learning Korean, what can you do?'

'Don't say you know it well when you
know nothing about it.'

'My older brother works for the
Government and at the same time he
does farming as a side job.'

Previously, in Unit 13, Grammar Note 3, and in Unit 16, Grammar Note 4,

we learned the construction, a modifier word + Al, occurs before another

inflected expression. We have also'been introduced to the pattern

.4.!..A1 'whether [it] does/is or ait] does /JO' in Unit 37, Grammar Note 4.

The pattern -/-1.71 6/ ..-V1 (i.e. the prospective modifier word + Al which

occurs twice in repitition with the same or different verbs) occurs just

like --Albefore another inflected expression in a parallel way

except that -'11,1-Al -m Al indicates future action or description and is

translated as 'whether [it] will do/be... or ([it] will do/be)'.

1.2-611 11.A1 451. -11.A1 ol-A1 S"-e141-e "1 e e "1 e

54- V-61 °I'll.- Al 441-A1

V11- ViiiMP-.

'I don't know yet whether I'll go to
school or not.'

'Whether Korean will be difficult or
easy, I'll be able to tell only when
I study it.'

zL 61-611 .441*A1'11- VA1 tiAl 'How can I tell now whether the child
will be a scientist or a lab'orer.'

611 11 p gl-17-71.?

404
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3. 1-011.1. 'to be busy in doing something'

The pattern -11 1-}111-1-,xneans 'to be busy in doing something'. The

form in the above pattern is always an action verb. There is another

pattern which occurs frequently as the substitute of

same meaning:

!1 12e 1. -71 tiFtiL

gm+e'
"144 t.11.

ofti*L1-71.?

405

611 1.41:9* in the

'I'm busy these days studying Korean.'

'How come you're so busy?' ('In doing

what, are you so busy?')
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DRILLS

1. Combination Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

);Z14-1 tint.1

thr =I-

41t11: ;1.15-11. Ai. -it-, AF-c--

Tr'

1. -3-e -11tt1ct.)

A-141°11e 141-611,41

61- AF tia
A4 -til°11e-- c1141-°I1Ai 7j A1 t-1 9.

2 AFAF--e- *1-u1=1- tF3r1 5V- AA t.10 -le

tl-tt.x.N t4.1-6 lYfr-1=1-.

3. 1-1 t.8:1-6 °I q11-1e t1-1-1e

44411t- 4.1.11.6Al tt_11.1.1
61 t*

141
4.

4 ova -5* 71101 )6x140-1=1-

ir-A1 tI111,8- AIM A19elAi 1!1-6 *4- ti-t.1=1-

5. 411- tA;P-J- L1 t1- 11- a t-11-

611-71- 9-6 Al !Fel "I -8-

6. -1--teb- 'Ft] Ll tt_11.11 t1 cry
119.1...19...

*1-61z_riAl 6-6 °I vititta
ta.1=L
1,0 I
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[He] is a civil servant. At the
same time, [he] does farming, too.

While he works for the government, he
does some farming, too.

He's practising law. At the same time,
he teaches at a college in the
evenings.

While he's practising law, he teaches
at a college in the evenings.

He's in a small sales business. At
the same time, he is writing a book.

While he's in a small sales business,
he's writing a book.

He's eating sweets. At the same time,
he's talking.

While he's eating sweets, he's talking.

City life is interesting. On the other
hand, it's hectic.

City life is interesting, but on the
other hand, it is hectic.

The sun is out. At the same time, it's
raining.

it's raining at the same time that the
sun is shining.

He's a rich man. Yet on the other hand,
he always says he doesn't have money.

He's a rich man, and yet he always
says he is poor.
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2. Transformation Drill

L-1,;11: -g-4-1--u- 14 -tPis:-
11114_9,(L.

tit- 6-6 N 41i5-

2- 451.112* 1:A14-IL. ti 0 e
t_.

oi
01.412.e

2. -244 " °1 Pal-S-9" ;..71-07M- 4-1 a '9

.& 61 ait-5- nti AI &PL.

3. Ali al 611 t-A1-.81*-2-

:1:11°1

:1;.-,1-8- 611 t- At-e- tinti

-,1-t1ict 4 :I1 611

tt_tiq 011..14, r.j4L 9. itr.; -71.01 it 01

6-6 /1-e. -71S-1 611?-

5. 41 1%2- AA- 621%5- * *IP-

6. te_iq of r11°1 A2-1- 21t1-tt1 ii-.

1;1 61 titI- tinti )4- /1C-

21-6-tiiL

7. ;t3-11.&)- SIA161-2- *°_1,42-- 21%1-* 61 °11A-

;;Irti.& -s1A1°.1 21-1-4 01 °lig- .

407

I'm studying Korean and am also
learning Korean history.

At the same time that I'm studying
Korean, I'm learning Korean history,
too.

I like Korean food and my wife likes
Western food.

While I like Korean food, my wife
likes Western food.

He has a lot of money but his health
is not good.

Although he has a lot of money, his
health is not good.

My older brother is in the export
business and my younger brother is

in the import business.

While my older brother is in the export
business; my younger brother is in

the import business.

Korean summer weather is hot but there
is little humidity.

The Korean summer is hot, but on the

other hand, there is little humidity.

Japan trades with America and also with
the Soviet Union.

While Japan does trading with the
United States, she also trades with
the Soviet Union.

Korean is complicated in grammar but
its writing is easy.

While Korean is complicated in grammar,
its writing is easy.

The husband is a doctor and his wife is
a nurse.

While the husband is a doctor, his wife
is a nurse.
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3. Response Drill

4-4 12-1-1,71.1-r-64.t-1771-?

611. u-1A1 461 21:1L1=1-.

1. Al 1 c > 111-01-te

611. ulAl 461 -7V(I--) 211191-.

2. 4- A1111.61-2114-, a-1-711q

611. -1;1 )114:1" 2i:19.=1*.

3. t*Js-4.-?-1 4 0i °1 -2- 1-A-11-11-cl-t-l-rir?rao.

u1A1 31.61 16111t1-e 01. 111

4. 61 titil Alt] 61 11-;,C6 trrl"?

461 -}] 10 t.1

t:3

5. ;,-4- 4.:1 61.2- ,E1/1,1ert-11/1-?

ulAl v6e1-6i A- 4-6,161 V 21t1t-1=1-.

6. .. T. 1-1..eN SVIL

u1A1 vtiAl SOL 81-7F 1,t11* 2,J:11-1th

7. -V- 41.611114;t'llif?

u1 A1 3,1.61 Vz--21- 41:1- 21:1t1tF.

4, Response Drill

171 titti°1 t1.1.

1. t1161 e'1-61---t- --v--,71,1601-?

411. 11 Al t1 61 el"51"1-1-1- "V--)11.na-

408

Is your Korean language study going to
be finished soon?

Yes, it will be finished before long.

Will Mr. Kim practise law soon?

Yes, he'll practise law before long.

Will he be discharged from the Army
soon?

Yes, he'll be discharged from the Army
before long,

(Do you think) Korea's industry will
be developed soon?

Yes, Korea's industry will be developed
before long.

Will Mr. Lee go in a small sales
business ?

Yes, he'll go in a small sales
business before long.

Will the unification of North and South
be achieved soon?

Yes, the unification of North and South
will be achieved before long.

Will the two countries have diplomatic
relations soon?

Yes, there will be diplomatic
relations before long.

Will you be trading with Japan soon?

Yes, we'll trade with Japan before long.

Has Mr. Kim repaired [his] house?

Yes, he repaired it by himself. ('Mr.
Kim himself repaired it.')

Will you try to type it?

Yes, I'll try to type it myself.
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2. 41Z..11-- °I 4.4 titv- °1-;41 ViL?

41t11 451 0* eFA1

3. ;71 titiltd1 :1-71JI°111-?

*II. ;11 :1,11161L.

4. tioAl1 °1 -a-A11.61P-?

7.

5. Response Drill

-E4'. °I tl`-17-71-?

-11-t11: °Ile VAII-71- 1-4- 9 2111.

1.

2.

AF:1-.& i'11,111.`tr7F?

-2... AFeF

61 -"I.?kf

1 Li =I.
ko .

3. 1-9 °I '1* 1-'F?

61-61 °I t-c1-1-

09

Don't the students want to study?

No, the students have taken it on
themselves to decide that they do
not want to study.

Did Mr. Kim say that?

Yes: Mr. Kim himself said. that.

Didn't you know that?

No, I myself didn't know that.

Does HE want it?

Yes, he himself wants it.

Is it difficult for
to his face?

you to say that

Yes, it's difficult for me to say that
myself.

Don't you know what area you're
interested in?

No, I myself don't know what area
I'm interested in.

When you have many brothers and
sisters, is it helpful?

That's right. When you have many
brothers and sisters, it's mutually
helpful.

Are those two in love?

Yes, those two love each other.

Are they enemies?

Yes, they are mutual enemies.

Do children fight while playing?

Yes, children fight with each other
while playing.
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5.

171 d Vi 41- (11 # -9--+ 1-1
11-?

All. 1.11.

1-1 71F?

al (Attie ) 1`11 Attli 61P-

6. of d ti18- * L1-1. 'frt 1-1

°I1 V dt}12. # 6_1-5.. .

Mr. Kim, don't you know Mr. Park?

No, we don't know each other.

Have you met ('greeted') him?

Yes, we introduced each other.

Does Mr. Chung help his wife?

Yes, Mr. and Mrs. Chung help each other.

6. Combination-Transformation Drill Cbascd on Grammar Note 4, Unit 35)

1,

2.

.2- :1 A1 c1.-.

*2- 41 .;11611 .10611 61t--

rIFA1

At,. Awc_41 L.1 1.
1. 1. c- t.ir- e
%Zia. Li CF.

H

:11

1:111:11*C- WI I rW ""/

ti 4- °112- tli°11 1114 rulti 1-1 2-6 61

.£1;11,1-t-

thyl 4- 611 611 lit- 2-8-61
1110_ 1.1

I Ar: ir-T I
.

3. ti61 M211-t-.11-1uF

114 .1-11.

* 61 .y.1 ts, Al 41* 11 =F.

ill 1,04 th71,14. 1..1 Cr. el

at' Th714

1,6114. .44 o ei 615-1-

121. "Yr 4:1 tit" Al *114 1-11-.

Let's gather at our parents' home.
Or, let's gather at older brother's
home.

Let's gather either at our parents'
home or at our older brother's home.

For lunch I eat sandwiches. Or, I
eat hamburgers.

For lunch I eat either sandwiches or
hamburgers.

I'll go to the military service after
graduation. Or, I'll join the
foreign service.

After graduation I'll either go into
the military service or join the
foreign service.

I'll join the Government. Or, I'll
go into the export-import trading
business.

I'll either join the Government or go
into the export-import business.

I'll open a law office. Or, I'll work
as Advisor to the Prime Minister for
a while.

I'll either open a law office or work
as Advisor to the Prime Minipter for
a while.
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5. 41 6Ire' 6114 "I -11-`1=1-.

214161Pt--

6, ,z...01
e' I Alqr

e' Axakt
1.1

e-..-L';1111 -5-4- °I .u1LIF-trAl

.61.0141.

7. 2.* 6i ):616t Ap-14 Ai 01e

Ati 61 et at-1

2-**1 ,tit-A1 A1411-21.

aul=1.

ti

I watch T.V. in the evenings. Or, I
read newspapers,.

In the evenings, I either watch T.V.
or read newspapers.

I'll need money. Or, need your
help.

I'll need either money or your help.

You have to have education. Or, you
have to have knowledge and capability.

You have to have either education or
knowledge and capability.

7. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 4, Unit 35)

dAll: }- el.61 b1ems°1 "5" "1142 ;A 41 ?

41.0: 441 :it' A1 41"E" t*-5 211 61 )1-*

1. ,11A111- 44E- 4101619-?

rpi 4-1,71.16111-

2. =V- ttil°11A1

31-t--Al 1/1611A1

:1*1-A1.161P-

3 -3" *FM- "1 A" }. S 01 el ?

"P4+ ; widkAi-mi AilmL.

4. a :1.1111- AIM lit 61- -V ;1,11 °1.0-?

Atit-All-A71.1611?-

ti 61.s- 441-611 =1-9 *OIL?

441, c't

5.

411

Will you study Korean even if it's
difficult?

Yes, I'll study it whether it's
difficult or not.

Will you eat Kimchi even if it is hot?

Yes, regardless of whether it's hot or
not, I'll eat it.

Will you work here even if the treatment
is not good?

Yes, regardless of whether the treat-
ment is good or not, I'll work here.

Will you buy that car even if it's
expensive?

Yes, I'll buy it whether it's
expensive or not.

Will you see that movie even if it's
not interesting?

Yes, I'll see it regardless of whether
it's interesting or not.

Do you have to attend college even if
you are not interested in it?

Yes, I'll have to attend regardless
of whether I'm interested or not.
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6, 1}.(1

oil, AjkAl tiA1 41-2-1 -kFi5t 41-

"kil'Ai 311.61M" 64 -IF VSL.NISL?

011. -S" 1 vilt- Al '1144 Al 11- :IL *lig'

11}12-

Do you have to come to school even if
you dislike it?

Yes, like it or not I have to come to
school.

Do you need friends even if, you are not
lonely?

Yes, no matter whether I'm lonely or
not, I need friends.

8. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

: 1 -1 Ft_ ei.-7-71.L?

411.01: --a."411.11- 1F* :FA' I lit- 1:FA1

-V4'41,111t1.11-

1. -1 141 61 'Lig- :F111-SL?

-aAsAIL ;121* :FAI t131111:FAI *3 Vfq,i V .M-11-

2, -24 °1 :11- :F1--*?

MIL :FA1 :1-A1 -V- a

3LF(1211

3. V*Itti '11 -g-41- 81-1 61% 11W

)411S1- el el Al St Al 111,-Atlii-

4. .3. AFtiel

"i" Al SI- 1 t"1 -V-3

et;11, I 41 .11-

5. `51 err U31S" lt* -6F.71F31.?o e

"a* "11 :FA1 :FA] IFt111161g-

6. u1-6- ;1121* u12.- c;1 °I 1-1F11-?

-a.)1L e.F

7. "11-3- °I "44 °I;1711-11-.?

61-;1A1 VAT *-2- 445t,11141fi-
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Do you suppose it'll be possible?

Well now, we will have to wait and
see whether it'll be possible or not.

Will that plan be successful?

Well, I couldn't say, we'll have to
wait and see whether it'll be
sucessful or not.

Do you suppose he will be a good worker?

Well, we'll have to wait and see
whether he'll be a good worker or not.

Do you suppose it'll be difficult to
study while working?

Well, I couldn't say, you'll have to
wait and see whether it'll be
difficult or easy.

Do you suppose that business will do
well?

Well, who knows, we'll have to wait
and see whether it'll do well or not.

Do you suppose the President
Europe?

Well, I wouldn't know, we'll
wait and see whether he'll
or not.

Do you suppose that Miss Kim and Mr.
Chung will get married?

Well, who can tell, we'll have to wait
and see whether they'll marry or not.

will visit

have to
visit there

Do you suppose that Red-China would win
if she fought the Soviet Union?

Well, I couldn't say, we'll have to
wait and see whether she wins or not.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

41-S-6* tt-114'
-71 c 11') /VC"- ttil a1 ti 171'?

;71 : "wl t1144 -14441 °I :16 1.11-Y--1- 4-A1 411

==q- °II 1.1 -7e1 i1' -F(1 #141*Feix- 'Fe 21 z14-1-1=1-.

-v. -7e1 11)-1-4e-- 1-(a1-71- 1341-.8--71-9-?

;71 el=1611'-1- *141 AFe111. 31--71 utV.11

.L)1)-1-9- ± AF 21-8- 41ti°1 t°.1-71-71-

1-6 + :1°1 4-2- t1111-61

AP-1- s.1-711 1- =24.9- 4114 :1°1 °Ft-11%-i =I-

°PA- /it °I 411°P

AMCt. 21 ziztrult1r.

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

gl &ell& :I41°1 lIt1t1 41al°1 tF tit-1-1=1- tM-- .244 =11411-.

Al ct:}611A1 -'- tAxl V*1

1l ;Ft d-g-AIL-;011 A1144 -01N-41-°11-e,--v--tis=1- 4141 s1heziv-14.

;Jo* 141-1,'- *41 1.1-9-°11

-2- 4-41 -11A1-°11-41 ;1111.1- Ih.18- *61 AF-71 Alt-1°1

*I Y-2111--2. 111 ti:',111-68- 114-

*Ai' 4141i- 68- *ell 2-4-1 21°1 11:11111-11-. 2P-1- /A

7A1 ° ti 11'4' /11S-"Ifi at-11.* -2" 1 F 1--71 Aht1 °1 t--°1 uti-71 ==1-

/16-619. ,;i17F-13-1 6:11 t11;71-61A1t1- 14161

i-AI ;?1,111P-ItIr *1-e1;7.1- & °1 vi-V-11-.

413
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1 °Ft

UNIT 41. Going Out to the Countryside

'41131- 617-5"' "P"' 61 I.e 1:1 to 14

BASIC DIALOGUE

e' I

ialsb--

'1 .>11 o1 cti 2 :1* kt

t.

t.]
el mow 1

111: ;11-u 1

IN.

kik

farm villege; rural district

scenery

the more I see.. the more..

Certainly; the truth

[it] looks beautiful

Ah, the more I see of Korea's rural
scenery the more it looks truly
beautiful.

under; below

at the foot of the mountain

valley

scenes; sights; views

just

I'm reminded of

[it] reminds me of; [it] makes
me think of

The view of the farmers working in the
valley at the foot of that mountain
over there reminds me exactly of a
painting.

wet field

dry field

(cultivated) field

[they]'re plowing

[they] till the fields

[it] looks like there is



3. 6161. 61'

tki 9' t-N.

t=1.,
0 I

t=110_,
com 1T-19.

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

5. !WS] (-k-irti- 01) 111 J?-e

It_ AE_
1

al.01 771.?
1

81;1

21.A 11.2:u
I PkI f:, I tl-

6. 01 -11-Alk.

eii, 611e- -71-1 41- g- o 411- 611

-c-111-11- L.1=F.

UNIT 41

It's spring now, so it looks as if they
are plowing the fields.

ground; land; soil

[they] dig the ground

seed

[they] spray; [they] scatter

[they] scatter seeds

after having dug (in advance)
and...

when the time comes

[they]'re going to start

Once the ground is all plowed, when
the time comes, they will start sowing.

1415

What kind of farming do Korean farmers
do mostly?

grain of (unhusked) rice

No. 1; most

[it] is in first place

recently

agricultural products

agricultural products for
export

a feeling of concern

[they]'re concerned; they feeU.

concerned
Rice farming is still in first place
in South Korea. But recently, people
have come to be greatly concerned
about agricultural exports.
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A.14.6]
'

tild

t}

ttititl '-1 t}*

7. 1314s-1- 01 134--A-t-1, 4o

r401 91,1A1P- bik-t-

e1Ti 2i 61 ;,-.1itIrti "-1 111?

w.

416

rice is produced

production

[they] produce

[it] is produced

Since there are more wet fields than
dry ones in South Korea, a lot of rice
must be produced. By the way, what
crops are produced for export?

(some part)

[they] export

besides that

special products

Ginseng

tobacco

Some rice is also exported, but in
addition to that, there are special
Korean products like Ginseng, tobacco
and so on.

though [they]'re not agricul-
tural products

textile

raw material

[they] grow (trees, vegitables,
etc.)

chicken-raising

silkworm

[they] raise silkworms

fashion

[they]'re fashionable; they're
in fashion
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9. tom- It- 6FL1 1.-S- J1-44- ;t1 .71.A1

41t 61 T1 1%-e' °i11"l*e--

r41* # 611 *1 11 -5- -711 -0- 70.1 elL1 =F.

10

11.

12,

13,

61..

"16-

41-2- 611 "1.1.°1

ve,-i 6,-4 oti ve el

46.0 u.. -4.k?

4-e41

:L90 (-4- )

' It-Tr 71-

61"1- Al 6 -flail 611A1-6ki
1t-lcir

711:M AA1A1

-2. el VA1 )41)1

L'1.4 '1 V1 611

Atl 111 6 la- at-i =1-

And, though these wouldn't be called
'farm product', a few kinds of textile
raw materials are raised and I hear
that in some villeges raising chickens
and silkworms is very popular.

1g121.

AMINIIMO

finished silk

[it)'s famous

Oh, that's why Korean silk has become
so famous lately.

Well, in Korea can't you generally
raise more than one crop per year?

season

kind; sort

grains; cereals; crops

annual crops

We raise different crops in different
seasons, but the average cereal gives
only one crop annually.

[they) improve (quality)

seeds

(by) using the improved seeds

They say that in the future by using
improved seeds, it will be possible to
raise two grain crops in Korea also.
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711g12--

418

if that could happen

(availability of) food

food problem

completely; perfectly

solution

[they] solve

[it] is solved

we news ('glad news'

If that could happen, the food problem
would be completely solved. What
wonderful news that is
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6.

7.

8.

co

e

12

13.

15.

16. wi;..1

17.

18. a.-7.12)-

19.

20

Additional Vocabulary

419

Vegetables

Chinese cabbage

cabbage

pepper

lettuce

spinach

green onion

onion

garlic

cucumber

turnip

pumpkin

radish

(soy) bean sprouts

a kind of bean sprouts

ginger

mushroom

potato

sweet potato

tomato

carrot
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B. 4:1-21- Vuli

1. Airs4

2, 4 pear

3. -4-* °I.
peach

4. A.JE. grape

5. /11. persimmon

6. Iiiii.9.9. banana

7. aril
melon

8, =el 4,-.71 strawberry

apple

Fruits and Nuts

13,

42o

watermelon

chestnut

walnut

peanut

Ginko-nut

Crops and Cereals

(husked) rice

barley

wheat

bean

corn

cotton



D.

1,

2.

3.

10. /1

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

tobacco

UNIT 41

Sea products

fish (from sea)

fish (°water meat')

shrimp

oyster

crab

shellfish

octopus

cuttle-fish

seaweeds; marine plants

(dry) layer

11. 0141 (a kind of seaweed called Undaria
Pinnatifida)

E. 94-P+ 1)7-

1.

2. 111.,

3. Li*

Zit ti*

5 toff 1.14,

glict;

421

Trees and Flowers

pine tree

chestnut tree

persimmon tree

maple tree

Ginko tree

whiteoak tree
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7. -P-f, paulownia tree

8 ei 1-14. popular (tree)

9. 1-14 willow (tree)

10. 61.111.A1 9# acacia

11. Alti
evergreen (tree)

12. 9.4. bamboo

13. 1W-
flowering tree

14, (1.u1 V- rose

15. chrysanthemum

16. 41a- 1- lily

17.

18. Vie]

19, 1 1-.511e

20 ,

21.

422

the rose of Sharon (Korean national
flower)

forsythia

azalea

cosmos

lotus flower
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NOTES ON THE BASIC DIALOGUE

(Numbers correspond to the sentence numbers.)

4. 21:11-19- l[they]'re going to .starts is the contraction of

.1-1141-111.el3. 1-6 21:11-19- Nit]'s what [they]' re going to start').

6. Afol 11t-19. Nit] goes No. 1') means '[it] is in first place'.
lel 14,

N 611
s[theyPre concerned about N' is an idiomatic expression,

0 a 040

which literally means ('[they] have a feeling, of concern').

8. 41.011.2. 00 1-11-6 l[they]lre exporting but' (See Grammar Note 5).

9. 611"11;5- in 1...4EKa. 611-t1 ell-V. 'though [they]lre not agricultural products'.

is the contraction of °HI-2. 11E ('even though [you] can not say it is ' )

Ail' in :,-11111-# ) clr
'to raise chickens and silkworms' has a variety

of meanings depending on what object it takes. Review the following

expressions:

eFoLEJL *11-19-. '[He] types.'
1 m

2 11 Liq '[He] plays piano.'
E

4 e--
t.1 1-

1

'[He] plays tennis.'e =
.1

eke)
a1 '"1t1'

'[He] raises sheep.'

12. vz...141-(* 4)which literally means 'yearly produced (crops)' occurs with or

without 4E41 'crops' to mean 'one crop annually'.

423
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1. The more r'4 the more

2.

GRAMMAR NOTES

The pattern (-GILY6)-'4, 44followed by another inflected expression occurs

as the Korean equivalent of 'the more, the more...', which denotes an

increase of intensity of the action or description of the verb in for

the following inflected expression. The same verb is repeated twice, once

in -(° )6 and once in form, but the -( °)6 form may be dropped in the

above construction without changing the meaning.

!bi- :NI. ("4-6) 'The more I study Korean the more it
becomes difficult.'

Ai.W- (:16) :1+4. ci !,3,1-61

21-a.

e),.4.1111-2-I6411-1th

°I 4118- (Als=6) I +A-

Ailul 411L

VS - 11 =e1'9

'The more people make money the more
they want to have.'

'The more I see of Korea's rural
scenery the more it looks truly
beautiful.'

'The more I read this book, the more
interesting it is.'

The ..,11 form of a class of description verbs + 1-61-er means ito look +

adjective'; the -ill form of,a class of description verbs + .1.61t1F means 'to

sound + adjective'.

t..F 61 oF"g_ =F111 F12

61"61 =- 1-1 °lei"

171 ,1-11.1...4 1.-g--*Ir11- , 6 "1)111

-v-`5NA-?

4.4t o1 l'AVF11

(a)

(b)

424

'That mountain looks beautiful.'

'The child certainly looks bright,
isn't he?'

'General Kim's new car looks really
expensive, doesn't it?'

'That music really sounds melancholy.
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IPI- °I el t-1 -r7?6 0 e

3. -Al

'The radio sounds too loud.'

'Does what I say sound strange?'

A1q11- as an independent verb means 'to order (meals)'.

- V - , t1-1 1- Al 1041 ti 77F?

QN ,1-111 61P- .

'What would you [like to) order?'

'I've already ordered Naengmyun.'

..A1q1=1- added to a small class of nouns occurs as a derivative verbalizer,

which generally has a causative meaning (i.e. 'to have [someone] do...').

However, it is suggested that every verb which ends in -).-114 built on a

noun should be memorized as a separate lexical entity.

Nouns

of

2.44- 'education'

'reminding'

'studying'

'errand'

'work'

'bath'

4. - seems to be -ing'

Derivatives

A-4-Al 1=1-

'to educate'

'to be reminded of

'to make [someone] study'

'to have [someone] go around
for errandS'

'to have [someone] work'

'to bath [someone]'

The construction, the -9- form of a verb + 31-1- occurs as a substitute of

-e4t1.. 2 1-1- (Unit 18), 2...0toluI (Unit 32). Compare the

following:

1

-,,-.41..ii..°I.t--111-;1-aA,111-4,-L11-

°I .--1311-. ;P- 11C- 21

21* Ill-
*-ii- -= °I ,.. :Ft ;Fa Ite- I t-1 ti-e _

425

'It looks as if the farmers are plowing
the fields.'
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41-v--71- -71-771,4-5 9- *1-1=1J.

-11-,/-1- -71--rili- 21 21-43.1-11-.

41-2..-71. ir-rtro... 2_ of :1 I-1 =I.

5 tI/4.1-1 titj- . .bu t

'It seems that the school is near.'

The particle 6added to the formal polite statement sentence ending
.14 ti (i.e. -t1/43.1-11-Z1- ) before another inflected expression occurs

interchangeably with the -A16- construction (Unit 11). Compare the

following pairs:

u1-61 41:1A16- Allu1 AX61-° t.1 =1-e. bl

61 V-61 41:14 t.1 =ILI. Atipi

mow I

A:ti-- 741-61 9-A111-1- +4k '12' *41V"

tilt.l. *S1A1 441 iL.

15.. a oi tii-ti=iti- +-t 2- -.t.41145-

lle:i- .siAi ai-eiL.0

ulul .2-' *IA- "-IF 4. :,11 la' tki A 16-

tit" st-1-6S* 511 41 A AI el-,fd 41 L

131 ti 'A'' 41''''' -11- '19- Vi ttl-'2" VI" 1-1 it].

'-Fe Ifi_16-E- :161-2-A1 4,111.411"

426

'Korean is difficult but is
interesting.'

'Rice is produced a lot, but
agricultural products for export
are not produced.'

'Mini- skirts are in fashion, but I've
never worn one.'
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DRILLS

1, CombLiation-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 1)

ttit11: 61-4-11--111

i.

°}: =1-711

°I 411P; 1'61141-It*

61 41* i?,114-z.2.1 4211. +-Fr rl

oLg. 1.
N0.10

2. 15.1 ri 4- ?; I Ll

-3- A1-11F.4

3 -3- * ri 121 el 11.

Al =.1.

;11*1

61.49 ti

"11'. 'As- :I

4- :1 A1ttl

4.:3.1611 .,)z-161 t1"-11-.

5. 9e tiqk ci J-1"1

6.

A-14:-. *1-A P1 4-4 411-

e
1.3.1.61

1,3

s_s", t.

rel.+ L1 t1.

o &el °1-LI 61

21 61 311.4 i_.1

7 'F-g-*Fli- ri °IA/114'1"d 1-

;114-, 3 6 "a" 44r ti li)tdFx-1 tir
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I see the scenery. It

beautiful.

The more I see of the
beautiful it looks.

looks more

scenery the more

I read this book. It's more interesting.

The more I reed this book the more
interesting it gets.

I'm on good terms with him. He becomes

more likable.

The closer we become the more I like him.

I think of that problem. I get more

headache.

The more I think of that problem, the

more headache I have.

He is becoming famous. He wants to

become more famous.

The more famous he becomes, the more
he wants to be known.

I bear it. I get angrier.

The longer. I remain patient, the

angrier I become.

I study a lot. There 're Adre'things I

don't know.

The more I study, the more things I

do not know.

The car is large. It is more expensive.

The larger the car is, the more expensive

it is.



2. Transformation Drill
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.1. oil; Al- pr & AF 111F =11a- t.1 ;.1-01

ti011.1..1
hti I

41-til: AFT11-"& AF1111. PF*1 2i-61

rL01-141..1
el 141 '

9

1. Al T.1 :11- 6 ti-Al 1 t-11-.

* cle 1-*1 :1* 6 .c);1-1-1

2, oiroi -71. A. 0.6131..1.1..

61-6111- 1-*1 21 21-61 4-L1=1-

3. 61 6r11-e- 21- '21 :21,1t--11-

-2-:P11 2F 21

4. 611311-1 6131`11-

21-61 t-1

61u1t-1 Alt11- 14'1 21

21-61 111;`11-.

5. /1-11- Pl.*1 AFel. ul

"Er* 9-6 131-*1 131%_1 21.'1;1 Li =F.

6. °,.4- A =1" 611 1.1-6 (41,6' 611 21. 2i 21-4
L1

F.

;1.1-611 11411 1-51 "1- ell 2i- 21

21"tr cir°

He talks as if he himself were the
President.

He talks just as if he himself were
the President.

That scenery reminds me of a certain
picture.

That scenery reminds me exactly of a
certain picture.

The child cries as if he were about to
die.

The child cries just as if he were
about to die.

When I hear about my hometown, it seems
like I am there.

When I hear about my hometown, it seems
just like I am there.

When I see my mother's photograph, I
feel happy as if I'd met her.

When I see my mother's photograph, I
am happy just as if I'd met her.

When he gets angry, he is like an
insane man.

When he gets angry, he is just like an
insane man.

When I go to a Japanese restaurant,
I feel like I am in Japan.

When I go to a Japanese restaurant,
I feel just like I am in Japan.

3. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 2)

5-4 3is--21 0i*171-
Is Korea's rural scenery beautiful?

oil, 5.4 617.krjr-lipL a1 L1 CF. Yes, Korea° s rural scenery looks
beautiful.

428
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.11-1-ti-zz.1 *111% t-1111-?

°Il +r7.1" 11"1"1-.1j1 °11 /11- 111 tt I

2 61AF1F ;1/11. 1114-e- 21 °I 61 FrY-1 11F?

oil 61 AF1F 11./411 1114e- i7101 `51,1**1-111

4511-1.
111 I

3. !1-AF11- O1 itt1-11-1H

611 *tt-FA1.11-

Ai 41-tli =A- =4'
111F?

Al 61 =A- =A- tFill 11- :11

5. s 61-t+vr-i2 Al 01 A-k- el 11" aLl -111-?

oil, 01H-115.7 )41-'1 A--L el 1F a -t- 1F-1
a

P el I.) tir.

b. 1,11:111 el 1- Al -13. rj26-1-.1 771q

C419 /4I :}1 1F) 13- :ill

7 k- .71'

Ll
-71F?

oil. 111 el 11 -5- 11 t-1

4. Response Drill (based on Grammar Note 3)

A.1)41: 61 1. Ccp..1 :.7 -1-71.?
0'1 ET. Li

1

/t% -6-1 -,%-.&/

10 Fw -44 0 Ll =1-

1. t11-4- 611AI °Fel 6-- ILA' td11-1 171.?

.+3_ -71. 01.61 _4. Al 41 I-11..

2 d °I -2"
/al/

oil, I ti-ti-41 I VII t.1 =1-o et 0
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Is a woman pretty when she is made -up?

Yes, a woman looks pretty when she is
made-up.

Is it strange for a woman to smoke?

Yes, it looks strange for a woman to
smoke.

Are Chinese characters difficult?

Yes, Chinese characters look difficult.

Is that student bright?

Yes, that student looks bright.

Is the voice of that announcer
outstanding?

Yes, the voice of that announcer sounds
excellent.

Is the airplane noisy?

Yes, the airplane sounds noisy.

Is the dog's barking loud?

Yes, the dog's barking sounds loud.

What does this picture remind you of?
[Korean farm village]

It reminds me of a Korean farm village.

Who educates children in America?
[parents]

The parents educate the children.

Do you make

Yes, I make

the student study? [yes]

the student study.
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5.

1.,.1.11.4,* /.11,111., I- I / al011 -1/

of ri. LI 71. A },41. _c,) :lip vi-
a'tx

trckt.
.

711.? 61.1.1

-I

ci, 617,,i.t. ;;;11-,;,1 1061-all.tir ti

)-1.1"o (1;1! 411 -111 41-4-- !II- 1 L-1 11h? /
V 1'4

611 1° t} 4 °1 1°11111 :Ili" 1461 ;'.1

6. . -11. 01.01 if, .zt,lr)! / 61.1.1/

61.1.4111r yr fir 1 a I t.

7. Al* Al
lTR

*, t.i 771.?

7 1 1 _ I 4121per L I 1..

4-11/ict

Who sent him on an errand? [mother]

Mother sent him on an errand.

Will you let your daughter get married
early? [noj

No, I won't let my daughter get married
early.

Does your boss make you work a lot?
[yes]

Yes, my boss makes me work a lot.

Who bathes the children? [my wife]

My wife bathes the children.

What food would yo,2 like to order?
[Pulkoki]

I will order Pulkoki.

fj.
Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 4)

-P--11- Zh-fr "111-?

-11-t1: 411 1' 17r Lh. L1 eh.

1. 41 1?-7 21 2h-it- LI lih?

41 0-t-h .6- LI eh.

2. /1" AA1-e- kikt 21 '-1111-?

3.

741
.471. 1. ti *1-11-

1F2z. T7I?e

oil, !I1/44" "P"1"

LI
'hi

w. t) 11 Al /1 /1" 2141' 71F?0

c:01 A1.71-71- "tirt-lu1

)130

Does it seem to be raining?

Yes, it looks as if it's raining.

Does it look like spring?

Yes, it looks as if spring has come.

Does it seem that the farmer is sowing?

Yes, the farmer looks as if he's sowing.

Does it seem that Korean farmers do
a lot of rice farming?

Yes, it seems that Korean farmers do
a lot of rice farming.

Does raising chicken seem to be easy?

Yes, raising chicken looks easy.
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t!Iti.°1 71 14 u1111q

oi, ,4).1a 61 -111s--) 1- tio

74° Al ul--711° 4- *el- u .11 >=
L111F?

i.P-A1 x4:87 *11--71- 4-V*1a-1- 41-L.11-.

7. 1 t1 61 1401 1-1

611 i iti.IL1-611A1 )4+61 VI 9-U1' "t- Ul

8. °I ,'Vt1 611 &it] °I A°A1'.C.
1.1 1-1F?

A.1 ,e,1 td

-24 61 01 1°11 81;161 60.1t-F-N-ult1.-

6. Response-Transfbrmation Drill

111 611A1 611" 1-1.9.11. o j 01 A11:1

L?

)01°11A1 =1-4. 01 `41 7,FL1 =F.

1. * 61 Al :1 °1"1g.?

/ Am./

AAF 01 711°1 11-a-1=1-.e

2 "1-4' *AI* A1:1-611t.1 4-E- o 1 °1

/AF-g-51-4-Iti/

7+'§'511- '44" °I IV 111-1=1-

3. Al 1} 1:1 °It- =MIL? itilLZFA1-6--5-/

L> `1-"1" 11- 1 e61 /Fa-1=F.

4, 4-t- 4-4'1 61 1:1 t!1/1 i ,°,,1 6110 4-4- v-1- 4-1/

Aiiv

5. *1-4 611-1 '1=1 1A1-1- A11:I °1".111C1-?

P-1*°1`til'el° 4-44

'.1. °1 lireF 4-*-- 11- 1:1 211-1
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Does Ginseng seem to be good as medicine?

Yes, Ginseng appears to be good as
medicine.

Does it seem that short skirts are in
fashion these days?

Yes, short skirts seem to be in fashion
these days.

Does it seem that a lot of rice is
produced in South Korea?

Yes, it seems that a lot of rice is
produced in South Korea.

Does he seem to be concerned about
politics?

Yes, he seems to be interested in
politics.

What country has the most developed
industry in the world? [the United

States]

The United States is ('goes') No. 1

in the world.

What is the leading agricultural
product in South Korea? [rice]

Rice is No. 1.

What kinds of industries are developed
in the Midwest of the United States?

[auto industry]

The auto industry is No. 1.

Which city is most beautiful?
[San Francisco]

San Francisco is No. 1.

What kind of food is most popular?
[Chinese food]

Chinese food is No. 1.

What scenery in the United States do
you like best? [Niagara Falls]

Niagara Falls is No. 1.
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7. Response-Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note I, Unit 28)

tq: 1-?;1.77 1 i41-t1 °I

111-?

-1} -H: 4-1 8--

;..1}.-111

1. .41-t}1.-- °I P-A1,--2- I °I ;34 -ill.?

41-,t11-5 °I 811 4.1-17,1: ;41-111

...s1,V 41 A- .

2, )1).4)... 01.012s, at oil *vrAi oi o
4 m

611. 2-4-611 8t1--::

"x"1`1

3. 5 - °1 * °rill *1 '11 °j1 -2V1 °1

34 Id Ill'?

* ecrAl *I 71 411

kuit1-1;

IN14 Li '1 ;4- °I ,?,14 t-1111-?

ZI °I -4-g- )-11 ti

SI

5. °I 411; °I M- -1 771 '?

°1 11-ie 611 8-1-1-1)-

21-111 -SI At A"

6. °I e;I:1: *711 8-ti 61

°II °I .)31: t}i2i 611 g-t1.-t-

;71-111 61A- .

7 gl 01 -,;1- MI gti °I '-1-»r?

MI. u12--- ;17I 01 ;111 1 Atli-
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In the farm willages, are people
interested in agricultural products
for export?

Yes, people in the farm villages have
come to be interested in agricultural
products for export.

Are students concerned about politics
these days?

Yes, students have come to be concerned
about politics these days.

Are you concerned about children's
education?

Yes, I've come to be concerned about
children's education.

Are the farmers interested in raising
chickens for a side job?

Yes, farmers have come to be interested
in raising chickens as a side job.

Are the Korean people concerned about
Korea's industrial development?

Yes, the Korean people have come to be
concerned about Korea's industrial
development.

Are farmers interested in the improve-
ment of agricultural products?

Yes, farmers have come to be concerned
about the improvement of agricultural
products.

Are politicians concerned about the
solution of food problems?

Yes, politicians have come to be
concerned about the solution of food
problems.

Is Mr. Kim interested in getting
married?

Yes, Mr. Kim has come to be concerned
about getting married.
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8 titlir°: 61
µl tl Li -1-71-?

Oil, 71.e- Al-:1-°1111 111

61g-

8, Response Drill

Oil * o 4}4 61 31.61 Leh.] -mi.?

AA1. 61 12_1.61 LI.LI
'7 011 el "6 I izt

1.

/a el:/

,141.71.61
I rwi

Are you interested in him?

Yes, I've come to be interested in him.

What kinds of agricultural products are
produced in quantity in Korea? [rice]

A lot of rice is produced.

What comes to mind when you see rural

sceneries? [hometown]

I think of my hometown.

2, .24...e.:
of o 010 o1

1:1 II1-1- le I ill.? /a.* All What is his hame known for? [educator]

61 r I

116 t1=1

3. 01.0,12.1.4.elp.i.e. 4Lzol 134.61 90L177y?

/AitrA1.1

p,1- °l

4-s- ell- + 611d ti Ps1-61

/-9-1A1/

Q1ll 71 reel 1-11-L11-.

5. ;1'1°1 1 it l vol gel 161-1-1771-7

oil. 0-71°11 1 1 1 6161

411)-1.-b--611d tlid-ttl"-1111-?

441-11-/

4-61 ANA1-1-L11-ttl
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He is known as an educator.

What are the major products of the
state of Michigan? [automobiles]

A lot of autos are produced there.

What are the major products of Florida?
[orange]

A lot of oranges are produced there.

When you catch a cold, do you have a

high temperature? [yes]

Yes, I have a high temperature when
catch a cold.

What do they produce in Texas?
[agricultural products]

They produce a lot of agricultural

products.
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9, Transformation Drill (based on Grammar Note 5)

itl-* +1-1-A16- 21;11.2F tilL

+1411-L.1112.1r

41- i4P-

1. ,;-151 611 g-41'1 61 ,,t1A1t.11- ,;"1*1 11-11- '1A1

11161A-

(-15`1 411 g-4'1 el L11-,12. 51 11-11- £13-

1A1 1-61L

2. °I the-1 31 "1'7F 611- aAlZir -a- 21-d-Y-'1

.1112-

61 ?:1-,2-1 21*1 -7F 6h-S- qt1.1" =i-

* 49-

3. A1-61.e-

-21Y.--1 61111--

ts1 61 '41-V-1111Z1_1" u1'.40 f.14-

u1-=1"1"1 Al 61P-E E

teal el I:al-V-114 L.1 =1-6-

11-=1".81-1 11141P- .e e

5.

'ill &Pie IL

6. o f °I :,Pc;bs1 °1-41-E- :Pc,-1-tii°

61 0tPcs,1--slxti-gt-1=1-6- 61-41s- ri

i,1-6114t0 0

7 u11011Z1' 61'41

1418.464 e I-1=1.6
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Rice is exported but Ginseng and
tobacco are also exported.

I'm concerned about politics but I
don't want to be a politician.

The scenery of this mountain is
beautiful but it cannot be better
than that of Diamond Mountain.

I know him but we're not very close
to each other.

Industry has been developed in Korea
also but is not developed as much
as in America.

Our company not only does importing
but also exporting.

The living standard has been improved
but it has to be further improved.

I have studied Korean but I cannot
speak it well yet.
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8 -2- *111" 41-11' .81.Z.E1AZ 6z1t1

*11Z Al-hti°11L

*. 111" *11-4ixiht.§00-1=113_1-

1-t1*1 *11-,11 .s1A1 1°,4-V1P-

10, Response Drill

1,

54 V-

°P-1.11-$ 1441 6t1 *1 -12--1-A1 4,t1491i-

11,i°1 t-1-,sti°11L?

.°1-L-1A- 01-41 6-6*1 ;;;1-A1

2,

°F41 :i.A1*, .8115)-

3. 41-t- *API' cr .811;1,V 11-.?

61-41 66'81 *11":1:5.1A1 °1 -,°-1 till

1r- :1" °1°1$

°Ful 01-41 6-0'1 51%-:1-

u1-9-11- g-d-

61-91,- 1.41 6t1 t1 (-2-d- 11-1F) -EIA1

°', 1°i$-

6 d1 =I* AIV111-.?

61-9.12- 61-41 66°1 ZA1 ahstic9P-.

5.
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That problem has been solved to an
extent but it is not solved completely.

Is your Korean study all finished?

No, it is not completely finished yet.

Has he recovered?

No, he has not yet recovered completely.

Do you know everything you've studied
so far?

No, I don't know it completely yet.

Has the Mideast problem been all solved?

No, it has not been solved completely
yet.

Can cancer be cured?

No, it can not be cured completely yet.

Has that country become a communist
country?

No, it has not become a communist
country completely yet.

Have you finished building the house?

No, I haven't finished building the
house completely yet.
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Ali°16-0

Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

stile.- 1,}°i1'1 "ct" Alt a °1 j,,14

Al"V" 1.2461 -1-4- LI' t} 51 a (51.

111q* 611111"S' 134 51 t' Ze /1111.- 1'4°1 )4 '-1171-?

°H 1'41 /114 * 61 41* L1 tF t+

/1 "q AA1 o AF 111:1: F )6A1 11 %IF:1.1-11 e

F-4- 61T1 21°1 ,°1- a L1`/}?

el el 451 616 e AA.:I-6
10 el o I WIT" I I 'IT I u.1-4f erC"

t?.1/1-71- ,°,161 FA.11÷ ultF. 1LA144.

Ve- 1114 ilic" qe--111- 41*F-2-

1?..14- LP:F -2- eia 41. 8-t1-1.

-E161t1-11-Ak

616 9.°1r L.

Narrative for Comprehension and Reading

°I1'1

;6_1%2-1- 114-s.
ttl. *Fa 01 -°1'41

,e411 L+4 oil

°1 61 ,,,,111 AlgF1-1-

4111-61
1 0 le Yr,- T21-4- -4 21-61 1114 1°1- °}'`l

31-4- -ct- 1114 111-61 )3t-- 4- tt14--ult1-

ei L. .t..F-4 -5-- T21..4. '1V

1-41. 4-1--11 214, L1=1.
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UNIT 42. Going Out to the Countryside (Continued)

BASIC DIALOGUE

,7.". lb_ t-1
I I... 17.1

I

10 4) J.1 1/1°1P'1

tfs1.471. .7,4. IA.1 1::11 61. eq "..LI

L11 t141.11

61 .461
147 ct.

;?..111:1

t. r
ca r

t.
-11 tal I

r.

2, i4-i x ! (...5?- 0.1) AI, 61 11°*
Jr, o

At.i.611 t2-1

4 el.t1.,xti

'137

photograph

[he] takes pictures

hill

foot of a hill

brook; stream

riverside; bank of a stream

background

with mountains for a background

Let's take a picture here with the
mountain' ehind us for a background,
and then go down to the stream bank at
the foot of that hill.

two of us together

picnic; excursion

[we] go on a picnic

shutter (of a camera)

[he] presses (down)

[he] presses it down for [us]

let's ask him to press it for
US

That's good. Shall we take a picture of
two of us together? I'll ask that
school boy who came on a picnic to press
the shutter for us.
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,a4.1

t+s--

3. 111- o 2-21°11 A1+ -111.?

Ai (1

A4. 611'11 1.4r AFT11.61 el< )

ei-pi a-19-

I+. ).1* °VI Alt'. Ah11.61

(31. .8112- -2- el-P-1 81-Alk

0 1-

II 1 1-t-N-

5. AlZ.1.1t1- 0.13-6 t!F* ,t1 t+A1

°i :11l

6,

1F-z 4t4k1"g"

11-A1-.81-t.1a 0 14

01.11

outskirts; countryside

[I] come out periodically

Do you come out to the countryside
often, Mr. Park?

as far as I'm concerned; as
for me

since I'm a person who grew up
in the country

[I miss (someone, someplace);
I] long for

Since I'm a person who grew up in the
country, I like mountain-climbing and
long for nature.

[I] get away; [I] escape from

So, whenever. I have time I get out of
Seoul and often come like this to the
countryside.

7'1°121-

438

every weekend ('if it's
weekend')

(transformation)

(transformation of feeling)

for a change; to get a change

effort; endeavor

[I] make an effort; [I] try

From now on I'm also going to try to
come out to the countryside every
weekend to get a change.

[I] appreciate
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61 AliS)- -711-1 trt- e e 14"

(human) life

[I] enjoy life

7. 11-* 1511e.-

;171-ti. t 41

+ 2-Al 611

t..° 1 till' 'A";: 111-1=1-

In spring and autumn, I come out
countryside almost every weekend
appreciate nature and enjoy life.

to
to

1.1.x..]
I:II

6.1 1.1
'1 'NU 14

f,F;11-1)- .E-E-!- 31-,*.1- -5- Al

Al

Al 41

9. tit' '1St! ILt!ILL 1- ibl cF1:1

flowers bloom

butterfly

butterflies fly

[they] plant trees

grains ripen

grains are ripe

harvesting

[they] harvest

sight; view; scene

When spring comes, flowers bloom,
butterflies fly around and farmers
plant vegetables and trees; and in
autumn the grains and fruits ripen
and when I see the sight of the
harvest, it makes me forget all the
complicated city life, (you know).

4.39

expression

poem; poetry

poetic

Your expression is really poetic,
Mr. Park.

the
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7.

9.

9e.)

2. Y./1

3.

5.

t1.1

11 I 1.141

L. A

Additional Vocabulary

Birds

bird

sparrow

magpie

crow

swallow

duck

crane

pheasant

pigeon; dove

eagle; vulture

Insects and Flies

fly

mosquito

insect (cover term)

worm (cover term)

bed-bug,

butterfly

7 Hi
bee

440
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of

2, ar

3.

7.

8, AFAF

9.

10

11,

12.

13.

14.

15.

.t.
oi
el.61

flea

firefly

dayfly

dragon-fly

grasshopper; locust

44.1

Animals

cow; ox; cattle

horse

dog

rat

pig

cat

rabbit

lion

tiger

monkey

elephant

snake

squirrel

otter

chicken
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1'7. 6i-it

18. 74(51)

19. 41-'1

3. e,

whale

fox

totoise

alligator

442

Nature and Weather

long-continued rain

flood; deluge

typhoon

drought

frost

fog

good harvest

fruitful year; good crop

poor harvest; short crop [yield]

lean year

well
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1. N ell 61 el-( )

2.

GRAMMAR NOTES

eFis added to a noun which ends in a vowel and °1'Fto a noun which ends

in a consonant. Particle Al may be added to N el-Nel- as an extended

construction without changing the meaning.

The pattern N ei-/Ole}(A1) which means something like '[it] is N and so',

'since [it] is N' may be followed by a pause before another inflected

expression and denotes that the N is the cause or reason for the succeeding

inflected expression.

A-Pe AP- °IN 71'6" A11.61eN

z OF0uo -5.

-2.61.& 71-a- A121t. 451eF(Ai),

-2- 4-A-171-eH t- ° °VI Y- 881i.e.-gi A

gi *AFL- 1,51AFE1-(Al f o °I
tti

'Since I'm a person who grew up in the
country, I like mountain-climbing.'

'He is in class now, so he can not get

the phone.'

'Being an illiterate person, he cannot
read newspapers.'

'Since Dr. Kim is a scholar, he has
no flexibility.'

-NpLI is a statement sentence final form which is added to a verb or

copula stem, or stem + honorific and/or tense suffixes. The -71.E,..11..

sentence occurs as a response to someone's interrogative-word question or

statement to which the speaker responds emphatically. Observe the

following:

A: tiVir`5.- A -2-:11 '31-q f; L1-77-?

, I ;I L.B: tr 166

A: titi8. :1511°..1 71-4- 0:$2.1

-71-1t-- 21 * 7hil1 t-

pie- 2i 21.2. L

1143

'Why are you so busy?'

'I have a lot of things to do these

days, (you know).'

'I see you often go out to the country-
side on weekends; you certainly seem
to enjoy nature.'
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13: el, -.-:1 L1'

2i.e. 4q

4-44.- L.1 1- 1).".1-21-

11-6 44-6- 3E' Al tlift

1 /11 1 .714ft L

Note that an inflected expression

the sentence particle PLmay also

and is used as a conditional verb

Therefore, the non-sentence final

interchangeable.

A121-61 t- IA-

A121-61

-2. *1 ¢11- 111E-

-1- 12111- 814-11.6

Al- 4- it1A19-

Zit- 61 t

Zit-- °I ,°,k1s-L:i

A12161P4

'That's right. Going out to the
countryside on weekends is good for
me to get a change. And when I see
mountains and fields, they make me
forget all the complicated city life,
(you know).'

ending in without being added by

occur before another inflected expression

form just like the -(.° )6 'if...I.

verb endings -1E1. and -(S-)`are mutually

444

'If you have time, come over.'

'If the coffee is good, buy me a cup,
too.'

'If you have small change, can you
lend me just W20?'
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1, Response Drill

DRILLS

# 9-9.-37- -11-'61-171-9-?e e

1. Jr- -7. 1111 A1-6-t =11 *41'11'11'91

/Alt..11-14

Al-61-111 A4141 *41-N-A11-

2, 4-col Al- * 41. V. -11HL

*41-114-iti-

3. ttjAtil dt11611 11*.,,I.:1-1/14L?

4. 01 -7- °ill LA
N V-el-a. 41-V--r71-si-?

/01

01 1-1-1-411-711 :1-1-A- 4- 41-111-/-1=1-.

5. 4411 Ali 41- 41-*J-11-9-?

6"tilit'i 61111 tti V-e112- *4Fai-19-

6. *ti-t- 11Z-5-5.1- Ax141e

-FL 41-V.111-CL?

Alt1-1 A41 (1

m

445

Whom shall we ask to press the shutter

(of the camera) for us? [that soldier]

Let's ask that soldier to press the

shutter for us.

Whom shall we ask to take our picture?

[photographer]

Let's ask the photographer to take our

picture.

What shall we ask him to buy, us? [coffee]

Let's ask him to buy us coffee.

When shall we ask Mr. Kim to come?

[tomorrow]

Let's ask him to come tomorrow.

To whom shall we ask him to deliver

this letter? [Mr. Lee, the president

of the company]

Let's ask him to deliver it to Mr. Lee,

the president of the company.

Whom shall we ask to show us a new car?

[salesman]

Let's ask the salesman to show us one.

With what behind us for a background,

shall we ask him to take our picture?

[mountain]

Let's ask him to take our picture with

the mountain behind us for a background.
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2. Response-Transformation Drill

2-s-1 '11 9-4 t.i-r*?

RA: oil. 2-s.1611 AF4- aLicF.

°II. 4- V-611 -141- ItF9,2-

2. A111-61 31`1111q

°11, Al j.1- 61 A°1-`2- IF& :1-`1 cF.

3. 111-1;.2 X-114 1-1111.?

611 1 I AlLIF Al',1.$)-- Alt1+ :FLN

4 -2- :? 61 °1`'1 i.--C2-_21

itiA epili

:1.1-1=1.

5. /1* .."16"-:- -P-1.811 1-1F?
-71-1 411*11

el I

6. 1 )V-41-6 It'41.L1-1-7F?

NI T1- 61 ;11-0 t. ;t4,-1

t-31- ,,,,10 ti -2* =1111. 611

3. Transformation Drill

71e- Ali" AFel-61-71 =4: 611

AFS- °Ftlik..0._

Alt-F :I- "g-

446

Do you come out to the countryside
often?

Yes, I do come out to the countryside
quite often.

Do you meet him on weekends?

Yes, I often meet him on weekends.

Do you go on a picnic to the countryside
when you have time?

Yes, I do go on a picnic sometimes to
the countryside when I have time.

Do you take pictures whenever you have
a chance?

Yes, I do take pictures whenever I find
a chance.

Do you miss your hometown when you hear
about your hometown?

Yes, whenever I hear about my hometown
I feel longing for it.

Do you find it a restful change to
appreciate music?

Yes, I sometimes appreciate music to
get a pleasant change.

Do you get out of the city when you
have time?

Yes, when I have time I sometimes get
out of the city.

Do you stop by the tearoom whenever you
have money?

Yes, whenever I have money I regularly
stop by the tearoom.

Because I'm a person who grew up in the
country, I like Mountain-climbing.

Being a person who grew up in the country,
I like mountain-climbing.
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1. tl °I-I- 6111 =11E- 411 ti*.
,

2. -2, 41-6.8- Li* A141 °Ill cz.lit 31-61.11-

A141°11-Al ,VIL.

3. -2-11e5- 3 1J. 7 =}1E 611 u:1-e1 t1-7-74,1161k.

-i*. 1- 41 11-611-A1 °la-.

citi1A1-71- v-A-1-1-71 =ti: 611 41-61

Al,a1

01-1 A111- a-A-A1-61e1-'1 01-01

5. -14 - 0-1!1* .`2,1)-1-01

at .8- git'.1- Al-°1 &I-1'-

41'1P-

e m

6i1 orpr &A)-1-

6. I c.t

11-

ae. A1111-b1e

611

rl .n-A1

7 A1-1.1 .41 61 rk-5- A1111*°111
t

611

f11 't1 61 ,t1 ttg-

-2- ii-11 61 F4-2 eP1 el 'eel °I

All el 1"

4. Subs

1.

2

titution Drill

Ali..1'15- *a" 111-.1=1..e 1:1

3. ..2.11- o'V -t e e 1 tt

447

Bec use he's the son of a rich man, he
oes not know anything about suffering.

eing the son of a rich man, he does not
know anything about suffering.

That expression is not good because it's
too poetic.

Since that expression is too poetic,
it's not good.

Because he's a striver,
success early.

Being a man of endeavor,
a success early.

he became a

he became

Because the father was an educator,
saw to it that his son was well
educated.

he

Being an educator, the father had his
son well educated.

Because he is a famous doctor, he has
a lot of patients all the time.

He is a famous doctor, so he has a lot
of patients all the time.

Because he is a (simple) country man,
he is not suited to the city life.

Being a country boy, he is not suited
to the city life.

Because he is a man of a great deal of
social experience, he has understanding.

Being a man of a great deal of social
experience, he has understanding.

He enjoys nature.

He enjoys life.

He enjoys music.
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5. -2-t- °PL.te. te. e.

6. e e

7. .2+- o )41.1.1.A. A. 11'-11}0 a e e

8. -I-1.e ti

9. e
t.1 =F.

e e.

10 131.4.A.ee e14

5. Response Drill

111 °M.1 611 L1-19 11-? 4+ s- Al

1.111P- Pi t1-1-1=1"/° e e

.;),1-711

1. -211 z7.1,4 :1-°1 -2-:1111 111-t- 771-? /tt

-01t+t1-6 LI°1

2. ;71 -2* e141 t1-1-1111.?0t. e 0 e

61,,t4 =14

3. }n}t} gi"-171.?

411 Ai 4-4 =1-/

Z16-
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He enjoys wine (or liquor).

He enjoys his work.

He enjoys fruits.

He enjoys his bachelor's life.

He enjoys his unmarried life.

He enjoys arts.

He enjoys fine arts.

Why do you always go out to the country-
side? [It makes me forget the hectic
city life.]

That's because it makes me forget the
hectic city life.

Why is Korean so difficult? [Grammar
is complicated.]

That's because the grammar is complicated.

Why does Mr. Kim long for farm villages?
[He was a farmer.]

That's because he was a farmer.

Why do you go on a picnic every weekend?
[It's good for a change.]

That's because it makes a good change.
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4. 441 fitly"): Alt] 21t2-

1141 °I

41+9.6 -71,,111 01 .11 g.

5. (1L-r111

/*.,11 61 1-1 ter/

.01ielt.1
.4_.; 4101 11 if& 372

6. s41 11-1- 611 t-1111-? /4-

-01'+61-6 °II .8.11`1=

7. -01 ti -k 1-71 -1- )114

el-71 AI-4-

At+ti-e 1-41-1)- 1-7.1 3)--71E-A-

al- 61 '-1111-?

61 Al-t1-111 '-1=1"/

-01t-telt1 61A1-e1-111 IL

6, Response Drill

.'.1A1--12-1 4-tti.8- Al 41 ti t-1111"?

611, Ai 41 °I °11-0-

1. 'Ct" ti* 1'-1 1-11-?

6119 111-"P--- 4t1 71-i-8- LI* ;71-10-41 °I °IlL

2. -2 t- t"").1 )0'14 I- at-1 111"?

611, oleti1A.
e e.e e

s_, 01 ekm ta.01
e e -ti e

at.] 1-111?

al-61 elig-
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Why do you like taking pictures?
[They become good souvenirs.]

That's because they make good souvenirs.

How come he became a Minister (of the
Government) already? [He has ability.]

That's because he has ability.

Why are the farmers busy in autumn?
[They have to harvest.]

That's because they have to harvest in
autumn.

Why couldn't he succeed? [He doesn't
make an effort.]

That's because he doesn't make any
effort.

Why did he sell his house? [It turned
out that he has to move to Korea.]

That's because it turned out that he
has to move to Korea.

Is that gentleman's expression poetic?

Yes, his expression is really poetic.

Are women too emotional?

Yes, women certainly are too emotional.

Does he know how to enjoy his life?

Yes, he really knows how to enjoy his
life.

Do the students make a great deal of
effort to learn Korean?

Yes, they really make a great deal of

effort.
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el--a- t-1 /11-?

0/1-3L °1-a b$1

5. -s-Al ,t1 t-1

o1,

6. .2.1_ Ai.,63.t. -7-71.?

*11, pFs.g. AF:Ftlik.

Is the scene of the farmers harvesting
grains beautiful?

Yes, it is really beautiful.

Do you want to get out of the hectic
city life?

Yes, I really want to get out.

Does he love nature?

Yes, he really does.
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Supplementary Dialogue for Comprehension

°l All 4165- =11°11-N:1- ,,71-,M-r411 (71 11F :i-

'11-P- 441 1 *1 tt. r-1 64t1F-711-Y--o1A1R-.

91°11"1 -v--451,L:- 1 1-11 ;PP.e.

Ail,!?,1A.: 41- ti<1;118- I+ ;11-`1.711-?

41': 611, 4 - :F °16 A14 11-*** 6t111" A4 11-A1P^ -12161

iS.114" :P2-1 ;1.1-71i

.t,14 *t1-1-71 t-1111-?

41-: al, 44 91-- el)wl 14-4 21-61 1-1111-

ae19- 4* --t.*1--71 441- 111F

aV-N.

Narratives for Comprehension and Reading

(1)

Ali. 4-2- °l t+ -7-e..1-1--71 4-T2-
°F.

19- it1-61 ti- z eP- 41-* 611-1-

2-4-61 6 el 1.61 /14-1

4Fac °I .&-t- 21.

* °I rei°1

lela *1-11 °I1 4-4 'I t1- ats):-

)?,,14.1-1ct. AI-11AI Z-1 el 611-5- l :1-

t1# 611 1cl- #i" :1;!;11-14

451
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(2)

7.1e. A- :14-el A1-61°114-V-°1 ,s16 AI+ -1S1'1- e. ;711-1-11-

541' "it" 6. t-119 V-1- Al t>1111-611 Alm 7.14*.tfi 7.16

P-14131 11 17-.161*" 4)-1.8}N -"Nille" 2161 A1 "Si *1°1611-11-14

tAAlio 2161 Ve-.141"9-1* -V- 41.*

t.1-s?-1 ;,71A1-q- pl a7.1 4- a-- 1-t1 1 t-1 tit-

ell Al -a- 011Ai °1-'vi °IN Atl

-1-2I °I -1.13- testa. Aizi-a- r 11

:I °Ile." .t-1):.}..21 112. el* 611e- ul-,,1-11-611

61 9. 4A1Vsj. *Fa /1-4. s 611e-- 61 * t1 41:11'11-tt1

V1t-F ,71A1 at A161 61:1111 '11V1

calitl-*Fa 1):).1-1 1'-1 711-? tit11E- -2-:1111

1-4i *11 4,71,1-3-'1/1F?
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UNIT 43. Society and Social Life

BASIC DIALOGUE

IP,4,1

11;:j ue1.4 ) c1-

1;:j r31 1- 41-11

121 I

=I.
.14

2 titttj 21-t- 21.61-141 t1-71 el*IL

A

B
1.41.

453

society

social life

newspaper article

crime; sin

crime

criminal incident

[it]'s fearful

[I]'m afraid of

When I read newspaper articles these
days there are so many criminal
incidents, it's frightening.

lie

[he] lies; [he] tells a fib

[it] sounds like a falsehood
and

[I] believe in; [I] trust

Some (articles) sound like falsehoods,
they are so hard to believe.

exaggeration; overstatement

[he] exaggerates

tendency

there's a tendency

in recent days

in recent days ('coming into
recent days')
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ti tilos 1...1
14,1

'111-1.E1AV. LI

a

3. t't It. 61 11-1,4. (tj 61

4.

1 6141 Al'Pt

1- el -1-e 3 1611 11-Al gial ,!11-61- i hl

All°1AIL L. -2'1.71 *31116 -11121

14

1-7- 611 ==1-e1.()-1)

1'"" }.-71 ;5,1-- Ai* Al-gl-i-61

Vi.t1.1-1111.0 Al-1e.1(11) +11.

14.).14 6111141-?

0LI-4,7. Ll ti

5 61 11 611(-5-)

°1 2l

13tiab_
r 1.1 I

C

A

454

corruption

[it]'s corrupt

[it]' corrupt

evidence; proof

the evidence that it's corrupt

The newspapers are not without some
tendency to exaggerate sometimes.
Nevertheless, it is true that there've
been more crimes, in recent days.
see it as evidence that society has
become corrupt.

suddenly

population

[it] concentrates

[it] increases

in accordance with population

Perhaps that's because a lot of rural
people are concentrating suddenly into
big cities and the crime rate increases
along with the population, don't you
think?

an article appeared

Here's another big .erc.4ele--in this
morning's paper. Have a lookat this
one.

jail; prison

grownup

juvenile; minor

criminal; prisoner

[they] released him (from the
prison)
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6. *1-

/ILE, I

0 ,

4-- )

:,:11-74); L11-

I Ott-1 a1 4"- 11- 21-4- °el 41 Al- PI-Al-

Al- 611(0 e ":"

5t11-4" N-1 AV '11.. 1 =1-*

Al 01 tIL0.1-1=1.
ta I t..1g WI 1=1 I

1.1.0 ta). 1_1 et.
t. o'lMs'i ki

[he] was released

theft; thief

(act of) theft; ',:dlievery

[he] commits thievery

thief

(act of) stealing; robbery

[they] arrested [him]

[he] was arrested

No sooner was a juvenile offender
released from jail than he committed
robbery again and he was arrested by
the police, it says.

in the middle of the night

rear door

through the back door

[he] intruded

woman; female

[he] assaulted

[he] robs [her] of

[he] robbed and

[he] escapes; [he] runs away

tt!1:.3.1

the poor; people in poverty

Ltr.. Hi
slum

[he] hides [himself]

31
[he] conceals

J1* L1
[he] conceals; [he] hides

[they] detected out; [they]
found out

455
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7. 411 .k-1 ) *11AI

11-A1-2- :11Z3.1.-i * A6kle

8. -2- '11-2-

Al ti 11 ;1-A1

Al 611

1.111.14, ti 4 ja, oi

4A1 ,161 ultiLl i-s11

61.1 414)t 1-711-?

B

456

In the middle of the night he broke
into a house through the back door,
assaulted a woman and escaped with

W8,500 cash. The police found him
hiding in a slum,

robbery; burgly

[she] was robbed

city hospital

for a little while

[she] was hospitalized and
(afterward)

And the woman who was robbed and

assaulted was hospitalized for a while

at city hospital but now she has gone

home.

[it]'s disorderly; [it]'s
a muddle

each one; everyone

[he]'s careful; [he] acts
carefully

not only [you] have to be
careful

offspring; children

[he] looks after

in

[he] gets rid of; [he]

eliminates

The world sure is in a mess! Not only
should everyone be careful, but don't
you think parents especially should
watch their children well so that
juvenile delinquency can be eliminated?

security (of the society)

the person in charge

[he]'s in charge

responsibility
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to 1 1_
1:1
o

141

c:111 )".1

1-.1 13 I HI I

,421-,t1

t f
a I

t (t2., )
e 1:-.1 I

tj- ALC1- CIA. ;1.1 Al

Al i1 61 ,?..11.-1 /t,-.1 74.1-E-4-

AAI`talkr-11...

11. R. ,'1

41

u:3
o (2 W I I

0°1:1-6- A1-1.1

61 a LI t1-
7i' 1

12. *4 AA 1 u I I VISL t- e

TV- 4-11 11-71- 614 'Pi

[he] bears responsibility

by bearing responsibility

citizen

[we] feel safe

so that we can live in safety

power; energy

[we] make an effort; [we] try

Furthermore, public safety officials
should accept responsibility and strive
to make it possible for citizens to
live and feel secure.

C.11

11-57

the proper authorities

utterly; entirely

[we] rely on; [we] leave it
up to

I don't think that we can leave every-
thing up to the police these days.

the entire society; society
as a whole

atmosphere; environment

[we] obey the law

spirit

[it] becomes created

[he]'s pleasant; [he]'s
cheerful

pleasant society

[it] achieves

In the first place, if citizens strive
to develop a law-abiding spirit, I
believe we can achieve a more pleasant
social atmosphere.
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Additional Vocabulary

0

1. /IA. =--- 011#. a.

2- Lc14- = 2-

458

Religions

Christianity

Catholic

Protestant(ism)

Presbeterian

Methodist

Baptist

Episcopal

Judaism

Buddism

Conficianism

Mohammedanism

Shamanism
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1.

GRAMMAR NOTES

'as soon as...', 'no sooner... than...

The Construction
P1-(e)A1- which may be followed by a pause before another

inflected expression occurs as an adverbial expression to mean 'as soon as

something is done or takes place' for the final clause. The verb of the -Al

form may include the honorific suffix but no other suffixes. The tenses

and/or levels of the speech for the whole sentence (i.e. -AF u}.(e)Al. an

inflected expression) are generated in the final inflected expression.

tt..1121- 611 -1.;4. PFAF Al L1=1-.

41.2*
11;;1

'I'll write you as soon as I arrive

in Korea.'

'I'm planning to leave for home as

soon as the school is over.'

Note that the patterns -(-ig'soon... when...') and 4!.. 'W' on doing...')

are often used in place of -Ai' 13FA1- before the final clause and are both

translated as 'as soon as...', 'No sooner... than...'.
Observe the following:

*1411-6 -2-

*141 el-Al.

41411-t---

:1°1 V- 9-6 -2-

:1°1 IF -1-x}' PFAI- )411P-

:161 -2F-1--e-

2. =1-tFtl-

'I'll get married as soon as I get a

job.'

'Come back as soon as you finish your

work.'

-1-11-71-
is a noun derivative verbalizer which is added to a class of nouns to

0
make verbs. Any derivative verb which is in in passive meaning in

English. While itself does not occur as an independent verb, not like

or it sometimes occurs with a noun which occurs as the object of

the verb ti-stl-tt in the exactly same meaning as the one word derivative verb.

0

Compare the following common ..,1-t1=1 derivative verbs and their original nouns.

1+59
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Noun

'robbery'

'invasion'

sacrifice'

assault'

'arrest'

'raping'

3. Infinitive + 11-A13.

Derivative Verbs

s_ 14.2a. z1-141,-
t..1 01

ot el: t1-tcl
ti -II 01w

tI; .

ti e 01Aki

*ILEJL 4'6114

4.18.114
o I I- I et o I I

'[it] is robbed'

'[it] was invaded'

l[it] is sacrificed'

'[she] is assaulted'

'[he] was arrested'

l[she] was raped'

The infinitive of an action verb + 11-Aia which may be followed by a pause

occurs before another inflected expression and denotes the action of the

verb will have (or has) been done as a prerequisite or preparation for the

following inflected expression. The subject or topic of the two sequential

inflected forms (i.e. Inf. /1-A1.2. + another inflected expression) is the same

and occurs only once, with tenses and/or speech levels generating in the

second inflected expression.

'3114'=1

61 gl '1 11-7 P- .4 ;,1 611

-5- o1 11-11161

.4A1 A1- 11-A

Ali-71.0o
N11!,

A121-4--1-. :1-o1 11-

-s-

460

'I intend to go to Korea after having
studied Korean (first).'

'I'll go to the class after having
read this book completely.'

'I (bought and) brought coffee for you,
sir.'

'I'm thinking of buying a house after
having earned enough money.° or
'I'm thinking of earning enough money
first and then buy a house.'

'I'll telephone you after I have found
out the train schedule.'
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A:

B:

Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(1)

9-111 a-1 Ai-21611 11 Alt

°1 °°L1111.?

151-1-1 P"' -V-e 61 6016 1 -12"--)-411k 1311P- e- AF 3i 61

A15,4119--C1.-?

A: 1'6 A2i °I °Ful.-1- A131 61)Z.8 Li 1" ell °I] ;11--Pr

41:1-6 4+1* OTIA121- -r- °II °I1 -,`11`5a1 t}1)-1

.LZ1-01V-Liti-

B:

A:

B:

A:

aello 61-;41 1.11.t1A1 A1-A1 61P-?

9.,&JA12. 611 t9-1,!li 1 4- el ;11-L-- 211- -0%1-61 '11-4--,11111-'-11-

61-614 )4-1- AFt11--t--

tIV --s.L1-1-*1--71 ,!1-A1111

Al
.1-1.4.4 6-11

LAI* 61

(2)

131" (a) )-1.-1s-1 °_1411- 1.g- 01:11 reire_i-r41 5L-1 ts..1--4-

42- Al '81-e ziAli ,!14-71- Ai-1,1651

Cita aulti-e -2- el Li 7-71- 611 ki 12- flN 151

-S*1,%1 :1- 4- VIP-

461
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'34 )-I-;11.:

6;4. I

X:

Y:

Vi-`k L l "1/1-? -P-11 -111111 7r 1.11 ° t.1-7- 11- 3 :,1*111-L?

111 °1-P- AtZ1A1P- . 4 el

.s1 -71-t-11-11-,
1. 1 -s2l/1- -01 AA111-

619- Ali- 61 Al-. 61 t-1- 5:- All-

t:=1,it 0181 -x-

;71 1 p,I # 11 61

*11771-A1 t.±- it- 61t.1-A)'.1
Al- ,,),,lAtls-

:1%1:1 "g-1214).- tir AA111- V1:14:

(51.0 -1" =1. Al*L51 VIA01 45-1 -71 1.-2" *}"e---j 9--Alc
X: 9

Y: Oil :1 14 t-1=1-. 1-171 )-1,1-61 el 4- °Ile-4.441!--)1

tivi -711

'le-- c;1-q Al- 61 641-s---t. g.lx- 0111 .81-11 ..111 -g

A111- 61 =1- ilt1 t111- ;7111 6 21

214 t-11-. -2" 1 t-1 -7-71- sl 11
;3,110 t.1
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1. A1-1' 84*

2. tt..114.

UNIT 44. Society and Social Life (Continued)

NARRATIVE

) =1
461131* * 0.r-1

I.
I

gl /1611 41'31-1-- *f414i. '1

/34 3/1161A1

41131. 9- 21-61 '1-'kLt. 41 A121-

r8}.=1--v- -t3-1-1=1-

134=1-9- 1.1-si-

3. A-11/1- 214 A121-s'-1 614.- °I.

r.11. 11- z1

463

hobby; taste; interest

[I] attach

I became interested in ('I've
attached hobby')

Lately I have become interested in
reading newspapers.

being different from American
newspapers

to a busy man like me

a saving

[I] save (time, money)

Since Korean newspapers, unlike American
ones, have fewer pages, a busy man like
myself saves a lot of time, you know.

as far as I know

morning paper

evening paper

2 kinds

[it]'s issued; [it]'s published

[it] seems they say that there
are many

As far as I know, two kinds of papers,
morning and evening, are published in
Seoul. (I think) they say there are
more afternoon papers.
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Ah';"1

4. ..,1A1 1V}:& S.1'311(.81 ) :1 /t3.1 611 e.1

(>11-tt:c;.>1.7111i. -1r -1. 941

4111 61,.1i 611 ti n11-1=1..

3.L.1

464

[as a matter] of course;
without exception

on page 1

[it]'s loaded on

(news are loaded)

editorial

Political articles are invariably put
on the first page. Economic and
international news appear on the
second page and editorials also are
usually put there.

society

society column; society page

incident; event

attention

[it] attracted [my] attention

The third page, as the social column,
carries day to day important events
and news and so it attracts my
attention.

last

lastly, finally

cultural section (page)

physical education

reader

reader's column

(analytical) criticism; comment

review; criticism

[it] appears
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6. PFA1gbiL2- t-,11-1-t!.141 IA- if: 4rt

11AFI 61'711 Alt.1-$...

*"Al 61 u1 z-1°19- tl.&2F.t2- 21°1

1 10 1

)0-1* e:131

-=2- 11 9;e- tilt I 611

7. .21.,2. -IL Ai 61.7.1 ot 041.Alt1.1-11.
01 t1

ti*
46(1) AAFA1

4t6.1

4:5_1

8. Alatti il-57 z.1-611t1 41, lull, Ail. -1/..)1

3 0 r61.°1 4- 4- ,°1- L19-.

465

Lastly, the fourth page is the cultural
section and articles on sports, litera-
ture, education and so forth are on

this page. The Readers' column is

there too, so such things as readers'
criticisms or comments appear there.

ads

expense for ads

each page

lower half

upper half

[it] occupies; [it] possesses

goods; merchandise

propaganda; publicity; ads

commercials; ads

instead; on behalf of; in
place of

[they] run large accordingly

Ads occupy the lower half of each page.

The ads for movies and general goods

are usually printed big, accordingly,
advertising expenses are high.

(seeking job)

buy and sell

rent

help-wanted

help-wanted ads

In the ads section of the fourth page,
you can see many such ads as 'job
wanted', 'for sale', 'for rent', 'help

wanted', etc.

part-time job

[they]'re seeking
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111,?..1

9. 416''l. 1 7'119'

*1-31- lhA1 mY^

111,21 L4. I 1 61 .3,661P--

1-44.

4--F-;.-6-

1o. U11°1121. %11-7'''.. p}- Q1 g14?"I 11. 14. k.P 1 Zi-F

-714

it.:1;511 /111 11' it:414.41-

11 to r41 )4,11 '13 1 -Ili

u 1 el .4- =It- tei .11 ;:1110 zi ;11;11 ;it:t 1e t-

0).411 ;Li *2- 11- ral- th-1 ti

home; family background

tutor

private teaching

Those who are seeking employment or
part-time jobs run ads in the 'job
wanted' column. Ads such as 'tutor'
and 'private teaching' are numerous.

scope; sphere; limit

land; estate

housing

real estate

The scope of the ads in the buy and
sell column is rather broad, but there
are ads for selling and buying goods,
or real estate ads such as for land or
housing.

rent

what you call renting; by
renting

[he] borrows

[he] rents out; [he] loans

a house which is for rent

(house rented by a large
deposit and no monthly payment)

(house rented for monthly
payment)

"Se", which means renting out or renting
a house, office or merchandise, includes
many such ads as house for rent with
deposit or by monthly payments, etc.

L. employer

.717-AL1 employee0 u.

2- that is; namely

466
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41.).16. .1-cst-4,-

-71it6.111-1-

Ht -1=1-0

13. el:5'" 6141 -11--"L-t- AA, f- IT--

_s_ 0 1 4'414_0_ -A 01 0 1.1
1.01 e 01 901e :All- 01-r- tti

2.

°I Ati k-

Al °I P-e.

public organization

recruiting

[they] recruit

0

In the 'help wanted' or 'recruiting'
section, employers, that is, individuals,
companies, or public organizations, put
out ads recruiting people.

recently

(marriage sought)

other side; partner; mate

case; circumstances

These days there is also a 'wanted to
wed' column, so there are also cases
where people who want to marry seek

their partners.

Additional Vocabulary and Phrases

3 .

4115 CI-e

467

debt

I'm in debt.

I'm in debt.

contract; lease

[I] received a contract.

[We] concluded a contract.

[I] made a contract.

crime; sin

sin

[He] committed a crime.
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(1)1
tito. 4. 6-1 al A..

AP-1 '

(1,,g-e.

:14,1161CL

5.

8.

Chti 1P-

9.

10.

Al e

°II

:3 °Ii,111(111-

punishment

[We] punished [him].

[I] was punished.

[They] punished [him].

sentence

.([He] was sentenced to death.
[He] received a death penalty.

murdering

murderer

[He] murdered [someone].

suicide

[He] committed suicide.

trial

court

[He] was on trial.

pick-pocket

I was robbed.

love affair

[I] had a love affair.
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GRAMMAR N

1. /1. )
/ T7

*1- 'the limit' occasionally occurs

end'. The construction -1-4.4.

may be followed by a pause occur

expression and is translated a

as [one] is/does such-and-suc

-71" (51"L"
°1-71-

1 . 1 . 61 ° . L 1 11

1.71 c-11- 61 71--f;l-"I IT". 6-0
,,

01

OTES

as a free noun synonymously as Wthe

(i.e. the present modifier word -F 6-) which

s as an adverbial before another inflected

'as far as [one] does something', °as long

45- el"(11 AF:1-73.1 1114 1-"C" tt-F0 c1111-A1

34". 21. t411.1=h

-72- el )11;6- if Z-77-

-2,s1 ,!1-71.t

2. =116

01..e r.1.0 .81.(' 6
lir lir. 1-1 P

'As far as I know, he is not a person
who will do such a thing.'

'He says that he will not retire as long
as his health is all right ('his
health permits').'

'As long as our love lasts, we
will not be unhappy.'

'As long as the actress is young and
beautiful, her popularity may be
maintained but....'

=116 ( ' a substitute') is a noun. The construction N 4661) which occurs as

an adverbial before an inflected expression means 'instead of N°, 'in place

of N', 'in lieu of N. =b4 'instead' is a sentence adverbial.

Th

r'lkt.:1611 414--1=9'. 'I came here in lieu of the Ambassador.'

'Give me a check instead of cash.'

e construction -1-/A.Pz. rip-1611occurs before another inflected expression and

s translated as 'instead of doing...', 'in place of doing...°, 'while...',

and is an adverbial for the succeeding expression.

111P1-5 it- lit.' 611 6111.)

-Al 0_ 1_1

Ab4-- =1161 -11V
vP.L.
L l 0

469

'I'll teach Chinese instead of studying
Korean.'

°Instead of writing [him], talk to him
directly over the phone.'
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.4_11 01 64 t '01-01--Jr'

1A161) 3)-61 .61-t-1=1-1_

°I t}1 1( 611).

;1161 116111-

is the denominal verb

means 'to take the place of ,

means 'N1 takes the place of N

as an adverbial before another

behalf of N', 'in place of N'.

`°r el :5 4-1-til

tti,-1111,-1°11-11 1-,71-A1-(1-)

riittitiN -4.4- 4- el /1-
°1 61101 :1,-1=1-.

While the National Assembly members
make a lot of money, they spend a
lot, too

'While she is pretty, she has a strange
personality.'

of =}1t1 which occurs transitively and

'to substitute', i.e. Na. oi N.N.2 =iiti /01-

2i
. The construction NA-0- lArTlwhich occurs

L.,

inflected expression is translated as 'on

4.70

'On behalf of the entire class of ours,
I express my sincere gratitute to
you.'

'The Prime Minister is scheduled to
visit the United States in place of
the President.'
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Narratives for Reading and Comprehension

(a)

t,1-331-=1- t-ti ':;111--a7 :6112- -/-:1A1z1- 61141611

al.& 4- le-- 1 Ala :1 61 1`,14,. ti.

.*-21- al' "1.121-
Ll 611,1

thy: /Fla- I A1,171-°1 4141A1

A121-61 tti-tr'-l'cl. e11)-1 -:1;1-11

All°1A1.4/1- '4-;t1 tt..1--4. °IN AlL1- i514-1

Al4ht1114)
gl11611 t116-!..1. "Oluli" ;,i,41 141-11'

:11'&1 tIE" ELi:} 614- 'el" :8-'14' 61 611 61

101 =1E- 164P-1 011:1 tie: 611)1 11 Al- xi- 61 Z °1-71. tlt- :1 611

8-11 -7F e13- Ll °IN ukt 61 el le"FuF=1*

girl- A'3,14!, LI 1*.

(b)

tit- -6-1 ji :16 6k- 61 ttli 11A1-1-1 -71141 4r-4- 11. t11111-11-.

11-13 ;1164 '4" Ail /1 ti"& s91 °IA] 611 Aaxle l 61 1S- rtfi ;e

411Aije: 2M- 11 411 611;...---

Alt.E- .4. All 4r- -as- z1-21- 1.4 All 61 Al 611 t.1 tl 1-1 =F. I-l-.L M- '9,11 t!.1-:?.1 tjl

ate+ t1-611 :1 61 qe-- 611 -3" 4611 614 6V1

2P2- e13- tit. titi o 61 )e:Z1 '4 `.1t1-

41-, *f7.521 *A11...h.4.11 A-AF i'S--)1 671 i"-t-

11/1-611 46" U13:1619- 4- L14-.)
Li t'}..

ts.1..1 LaFe-- stl -p1- I111 61A1°1 ;C,1'. 61 11-4-8"

tlik;
LI- °I rtl- 61 A-"

°1

41°1 tit: )1 i" al ctFil. L1 '911- tit- Al 1-71 ztlitt 611

4 14- tizlz1-21- 4.-2-6.61 ;I ,°16 1-1
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UNIT 45. Military Service

(Mr. Bruce visited General Choe's office
at the Ministry of National Defence.)

BASIC DIALOGUES

1.14 A

(Capt. Shin, Aide to the General is in the General's room.)

major general

your excellency; sir (to the
President, Emperor, or
generals)

press agency; news agency

[he]'s come to see you, sir

Sir! Mr. Bruce, reporter of Associate
Press, has come to see you.

appointed time

is the time up?

Oh? Is it already time for that appoint-
ment? Well, tell him to come in.

Yes, sir.

(A little later, Bruce comes in the General's Office.)

in spite of your busy schedule

[I] spend time; [I] provide time

thank you for giving me time
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4. '1 ;c11=2. 1 1.6..1t11-t1 1-71.? 11-1413-It1 1311M"

61:1111

fiLl.* I 11.4*1. L 1 a
I 1:11 WI

I is

°FL1-°-- 01114 -6-1A1-1

Z-31-

til4F:FLI

6 tP.1 *4111 21*

.)-}1:1,1-:1-L1=1-

o'dul=1

417+ ci -11- Lltr

7. orti u1-t1 4tIA-

gat-LI/1r

* to-1 1

8 4-Ze-1A1 tirlF =}1a:1'+' Atite 21:1L11/1"?

of I

UNIT 1.5
111.101010

How are you, sir, General Choe? Thank

you very much for giving me time in
spite of your busy schedule.

41 alb

No, that's all right. Have a seat,

please.

glory; honor

I deem it to be an honor

Thank you, sir. I'm very honored (to

have a chance) to see you again,
General.

B...../71,

-t,

a few words

[I] inquire [you]

May I ask you a few questions, sir?

Al A

whatever it is

Is it something which I can answer?

473

youth

young men; youths

service (in the military)
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:1-tItl"

9. t111.1 (44 9-) ti-

t-?.1t91 A-4 4}1q 1-9-1L?

10.

it °Pull

0 611) '114:1-tlq

-2. 4 44-031-

-34171L '2"1-71.-e. 2°)1/1"

ti" tlitel -2- 4 .4-4 -71- 70,1AI g-

/121-

11. t11-711 -7121--2- & p r -g-tti.i.'.111-L?

12.

[he] serves (in the military)

Does every Korean young man have to
serve in the military?

74140 1.

(full) 20 years old

armed forces

[he] joins the armed forces

military service

duty

Yes. Every man has a duty to enter and
serve in the armed forces when he
becomes 20 years of age.

period of (military) service

What is the usual length of service?

474

Army

the draft; conscription

summon; conscription

[they] summon

discharge

[he] gets discharged from the
service

If drafted, one can get discharged
after two years of service.

Navy

Marine Corps

Air Force
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-2- el .61k.77. 619- tligirii 611

01 -11)-&- -f-- 1F11.21 311:1

r* 61 ovi

11--1 31a. *1-3-41- 1 c;N--,E.

;11' 12-- ? 41 Are !II.21- 1 .1

64x- vi-°P-11-e.

=1141- 71141-1-

4.x.(to

It-Zibit°f1/

el° "1-A-9-$4,

15. 14, ;,<>2.-71.

4- ,!;),1V-1=F:!.1. =}141-

619. A1 2. y _All Al ti.A.
01 0 4 1:1

511 t1-i16' 4- 41 g1-61q

volunteer (soldier)

=1;10

But if one goes into the Navy, Marine
Corps or Air Force as a volunteer, he
usually serves for 3 years.

enlisted men

officer (in the military)

military academy

Isn't there any way one can go in as
an officer from the beginning without
going in as an enlisted man? I mean,
without graduating from the military
academy.

all Al40 L.

475

while in college

(officer) candidate

[he] passed exams

training

[he] gets training

Of course, you can become an officer
without going through the military
academy, but if you want to be an
officer, you have to take and pass an
officer candidacy exam during or after
college. Later, you must receive
training.
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A.

Additional Vocabulary

Brunches of Armed Forces

2.

3.

4, *el tN

B. Military Units

8.

9.

Army

infantryman

artillaryman

military policeman

medic

(military) engineer

signal corps man

armored corps man

parachutist

Navy

Air Force

Marine Corps

(military) unit

squad

platoon

company

battalion

brigade

division

corps

army
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GRAMMAR NOTES

1. Authoritative Speech and Familiar Speech

So far, we have had the two most frequently used speech levels: Polite

Speech (Formal; Informal) and Plain Speech (Formal; Informal).

We have learned that two styles, formal and informal, in both levels, Polite

(Units 2 and 4) and Plain'(Units 16 and 17) are mixed in one's speech in each

level.

In Korean, there are two other speech levels which you will hear less

frequently than Polite and Plain Speech, and which you as a foreigner may

not be expected to use at all. You will need to be able to recognize them,

however, and knowing them will help you to distinguish the relationship of

two native speakers who use these speech levels and/or styles. One of the

two is called Authoritative Speech and the other. Familiar Speech.

(A). Authoritative Speech

Any sentence which ends in a verb form of -A.M. ( -.Q.. is added to a

vowel verb stem; -4. to a consonant verb stem) is an authoritative

speech sentence. The so-called Authoritative Speech is usually one-

sided between two speakers. In modern democratic Korean society no

one seems to stick to this style all the way througn in his speech to

the same addressee but mixes it with Polite Speech if and when one

ever uses it. The tendency, however, is that Authoritative Speech is

gradually disappearing and it is less heard than it used to be in the

old class-oriented society. Nevertheless, this speech level is still

used in certain cases by:

(1)

(2)

husband to his wife, or occasionally vice versa;

officers of older age (in military, police or certain law

enforcement agencies) to their junior officers or to their men;

(3) government officials of older age to their younger junior

officials;

(4) the master or employer and older members of his family to

younger adult servants or subordinates.

477
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(B). Familiar Speech

The last speech level or style which we will call Familiar Speech will

also be useful only for recognition of the social relationship of the

two native speakers. The speech level has four distinctive sentence

final verb ending forms:

-11 is a statement.

...LI- or -1-4.5:4e.:* is a questior

- Al is a suggestion ('let's...').

-11 or -19- is a command.

The so-called Familiar Speech level is sometimes one-sided but is

often used by both parties. However, the speaker who uses this speech

level does not always stick to it but often mixes it with Plain Speech

(Unit 16), usually Plain Speech Informal style. Familiar Speech (often

mixed with the Plain Speech) is generally used:

(I) to or among male familiar friends in the same age group in their

youth, or to old classmates;

(2) to sons-in-law by parents-in-law;

(3) to grown-up nephews or nieces by elderly uncles and aunts;

(4) to a youth by familiar elderly neighbors or by his father's

friends.

Note that the retrospective statement and question sentence verb

final forms in Familiar Speech are -4 and -.E./1' respectively.
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Supplementary Dialogues for Comprehension

(a)

A: ;71 f5. te:1 vq1:1-7.1 g--?

ill *H.: °ILI 71--1 =I- .Y-1 °I 11-2-'-42- 12- + .t.1 7-2-1 Z3.1- °IL-I °I 31 LI

A: 317.1 31-61- 1.°;,17J F f?-?

11 *HI --a-A)11P-9 11" 1,1-11)-&-- A tli.R1 61(A1
4- 611 MI t11:1-

IP- 9. ;le 4I-A- L 1 7711 o Ll ci -4-4 *VI .51 LI

A: ;V 61A1C°

;11 514-' 41e- 6114,k1A-t+ A14.*°: ..1-tf'11..1ti°118-

A: -141't1t1ti °leis o 611 Al Vi.511.-7141-?

cli
61-LiA1 f L A--2. 41-flt.l. =11.11- f;..14 L.1 tl-.

1ri

A: c}1.1 (51t+vo: Ito] -7140

*RH: 122: X11 *'y All 5k- 1:1 L1 C}

-2 ela 11- 71152'.- 1-(2.1 ir!" te1-6 1 I .

(b)

tl.1 : Ajc; 111 e 1 ?

;!-11-1- vj 61 °1-gl ell le': 21,8- 01.1).-.1 ul-wl-Al

Al-14-61P- ?

61-. ":11A1 (11)21 °I °II Z-11-1-)111.1 21* Al (1 '11,7,1 ultc.1.81-1-

Ill- 371 )-1-1- 6111 t1-11-41i

eelt.1 1314- *14 mi

479
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6ip

41-6 : Apt.. -7i 11 Al -71-R-? 11

;71 Al-,1°11-711 vzr .41-1-1-

etl-t A1-P- ;71 Alt'"? tr" '2'4 "c;kit.8-1. 411-1 i'k**(1

31 Al" : Ple.1-1-111 °1

cti.L. p er r.1,1 m1;* A121-61 2.41,7,11k-? 4'r ,V '1-1

!dl°1 21-61 4,- 91:1 21-61 V- #

Al- 4- ° °IA '31-A1 vi t-1161 12AI °II A101 el, c. e t-

11.4101-611Ati `?t. e

;71 At4.: V" 01k- -3- uell AN.

Narrative for Reading and Comprehension

el=q °I Al LI S- -II. 131- 11' S111 °II 61 -2- x-s2--s.-r e_

),Z1V-1 z11-711-A1 0 1_6111 .611 1-- 61 610

,`;',1 14 L.19.. 1 -Yr* /121-r?-. -2. ell '1-eF 211" it°..1-6-1 Z.1 °11

1--g- )6A1-°- 9-, °II 111,9s-s- t11.181-6 2 4- ell

111.:1" "+" A145g* zt .81 tel '11 AlC,1 is

ttro-; 611 x 1=°111 "C(5-; t-i 5""c ttlq 61 .s1 I ,°61-x

-2. °II A--Y- t,1- 4 II 01 ..y_ A0s11.1.. 19.9..e., Mv345-4. el
II

41-v- °II t.4141-tilAi 6-fa. -e71
t1 rr. Al-g-

:16- 41011-°-

e
Op .s1 ols_ 1.1

Al .61-`?- ;8.11-4i try ,;1--1- it' i!.121. I el Ml Id I

zl-R- -71- -s-16 a"a" 44-5 )41 4--1-t..1-1- -71;.7.1-61

ciAl 7 71-A1 =11.2-, ell ;141 -2: )_1 01 -s4 !i.1A1 t!?a-1.5.- 441- 2-'4'1;7 g1t8.-

tie Si-t- Al-L*145-1-
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UNIT 46. Military Service (Continued)

BASIC DIALOGUE

la14 t.11.

-21:4 (2.147.1 t.1

1- -9-& ° -71- xi 1-ttfiv°.. 11-q

71. cl. ti* tjs... el la

Z/ xi141A-t7

2. 2- 611A1 21 61 41 .11*1

All41.-AJ-

3. 1"21 11*P-?

I
[he] gets

[he] gets experiences

If every young man has to go into the
armed forces sooner or later, I believe
that they ail can get worthwhile
experience.

012'
00.01,1real

timewise

economically

loss

Yes, you learn a lot in the army. But

on the other hand, so far as time and
economy are concerned you also lose a

lot.

individually

You mean individually?

481

I mean both

military; armed forces (person-
nel)

[we] maintain

the situation that [we] have to
maintain

burden; charge
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l-011.1th 4_ el tl ap_, .7.
e t.

4-71*1101: 1160111 tt °I) 9-eh?-1

Z141 -V- Ti-61 -"I'LL

0101 e =-1 I

11--s1 Vt1.21-

?R;1-611 ce,1:1;1

'I 9..

el
1

6 vc.,11 1;14

° al 1,,, .0,,

)4\-C---tt * 11-4- '9-A18116i *FL' 1114-

I mean both from the individual and the
national point of view. Because of our
country's situation of having to
maintain especially large armed forces,
the country's economic burdens are too
big.

development

people (of a nation)

living standards

improvement

influence

[it]'s influenced; [it]' s
affected

So, the nation's economic development
and the improvement of the people's
living standards are greatly affected.

on the economic recovery

sacrifice

[they] sacrifice

even to the point of sacrif i-
cying

military power; military forces

arms; weapon

That's because we have to maintain
large armed forces and new weapons
even to the point of sacrificying in
the area of economic reconstruction.

such a point; such an aspect

That's certainly the truth. ('That's
certainly one aspect of it.')

482

national defense power
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11.4 Arel l

'7-1=1 0 I

41 1 0 0
) °1 M.171" 1 I.

8. -/..:1A1 .401-!,M°1

.4°11°1 ,°11-6

)4i,)1

10.

laletz6,....q.e e

11 61 6.1.2"

11-8"1-19 ;1.s.

016 t-11-.

UT*

}--4. 411 -/-te.1 w1-4-61

421- .11,71,11P-

[he]' s weak

invasion

communist invasion

danger

there's a danger

Otherwise, our defense power will
become weak, and if our defenses are
weak there's a danger that we will
again be invaded by communists at one

time or another. That's the reason
[we must maintain military strength].

incident

the Korean Incident

I remember

6:25 I certainly understand what you mean,

General. I still remember the June
25th Incident vividly.

483

tragedy

comedy

Such a tragedy should certainly not
happen again in Korea.

peace

war

people; nation

so that it does not come up

in advance

[we] prevent

it's natural; [I] take it for
granted

I believe it's a natural thing



11.

12,
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z14-611711-1-171 zi,}1°1

tiAl 21°1

111-1-19-.

-2-e1A1-6 = --/-V111

--z1.1

0 '11

-2-e1 A1ti L'1 51-71-1-2-,51A1

I believe it's natural for the Korean
people, who love peace, to try to
prevent such a war from occuring again.

if we want to do so

all the people; people as a
whole

[we] unite

spiLlLually

armament

[we] arm

To do so, our entire nation must be
united and also must be armed
spiritually.
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Military Ranks

1.

2.

3.

14.

;141

61*, gi

X10 of

5.

7.

0

f:41

11. A.411

12.

21.

Additional Vocabulary

Recruit

Private

Private first class

Corporal

Sergeant

Staff Sergeant

Sergeant 1st class

T Sergeant

Master Sergeant

Warrant Officer

2nd Lt. (Army, Air Force, Marine), Ensign (Navy)

1st Lt. (Army, Air Force, Marine), 2nd Lt. (Navy)

Captain (Army, Air Force, Marine), 1st Lt. (Navy)

Major (Army, Air Force, Marine), Lt. Commdr. (Navy)

Lt. Col. (Army, Air Force, Marine), Commdr. (Navy)

Colonel (Army, Air Force, Marine), Captain (Navy)

Brig. General (Army, Air Force, Marine), Rear
Admiral (Navy)

Major General

Lt. General

General

General of the Army
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Narrative for Reading and Comprehenon

Li- 9- -2. gliq 21 61

4110 "IL* 11- ti ;11 MI: Ul I VI: =11 cial.°11A1

(71:1N4.- 011 Z121-t.?.1.1- A1.11 ;Ht)-tit" °I el 11-1-1- 61

1

L1 =I-. -3- el %!lq 1-1-ellL AlkL!' "mil tit *Sle' 1'111 0111

g1 01 LlY *Li =1-. 611A1 -2- Ai-

fs111 '1'21 (>11 of -4- 6-21 tilfr

-2" 1-1 1-11., H,..1;1.b. *S- "4" 11.1`1.5-1- 1%4'1.;
Al

-1141 t-^ -3- el L.1-9 rts1--& 4111.

A)114-. -V- 15 -P- 11'1 ail- 4- Z-S- L 1 tir. 41i9'.61t1

1* °V 1 t)A4 c_2 g.1 I f !r4 t1--He
6:25 "I1 t°7, ;7,1-A 1 .3- el /1 -P-.1 g1-41°1

7,1'811q A°A.1-11- tiel--°-1 :161 .c.)11-L31

/01 01 ;3.4 Li x01.101 :1 01 1.1A1

2i °I .11_t1 *1-=1--37- -8- L1=1-.
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el

UNIT 47. Government and Politics

Td4"

f4;14j

Alti*

2, --4A1 714- -*-41°1 t}411- 4441 71

Al;4,14.rt110 7.11V.-0. '1

.3. 8117-14
oqoi

NARRATIVE

!t'llig I

tl L.1 v11-

!}-

ei -1-71 -4. 1-s-1 *1171.A. 411S1 71'10 0 Et

*1171-v- sq t

1.0

487

ideology; -ism

democracy

nationhood

Our country is a democratic country.

structure

three branches (of Government)

executive branch

legislative branch

judicial branch

Therefore, (the structure of) the
Government is divided into three main
branches. The three branches are the
executive branch, the legislative
branch, and the judicial branch.

responsibility

[it] takes responsibility

head (of Government)

The excutive branch assumes the respon-
sibility for all kinds of national
administration. It's chief is the
President.

constitution

frame; scope

within a frame; in a scope

welfare

security
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one's best

one does his best

[he] governs the people

Within the framework of the Constitution
and the laws made by the legislative
branch, the President governs the
people for their welfare and security
to the best of his ability.

under the constitution

judicial power

in accordance with the laws

one's right

each individual citizen's right

things which are right and/or
wrong

[they] judge

Under the country's constitution, the
judicial branch has judicial power and
is the organ which decides about
individual rights and what is right and
wrong in accordance with the law.

on the high level

on the lower level

supreme court

district court

[they]'re organized

High Justices

the entire Judicial Branch

[he] represents

Chief Justice
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The judicial branch is organized with

the Supreme Court at the top and the

District Court on the lower level. The

Supreme Court has six High Court
Justices and the Chief Justice who
represents the entire judicial system.

[he] nominates (someone)

ratification

[it] is ratified ('it receives

ratification')

(personnel) appointment;
designation

[he]ls appointed

The President nominates the Chief
Justice, and he is (finally) appointed
when the National Assembly concours.

that is to say

vote

[they] vote; [they] cast votes

[they] pick up; [they] choose

[he]'s chosen; [he]' s picked

those who are chosen by vote

ponsiderable power (influence)

privilege

As for the National Assembly which is

the legislative branch, because the

Assembly members who are chosen by the

people meet and make laws, these
Assembly members have considerable
political power and privileges.

election

[we] have election

directly

[we] elect (someone)
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IMO

A Presidential election is held every
four years and people choose the
President directly. Legislative
Assembly Members are also elected every
four yesrs.

election day

voters ('eligible person for
voting')

polling place

candidate

On election day, those who are eligible
for voting) go to their respective

polling place and cast their ballots
for the candidates whom they prefer.

[he] runs (as a candidate)

political party

party nomination (meeting)

[one] gets elected; [one.
chosen

In order to run for the President, one
must be chosen at his party's nomination
session.

[he] belongs to

the party to which one belongs

[he]'s nominated (by a politi-
cal party)

campaign for election)

election eve

[he] commences

fiercely

Beginning then, the candidate who has
been chosen by his party opens his
campaign and fights fiercely with the
other parties' candidates until the
night before the election.
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[he] leads; [he] pulls

the party the President leads

Government party

[he] opposes; [he]`s against

[it] is opposed

the Opposition Party

The party the President leads is called
the majority or Government Party, and
the party which stands against the
majority party is called the Opposition
Party.

policy

inclination; direction

[he] supports

recommendation

[I] recommend him

[he] gets a recommendation

14, A.4/. A11-/1. ,s1 tr.1 t1. ;c4).i
fqp,i A person who wants to become a politician

usually belongs to a political party,

31=1.°1 1-42- Al 151-2' -1" *1-42
supports its policy, receives its

e 0 0" r endorsement and then runs for office.

t }Agit.... .2i 01 01 1-1

&P. -1.1" ;I+

e 0

-71 1-1e w

1 tlit-v

tt- :I °I ti

°AI
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one who received most votes

decision

[he] decides

[it]ss decided

In a Presidential election the one who
receives the most votes becomes the

President.

ceremony

inauguration ceremony
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[he] inaugurates

cabinet

[he] organizes

cabinet member

[he] announces; [he] makes it
public

cabinet member ('national
affairs committee member')

each cabinet member

immediately

At the same time that the President-
elect is inaugurated, he organizes the
cabinet and announces the names of the
cabinet members. Each member of the
National Affairs Committee (i.e. cabinet)
must receive the ratification of the
National Assembly immediately.

ministries and independent
agencies

depending on the situation

[it] fluctuates but

present administration

Below the President there are all kinds
of ministries and independent agencies.
The number fluctuates depending on the
situation, but the present administra-
tion has the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
National Defense Ministry, Home Affairs
Ministry, Education Ministry, Ministry
of Commerce and Industry, Justice
Ministry, Ministry of Information,
Ministry of Transportation, the Ministry
of Communication, etc.
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Korean-English Glossary

The following Korean-English Glossary contains all the vocabulary introduced

in this course, Volume 1 and Volume 2.

Not like in the glossary, of Volume 1, words are not indicated as to their

parts-of-speech. A verb is listed in the dictionary form which ends in and

its English equivalent is given in the 3rd person singular present tense form

-s I

.

An Arabic number immediately following English meaning for each entry refers

to the Unit in which it first occurs. If the entry differs in meaning in a later

unit from its first occurance, the later unit is also indicated by an Arabic

number after each meaning. The number alone refers to the Basic Dialogue of that

Unit; A, N, G or D preceded by a number refers to the Additibnal Vocabulary,

Notes on the Basic Dialrlue, Grammar Notes and Drills of the unit indicated by

the number respectively.

Examples:

19 means Unit 19, Basic Dialogue

19A means Unit 19, Additional Vocabulary and Phrases

19N means Unit 19, Notes on the Basic Dialogues

19G means Unit 19, Grammar Notes

19D means Unit 19, Drills

Entries are listed according to the alphabetical order of Korean-English

dictionaries published in South Korea: the order of initial consonants

follows (1) 1, (2) , (3) , (4) c (5) cc , (6) e (7) t1 (8)

(9) A (10) AA (11) 6 (12) A (13) (l)) A (15) "74 , (16) el

(17) 17-, (18) f: initial consonant combined with a vowel which makes a

syllable-charactte follows the following order: (a) , (b) , (c) ,

(d) , (e) I r (f) 1 , (g)
I

, (h) (i) (j) 4+ (k) , W4_1 ,

(m) , (n) , , (p) 741 , (q) ,A , (r) , (s) , (0_1 , (u) .

In the following page you will find the n
Basic Syllabary Chart which

shows the dictionary order based on 6.i. alphabets: the horizontal columns

from left to right indicate the initial consonants and the vertical columns

from top to bottom shows the 16i.- vowel order. A basic syllable-character

(consonant + vowel) to which a final consonant or consonant cluster is added

follows the order of the initial consonants as in the horizontal columns after

each such basic syllable but before a new basic syllable-character occurs.

The syllable final -6/-ng/ occurs between -AA and -A . The theoretically

possible t1-.22. syllable-characters which do not exist in Korean words are not
m

filled in boxes.

Note: The words Vowels and Consonants used here for the glossary are

traditional classificatory terms of the alphabets and they have no relevance

for a linguistic discussion as vowels and consonants in modern linguistic sense.
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Korean-English Dictionary Basic Syllabary Chart
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/1- 2(see i)

school (as subject) 2G

shop 28D

furniture 29A

11-1/1-01 nearby 3D, a nearby place 11

°1j- "t}-t}- is near 3

sometimes 9

iht.-1-1-=1- is poor 27D

is possible 40
0

11.:121"
home economics department (in

a college) 38A

; .1,
home economics 38A

family, a family member 14

/ leather 31A

*AI sorts, kinds 4

1
several kinds 4

-71-7. possesses

11.71 1-r}- takes (something) 12N

-14 brings (something) 12

1-*AllTi if it's possible 19N
171 Val-has, is possessing 14G

goes 1 11-*1
value, worth 39D

all the way up, fully 30 /1-1-zi- adds 37G

powder 13

1:ILA! t:1- teaches 1D

(1R__4;1) drought 32D, 42A
;

iht31
briefcase 13D

7j aj briefcase 23

1-,1-11- home economics department (in
a college) 38A

each 44

cabinet member 47

each one, everyone 43

each floor 24N

your excellency, sir 45

.'!j -Ei-
simplicity

144 housing 44
,71-ttl-ti-zi- is simple 3D

*AI scisors 26G 214
jail-keeper 0A

11.441;! cutting with scisors 26G .!}.'1-
(soy) sauce 13

v._ autumn 15 St} sign, sign board (commercial)

41
I

.71-1.
best, most 10 M-4/* 33nurse

-71-;:j- vvi-i2. q is fastest 10 ;,7144:11.1 nurse 33

-71.1 home, family background 44 21-1.!;1 nursing (as a curriculum) 38A

-71-1
ILAI. tutor 44

0

496
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plows 41
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11-61- changes (ring, tire, bolt, etc)

30N

11-01- 1-11- changes (in) , replaces 30

1-61- Al changes (shoes) 24D
t"*

.11- 01- Ad-- changes (hat, cap, etc. ) 30N
ft

Z.}- C)/' 1:°4 1 changes (clothes) 30N

1-1- e1'"1- changes (train, car) ,

transfers 20D

;1- persimmon 41A

instructor 8D

province name 20

lecture 39G

place name 19D

has, possesses 37

1r-1- brings and leaves 30

11- +9. brings (or fetches) for someone

24N

-71. 1.14 Jersimmon tree 41A ;z1-="1- ..s.elq brings for you 25N
-T-

gF/I cold 30D

11-111- catches a cold 30D
0

;271-"1.
washes hair 26A

lel V.. methodist 43

giAl" gratitute 2

is grateful, thanks 2

gitleitl- appreciates 42

171.+t1.41
emotional 42D

144- jail, prison 43

potato 41A

1.:1-
conceals, hides 43

deducts, subtracts 37G

1.71.-71 suddenly 36D

price 4

aJ il- rent, price of a house 4D

10- '1- has, is endowed with 23

ti is furnished with 23

161

is the same 5D

together, with

.71-61 with me

1-01 as, like

4--4-2F01 like New York 18G

6419 1-1 a pencil 5G

dog 5G

1111-1-el forsythia 41A

folds 26

°II* -Mt)* folds up the quilt 26

improves (quality) 41

commences 47

A.r.1.1.t1. makes a trip (to some place) 1
opening a business 40

25G

-071-21.
raping 43

ltit1-1- opens a business 40

;71-21t1-61-=1- is raped 43 -711611- clears up 18

0 place name 19D
-710 individual 40D

0

;71'2E"

thief 43 -11,c2.1 private teaching 44

-71-.E. 71 thievery 43 -10 /pi private company 40D

tt.
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H Arm

individually 4-6

platform entrance where tickets
are punched 20

passenger ship 19D

passenger train 19D

LA-e

-1-1 '311

hangs 35

i.j
makes a phone-call

1N- hangs clothes 35

floor cloth, house cloth

16

26

1111 there, that place 3 11 eel wiping 26Ne e

-71-71611".1 at that place, from there 3G -7j Et19. takes time 7, 19
v.

11 el street 17D tI4.1 "1- 11 al tf takes an hour '(D
1....1 1... v.

1.4., 61 totoise -42A Zoli-1 on foot 10

-1.64.(, ..)change ('remaining money') 2.1 gicl. is dark 4D

III mirror 29A 4 1'-1-
inspection, examination 30

.71.1 almost, nearly 11
%A

"ti /1 11-- 1.. inspects 30

of 1. almost (all) 11

Al 01- lie 43

.81-z}. lies 43

worry 25

X12 cf is worrisome 25G

:41 ti-=1.. worries 25

health 33A

21

-71

(thing) 2

that (thing) (over there) 2

crab 41A

on top of that, moreover 39, 39N

egg 13

winter 15

result 33A

,-7.121.1.1. is healthy 33A tii.4.(e.).) after all, in the end 39

t)i cf. crosses decision 47

7t1 cross-road 11D 811. decides 47e 0

t
across the street 11D, 29 -A1.L marriage

- -

t)s-igl- the room opposite the main
room 29A

211- IJUilding 2 10.-7 111. province name 20

11-
architect 40A

4:!ir-11
mirror stand 29A

-111..1..q gets married, has a wedding 3.4

31."1-21- architecture department (in ,a
college) 38A

31.4:1 building business 40A

t lk,;11.- province name 20

province name 20

21cl.
walks 10 business administration,

management 38A

i

45-1 11.*-1- walks, goes on foot 11
1

case, circumstance 44
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competition 38

economy 29D

;!1,711-1. economist 35D

111 Ail economic problem 29D
In-

21.141 economical 38G

higher

,71LF IL. higher education 34D
0

0 11
a, high school 10D

whale 42A

T,41-`41. is grateful 1

;P iti.
police

.17.,y_ ti rubber shoes 26A

-74*-1,31- policeman 8D '2478' advisor 24D

0 ,g ii-

.7.1*}.),1 police- station 10D .2. tiV.. cup 13
0 ft, .

-01 *I
scenery 31D .1. Ail0

hardship, sufferring 42D

-Pi -8.1 tendency 38D, 43 ,574 high speed 29

0,0,

3/1:i
experience 32D

.14 s,_s_ highway, super highway 29

14,7j- insignia 26A .2. 44°10, ,

cat 5G

1114. continuation -11-
fl'" e1

employee 44

-71141.1- continues, lasts 18 .711. )2.4. employer 40A

111)-11"
is, exists, stays 1 .11. 1-0

mechanical trouble 29N,
break down 26D

/11
contract, lease 20N, 44 3L AI-(01) 1-1-1. is out of order 26D

-711ots1._ 13Ai- concludes a contract 44 .2 ,A,Ks,_ ) tiittl. causes a mechanical trouble

;,....,
0 29N

lill'ej

season 26D .24- red pepper 13

111V gal 26G

117.1A1 philanderring 26G

11141

field, line 38

plan 18

'

tIkel.zi. says [he] ] is going 17G

../..1.41. archaeology 38A

.-;7. a}. sweet potato 41A

meat 13

-1.6.1.=1. is tired, is fatigued 13

499

--71.-4 (red-pepper powder) 13

*1=1. repairs 29

( is empty)

ail is hungry 12

icT
home town, native town 14

crops 41A

0.Li.ei.9, is difficult 29

0-* insects 42A

soon, immediately

corner (of the street) 11D, 31N
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valley 41

(soup with rice and meat) 12

multiplys 37G -3-

d. *41 communism 37D
place 4 }- }- communization 38G

1.1114: .k nearby place 12 communizes 38G

014L this place 12 ,k "31-cf. is polite 36D

zero 16, ball 16P industry 38

34. 21- public building 28 4 V1. industrialist 40A

o -71g- public organization 44

0 I ',71
college of engineering 38, 38A

Air Force 24D

44. air attache 24D park 2D

A1. F1.41.2. Air Force Academy 38A 2. factory 18D

:2-11
air 28

117. :11-1- air is stuffy 28

el public 31A
0 w

works, construction 28A

under construction 28A

(common property) 38G

industrial nation 38

industrialization 38G

.. vs+ .81-1. industrializes 38G

M el $7._ public school 31A
0

.24.4,?i civil servant 7D

0 triI
:a.

2.W
0 01

public law 38A

(military) engineer

public information 2

information officer 7G

Ministry of Information 47

information office 2

study 1

.34/...1/ti- makes (someone) study 41G

4p4LeFrl. studies 1

charge d'affaires 33D

500

.2.0

public 31, 31A,

notebook 4D

party nomination (meeting) 47

engineering 38A

with, and 4 (see /4.)

021- Hal. book and desk 4

lesson 38G

department, section

the foreign currency department
16

the past 22N

in the past 22N

school subject 39D

fruit 13

fruit 13

cooky 40D
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(department chief) 16D principal (of school) 16D

0
exaggeration 43 p traffic, transportation

31-1-1-'1.- exaggerates 43

sciences :38

2W.4 scientist 40N

411 relation(ship) 29D

1214 sightseeing bus 19D

Ministry of Transportation 22

expense for transportation 24N

2J-E. Alt2. traffic accident 20D
0

L t.21 traffic policeman 30D

2.iL Ali. traffic signal 29
0

igt1
a feeling of concern 41 2 -t=1'- telephone operator 16

11 sight, view, scene 42 2-11 church 10D
4-0

*1-'11"
ads 44 -7- nine 4

(4-2. ''l
expense for ads 44 4 ,-,1 sightseeing, show 9

1;" place name 42D -1-* shoe(s) 4D

1 4."
place name 19D -74L T1. shoe strings 26A

41.4" el
woven basket 30D

4 el.l. Europe 6D

0 }1 -z} is O.K., is alright 1 -,1" i
hole 30

2-9- (school) cap 26A 4Luiol 9-9- punctures, has a hole 30
0

.11- teacher 29D, 39N 411 corner of a room 31N

7..A1- 1-:rr.7 teaching certificate 29D .4 ti.Siel- is organized 14.7

7 4-._ professor 8D -7. Alti-r+ organizes 47

1.)-1 class-room 2D 4 .6.1
:.

241 school teacher 39, 39N 4 1

71., outskirts, countryside 42 ..7. ti.t:i.

470- education 29D 4.i!--

7...f4-4- education department (in a 44-

college) 38A

2...kul educational expense 37D '4.- -71.

educaLes +1G

educator 29D

.24 educational 38G

,z .
4- 4 1

pedagogy, education 38A

501

help-wanted 44

(seeking job) 44

seeks 38D

(marriage sought) 44

soup 13

nationhood 47

diplomatic relations 31A

-4- AL tl
State Department (U.S.) 13D

4q1 cabinet member 32D

.4.t2 k e! prime minister 44
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;H:41. Korean literature 38A ill al °1 earrings 26A

'i" Zi.!
people of a nation 37 4Livi is cute 23D

.4,7,1 41-a grade school 37 7-41 regulation 22G

gi'ltl
national defense power 46 .'.7. 4.k as it is 29

-4' g1.4"
Ministry of National Defence ,:i. eel therefore, so 9

13D
.tihti the Defense Department (U.S.)

_/. el t.}

13D

l* home products 23D .2. al 6

-4- 61 -41-41- Korean language and .u.01*1-1-

literature 38A

'4', (bureau chief) 16D .71.,11

but, however 5

if so, then 5 (see a :,)

is so,

then,

does so

if so 4

4 (see _2;11-)

(see _Italel)

-4. 1 international 9 _7111 so, in such a way 9

41. Al 41. ,9-. International Theatre 9
_iv ti. is so 1, 2

"4" Allii
international law 38A 7.Z1 such 8

4f.11- -W. chrysanthemum 41A ..71..L1 21 such a thing 8

.4. 41 National Assembly, Congress, zi.tital by the way 8

Parliament 13D

.4.1.1 .?_14),1 national assembly moMber 38D -1-.471A16" however, nevertheless 9

army 45

corps 45

military 7

(military) cap 26A

military, armed forces 46

soldier, military man 7D

oyster 41A

chimney 29A

volume of

ell +4 two books 5G

one's right 47

pistol 26A

boxing 33A

ear 13

502

container, dish 13

2- al (not) so, like that 4

Ei alAA-1-A I i!?6,.1-ti- is not so expensive 4-

_3. al a. and 5

draws 29D, longs for 42

..72.elri. draws a picture 29D

r }O4. 77- 9- longs for nature 42

that way 31N

1--1
el -81-4. longs for 42

H.

picture, paintings 4D

misses, longs for 42

is wrong 47

1 :,1 stops (doing), quits 11D

net 35G
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_7.7.1 just 1
.71.1. raises 26N

.72.7.1.3.Vri just so so 1
/4 oil 29D, hair tonic 31

aA1-111 the day before yesterday 40 /4 feeling 13

4 theatre 3D
11 vlit.=1- is glad 35

,1:1-11.,
theatre ticket 22

-71,11- article, column 17D

-J-e11611 in recent days 43 -1AF
engineer 40A

IL-
1.y.. service (paid)

-71t131 weather bureau, weatherman 18

.2.* qvi- works, is employed 8 114 AF dormitory 13D, 28D

V11 well, maybe 4
-1.t skill 34D

.2.,4111 Well 4 /I AF
technician 40A

Al
the day two days after tomorrow 1141 memorization, remembrance 23

6D

...71./1- L Diamond Mountain 111A 11-116.N. remembers 23

g-e this year 6D
-17+ reporter 8D

il*;!I
No Smoking 27D

thy: liAl. journalist 8D

iFILV Friday 6D

No Drinking 27D

rapid speed 43D

express (train) 19

urgently, in a

period 45

armored corps man 45

machine 27D

hurry 26,

mechanical engineering
department (in a college) 38A

organization, agency

souvenirs 42D

waits (for) 9

christianity 35

captain of an airplane 40A

train 7G, 19

train ticket 22

cough 33A

chance, opportunity 16D

climate, weather 15

street, road 2D

is long, is lenthy 10D,

is grown 31, 31N

a family name 1

39
/1 /14 a full name 1

_

21 (dry) laver 41A

;7151
(pickled vegetable) 13D

503
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-71431.4./1 crow 42A

1-71-131-1- is black 4N

-';11
black color 4D

as far as, to, until 7

134 /-11-%41 as far as America

L11:1-71-Al by tomorrow 7G

111-* i magpie 42A

-741-z1- cuts 31

7

-7/1-L can 30
0, 0

111112-1-tt
is clean 18G

-7/44L gas 25D

714.1. wakes (someone) up 25,

-7/11!L gallon 29D

exactly, without fail, by all
means 15

T/ A. golf 18G

Lr I 1 (see 7-1)

Choi my 1 ( see A1±1)

LI. 1.9.

t.l. el.

ferry (boat) 19D

goes out

divides

9

22G

comes out 18

country, nation 10D

tree 41A

71IO

504

IA-

-10v-

-W-

11. dream 37G

1.7.z1- has a dream 37G

pheasant 42A

"11.1- turns off, puts out the fire 251

wears, pins 26A

flower 241A

flowering tree 41A

flower bed 29A

1? strings 26A

cuts, quits 28D, 31A

attracts, pulls 44

1.1-z1- attracts attention 44

ends, is over 6D

finishes, completes 8D

finishes, completes 14D

wears 26A

*V... nuts 41A

L.1.141 butterfly 42

LI.W11.Z1. is bad 4N

tis_zir comes out, graduates 7G

comes out periodically 2

age 14

or 10G

LI.olopl.q Niagara 41D
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later 24D, 34

appears 44

four days, the 4th day of the

month 6D

parachutist 45

fishing 31D

heating system 23D

L.10.1
assault 43

le,1.1.11. is assaulted 43G

Lvell t1.1. as saults 43

day 6D

tjri.
flys 42

el 1

weather 15 (see 051/1)

41-
others 38D

Lril0
leaves 30D

,1-1-1,1 441- coeducation 37

L1-G} ..
South Gate 37G

0 a 0
younger brother 14D

%t,"xfui

South America 6D

0
half-sleeve summer shirt

LI. UV_ actor 37N

44
Ff ...1

is low 10D

lowers 25

is born, gives a birth 15

brook, stream 42

I (as subject) 1

cabinet 147

4.4 1,1.1. doctor of internal medicine 33A

all the way 39

next year 6D

44F.9. puts out, produces 26

pays 24

618.vilt 41. pays for the lodging 24

91 /1-1- goes down 7G

LIN L.+ c1-looks down 42D

LWM 1.=1- comes down 7G

LIM cl. gets off, descends 7N

tlei 4.1 drops (someone) off 11

LIP-
Home Affairs Ministry 47

26A content 30D

underwear 26A

tomorrow 4D

napkins 13D

riverside, bank of a stream 42

(cold noodle) 12

trie Southen part, the South (U.

(U.S.) 15D
male 14N

husband 14D

boys' school 37

male student 37N

South-Korea 6D

is better, feels better 33

daytime, noontime 6D

in the daytime, at noon 6D

nap 38D

(tti1-1-*1 cooling system 23D

refrigirator 29A

you (plain speech) 17G

too

"4 4E-1.
is too late 11
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you (plural in plain speech)
17-G

four 8 (see

L11- four & a half months 8D
m

is enough 13

is wide 5D

°I size 37D

exceeds, goes beyond 29

119.
puts in, deposits 16N, 29

yes 1 (see ou

1-11

Beg your pardon:, Pardon me.
16N (see Nu

you (as subject in plain speech)
17G

crossroad 27D

41e1 61
necktie 4D

(cultivated) field 41

plays 27G

is surprised 13G

4k.V.1- 441- college of agriculture 38A

a

0 e

basket ball 33A

farmer 17D, 40A

farming 40

farms 40

agriculture 40A

agricultural products 41

farm village 41

is high 10D

places, puts 16G

!-411.01 6 tie pin 26A .4i 61 ,..k.1:1. jots it down 16G

w1,,t;

four 5 4..5kitt. misses 28D, 29D

.....1;AF laborer 40A -111-1-- ...A11- misses a chance 29D

..-1.1.1-. is yellow 4 jr..., 4 who, what person 3

...1r-6- Al yellow color 4 jr-. -71. who 3N

.... 4 song 22D T.. e whom 3Ne
.....e.IUL 41...!....9. sings a song 22D L Li older sister (of male) 14D

J-li -I- 1

....el effort, exertion 39D 4.iti. is yellowish 4D

1.e1/1- striver 42D 4L.61 silkworm 41

rr_edeLtl. endeavours, makes efforts 39D 4., oi sister
-11 1

2,.. el-e.1 circle 34 Jr_ °1 ..s. }.11q younger sister 14
1 0 0

1... notes 38D
Iv:
L eye(s) 13

N...3 knocking 25 L snow 15-r-

..4... 6 11or tape recorder 25D It..r: 61 s...=1. snows 15

.L--
wet field 41 t. Ai

ii.: Id 1 eyebrows 23D
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41it
e 4 presses (down)

).+=r1-e 1- S.-. 1- presses
A e e

lies down 33A

37

feeling 37

is slow 10D

pleurisy 33A

(as for) 1

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

42

the shutter 42

sp,Holl. i am a student. 1

all the time, always

increases 38

Tie' al

all 9

returns, makes a
place) 28D

attends (school) 8

9

trip (to some

attends school 8

attic 29A

squirrel 42A

bridge 10D, leg 13

irons, presses 25D

iron 26

1.elul7] t}-cl. is ironing 26
,

is different

Vrs- r4.-A1,13.4

5

in other words 27

only, merely' 29

five

el.A...e1=1. governs 117

507

is aged, gets old 14N

ability 42D

is late 11

late 20

;1.-711.s.A1.1-=1- arrives later 20

gets late 22D

Al. late rising 37D

Ak_o_ gets up late 37D

q I

=.011.1M

sweet-heart, lover 14-N

parents (honored) 14D

=FAI
again 3

tVI t1-1- does again 3

=1.0
ti

next, next time 5, 19D

ti-01 9:z...S. diamond 31D

injures, hurts 29

=Le =1.rr I

t.1.0

quarrels 31D

a fortunate thing

is fortunate 16

shines 25D

6F°1
shoe-shine boy 26

short distance 23N

college 38

short period of time 23N

word, vocabulary 35G

shortcoming 23N
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button 24D

=1a LI* maple tree 41A

t144.
(short) shoes 23N

closes 11D

month, moon 6

egg 13

is sweet, is sugary 13

hangs 26A

tti.4 AN- becomes different 38D
'

ti
runs 29

chicken 42A

1 1 chicken 13

looks like, is alike,
resembles 35D

wall (which surrounds the
house) 29A

n}0}-x}- the person in charge 43

ri-t1-1-=1- is in charge +3
t 0

tt"Ftli
cigarettes, tobacco 4D

five days, the 5th day of the
month 6D

proper authorities 43

:Itq-7+ the authorities 43

'1-`!- carrot 41A

cc:kw gets elected, is chosen 47

elx.1- is natural, takes it for
0 t.

granted 46

arrives 6N

Ahl=i9.4;,r9 two automobiles 6G

usually, generally 6

44 place name 19D

508

bamboo 41A

=116-61-=1- is serious, is really something
32

very 2

battalion 45

colonel 46A

as one pleases, as you like
16-D

Formosa, Taiwan 6D

ire7
gate 24D

High Justices 47

Supreme Court 47

Chief Justice 47

ambassador 7G

4AI:. embassy 2

=11,:.1
(a substitute) 44G

triej instead of me 25D

vq/t, I 611
instead, on behalf of, in place

of 44
44).. treatment 21N

r14). 4th class treatment 21N
is

441

r-11'41.

riA 4t. I

captain 46A

general 116A

place name 19

the masses, general public 26D

popular class inn 26D

=96 place name 22

the President 8D

4jLelAI presidency 38D

wood-plane 26N
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represents 47
also, too 1

faces, confronts with 15 41.6.E. your wife also 1

concerning, about 15 me too 2

college 8D even though

university 10D vim. even though there is 10

graduate school 38A degree 38D

16- 6.,4. the Republic of Korea 17D

=1.11-AlW ft

-VI

waiting room 20

your home, home (honored) 14

robbery, burgly 43

0=1-1-=1- is robbed 13

morality, virtue 31A

clA-I ambasszldor's residence 19D _3.i. .s. ,i public spirit 31AF 4

more 5 .s. =
"fi

thief 26N

cl AA1.=1- is cheaper 5 ..s..k. V stealing 26N

ri olt1-(o...) more than that 38N ..s....kei 1.1. steals 26N

rit,11=1- is dirty 25D .C......L
road, way, street 27D

riel..01 i=i. becomes dirty 28D N-0141. tomato 41A

=-W heat 32D .S.:1-1-1- escapes, runs away 43

r-111.1- adds 37G 3i-4 ti- name of mountain 42D

..11

virtue 23D ..s..A.1.8- library 10D

.1.14
favor, mercy 1 ..S. Al city, urban community 10D

51* oil (at your favor) 1 .:-..cfl pig 13

A 1 =I. casts, throws 35G 54 help 38D

=.1 less ....:11- arrival 20
el

:1 tititi less difficult 5G 5_41.ti.l. arrives 20

ail. is hot 13 .Y.-1.11 metropolitan area, city 15D

,,':i`1
overshoes 26A A" jar 23D

til place 10D LI1 .k, empty jar 23D

11-1144 4 nearby place 12 A-Z. influenza 33A

miej=1.4.4. takes (somebody) (to
:1

independence 35G
some place) 25D

.4

tle1-11. -71.1- takes along 34D "Yh )1*I'il.
becomes independent 35G
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t
."1" 7-

eagle, vulture 42A

single, celibacy 42D

becomes, has been

e.j.I.z..1 511- has been 3 years 8

Germany 1D of Sql- has become a teacher 8N

German (language) 8D i0 V-Z9 if possible 19

reader 44 4,72. Jr.. waits and see 40

reader's column 44

money 7G

stone 31D

turnJ 11D

rotates, switches, turns around
16

looks after 43

Si.oF 11-ti goes back 7, passes away 11G

XL41-31.c.Flooks back 12G

Si.1--1?-1- comes back 7G
a

helps

x..44.1. gives help, gives a helping
hand 7G

s,_9-61- Southeast Asia 32D
0 0

animal

o zoo ('animal house') 10D

p.

the East (U.S.), the easten
part 15D

a younger sibling 14

for, during, while

61),121- .g...6- for ten hours 6

ript Oriental painting 38A

Nil

collegue, co-worker 13D

a (copper) coin 21D

pig

s41 ;t1 -71 pork 13

510

"T- places, puts

41 61 ..v_ writes it down 16

two 5

back, rear 2D

*141 behind the house 2D

61 Alt} falls behind 27G

-5-c141
at last 27D

..51.9.0pi. driving 29

el gives (polite) 5 (see

5..,e11-goes for you 11

,45,1 anything 12G

listens to, hears 9

-er 31-1- does not work (machines) 27D

e

36N

they, those(things) 10

all, everybody l4.

field 42G

1 -- takes, carry (something in the
hands) 23N

SiIL S-1- brings (something in the hand)
23N

4 eats or drinks (food),lifts 13G '

goes in, takes 23e

11-4.E.1- takes the Ondol room 230 e.
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el Cl- is heard, is audible 16

ILE.. =1. stops by, drops in )4.

of -71..1. goes in 7G

61 1- enters and sees, goes in
see 12G

61 comes in 7G

r-tlt1 your daughter (honored) 14N

is warm 15

=1-el-Ai according to 22, 22N

611.011 cul.P.I.A1 depending on the trains
22

.9.11- memorizes 35G

r-9-37-... separately 24

cci.e follows 23

c4}-4. hiccup 26N

1".41.1 hiccupping 26N

tee"

daughter 14

strawberry 41A

earth, ground, land 29N0

01
=1. tIL=1- ground 29N

1..11

time, occasion, when

cc}l611 (at) that time 7

1}- tzli when I] go to school
14G

crilt.r.V_ occasionally 9D

CC

511

M=Mo

and so on, etc. 12

back

01-11.1- has a backache 13

hiking

441. hikes 18

cu 611 because of 20, 20Gt..

611 because [ it] stops 20

1=11-1.1. leaves 6

=mix.. =I- makes a noise 35G

crri 64 Ai becomes out of stock, drops
psi down 29

takes off 26A

again 1

.61c1- see again 1

6- too, also 36D

1-9-is intelligent, is bright 17G

c bra straight, straight ahead 3

bank, dike 36D

runs 14G

eS. is hot (solid, liquid) 13

Ct

cc

yard 29A

meaning 27
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U 1 1 7 1
1 1 1

al-el.=1. says "I have a
headache." 17G

18G

oie}.5.... whatever [it is] 18G

a }L.

even I 18G

radio 16D

radiator 30

garlic 41A

every, each

9411.1. everyday 8

14, (wooden) floor 26A

cy ul-rf. (wooden) floor 29N

yJ 1- dr ie s

A,. 61 01--e- is thirsty 12

uutel

uFA1

UPto
K2

(a) head of

vzilriell four heads of horses, four
horses 5G

drinks 10

mind, heart 13D

0.1-6.1.1. as one pleases 16Da

old?. 611 ,L-t. is fond of 24

oh+ of t t}4. changes mind 24G

a}a of 4,.4, is warm hearted 20D

461 milesie.

e

a

football 33A

to,. as, by 2 (see )

2., 65E.

goes to school 2G

as a diplomat 7

by boat

1 (see o )

7

9-11- goes out to meet (someone)

last 44

'3141-

lastly, finally 44

just 41

muffler 26A

forty 5

deadend 28

the last train 22

3.1.
ten-thousands 4

only, just

016..81-A16- I' m sorry but... 9

g114.. etl. just two bottles of bear
12

(full)

1-tea,}

64-

61t1,91 (full) 20

meets 3

31.e fountain-pen

satisfaction

years old II-5

4D

39

512
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6-# tycl- is satisfied 23D

Pl.1 as as 19G

every month 20G

buy and sell )4

as (much) as Special Express every minutes 20G

t-
1 9

is plenty, are many 9 u1K71'
every hour 20G

461
a lot, much 8D

first
oit.s- the first son 14G

language, utterance, speech,
word 1

64 11- Korean (language) 1

uftl-cf speaks 1D
Et

+1 Fel [
I] mean a dictionary 4

'

4 horse 5G

not do 11G

vi.

1-A1 'ell-A-11- let' s not ride. 11

is clear (water, air, etc.) 18

taste 13

A! I 1

4,14.51..vi massage 31D

TJA1
last-child 14N

,a 1.
..0.1

is correct, fits 18N

PI every month 20G

everyday 9D

every week 9D

every semester 20G

every school grade 20G

beer 12

is (spicy) hot 13

appendicitis 33A

head, hair 13

01 el /p.a.. hair tonic 31
=

of el ti hair pin 26A

stays 6D

tliAl 31.01 before long 40

eats 2G

4-1 6.1 y =1. tries (food) 7G

1:1 I" fits 25D 1'1;1 first of all, above all 10

..P__
of Al- tIrl- clothes fit well 25D v.ic). is far 3

.--- ;....,,
I-

ei 1

131.-711- entrusts, places in one's charge cli:716iP e.
1 tlici- is far from here

411 20, 20N

1.L.c, vI-71c) entrusts baggage 20
t.:, . v_'. ,4: r . 1

Vair.1 takes care of 20

3

o: el far away 11N

1.1
T214. stops (car, taxi, etc.) 11D

every, each 20G
Dyr menu 12

tIOA every year 20G

°}1811 every year 20G

ties 26A

513

pficy,.11 grasshopper, locust 42A

meter, gauge 29

**1 what date, some days

of rti*-! 61;19_9 What' s today' s date? 6
r. leo



shaving 26A

razor blade 26A

razor 26Ae

shaves 26A

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

Al-t11-=1- is not enough 13

Y._ recruiting 39N,

Y._ *1-. motor 30

_ 61- I. :1 motor oil 30D

-1A1..a. immunization certificate 22A 2. neck, throat 12o

permit, license 29

01t1 driver's permit 29
t.. t...

interview 33A

visiting hour 33A

criel...81.1. is pleasant, is cheerful 43

crib

611

(excutive) order 13D

honor 25G ", "1

necklace 26A

minister (of church) 16D

carpenter 26G

carpentry 26G

Thursday 6

bath, bathing 24

lalq.21,e,I=1. is honorable 25G .12,4A1/1. bathes (someone) 41Gw ,

cry'

i

festival days 40 slAtel- bathtub, bathroom 24
-1 ..1 0

.1.42..r finished silk 41 W-11- takes a bath 2-f

Izi how many, what, some, a few ....;t1 purpose, aim, goal 4oA -1 -1

)-1 what time 6 .4-4. place name 19D

.ti 1
how many 5G

51--t1-
cotton (plant) 41A

t1'11-ti
a few words 45 Y... ti drives 29

.v.

si...11 mosquito 26A
-N-

body 6

p_11.1. mosquito net 26A ITrol 01_L t1. is sick 6

all, in all, all together 14 cannot

all, all kinds of 24D

the day after tomorrow 4D

doesn't know 3

shape, appearance 30D, 32
(.2

R. 1 r. gathers 28

M meeting, gathering 31D

hat, cap 4D

514

0:1
01;z. y

cannot go 8G

cannot read 8

is not tall 19G

turnip 41A

weight 38D

4.-1 (body) weight 38D

Military Attache 24D
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Artat+ the rose of Sharon (Korean f: I. sentence 30D

National flower) 41A

4- ii arms, weapon 46 i- ii-j ..1- Cultural Attach4 24D

4- =1- shamanism 43
.2.1 problem 10D

0

4L.i.11- is muggy, is humid 31D f.,41. literature 38A

AL
free of charge 28A *lit].

cultural section (page) 44

41...r, cp.* free admission 28A *el' inquires

44- knee 32D i''"1 -V--.1-
inquires 2

R_AFti safely 33D water 12D

R-til- is fearful 37D i 1 otter 42A

LE.'
what kind of 4 iji

goods 9D

14.

price of goods 19D
4"e All what color, what kind of color

.-1

I 2i 17J-

fish 41A
4- ei'll illiterate person 42G 1.-2-11

4-11 what (thing) 1 V- of course 19, 26D

4 t1.1 what (as direct object) 1 toil physics 38A

*41 export-import, trade 39D ilr water-pail 29D

4.41 11AI trading company 39D Vi c+ unites 46

-V- ,1-
armament 46 tilL! (oh, no:) 35

# e;i'l'i.
arms 46 01 beauty 23D

1.

ties 26A
04 America, the United States 1

f: door, window 11 "14 )1.1-L, an American 1

151-Ja the front door 11 P1.4-11'
Americanization 38G

= ,,,...

Ministry of Education 47

tel..2.1- 441- Liberal Arts and Sciences
College 38

stationary shop

grammar 10D

regards 36

5

6.4 4. gives regards 36

octopus 41A

515

061.1.1- ti-C1' Americanizes 38G

handsome boy 37N

°IN
a beauty 37N

P1 L1
mini-skirt 41G

ultiLl juvenile, minor 43

T.1 fine arts 42D

01412j. Michigan 41D
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016-09.11- 4.s sorry 1

1.11,111zi6- I'm sorry but 9

?

a kind of seaweed called
Undaria Pinnatifida 41A

PIP-Al- beautician 29D

U 1 4 the future 22N

u) ill in the future 22N

in advance 23D

4-1F fine arts college 38A

11-4.°1t.

t,..1 141
TA

civilian (opposed to military)
46D

civil law 38A

people, nation 46

democracy 38G

democratization 38G

u14-1+ titi democratizes 38G

,x1r+ becomes ugly 27D to]

u16
a beautiful woman 27D

e.
u1=1.

1 9.
is crazy, is insane 41D

al

011 Ala insane man 41D

bucket 30D

arr. rr exchanges, changes 16

needle 26G

ki14,A1 sewing 26G
1

does sewing 26G

ul!1"
bottom, way down 29

141171- beach 31D

hopes, wishes 8G

1.1. 131. looks over (from the distance)
12G

wind

democracy 47

trusts, believes 18D

wheat 41A

pushes 28

bottom 29

under, below 41

upLl. applies (grease) 31

ulel" -71s-sL 11-1Lor uses hair tonic (on
1-11

the hair 31

uNf7- right 20

ukt al the right (side) 20
ou

tqafti..1- is busy 9

trousers 26

Park (family name) 1D

museum 10D

doctor (of philosophy) 16D

the outside 14N

outside, to the outside 16D

11:1-61 is windy 15 11-4013L31.1- knows only Korean 16D

just, right 2

right ahead 2

516

/6 401 gjl- there's only three times
20D

half 6D
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1.
class 22G nE-811- visits 29D

1-71-=1- is pleased 35
0,
WI. 1:1-i method 34D

t.1,

LIFtli objection, opposition 37G
ghl-ii

cushion 26A

6-11-1- opposes, objects 37G, 47 kli.h. broadcasting
0. 0

6---- peninsula 111t5--'4
broadcasting station, radio-

station 11D

6,... JP-1- Bando Company 8 !',..c/i Vit..
immunization certificate 22A

1...1
til, ALAI necessarily 39 11-A11.1. prevents 46

Iii_t; ti
rg firefly 42A gi.41-24.

textile engineering department
IL.JA 38A

lci. receives, gets 6 tipi i inclination, direction 47
a411411

U}- foot 13 01.14.11

kil. school vacation 6D

111- 1-,!;1- sole (of a foot) 29N
11"

dry field 41
m

11

e..

1. departure, leaving 20N 4 ship 7

Alo -.1j- .1 express which leaves Seoul stomach
Ire w 0 20N

. ei development 38D 11-71-i1,2iLri- is hungry 12
rt

.4t1.1. develops 38D wil times
ei ei ,

til-At1.=1. pronounce 23D * iii two times 7G
ti

4;9 development 40D wii pear 41A
irt , '-

4;4141. developes 40D 401 back ground 42

eu4 toe nail 31A w$7. volleyball 33A

14_1.1.
announces, makes it public 47 kV 1. learns 1D

e

tiFtWe l- is issued, is published 44 wil; Chinese cabbage 41A
0

LI night 4D 411
hundred 4

g chestnut 41A 41c 1-14 whiteoak tree 41A

F LII.V. chestnut tree 41A -Itm.
1:11L5_ .cii name of mountain .2D

a rice (cooked) 12 411,11 ly. lily 41A

room 4D 411-11-iii department store 2
ell'

131 11. -1- Vroom floor 29N snake 42A
0 -1

:1'6
field, area, line 34D, 40 w.p: L14 willow (tree) 41A

517
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discards, abondons 30

mushroom 41A

time, number

this time 7

once 7

what number, how many times,
several times 16

is crowded 10

number 46

611- :2.1-1-

0 '1

telephone number 16

two suits 5G

14:1
punishment 32N, 44

H 111-1- is punished 44

bee 12A

el '

14
38A

earns, makes (money)

1411- makes lot of money 19G

insect (cover term) 42A

already 6, 19

scope, sphere, limit 44

crime 43

criminal 22D

law 22G

law department (in a college)

Ili* 441-college of law 38A

:4E4 Ministry of Justice 47

441. college of law and political
science 38A

law 38A

takes off 26A

518

1e

gets away, escapes from 42

pillow 26A

cuts 31A

belt 26A

grain of (unhusked) rice 41

flea 42A

wall 28

toilet 24N

changes 24G

uhpol lait1-1- changes mind 24G
ra t-

tt11-
lawyer 8D

seperately 25

pays separately 25D

el el

tt

(riot) particularly 13

special thing to do 34

bottle, bottle of 12

disease, sickness 33A

is caught in sickness 33A

a branch of the service 45D

military power, military forces
46

illness 30N

hospital 10D

sends 11D

looks at, sees

than

sidewalk

24.

is difficult than
German 8

27

barley 41A



infantryman 45

4,.c]. shows 5

A-6N- is seen, is visible

assistant, aide 24D
1171

Ar..* replacement, supplementation 30

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

service 28A

*Pc- ..Y7'4- free service 28A

16 411- ('meets')

4141.1-1q. I'm glad to meet you. 1

412141-11... See you again. 1

P

replaces, refills, supplements

30

ordinary, ordinarily 8

244 4.1,V regular express 19D

A ordinary office work 8

11).1. insurance company 39

Al- guardian, protector 40A

y_s_11-cl- protects, guards 47D

hallway, cooridor 24

service (in the military) 45

A.Q. serves (in tha military) 45,

is in public service 35G

A441- peach 41A

complexity

At,..*1-.81-r-i- is complicated 8D

welfare 47

regular course (for medical

school) 38

home country 22N

main office (company, business
firm) 22N

this train 22

the said person, I (in public

speech) 2',-2N

one's (permanent) domicile 22N

main office (bank, store) 22N

mainland 15D, 22D

spring (season) 15

pay, salary 13D

519

AL4 vicinity 10

-12 aj9.
is ashamed 33

tf.=}. is shy, is bashful 33

.a =
=

burden (figuratively) 37

'1"-W Cf. bears the burden 37

(military) unit 45

Deputy-Mission Chief ('Vice-

Ambassador') 24D

real estate 44

*ALEN is tender, is soft 13D

1:1 as of the date 22

4.1 .11.3.L
as of May 1st 22

calls 18

40-2.-ri-
sings a song 18N

f
rr is full

will- T. a 9-
(stomach) is full 33G

ti e

11 o1
-r-

Bruce (family name) 34

parents 14

couple, husband and wife 29D

Pusan (place name) 1G, 19D

side job, subsidiary business
40

kitchen 16D

lady, your wife, Mrs. - 1

a rich man 17G
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*44- insufficiency, lack

4L is not enough, is insufficient
13

carelessness 33

1 Lel is diligent 23D

Buddism 43

blows

11-P11 ri- is windy ('wind blows') 15

4Lel-Ael France 1

*x1E1.61 diligently 39 French 1Gt

4L (A1) ministries and independent 4L6H Al-el. Frenchman 1D
agencies 47 *... 13

..y. 1 fan 26A 1-6-1-161 French 8D

4L itil- mails, ships 11 1 el 4, ti calls (one) for me 26

,.., i , .

04;z.I.A. .1.4.*Izi- sends a letter 19D
)1..-1 insecurity

*.:}' request of a favor, a favor 16 t 6 inconvenience, discomfort

4 l'ti
el from

cl. is inconvenient, is uncomfor-
table 10D

AN I-41-1 from now on 8D .t.11.81-1- complains 3+G

+0N

vice-president 33G

corruption 43

recovery 46

the northern part, the North
(U.S.) 15D

North-Korea 6D

person (honored) 3

-14 he 3

dtlA41 three teachers 5G

minute 6

17

1.3 r.11 squad 45

squad-leader 45

*41111 atmosphere, environment

.t 45,t1-1- is busy, is hectic 8

fire, light

1-1

)4.3

.r..7L 71 Korean style barbecue ('fire
meat') 13

being impossible 40N

4L `1 1-1- is impossible 40

520

t 11

11
unhappiness 40N

is reddish 4D

* sticks (to) 31N

2.1
is attached together 24D, 31

I. attaches, plasters 44

1.11 rain 8G

expense 24N

Ai wi expense for food 24N

aj broom 26

%3:41 sweeping 26G
1e)

t31 ;2_ comparison 37

comparatively 38

w:17 qc1- compares 37D

134 tragedy 46

1114 soap 26A

is empty, is vacant 23

1404
01 a vacant room 23



41.
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ti -71

ail

finished silk 41

pigeon, dove 42A

secret 30D

is expensive 4

secretary 7D

is similar 15

rain shoes 26A

raincoat 26A

empties (something) 23N

4LVihas vacated, has emptied 23

"110411

W 1

al '

visa 22

criticism, comment 44

airplane 7

butter 13D

banana 41A

is fast 10

washes (clothes) 26

laundry items 26

washes (clothes) 26

quickly, fast 16D

battery 30

bread 13D

hole 30

twka 9-1- has a hole, punctures
01'

deducts, subtracts 37G

,....44.0.

airplane ticket 22

airport 7D

bed-bug 42A

the poor 43

slum 43

borrows

W1 e1
4.1. loans, lends 7G

ai

"41

131 tU.

ti I

comb 26A

combs 26A

rain drops 29N

debt 44

Wl
is in debt 44

pun

wirr

rter ill 1.

tiv_g771 broach 26A

tiv. el =I.

robbs of 43

bus 7G

bus ticket 22

boat 33A

boxing 33A

picks up, choose 47

is chosen, is picked 47

scatters 41

only 33G

30 =
el. 44 °1 r. 1.

0

la la 14..

521

knows only just a little
33G

beer 13
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A

Al. four 4
.t.i..t.i

1 ei
fact 23G

ANZI incident, trouble 17D
Alt business 40A

A1...71, accident 17D Al t11. business man 40A

AF4' apple 37D 4,0_1.1. uses 29Dpo

AhFl. .11.,2, Military Academy 45
A471 employee of a company 40

AFtl: hunting 29D A }01 interval, distance, relations
41D

AFL
i All

4 year (system) 38 516- )-1-01 close relationship 41D

Al-r} buys 4
'`'F 6) q

(a kind of soft drink) 12

Al"47,.1"
division (military unit) 45

A*I- lion 42A

Al'et person, man 1 AltF president of company 8D

All love 9G
A1*Z1 dictionary 5

1-1-01-.b.:1 tl- is lovable 25G Alti situation 37

1I4 c,141 the room used as a guest room AF41 resignation 39
or a study 29A

A1-1-1-1- loves 9G )+41t1.9. resigns 39

'IV private 31A
Al t1 photograph, picture 42

Al.el *11.2. private school 31A A1.1..ca. XA1=1. takes a picture 42114 -1p 11,,IE .11 1

A1..9.. 1

Mrs. , your wife (honored) 32 A1-01 four seasons 26De
A14k, office work 6D A1,51 L (tree) 41AA }51

Ai* Ael office 3D

Ali.v.±!.:1 clerk, office worker 7D

AF teachers' college 38A

judicial power 47

judicial branch 47

incident 46

enlisted man 40A

editorial 44

522

cousin 14D

history 38A

ALV death penalty 44

society 38

q.A1 social sciences 38

AF- ,1 society column, society page 44

1.1.11 Au.i. social life 43o'i.

A1-i141 social 38G
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sociology 38A

three days, the 3rd of the
month 6

mountain 10D

511-
a walk, a stroll

takes a walk, strolls 9D

A14_161..4 oiAl- gynaecologist 33A

f5).A1,

year old 5G

one year old 14

lives 9G

tril 4,1- nice to live 19D

} AFtl'

A1-451t.

A1-61;t1-e

)+ 611-1-

life 37G

three 4

3rd class 21N

41. M. 3rd class teacher 21N

lives well 19D

murdering 44

murderer 44

murders 44

CI I o 3rd class 21

.9-718- 3rd Secretary (embassy title)
CI 21N

three branches (of government)
47

swallows 30D

tlati
38 parallel 36D

F 11.0
commercial area 29

A} al 4AI- business administration college
38A

Ministry of Commerce and
Industry 47

rii41- college of commerce 38A

supervisor, boss 13D

considerable 47

523

other side, partner, mate

upper half 44

corporal 46A

high level 47

commerce 40A

showing of movies

shows movies 9

a.m. 20N

4 a
1. 41AI 10 a. m. 20N

0,

.sw senator 31G

tmerchant 40A
i-t1

Qr

box 23D

store, shop 2D

lettuce 41A

goods, merchandise 29D, 44

new 14D

bird 42A

leaks 30

shrimp 41A

color 4

sunglasses 26A

bride, maiden, lass 26A

sandwiches 25D

well 42A

idea, thought 9

is reminded of 28

is thinking 32, 32G

thinks 15

ginger 41A
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life 27G

tivi- biology 38A

production 41

ctlithti
production 40A

,1.11,1.1-1-1-
produces 41

L.

fish 13

birth-day 13G

biochemistry 38A

Ai $11-
life, living 17D

A$11- way of life, living method
e 0 34D

Apg, shirts 4D

ia+-01 takes a shower 26D

Ai
shutter (of a camera) 42

so, and so

so, therefore 9

i
clerk 24

Ari -718- Secretary (embassy title) 21N

esp,;.
/18. 1st Secretary 24D

0

stands, stops (walking,
vehicles) 11D

It'N is standing 14G
roc

each other, mutually 40

frost 42A

one's man 26N

act of adultery (by a woman)
26N

the West (U.S.), the Western
part 15D

Western painting 38A

Seoul (capital of Korea) 1G,

capital 17D

study (room) 24D

524

=r is not good at 34
le

going slowly, Slow Down 27D

8D (see

three mcAths 8D

) evening paper 44

releases 43

Master's degree 38

mixes, mingles 25G

comes together 25G

election 32D, 47

campaigning 32D

election day 47

campaign (for election) 47

elects 47

tla.AF missionary 23G

tit present, gift 13G

tiZIF Shelves, shelf 29A

aH teacher, you, Mr.

t'}-t}- is cool (air) 15

tlt1 sailor 40A

1

captain of a ship, skipper 40A

Ai propaganda, publicity, ads 44

tt ads expense 44D

tifel.q elects (someone) 47

.it 11
(electric) fan 25D

explanation 27

Aluiti.ci- explains 27
e 0

e 0
sugar 13



A-1
e

drawer 23D

thirty 5

island 15D

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

.{Ai
is regretful, is sorry 36

1.1,141

sweater 26A

41--71 washing machine 29A

laundry 26

launders 26

Seong (family name) 33 l

)01
anger 39 1i4,11;1

Aioof t-F'4 is angry 39 h.

0

...r=171

three 5

a house which is for rent 44

cattle, cow 5G

L.}]ci. gets angry 39 -71 beef 13

oi

0 personality 24D-11

0 0 success 27D

.1.12. 1-cl- succeeds 27D
0.0

Episcopal 43

A-j

grownup 43

sincerity 35G

(academic) achievement, record
22G

Christmas season 32D

[your] name (honored) 23

rent 44

(phys ica world 31D

ilitFF introduces 35

salt 13

pine tree 41A

platoon 45A

major 1-1-6A

noise, sound, voice 16D

elvoice 16D

v.e 1 foot steps 16D

rumor 32D

2=-141-Al
fire-station 11D

Atz.
novelist 40A

1.l11 el1A-1 in the world 39N J....4 1-r} belongs to 47

'41* custom house 22 .k. ;1;1 news, whereabout 17D

'Ai tax 24D
2-... 01-21- ±1A1- pediatrist 33A

'4i1c1.
is strong 38D h...4=11 2nd Lt. 46A

h111 V power 47 A,. 1-0
major general 45

)11.,t1. (human) world 39 k.1 cleaning (room) 28D

).0).1ollAl in the world 39N ...fi,.-liti.l. cleans up 26, 28D

to

)it* Fl-ri wash face (and hands ) 26

)4114-
parks, stops, erects 11D,

sets up, establishes 34

525

summon, conscription 45

picnic, excursion 42
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goes 'on a picnic 42

elementary school 10D

inside 30D

-71-g1-4 inside of the suitcase 30D

eyelashes 31D

speed 29

A-116- speed limit 29

ti
quickly 16D

hand 13

141-* finger 13

palm 29N

Son (family name) 20D

t-tt;1 customer, guest 13D, 25N

wrist 26A

-Ai wrist watch 26A

t4 finger nail 31A

damage, loss 32N

451c1- a damage was done 33
H

Song (family name) 19D0

Al n:t1-cl- is weak 33A

4 number 38

8
o.iti cannot do, unable to do 8N

V. V

4 31

oitl. can speak 8

towel 4

trouble 25

is troublesome 25G
ho

.4._11.2-_,VAIL1- (sorry to bother you but..
25G

capital city 17D

runnint water 29A

4-

526

watermelon 41A

head (of government) 47

4, Al- missioner (of catholic church)
40A

lr 441- Fishery College 38A

marine harvesting )0A

operation (by a doctor)

operation fee 24D

class(work) 6D

tuition 21D

beard, mustache 31

swimming 32D

swimming pool 23D

swims 32D

Wednesday 6D

(place name) 20

income 22G

import business 40A

standards 46

address book 16

export-import business 40A

check 44

mathematics 38A

lady

Ladies, Women (restroom) 24N

33

4;114 (hotel) registration book 23

A..41-1-r1- lodges, stays (at) 23D

home work 16G

14 .4..1-4 a kind of bean sprout 41A
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patrolman, cop 1-1-0A

1-41.
spoon 13A

-4 liquor, wine 12D

* conceals 43

)-1Q *1

country, rural area 15D

watch, clock 2D

spinach 41A

AI Ty ft-1 C 1. is noisy 23D

*1- hides 43 A1t-li
downtown 4

4,1 easily 28D
AN. is sour 13A

irli 1-
rests, takes a rest 6 Al 1i M city hospital 43

.0.1-,s. sheet 26A A11,.1
citizen 37

4:1
fifty 5

A144. hourly speed 29

40 4-
is easy 5D A11.1

2--1 twenty 5
A11.1 th112..-, suburban bus 19D

2._ ol.,,t.%, skirt (Western style) 26A A141. beginning

2._ 101:i skating 33A ,t.i Ai.c.cl.begins 3G
1-11 1 1

!!---'41 ski 33A A Vi.a market-place 3D

1.. el-041 stocking 26A
AlAbp... A.=1. goes food shopping 9D

.0, Et

h..-7 humidity 40A Ali city hall 2

bl I

-0
it"-.1. promotion 13D Al 1}:z Chicago 15

11

2.--.17...5q. passenger car 33D Alti test, exam 19D

0 0

A 54. riding on (car, train, etc.) Alt-p. A.ri takes an exam 19D

-.:-;* 1

v.Imi

ticket, token 28A Ai
4ceremony 7

).-- -ityi....

l style 23N
!',

4.1-1- multiplies 37G
1AF-1 0 restaurant, dining hall 3D

Al poem. poetry 38N el'IF AF
dining car, diner 21

'j
poetic 38G

Ai 4
-110.

(availability of) food 11.1

Al,:t
time, hour 6

y...Al
-1

maid 16D

jtiAl ;IF how many hours 6 11;1 Al. a meal 25D

A1-71.0 41- provides time 45 ?I'l iticli (price of) meal 25D
..,...I v,

A121- IL schedule, time table 20 Ai( U.) shoes 26A
L., el

1pti- AO- 41._ train schedule 20 tim neuralgia, rheumatism 33A

suburb, outskirt of city 4.0D
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41- protestant ( ism) 43
e)

11 (commits rudeness) 1

tl e.
is loaded on

i:.
newspaper 4D Al el zi-

44

ti.E. 11h} newspaper article 28D PA51/1"em enterpriser 40A

tit.A} newspaper publisher 11D AMAl" unemployed (worker) 39D
G1 El

itl Oil. recruit 46A AIA, in fact, as a matter of fact1--

31

etill priest 40A
Al all failure 36D

Al allt fails 36Dtlit ...i. (:N I.D. ard 22 i-q. e

AleltFq dislikes 4N
tA. I At'

gentleman 24N
et

`1 Al. *. 9 eti ellV.: t Ladies and Gentlemen: Alt} plants 1-1.2

1A1-2- Gentlemen, Men (restroom) 24N Al el
psychology 38G

`1 °1+ (place name) 20
1121 e141 psychological 38G

ti A0111 kidney disease 33A
kil el 511"

psychology 38A

tlVA1 application form 39 errand 21V =AR-IL

tIti pl application form 39

applies (for) 39

new item 30

signal 29

tht_ 61:11 honeymoon 38D

Alel thread 31A

capacity, ability, capability
39

rudeness 1

is cheap 4

AA14.1. fights, quarells 14G

(husked) rice 41A

= = A1 :41z1" has (someone) go around
for errands 41G

Al e e
I

sFT.:L Ai- maid 24

Al

ot

heart disease 33A

is serious, is severe, is
extreme 32

severely 32

ten 4.

is not salty, is bland 13

9

ti wants to see 9

)414 sled 33A

Ah-ei Soviet Union 6D

of Russian 8D
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Aef.....- ill- sofa 29A ,z).-- iiii II trash 26A

As.eS. =1- writes 8D Alei,-.1111 trash can 26A

,Y,..... cl-
is bitter (in taste) 13, uses 'VI. r} sweeps 26

30
p

AA1 tilelni- uses up 30 ,y.....A.,2_, el-zi. is lonely, is lonesome 40
e. .

A.46..el- wears (hat, glasses, etc.) 26A ......4.1 seed 41

,Y,::..ej
pick-pocket 44

)`)1
each 14

A:tAt.ep4. ,i-el-1.. is robbed 44 *1-1-1.1 one at a time, one each 14
pi.

,..,..epL gl-ri- is robbed 44 A:,....19. washes 26A
0..

0
OOP

oF Oh: 1 oi.t3q_i father (honored) 14N

o }-t }, young lady, young girl 26N 61-1.A1
father 13D

o }-n}
a little while ago, a few °}.2-116

aspirine 32D

minutes ago 16N

(1.11-Al q 9,1v.. acacia 41A of.01 child 2D

61.11}p announcer 41D 61.0514 Gee:, Oh: 17

61.4 [my] wife 14
61401AA1 uncle 14D

oFt.1 no (plain speech) 17 01+ very, extremely 10

oFt.i no 1 ol+ ui t.I aunt 14D

elti-t11- is cozy 23D, 24N °1-41
(not) yet 8D, 20D

61111 your son (honored) 14N morning, +D

4511.5- son 14 olti this morning 4D
le

.A.6 beautiful 5D °It] ( 41A+) breakfast 12D
la kt

oFeli below, under, the foot, the opL=F is sick, hurts 6

bottom 42

t.J5-71 °Fel foot of a hill nine 5

downstairs 24 6114-111
nine days, the 9th day of the
month 6D

01-01- perhaps, probably 11 °N.!-
ninety 5

o any alligator 42Ap?

otal anything, whatever 12
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OF not 3 61-61 4.. understands (by ears) 9

tiN is not far 3 tl- finds out, recognizes 7Gv

the inside 16D

fog 42A

e1-21 glasses 26A

61,4. opthalmologist, eye
specialist 33A

guidance 19

information booth 19

a guide 19

a guide 19

peace, tranquility 1

Ll -711-? How are you? 1

tOyc.11. ti peacefully 1

1.15.1-41- Ai- armchair 29A

6.t/F living room 24D

oplti-ci- feels safe 43

te:1-41 security 47

stability 40D

elti Ell- becomes stable 40 D

(is/does) not 4

Ai-1- is not expensive

ekti.
s its 11D

4:61 lit} is seated 14G

ul-a. of course [1] know, certainly
[ I] know 29

op ?ill- wants to know 19D p j wool 31D

ol.71 401. is easy to understand 23D
or "1 chicken-rising 41

61.4 knows 2G seasoning 13

151.tiopL pert-time job 44 41e4
sock(s), stocking(s) 4D01 l

61-61 recognizes, gives credit 7G

151-ti-

ek

tej.

is ill, is sick 30D

cancer 33A

fj..111 pressure 47D

only when (if) 11Gtt

4 ;1151: til.tt. has to mail 11

baseball 33A

°N:32-21. metal engineering department
(in a college) 38A

the oppOsition party 47

countryside 42

°FAli vegitable 13

about, approximately 19

4 4(4 4 oil in about 40 minutes 19

04_

(shortened) map 34

drugstore 10D

appointment, date, promise 17

..16t# 1-1- promises, makes an appointment
17N

`48 1-1- is weak 33A

4111- pharmacy 38A

%IF college of pharmacy 38A

6k.!- engagement 22D

nett!......81-1- is engaged 22D

01 sheep 31D
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both banks (of a river) 31N 61.4tli is disorderly, is in a muddle
43

suit(s) 4D fishing industry 40A

yesterday 4

worth 30D

Western food 12D

Western style 23

q 41- Western style room 23 50°4.1 651 W500 worth
*-1 0

ctj e; I g Western restaurant 13

61:AF

of

both persons 31N

both sides 27

10-
both sides (organization, parties

0 -1
parties) 31N

0
brushing teeth 26Aq1

opqt1-1- brushes teeth 26A

0:0. union 41A
01 1

of -x-111 shoulder 13

op, which, a certain, some 2

which one 2

op, NAl -61N at some company 15

tti what kind of

Cry 11 how, in what way 1

t:rd t< ).. how is

611i
where 2

5, certain 41D

°I el ( 611 ) where, what place 2

0.1 mi 11. is difficult 5D

1-1 mother 13G

of'31
mother (honored) 14N

Ct

ice 121)

is young, is childish 14

fisherman 40A

older sister (of female) 14D

hill 42

sentence 44

linguistics 38A

linguist 23D

when 5D

anytime 12

sometime ago, once 34

gets 46

face 13

1:11' how much, what price 4
451

0149. how long, how (much) 7

61 /31.
for how long, for some time

15N

mommy, mom 17

does not exist, does not have
5

gets rid of 30D

to (someone)

to me 11G

from

ul Li°11111A1
from mother 13G

from, at, in 3

cti 7i 611)-1 from here 3

quickly, please .11_,,,1 1A1 in the classroom 3G

Please come in.

531

t.ozi
engine 29D



spare time 26D

passenger 20

heroine 37N

inn, hotel 2

lodging charge

hotel business

passport 22

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

woman 1D

salesgirl 40A

hostess 36D

0174.011L1. inquires 45

24
41-71- girls' school 37

40A 6141- it girl student 37N

fli0 travelling, trip 15

here, this place 2D

[it] is here

0 travellers 20

2D 4:1141-1- makes a trip, travels 150

61/1 here and there 27

government party 4

°°1 eight 5

61.S.A1i younger sister 14D0 0

,1.5..011 eight days, the 8th day of the
month 6D

c eighty 5

exl el several, many 4

ti el 141 several kinds

summer 1501

o0414),. actress 37N

hellow there, say

hellow there 3N

4

spare, extra 30

travel expense 24N

six 5

place name 19D

fox 42A

woman doctor 33A

woman, female 43

3

532

railroad station 3

history 9D

also, still, after all, certainly
19

41A] it is also, it is as well 19

21-91. lotus flower 41A

taiiitFti postpones 37N

brigade 45

eighti packet boat 19D

or reminding 41G

(xi A.I.A 1 741 r+ is reminded of 41G

eti.$'1.1- reminds of 41

t1:1

1.74

speech 25D

practice 9

*t.1-...t.11.ti practises 9N

%!16[1 love affair 44

6011,11-ri has a love affair 44, falls in
love 33G

extention 37, tool 29A

tioe, A1-49. extends 37
X0`1

tool room 29A
I
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delay 20

te,..1:41-..s1 ti- is delayed 20

te! tobacco 41A

e

pencil 2D

is tender 13D

ten 5

temperature, fever 30D

opens 11D

odel=1. is opened, opens 28
a

tti61 IF becomes open 28
'

*1411 key 24

!MAI-

a a

11*

.34ti

consul 7D

consulate 7D

English 1G

territory 37D

below zero, sub-zero 29D

English-Korean, British-Korea 5

influence, effect 46

movies 9

the side 2

;11 next to the City Hali 2

;Ali 1

prevention 33A

al enthusiasm, zeal 27G °J1,;/1" + Al"
injection 33D

el Ai 61 V:1- is enthusiastic 39D 611-2-
forecast 18

e 12

a 112
zealously, hard, diligently 27G ail tat, 1. is pretty 5D

'41*1

*IA trains 20 6116 budget 29D
e' 1

exIJL ten days, the 10th day of the N4- V-
Christianity 43

e e month 6D

1 worry 25 64: sixty 5

el27 lit} is worrisome 25G °4. arts 42D

re:i eti e} t} worries 25 6i1.44
reservation 22D

61.A infection 33A ti} oi0 room reservation 23
1:1 "0

e1 Ali
six days, the 6th day of the 61141'1'

makes a reservation 22D
month 6D

,t`I'iF
glory 25G 611,1 previous arrangement, schedule

22

vi.31.2.=1. is glorious 25G .4_ five 4

c441,s_ 1N1} }t} considers [it] to be .4-12. today 4alo o "ii e
an honor 36

England 1G

..9. (an) Englishman 1G

(place name) 19D

ocuti. English literature 38A
-71
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At]. comes 2G

Pau-lownia tree 41A

.2.1-Al recreation room 29A
-11 e
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A el a long time

eli
for a long time 8N

A el 6 Al old city 19D

-51.61A1
orange 41D

organ 23D

clothes chest 29A

.9./1* with, and 4

with me 4

book and pencil 4G

dress shirt 4D

..4--7. right 2
.2.1-01.11.,")'}.°10} Y.M.C.A. 23D

.4...ier: Air the right (side) 2N 8-6 ''} completely, perfectly 41

;°.. ei duck 42A 6:11(AF) local (train) 19

.0- ul- overcoat 26A 01. )7,j-zi- 11-t'r comes andd goes, hangs

A util. older brother (of female) 14D # king 23G

.4-451 cucumber 41A 'P4 round-trip 21

I. 01 oil 30
Ail why 6

e

.P.6 a. m., in the morning 20 -4lit-M-L1 because, the reason is 25D, 28

.AZi `Iriiii
8 a. m. 20

-4.):11
Japanese food 12D

_P.. I 61 cuttle-f ish 41A ..ti ( Ail ) besides, not only (see 441-( 61i))

14
Ant afternoon 4D 1.14 s_i A}.surgeon 33A

.A.44. corn 41A 1.177...8- diplomat, foreign service
personnel 3

Al V. Lo.1-7.4.31 Foreign Service Institute 22G,S.-
temperature 29D

.p.....s.vi. (Korean style room) 23 .41.4. foreign country 8D
1... 0,

t-- 4,2 (place name) 22 114- 61 foreign language 8D

SLeF -71-ri. goes up 7G,,14D /4 ti- foreign products 23DE

SL el. 3?-1- comes up 7G, 14D A4 tl. Jkt. fore ign product goods 23D

-telti-
moves 22D .0117:1- memorizes 23N

Al.- ;1.1:.- I. -71t1- moves office 22D 1144 Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(Korea) 3D

Ifttli
moving 37G A41.1. is lonely, is lonesome 25G, 40

SL1- is right 18N .414 overcoat 21Det.

AL clothes, dresses 4D -k16 foreign currency 16A

4. z 01 (clothes) hangers 29A .44-.14- foreign currency department
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left 2
luck 39

to the left 2 .5.45 o physical exercise, sport 9D

2..

A.. 2
(sport) cap 26A

Not at all. 2 (sport) uniform 26A

'41"I'lla-

Korean mattress 26

R. fare 21

bus fare 21

6 C 74. play-ground 16D
IL. 0 0

takes exercises, plays (balls)
9D

r-c5 (sport) shoes 26A

these days 8 4.)
management, operation 22D

ft.:1 week-day ;ti

what day of the week 6

lately, these days 1

P- for the use of 24

dining room for guests
0 -1 ;,
AN

24N

P_-71 courage 23D
0

,t-1.1/..t.

(place name) 19D

(name of district) 34

A4
I

runs (office, store, factory,
etc.) 22D

driving 25D

steering wheel 33

45:;!1,1:1tit. driver's license 26D

driver 16D

drives 25D

operation 22

is run 22

lit...z. items 4
I2HV*1-ti. operates, runs (mode of

0-6 transportation) 22

din} g4 daily necessities 4 I., el z}- is echoed 25D

40-1- All honor student 27G
4.5. el.el fence 29A

0 0 e 1

4'. I
we, our 14

I Aim ei coat 26A

# e l l ift our family 14 -Ai "1 :1
Walker Hills (place name) 19D

well 42A 4!1
(Korean monetary unit) 4

umbrella 30D Attiti W50 4

milk 12D
originally, formerly 14

friendship 31A g-
raw material 41

right side 27
general of the army 46A

Keep Right 27 il..116*-
monkey 42A

4-,!!3q
post office 3D

4L stamp 19D
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V41 principle 27

41-e5-
in principle 27



Z11'1' wants

month

March 6

(monthly pay 25D

2"1*

Viet-Nam 6D

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

(house rented for monthly
payment) 44

Monday 6D

01,ti what matter 33

4161-1- violates 29D

maintains 44

Judaism, Zionism 43

studying abroad 39

fashion 41

is in fashion, is fashionable

; six 4

A.v. army 45

-1 41- hilitary Academy 38A

op_ Aiti Korean War, June 25th
Incident 46

4qt1 sanitation 31A
A- i

the land (in contrast ,o sea)
15D

1I-1 body (in contrast to spirit) 38G

4qte A...1 bodily, physical 38G

4=1V11
stomach diseases 33A itli flexibility 42G

4,1*1-ti s.s./s... to, as, by 2

41t1 public sanitation 31A

medic 45

for, for the sake c- 27

i

411#1.N for me 27
ft

.84 danger 28

411 tkj danger 46

is dangerous 28

11.t- upstairs 24N

4'371'
regret 36

.1;1-111.61t1. is a regret 36

4- 2. conficianism 43

voters 47

uniform 26A

charge 28A

4?-%-,41.51-,Ipay parking lot 28A

el

1

glass 26A

glass bottle 26A

window 24D

536

to the left 2

41, by ship 7

st1,2. 8., as a diplomat 7

as for 1

Al 64,4 my name (as topic) 1

$.11.1- retires 44

0 CIL 0

z 0.1A

bank 2D, Ginko-nut 41A

Ginko -tree 41A

banker 40A

what (as direct object) 1

food 7D

restaurant 10D

music 23D

department of music
(in ,-.7; college) 38A



nwvrnexa.

KOREAN BASIC COURSE

O 01- lel- college of music 38A

1-it 0 ,,concert 22D

45 yes (plain speech) 17
0

A:L7.1A1 parlor 24D
0 le e

51;j1

0 14

.54 Ai.

"

replies, responds, applies for

39
opinion 37D

college of medicine 38A

as usual, without fail 42D

relies on, leaves [it] up to

)1.3

duty 29D

compulsory education

meaning 27

medical doctor 8D

doubt 25G

sp,145.elci- is doubtful 25G
0 %d

of °j14 premed 38

37

congressman, member of the

National Assembly 16D

chair 2D

according to 32

N 611 .2.1 t1-r4 according to N 32G

medicine 38A

this

01

01

01

this building 2

two 4

Lee (family name) 1D

tooth 13

the embassy (as subject) 2

sciences and engineering 38

537

64 2nd class 21N

2nd class civil servant 21N

wins 40D

leads, pulls 47

10 (see t+)

of =}

A}-111.01cf

Ls,
1

0 1

010

is a Korean 1

2nd class 21

ticket of 2nd class 21

prii ;ate 46A

o1,0 At..).4. sergeant
0 01

1st class 46A

later (on the same day) 11N

18G (see 15.)

this way, like this 18

is like this

01
1-r-

01 t:11,2..

this kind of weather 18

seven days, the 7th day of the

month 6D
achieves 43

2nd rate 21N

2nd rate college 21N

is early 18D

reaches 39

seventy 5

name 1

this way 31N

forehead 32D

haircut 31

barber 29D

barbershop 31

barber fee 31D



KOREAN BASIC COURSE

oi 441. has a haircut
el

611- tooth 13

Korean quilt 26

oHo bedding chest 29A

opile14.* ovi- eye, ear and nose
specialist 33A

61AF moving (house)

61,9.1.1. moves (house, office, etc.) 14

beyond, above, more than 38

o1 4 1-1- is strange 30

of orli story 17

OlOr/ItH. speaks, talks, tells 17

454 neighborhood 34

)igl. neighbor 3

01 oiti-(,&) beyond this [line], more
than this 38N

61A. 2 kinds 44

oUS. these days 8 (see R.
ip

mIV World War II 33D

61* 2nd floor 23

oleliel Italy 6D

o 6-i Italian 8D

of e two days, the 2nd day of the
month 6D

under, below 38D

i human being 38Go

611A 'human 38G

population 37

popularity 40D

India 6D

(pedesterian only), sidewalk 27

anthropology 38A

,!).11., V. the fields of liberal arts and
humanities 38

:21AI-11 personnel section 19N

e.p..1 -81-cl- greets, salutes 40D

bltr

°IA]]

°1

.11-

%
nri

01

Ginseng 41

(human) life 42

ratification 47

(place name) 19D

nose and throat infection 33A

one 4

work, job 6

611-1 11 `c1. has (someone) work 41G

41 Alel job 16D

bit1-1- works 3G

experience, fact

A.)._ 4)101 olrl has eaten, has the
'experience to eat 13

understanding 42D day

orevq.1. understands 29D

e)1,,t1-t1- divorces 29D

014 ever since 39

ripes +2

F is good at, is familiar with
34

538

c41 :1 the 1st (day of the month) 6

seven 5

1st class 21N

).-14 1st class restaurant 21Nza 11 ci

0 1 "71 weather 15 (see LI-AA.I)
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ot_s_tM

1 rah

41)0 0,

T Sergeant 46A

annual crops 41

once 29

(Stop) 29

private first class 46A

61a 1-

1st rate 21N

42'
1st rate school 21N

page 1 44

general 38

41. general college 38

generalization, popularization
38G

e l_ '8N. popularizes 38G

e' 01
one side, one direction 27

e I WI-

eiv1-31.4 (One Way) 27
0. 0 0 0

Japan 1G

451. t Japanese (language) 1D
e

Io NV!'e.

614
e.'

el Al

p_
t") 0 W

Japanese 1G

Japanese (language) 8D

(some part) 41

daily 4

daily necessities

1 61 1.1-1- gets up, occurs 12D

ee,

'

.17... e

el
Sunday 6D

0:5er1,P.. :411- souses, starts 29

o1 x1 e1 job 20N
e

a'

4

goes (travel) round 39D

early 25

reads 1D

539

el e.1 Wi el t1. loses 28D

6111
one's term (tenure, or

incumbency) of office 47D

during one's incumbency 47.1)

6104 (personnel) appointment 47
0101

gifpiti. is appointed 47

mouth 13

the entrance 16D

entrance visa 22

ti
entrance visa 22

,0161
wi 1

. puts on(clothes), dresses 7G

tries on (clothes) 7G

gi
joining the army 25D

511t114
legislative branch 47

11 hospitalization 32

hospital fee 24D

alail ward 33

hospitalizes 32

entrance, admission 28A

:11;,;1** N"
enters, gets into (room, hall,

etc.) 28A

g14F
entrance into a school 22D

:141 Ai:1
entrance exam 38

`)31.41*.f'F4
enters a school 22D

thll. admission (to school) 39N

),40:1F
exists, is

b
roo

=1. iS fine 1
i

013, ink 7G
01

forgets 25

;flAl e).N without forgetting and...
el
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7,
OEM

here, well 5 7+4. frequently, often 9D

A1.-71 [his] own 35D
alUFti how often 9D

All Alt] oneself 35D

sleeps 11G

automobile 7G

grows up 14D

boasting

AF:+2:.1.. is a source of pride 25G

4/F writer 40A

softly, in low voice

411 V. i4-1- speaks softly 16D

?4FI
last year 6D

is small 5

a small one 5

Arol-tr is proud of (something) 18G 4111
work, operations 28

seat 11D ?.71-tii. Men Working 28

oi Afel job 16D cup of

Alvel locker 24D

7+61- capitalist 40A

suicide 44

commits suicide 44

AFAIti in detail, precisely 35

AF
offspring, children 43

oneso.Af 35D

nature 37

naturally 37

freedom, liberty 38G

A1-1"1.
liberalization 38G

A1441. isi.=1. liberalizes 38G

Al4I1
free business 40A

7+

a cup of coffee 5G

small change 21

lawn 29A

well 1

sleep

is sleepy 13

)
is sleeping 13

1-21- for a moment 2

locks 24

al-Al for a little while 43

dragon-fly 42A

a=1'
holds, catches 28

t1.61 c.c.."...71=1. pulls 28

/till bicycle 16D ;;1-4.A19. eats (honored) 12 (see

540
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magazine 4D

Chang (family name) 19D

sheet of, piece of 5

50 sheets 5

(soy) sauce 13 (see' 2.1-1-)

u gloves 26A

4 71 el long distance 23
,

jf Minister (of government) 16D

G",}- military officer 10A

general (of armed forces) 16D

40 1-o
play, sport, fun 28D

;`Ft+-1V1"
toy 24D

1.

I'S:« V- Presbeterian 43

41., the place where pickle jars
0 -7 are placed 29A

.4 the future 22N

in the future 22N

rainy season 18

rose 41A

sales business 32D

grows (trees, vegitables, etc.)
41

fortune, property 31D

trial 44

court 44

Ael-*
is on trial 44

141-
attendance (school) 45

( while in [at) school 2+5

Jackson (family name) 23

I (polite) 1

my 1

that 2

that building (over there) 2

coat 26A

7171 there, that place 2

A1711 over there, at that place 2

Ai1 evening 4D

Al 4AF) suprer 12D

A1:111
that way, like that 18N

is like that

1-A.1-t}-1- engages in business 32D A-1Z1 21 that kind of thing 18D

4A161 long period of time 23N 't1 ePL
that way 31N

0, ia

3141 merit 23N ;I el'
as for me, as far as I'm

010 concerned 42

AI.AI- in the future 40
AlAF author 40A

;x1-1:2. scholarship 39 A-V...1 we (polite) 17G

0 .^1 t3

'41-14. boots 23N
A-1
'11

AN.
measures 30D 41051 i!.. 410] ;11. has ever eaten 13

Aet161 ashtray 26A A4 enemy 40D
--II

Aliu I
fun, interest 1 34111-

is little 5N

AIM )4;19- is interesting 8

541
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411' writes down, jots down 16

4161 *.cl- writes it down (fOr later
use) 16

?4161:.E., at least 26

71 At.. application, adoptation 29o

telephone 13D

e, ,d telephone book 16

calls up 16

dIg (transformation) 42

AND

?,ig.sict is applied 29 1 4 66 (transformation of feeling)
42

4127111-=1- applies 29 V temple 35D

1.:1
before ViS. absolutely 39G

ttiVAI .424 6 five minutes to eight 6
e7ie-.7 t

saving 44

A-1.1 before coming to Seoul 0=> 11-1- saves 11.4D

15

major, specialty 38 Zit}- is young, is youthful 14N

611 Vt major field 38 7.-16
0.4111ir

youth 37G

6.3,3.-1- majors in 38A

d 1 electricity 25

;I
point 36D

1 different point 36D

di1,x1- electrical engineering
111jdepartment 38A

(province name) 20

Ale1.44.m. (province name) 20
;1;1

lunch 12

store-clerk 40A

gradually 18

&El- expert, professional, specialist chopsticks 13
33D

telegram, cable 13D 7-1a Chung (family name) 1D

;,11.'j 1 (house rented by a large deposit
V-1 ,1" station, railroad station 3

and no monthly payment) '4

Z.L: absolutely, never 39
QA

1.1 itl.ri. stops 22
al 1

6vciti gi epedemics 33A :.4 tennis 33A

dc;11 war 28D ...117. 441. accredited (regular) college
38

,17.16iL utterly, entirely 43 A1.16r. (place name) 42Daia

d Al- street-car 7G
',1(1.

political party 47

al"S'
degree 33

e Ali
the whole 43

.p.,....
713....to some extent 33D0

Z14 hi-fi 25D
straightening (room) 26

61-1- delivers 16 71,t_.,.81-ri- straightens 260

,l-r.,.1.
bus stop 22De uL

message (to leave) 16u

51+2
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arrangement 24D

g :4 lel straighten the room 24D

Ai °e" a

qt1"
arranges 24D

certainly, truth 18

x92_ full-dress hat 26A
0

p1 ti 441-
college of political

science and law 38A

government 8D

Al-V-t1- Government party 47
0 0

government (as curriculum)

formal, regular 45

most, best 10

Alio] el rtr is most convenient 10

A1:1 11-t1.

A1gv:-

14-

14-s.

tFtl.

is in first place 41

James 1

manufacturing business 40A

(place name) 19D

(province name) 20

divides 37G

38A A.21. (t4) morning paper 44

shellfish 41A

.:,1 spirit 38G
7..1. a little 8 (see 400.1-la

2";1tW spiritual, mental 38G A-`j:
ship-building engineering

department 38A

;

ai_tpaitl. becomes created 43

iil
the yard, garden 16D

Vi'l Al"
crardener 40A

A.-iti carefulness 25G

lA1ltFri- is honest 23G AL'ItIP":1=1.

is careful 25G

a

;Li .11
policy 47 Z-1;171.1"

is careful, watches out 29

i5,1 politics 34D
3LR.1-9- is quiet 19D

0.

,y0.1x.i. political section 34D A. P. it i
0 ,

quietly 16D

c,1*141 political 38N A. A.-Ll.0
pilot 29D

;c.I*11- political science 35A .*4 structure 47

-1

1?.,,1 sq* si-l- plastic surgeory
.1....1..

nephew 14D

specialist 33A

1 11 i (polite subject) 17G .4:_,1- niece 14D
tit

Ail t9 discharge from army 25D # .1.9. is sufficient 25

Aii.S.
system 37D .i

respect 29

24 1.1E education system 37D &-,,,,7i* g1-t1- gets respect 39

Ai! ti! swallow 42A
vjit1-1- respects 39N

Ail ;;F

No. 3 21 L.
w
°1 graduation 14

tt

1A11.71.
on time 21D, 25D ..*...oiti-r}.

graduates (from) 14
v bi

543
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a little 2

is narrow 5D

religion 43

(street name in Seoul) 19D

4i-4F
kind, sort 41

.t.,A} 1.'cl- is engaged in 40

0 01 paper 5

(one's) add.l.'ess 16D

4-4.1'-h gas station 29

-,q1
carefulness 28D

0r8N is careful 28D

41 ideology, -ism 47

4. 4s.! democracy 47

1°1 master, owner, my husband

4-e14.6 my husband 14D

seed 41 4 01 week 6

is good, is nice 4 parking lot 16D

4_61. prefers, likes 0,1..al.=1.. parks 16D

4?11
seat 23D 4...M. 14.A1 No Parking 28A

left side 27 residence 294.4. 11

44-` .--'IA
Keep Left 27

4- LailiAl
residential area 29

al crime, sin 43, 44 A. 'I. dies 11G

.14 criminal, prisoner 43 A- '4-)
death 37G

ai m- sin 44 i-t-3- VI
Semi-Express 19

alg.... AN- commits a crime 44
i- ''1

preparation 17G
e "s

alt701-1- is sorry 36 i.til$N- prepares for 17G

4- State (U.S.A.) 15
f. ;;;;I*

Brig. General 46A

,..t:1- gives 4 vl 41 Warrant Officer 46A

/1-4.9- goes for [me] 11 1 rope 31A

4.S., mainly, mostly 8 of 1. reduces 25

+13
v.

1. weekend 12D, 19D among, during 10i

*, 111..1 pocket 244
-7-21 i'- i" 611)..1

among them 10

4-* attention 44 i-4 China 1G

4..y. A.19. sleeps (honored) 25D .i....4. ril- Chinese (language) 1G

...
.4-4- order (of goods, food, etc) 13D .i..4. ),1-vl. Chinese (man) 1G

4- Al- injection, shot 33A i--4 °I Chinese (language) 8D

u L}, gets a shot 33AAl. e.

544

used item 30
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A1

Al1

Red-China 40D

company (military unit)

is important 18

Middle East 41D

Lt. Colonel 46A

Staff Sergeant 46A

the Midwest 41D

center, central 11

is important 18

1st Lt. 46A

Lt. General 46A

junior high school
school) 10D

rat 42A

that is, namely
say 47

immediately

enjoys 42

evidence,

11.7

45

, (middle

44, that is to

proof 43

xl 61-4 knows where [it] is
mc- v.' 13

tA1 since [I] joined the
State Department 15

A

wa

n

llet 16D

ow, present 5

passes by, gets along 1

last, past 6

u l 1

a Alt2L last three days 6

th gets colder 18

0 A1=1 gets -er 18

defeats 40D

545

A

URSE

map 2D

guidance 35D

1-1- guides 35D

Ai* loci. is boring, is tedious 33D

geography 34

e1-11'
geography (as curriculum) 35D

AIT11.11.
nominates 47

0

AlC1- 11411
district court 47

/}0
manager 23

Ai* roof 29A

(political) instructions,
directions 47D

knowledge 40D

district, area 29

volunteer (soldier) 45

s1-=1- is messy 25D

A1Z A-4x' officially approved textbook
21N

AP:111
designated seat 21

x1x1 t1-1- supports 47

is tired, is fatigued 42D

Alqlq keeps, obeys, protects 29

A1:111- is punctual 29N

tFA1
basement 29A

subway 27D

wisdom 23D

factory worker, technician 18D

textile 41

occupation, profession 18D

staff 24N
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place of work 18D

direct(ly), at first hand 44

sleet 25G

azalea 41A

a meal (honored) 26N

diagnosis 33A

is tough 13

question(iare) 13D

order 31A

VAI public order 31A

jacket 26A

is salty 13

cuts 31A

11:1-17-1.

Al =1-
I

A1.4
0 e

baggage, luggage, load 20

house, home 2D

my wife 19D

concentrates 43

farms, builds 41

I
farms 40

likrt cookse

tt barks 41D

111- dog barks 41D

rice 40N

the draft, conscription 45

side, direction 2

the left (side) 2

°}7.41-. this way 2D

worth, value 5 ti A*.(2.1. in the direction of the
City Hall 2D

sLtlied AAFel W worth, W50 bill 5 p. around, about

is short (in length) 10D tt.),:1)-1,1*. around 5 o'clock 6, 197-3411-q

Al

*ziAl the second time

}} jam 13D

9. car 4N

xr tea 12D

_1.AF black-tea 10G0

7

5)+6

A411. takes (photograph) 20

jeep 39G

garage 16D

Vice-Minister 32D

is cold

cold water 12D
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wears (watch, sword, pistol,
etc. ) 26A

(Vehicles Only) 27

vehicles 27

one' s turn 26D, 31

difference 21

A1-Alt1.11-occupies, posseses 44

AI.AF gradually 18

Al- really, very 9, by the way, oh
9N

ti.l. endures 39D

Al-All sparrow 42A *1 season 18
el

*FA!
melon 41A A tIE

el
railroad 27D

59. window 11D 1*. (given) name 35D

AP. storage room 29A V 41. philosopy 38A
0

AN- looks for, seeks 3 :j 4w philosophical 38G

AL OL 41. detects out, seeks out 43
"*J

first 7 (see 512c3 )
,A1 a

*1/01
bond 21D !LJA'Ali first, the first 7

5142. 1- fills up 30 Z,rjAAli the first, the first time 7

0 book 1G '1 *1-
the first train 22

Ott. book-store 4 :le the youth 23G

AtiAl- table, desk 2D
tiA...s.1.1. cleans up 26

--, 0

411:II

responsibility 37N, 43 :I+ (place name) 20

101 (5 7111- bears responsibility 43 tiZi
(place name) 20

a v.

*li;t1- bookcase, book shelves 29A 3.1.4 physique, figure (of female) 24D
-27 oi

*1 my wife 144 ,iilti.1.1- Ministry of Communication 47

Al 11- wife's family, wife' s parents 34 AW* physical education department 38A

*-1 ti virgin, single bachelor woman 37N 011.4. arrest 43

*I ili

*ipx
. 1

1..4.1- is arrested 43G

5'1
punishment 22G

'ar punishes 22G

first, the first time 1
0

thousand 24-

ten-million 1

"1'611 t'l'AA c:)icir- you re welcome- 7-i.11-1 ;11/ 73-* f

(place name) 22

6*. Catholic 24-3

slowly 11D

41-451:1 like (or just as) New York
18, 19N

5!.7

.511A, t1.=11. arrests 213
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34_1- looks up to, beholds 12G

vinegar 13, candle

*ei.ti. exceeds 29

=94 junior college

CN
invitation 13D

A1- (exit) visa 22

4.- .2 *11,11 (exit) visa 22
e.

*4: going to work (office) 32

38N )-171. time to go to the daily work,
morning rush hour 32

village, rural area 15D

country man 42D

4-A* bachelor, unmarried man 14G

general affairs section 19N

Consulate General 39G

0 0 president (of university) 16D

Choe (family name) 1D

the maximum, at most 29

A.VAF one who received most
votes 47

recent 38

A1.2. 1.e. recently, lately 38

21X1--

Aq*F

4- 5./1

harvesting 42

4. #. .81-ci- harvests 42

one's best 47

does one's best 47

minimum 29N

truck 39D

411 coldness 32D

4L recommendation 47

4...ei*Fri. recommends 47

4.4 soccer 33A

*41 phonographer 29A

(place name) 20

548

goes to work 32

runs (as a candidate) 47
m 1

°lam

departure 19

departs 19

exit-entrance 16D

4 01:LA1 Off Limit, Do Not Enter 27D

AF business trip 25D0

commutation 32D

dancing

4-1- dances 9D

is cold 18

worm (cover term) 42A

advises 38D

collision 32D

sufficiency

is sufficient, is enough

(place name) 19D

(province name) 20

*ti AL.E. (province name) 20

deals with 22G

hobby, taste, interest 44

inauguration ceremoney 47

41git1.1- inaugurates 47

411411-cF gets a job 39

13
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floor, storey 240

1st floor 24N

stairway, steps 28

college of dentistry

X14.4 AF dentist 33A

*N. hits, plays 29D

g1 61-..1r...1.- *11- plays piano 29D

1 1- raises

-r- OlLe_ 1 raises silkworm 41

38

(medical) treatment 33A

Alg,t.N. gets medical treatment 33A

*101. skirt (Korean style) 26A

*It toothbrush 25G

security (of the society)

toothpaste 25G

Nt1.1 fiercelyX141

knife 5D

Catholic 43

Cadillac 37D

turns on 25

nose 13

el elephant 42A

COSMOS 41A

At coca cola 12D
r4.

61- cocoa 12D

*16 CI.
"-r-

I i1Inl -eFcl

t1

puts in order, takes away 26A

takes away (for me) 26A

friend 3

relatives 14D

is close, is intimate 34

seven 4

bed 23

pullman 19D

invasion 43G

is invaded 43G

Baptist 43

bedroom 24D

43

34i01
17 ki

w*10w
141.

1

intrusion 43

intrudes 43

praise, compliment 35

praises, speaks highly of 35

5!.9

coat 26A

iL 4.ti mustache 31

o

"'1

:1-4L i 61'

bean 41A

(soy) bean sprouts 41A

loudly 16

is big 5

grows up, is brought up 15D

height (of person) 18

Kilo-meter 29D
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el"1- rides, gets on 7

11-1- takes (bus, taxi, etc.) 10

tire 29D

typing

typing paper 5

el"°I.Lel-°161 typewriter 30D

414 table tennis 33A

I

is muddy, is thick 28

Remove [your] Hat 27D

Tailand 6D

attitude 24D

elpp1- gives a ride, loads 7N

e $N 4.9- gives [someone] a ride 11N

eq.

0AI

°I

typhoon 42A

taxi 7D

[gas] tank, 29D

hair 31D

frame, scope 47

elleINI(e.) television 29A

611014.JL T.V. program 38D

rabbit 42A

A41- civil engineering department
38A

toast 25D

P.01 Saturday 6D

land, estate 4.4

550

td

.saw 26N

sawing 26N

top )44D

top news 44D

can 23D

passage, passing 27D

passes 27D

signal corps man 45

press agency, news agency 45

interpreter 8D

translates 29D

unification 40D

1+ 4. 0 unification of North and
South 40D

1-tIN through, by 43

1-(111
passing, going through 27

61 .2.A1 No Trespassing. 27D

.7S..$11 -7-1 1121- curfew (time) 28A0 0 sti

passes 27

a message, telephone call 32D

triF*1-1"
talks over the telephone 16,

32D

coming home from office 32

i4a /1.1;21-
quiting time 32

leaves office for home 32

.841 discharging from the hospital
32D

34*Fti- discharges from the hospital
32D
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vote 38D, 47

*ALAI- polling place 47
0

.:re. t1.1. votes, casts votes 47

suitcase 23

Special Express 19

el privilege 47

4-44. Master Sergeant 46A

is special 26

oi
I

specially 26

RIM

green onion 41A

At=1. digs 41

3111-1-
is blue 4N

AH
blue color 4D

otel fly 26A

°tell fly swatter 26A

ilrel party 34D

39- 11-r1- judges 47t. e

salesman 42D

f--1,4- judge 16D

el
e

special products 41

specially, particularly 23D, 39

is sturdy, is strong, is durable
19N, 30

turns on (radio, hi-fi, etc.) 25D

is wrong 18

mistake 37G

e di 01
r .1:21 wo without fail 24

free time, spare time 9

alal tip 24D

c)11--

pen 5

side, way

which way 10

one way 21N

letter, mail 9D

is not well, is sick 32

is comfortable 10D

review, criticism 44

(province name) 20

(province name) 20

FA1
wooden board 31A

ttl oq (place name) 20

eight 4

arm 13

sells 4

quite, very 9

Page 44

551

peace 25G

is peaceful 25G

1111:1
a lung-disease, T.B. 33A

Ile pneumonia 33A

grape 41A
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artillaryman 45a1 *--t"
customs 26D

AL-4- EF 1-1*
poplar (tree) 41A t.4]. good harvest 42A

?F1- inclusion 2 i;14. platform 21

.44-.5.11- is included 24 4NF,.. fatigue

-1-3F*FtF Includes 24 *Ftl-
is tired 13

falls 41D stiti- blooms 42

ticket 21 411. fatigue

.114.1. *FL round-trip ticket 21 411.1-1. is fatigued 13

B. A1 indication, sign 29 44 skin 31A

11. ?:11 sign, insignia 27 =14,21..5_,1,1.1. skin specialist 33A

11.6 expression 42 A11411 skin disease 33A

is bluish 4D

grass 31A

at* unties, solves 26A

scenes, sights, views 41

fruitful year, good crop 42A

sp. with, and 9

with me 9

41111.1. etig.1 book and pencil 9G

ti.t.l. one

one by one 27

614.

heaven, sky 18

does 1

one day, the 1st day of the
month 6

it51 dayfly 42A

552

smokes

smokes (cigarettes) 9D

410 sets a fire
-r-

28D

need, necessity

is necessary, is needed 5

11-6*
lower half 44

lower level 47

111"i
sergeant 116A

*111:cl.
is white 4N

-11

white color 4D

anyway, at any rate 36

m., afternoon 20

!,11 '1,14.1. 12:10 p.m. 20

crane 42A
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school 2
ti.... ei Humphrey (family name) 33G
01

grade (school-year), grader 14
0114*..

(place name) 20
10

school expense 24N, 37D 31.41
passing (an exam) 27D

Bachelor of Arts or Sciences
38

student 1

degree 38

scholar 8D

dean (of college) 16D

approximately 8

Alti about 4 years 8

Han River 35D

e114'
Korea l

. 11- Korean (language) 1

Korean 1G

6...vd Korean style 23

!1.4., 6i Korean (language) 8D

(name of township) 34

Korean food 12

Chinese character 19D

t*..Itle;1 (name of Korean dish) 23D

.1! treat 37D

mil- l LIM- treats (someone) 37D

th1141
on the other hand 40

*1-t1LI grand-mother 14D

:F4- V-6 if it's possible 19N

t1.4wiAl grand-father 13G
l

:11 (province name) 20

WA 43E. (province name) 20
rsu ..,

553

t41411-=1- passes (an exam) 27D

jitney 7G

011

United States 18D

avaiation engineering depart-
ment 38A

harbor 18D

all the Lime 9N

always 9N

year 6D

4 what year 6D

Fl
sun 40D

*171
solution 41

spit1.1. solves 41

el1.51-1-1:-111-fires (someone from employment)
47D

itlia.t1-1- fires (one from the job) 39N,

47D

*IL/ Navy 24D

tila 4-8- Naval Attache 24D

642. A114.11-2. Naval Academy 38A

tlaitli marine corps 45

sea products 41A

maritime accident 32D

t4 6L zUt}. Merchant Marine College 38A
9.1 4.1.

overseas 15D

t114. (place name) 20

tIpL seaweeds, marine plants 41A

.111'91
hamburger 40D
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bound for 20

*AFtli "71-*F0 Pusan bound train 20N

behabior 24D

pedestrian 28D

administration 43D

administrative officer 24D

executive branch 47

public administration 38A

improvement 41D, 46

I 6.0 01

IN*0 0

0401-11

0 0

tH:sii- is improved 41D0 .
.61.41-1-1- permits 44

used, second hand

wornout car 24D

constitution 47

under the constitution 47

military policeman 45A

helmet 26A

belt 26A

vestibule 29A

0 cash 7G
u.1

6 4

4A16

modern (times) 38

modern 38G

*41,11 modernization 38

4.1.
ilFCF

t..1 01 phenomenon, aspect 38

modernizes 38G

at present 22

n1-10" present administration 47

older brother (of male) 14

554

V16

older brother (of male, honored)
14

siblings, brothers and sisters
14

situation 46

number

eit11-1,-t1 Room No. 25 24

(14.) walnut 41A

tiger 42A

pumpkin 41A

cabbage 41A

Australia 6D

.1.4.;211.1 pocket 24D

14 peanut 41A

hotel 2D

by any chance 16

by any chance 16

single, alone 14

radish 41A

flood 32D

(brown) tea 10G

anger, rage 37D

o5r

1+1 1-11. gets angry 37D

3.71.4 chemical engineering depart-
mentment 38A

Holland 6D

-41 freight office, baggage checking
counter 20N

Alt_9. truck 29D

1144_ arrow sign 28el

:1 Tuesday 6D

make-up 26A
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+3iA10
toilet, restroom 24

,11-1-131-z1- makes up her face 26A

441"

.}t1 t1

N'Al"

fire 28

chemistry 38A

exactly, for sure, certainly
34

patient ;-1,2D

AL A medal 26A

4L.FrtFul- is excellent, is outstanding 13

At 1

:14?-

il
41L 11.

much more 38

gasoline 29

filter 30

vacation 6

Korean money 21D 4_11 ).121. break time 27D

(province name) 20

conference, talks 33D

recovery 33A

recovers 33A

company, firm 8

meeting, conference 32D

Mohammedanism 43A

4-711
lounge 28

.-A1L waste basket 26A
0

lean year 42A

t-41- poor harvest, short crop 42A

is cloudy 18

is 61 negro 26D

ALl. steers 12G
e '

-r-
e the later time 4-131

interest (in a serious subject)

39

1. og'. 4... oil after graduating (from) 15 Q 'oil- Ilcl- is interested in 39

_It, ..., el ul- Florida 41D 4E171/1- V=1- is not interested in 39

4_14_ ( ct)i) candidate +5
ltig. comedy 26D

_f_y_AI. candidate 47 1.2.11.
.is whitish 4D

black pepper 13

11-41. black pepper (power) 13

!
training 32G

trains 32D

,r11 trainee 40A

555

11 g} hope 39

1.11.-et.l. hopes 39

11)11-1-rt. is sacrificed 43G
0

elA1114 sacrifices 27G

t°31

power, energy 35

t101
is difficult 35

e
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Index to the Gramma Notes

The following Index includes all the gr

introduced in Volume 1 and Volume 2. The a

that of Korean-English Glossary in Volume

which are not used in the Glossary are i

D after T; 13, F and Q after P; R after

References are to Unit and Gramma

Grammar Note 1.

-1- (Particle) 2.2 (see °1/1)

11-Al-
'the most.' 10.3

0

- -19" (see ,,-;".1) 42.2

'if..." 42.2

- 11.7.0-1 42.2

-1 16.3

- 111 (of a description

(of an action ve

-1 (of an action

Vs.,111

9.1

( Particl

*H-

ammar points and their related terms

1phabetical order of the Index follows

2. The initial letters of the entries

serted as in the Volume 1 as follows:

L; y after H.

r Note; for example, 19.1 refers to Unit 19,

A. (Particle) 4.4 (see sq-14)

g- 18.1 (see -4.t.-?

-/I 8,1

- .si 9. 27.2

'to decide to do something'
24.2

_11611 ul-tmtl. 40.3

verb) +JEN 28.1 -/1 4..qtg)1) 'in order to do', 'to do..'
'for the sake of doing'27.

rb) + 28.1(b)
t.i./oiLl. (Particle) 10.4

verb) + 28.1

'19- 41.2

e) 17.3 (see ep.)

sometimes does' 35.5 N1 N2 'not only N1 but4.

also N2' 35.4

N 0101: 'as far as N is concerned',
'at least N' 34.4(a)

N + ,161 ' without N' 34.5 (a)

N + elq( -71.) 35.1

N tx.1.1.(,L,11 'in accordance with N'v
'depending upon N' 22.2

1

'...but' 13.1

_ 41.4

N
37.3

N 1-/ 1 1-( ) 11- 2 . 1

used to do', 'sometimes
did' 35.5

v21-19- 'will do... at all cost'
29.2(a)

'certainly is/does', 'is/does
r indeed' 29.2

'finally did...', 'ended up
doing...' 29.2(b)

01.0hk,14
rt,

'after having done...' 38.2

31-3

_ALAI + other than tiAl 31.3(b).

-jt-A1 *Fri. 'to intend to' 31.3(a)

556

N 611 ti ( )t1,44 'compared with N' 37.7

N1(4,4) ;Iv, N2 o.=2m like N1'

N .P.1 x11(') ' for N' , ' for the
ct

sake of N' 27.3

113_ 7.3

31.2
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18.3

11.4

- '4%6: + Noun 5.1

/3. 16.1

_146/1- y et0 11. sseeols that something
is/does' 32.2

61(41)01 d)j..(or&) 'has (or has

not) done so- and -so' 13.2

- 1-/0 0-- Al 16.4

Ai -F period of time + -(or
'It has been..(period of time) since'

t,..1

0.1./ 37 15.3:s1:311. .6

'since...', 'because.'
12.1

(Particle) 1.2 (see

4-210-. ± 18.2

_t.

Pe)

'as soon as...', 'no sooner...
than...' 43.1

4;;!F 'while doing so-and-so' 15.4

Nominal 411 i24).t.i 'concerning Nominal',
{;.}1

1-

11 'about Nominal 15.5

Nominal Expression 1.3.

Nominal + (or -) 14.3

...not ...buts, 'do without
25.4

Nouns 1.3

Noun Derivative Verb 25.5

Noun phrases 1.3

Noun Substantive Form 37.1

Numerals 4.6

Numeral phrases 7.1

The more the more 41.1

The (..52-)0 Form 37.1

Time counters: j 'year', 1 'year',

'month', 4L°1 'week',

9- 'day', Al 'o'clock',

.6 'minute' 6.1

doing..'

i0'month'
01 'day',
P'

' hour' ,

557

(Particle) 'also', 'too'

A1 (Particle) 12.4-

Transitive Verbs 3.1

-71-) 25.3

- riLl 27.1

-F N 23.1

4.3

-.S4 24.1

'whether or' 37.4

Denominals and Denominal Verbs, 20.2

Denominative 20.2

Dependent Nouns 13.4

Derivational Affixes 20.3

Derivation 20.3

Derivational Causative Verb 32.1

Derivational Intransitive Verb 32.1

Derivative Verbalizer 25.5

Descriptive Verbs 3.1

Determinatives 2.3

Direct Quatative Particle 17.3

'time'

CC
°I1

-11 tie. 611

, 'occasion', 'when' 14.1

'because [it] is does' 20.1(b)

N + ell 'because of N' 20.1(a)

el.:14m (Particle) 17.3

elr.S-/olei-X... (Particle) 18.5

AL (Particle) 1.2 (see

eis). -74 61_

.41 I

VII 6ep..

etg. 611.

11.5
e e

)

'is planning to...' 18.6

'there's no need of doing'
35.3
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_ e/ 6 ? 'Shall I...?`, Shall we
e ' Will (it) .. (do you think)?' 5.2

+ Nominal 9.3

-e/A. rzliuFti, 'every time [one] does
(something)' :37.2

-e/ 6-, 1144Ii 39.1

-eq: 6- ti.ti 39.1

-e/...42. %Al ' almost did...' 33.1
t-

/a/ 6. 131" °1"-1 1 ' not only... but also'
35.4

611. 'only is/does', 'only thing
e [one does] is such-and-

such' 33.2
41-611 tvri- 'cannot help doing',

connot but do' 37.5
-"/A 151131°Izi- 'is expected to...', 'is

e 0 planning to...' 22.3
PP- can-', 'be able to-' 8.3

'cannot-', 'be unable to-'
r" tV, 8.3

-e/A 'to be as as', 'to the
e 0 extent of doing' 33.3

.1t.? 61-1- 'knows how to..' 'can do..'e at 29.1
e/ .4 St...e.-1- 'does not know how to..'

e 29.1

OM o ,... A1 4 0 2ton.*

_e/.6 e4olel. ' intends to...' , ' will do, . '
i e I 26.2

e/ 6 3111)- -11- ttl),-1 t1- I there's no need of doing'e e
35.3

Retrospective Form 23.1

u111 (Particle) 8.2

(Particle) 'only', ' just' 12.5

10.1

-(")LI 711 (U)L1-711-? 21.2

_ w/o and ty.Tor 31.1

y_ti. (Particle) 'than', 'more than'
8.4

Particle mis..../61e1-N_ 34.1

558

Particle Z1--Fk as' 'to the extent
of" 19.1

Particles and Particle 94°1'1 34.4

Past tenses: Simple and Remote Past 4.2

Past Tense Suffixes )1-.2

Personal Nouns in Polite and Plain
Speeches 17.2

Plain Speech: Formal and Informal 17.1

Polite Speech: Formal 2.1

Informal 4.1

Post-Nouns 2.4

Post-Noun vit. 19.2

Present Noun-Modifier Ending 5.1

Present Noun-Modifier Words 5.1

Prospective Noun-Modifier Word 9.3

Prospective Noun-Modifier Ending 9.3

Basic Arithematics 37.8

Further Note on 1 35.2

Further Note on Particle 4511 25.1

Further Note on -AI 19.3

Future Tense in Korean 3.2

Future Tense Suffix 3.2
Quatatives 17.3

25.5
=1. ;1.1.3

Al 'each', 'at one time' 14.4

'should not...', 'must not...' 28.2

Substantive 37.1

Suffixes 3.2 (see Verb Suffixes)

Action Verbs 3.1

Adverbs 5.3

Ad + (11 0161: 'only Ad', 'at least Ad'
34.4 (b)

Adverbial phrases 6.4
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M- (Negative) 'not' 3.4 L-1."1- 41.5

Authoritative Speech and Familiar
Speech 5.1

Auxilliary Verb 7.6

of (Particle) 11.3

Infinitive -1-611 'has to',1muse
11.3 (a)

Infinitive +ol: 'only when (or if)'
'must..to..' 11.3(b)

61 /e7 (Particle) 'of', 's' 1.2 Indirect Quatative Particle 17.3

ofl (Particle) 'at', 'on', 'in' 2.2 Infinitive 11.1

Infinitive ± Vi (or ..t.q) 38.4
on (Particle) 'to' 3.6

Infinitive + another inflected expression
611 and 6i1c1-01-) 39.3 25.2

Infinitive I- SL 'even though-', 'although
NAI (Particle) 'from', 'at', 'in', 10.2

'on' 3.5
Endings 2.1 (see Verb-Endings) Infinitive + 4L-(or ) 16.2

(An) Organization 'the Infinitive + 30.1
organization does...' 22.1

o1/-71. (Particle) 2.2

oiti (Particle) 10.4 (see LH

.51.7-1 (Particle) 12.4 (see pl)

(Particle) 18.5 (See '.1117-)

Infinitive -I- Uiela + ON 30.1
Sq./4 (Particle) 4.4

Infinitive + 12.3
tig..611- 'it (the reason)

is because [it] does/is' 28.3

g_ (Sentence Particle) 4.1

4,14()1) 'for', 'for the sake of 27.3

'without N', 'without (or instead of)
doing something' 34:5

-(,6)1-1 the Sequential Form 21.1

..ALel 'in order to...' 6.3 (see -el)

ALS. (Particle) 2.2 (see S%/-9....SL)

- (s--)6 2-

29.3

'as soon as...', 'no sooner .
than' 43.1

,s11- '[you]may..', '[it] will do°
you can...' 24.3

- (A )11 Al 40 . 1

)e^*-(-6- ) e 4- 'the more
41.1

fcl-1- 311.3

.er/e (Particle) 1.2

Abg- (Particle) 1.2a

the more'

559

Infinitive + Al 14.2

Infinitive +61:Sill. 23.2

Infinitive + )!;s1- 14.5

Infinitive ++- 11.2

Infinitive -I-. Al- 18.2

Intransitive Verbs 3.1

Interrogative + xi 13.3

Interrogative Nominal SI.. + Negation
'is/does not... any...' 34.2

Interrogative + ---c:x 'no matter +
Interrogative + one) does/is',
'regardress of Interrogative + (one)
does/is' 37.4

owl 1-11-/ imnita / vs. L',14.-icl- 2.5

Causative Verb 32.1

Causative Verb Suffix 32.1

Copula 1.1

Counters: xj, °Fel, V,

5.4
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-41 and 38.1

'before', 'the previous time' 15.2

_11 zlell 'before doing...' 15.2

+ Negation 'never..', 'not.. at
all..' 39.2

Ali °) 'the most ..' 10.3

-* and *619" 32.3

' ...but' 9.2

111H 11.1

_Al Pkg. + an inflected expression 25.4
1

-Al 'cannot..', 'is not..' 8.3

- Al + an inflected expression 25.4

_Al Allm and -Al 11-.:2. 'without (or instead
oeldoing somethingT 34.5

- Al ptTL]=1. 4.5

-Aland -AreFti" 26.1

(Particle) 18.4

11 (Particle) 9.4

Honorifics 3.3

Honorific Suffix 3.3

T. (or zp?_) 'after', 'the later time',
=

'next' 15.1

-1-4.611 'after doing...' 15.1

-11-and 4-1-1- 38.3

Verbals 1.1

Verb-Endings 2.1

Verb Phrases 7.6

Verbs: Action vs. Description and
Intransitive vs. Transitive 3.1

Verb-Stems 2.1

Verb Suffixes 3.2
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FSI Language Publications available from
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402

BASIC COURSES

Amharic (Unfits 1-50), $2.25
Amharic Units 51-60) $2.50
Cambodian (Units 1-45 , S2.00
Chinyanja (Units 1-63 , 51.75
French (Units 1-12 and 13-14, a set), $4.00

French Supplementary Exercises (Units 1-15), $3.25

Fula (Units 1-40), $2.75
German (Units 1-12), $2.00
German (Units 13-24) 0 $1.75
Greek (Vol. 1), $1.75
Greek (Vol. 2), S1.00
creek (vol. 3), forthcoming
Hebrew (Units 1-40), $2.50
Hungarian (Units 1-124, $1.25
Hungarian (Units 13-2 ), $1.75
Kirundi (Units 1-30), $2.75
Kituba Units 1-35), $2.25
Korean Vol. 1), $3.00
Korean Vol. 2) $4.75
Lingala (Units 1-24), $1.50
Luganda Lessons 1-94) , $2.P'5

More (Units 1-48), $1.75
Serbo-Croatian (Units 1-25), $3.50
Serbo-Croatian (Units 26-50),
Shona (Units 1-49), $2.50
Spanish Units 1-15 an 16-30, a set), $7.50

Sparish Units 31-45), 3.25
Spanish Units 46-59, 2.50
Swahili Units 1-150 , 3.00

Turkish Units 1-30), $2.25
Turkish Units 31-50), $2.25
Twi (Units 1-20), $1.25
Vietnamese (Vol. 1), 1.75

1
Vietnamese Vol. 2), 1.50

Yoruba (Units 1-49), 1.75

Finnish Graded Reader, $4.00
Hungarian Graded Reader, $3.75
Indonesian Newspaper Reader, $1.75
Modern Written Arabic, forthcoming
Spanish Programmatic Course Instructor's Manual, $0.75

Spanish Programmatic Course Student Workbook, $2.25

Swahili - General Conversation, $0.75
Swahili - Geography, 0.65
Thai - Reference Grammar, $1.25
Yoruba Intermediate Texts, $1.25

Supplies of all publications listed are limited, and prices are subject

to change without advance notice. Rules require remittance in advance

of shipment. Check or money order should be made payable to the Super-

intendent of Documents. Postage stamps and foreign money are not

acceptable.


